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It is a distinct pleasure to write this foreword to Disabling Domesticity. 
As anthropologists researching kinship, family, and disability, we are 
delighted to welcome such a groundbreaking volume. This book deploys 
the insights of disability studies to examine how domestic life in North 
America is “cripped” by the experiences of living life with a difference. 
We also write as parents of children with disabilities; our households have 
been shaped by their needs, along with those of increasingly frail elderly 
family members whose bodies and minds are declining. We thus read this 
book with the double vision that our own caregiving and scholarship 
provide; these identities deepen our appreciation for the attention each 
author brings to what it means to disable domesticity.

This wide-ranging collection offers exciting contributions by a vigor-
ous group of outstanding “hybridized intersectional” writers, as the editor 
notes. They are historians of social life and its material culture, sociol-
ogists, as well as scholars of literature, architecture and design, gender 
studies, American studies, science studies, health sciences, and (of course) 
disability studies. All have important interventions to make in using dis-
ability perspectives to critically rethink home, care, and family, the three 
sections into which the chapters in this book are divided. The work of 
these authors underscores the originality and importance of the editorial 
vision that the distinguished historian/disability studies scholar Michael 
Rembis brings to this book. As his introduction highlights, domesticity 
as a potentially productive topic has been relatively neglected in disability 
studies until recently. This is largely because the field of disability studies 
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came of age in the 1980s through the work of activists and scholars (often 
with overlapping identities) who were

…focused on moving themselves, as well as other disabled people, out of 
their homes (or other institutionalized settings) into the wider world of 
work, school, and various forms of public accommodation and recreation… 
family and home became sites of ableist oppression that had to be avoided 
or actively dismantled. (Rembis, 2016, Introduction, p. 7 )

This necessary concern with advancing “civil disabilities” (Hirschmann 
and Linker, 2015) has been and continues to be crucial to ongoing strug-
gles for political, social, and cultural inclusion. Indeed, “for many dis-
abled people, the home and other domestic spaces remain dreaded sites 
of oppression” (Rembis 2016, p. 7). Nonetheless, Disabling Domesticity 
makes clear that the time has come to rethink the complexity of west-
ern domestic life as a crucial realm for those with disabilities and their 
allies, providing “critically important spaces within which they not only 
empower themselves, but also form meaningful, life sustaining, and often 
transformative relationships” (ibid., p. 7) In short, the analyses offered 
here are long overdue and promise to launch a much-needed consequen-
tial wave of scholarship.

In examining the normative underpinnings of home, care, and family, 
the authors in this book also offer alternative inclusive perspectives that 
speak to the idea of “accessible futures,” a utopian-political term intro-
duced by disability scholar Alison Kafer (2013). Their chapters do the 
rigorous and creative work of using a disability framework to critique our 
social order, suggesting how it might be otherwise. Collectively, the chap-
ters destabilize domesticity as a taken-for-granted foundation of social 
life, interrogate independence as an ideological construct, underscoring 
the lively interdependence necessary to sustain lives of dignity and pos-
sibility for people with disabilities and their caregivers throughout the life 
course. Too often, the authors remind us, networks of domestic support 
and caregiving that might make accessible futures possible have remained 
invisible, unexamined, and undercompensated. Moreover, oppressive 
domestic arrangements are sustained by entrenched hierarchies: gendered 
and racialized labor, heteronormativity, the inequalities of class, and (in 
the Global North) extreme bureaucratization of education, health care, 
and other social services.
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The book’s project resonates deeply with our own research on how 
American families incorporate disability across the life course. The stresses 
on households can be considerable when faced with the distinctive needs 
of the sometimes-unrelenting quotidian work involved in managing life 
with disability. These include the struggle to obtain truly accessible hous-
ing and services, the often-futile search for sites of cultural and social 
inclusion, and the daily grind of managing transportation, education, and 
medical appointments. These seemingly mundane if overwhelming activi-
ties are fundamental to stabilizing home, care, and family for people with 
disabilities and their supporters; they are also crucial to the project of 
embracing humanity in all its diversity. Our subjects address this persis-
tent juggling act by reconfiguring kinship relations, sometimes beyond 
“flesh and blood,” creating supportive relationships wherever they can be 
established. Their “new kinship imaginaries” chart an emergent terrain 
that encompasses a broader range of experience than is usually acknowl-
edged in mainstream culture. This is often accomplished against the grain 
of hegemonic normalizing discourse that has for so long diminished and 
stigmatized people with disabilities and their allies as full participants in 
social life. Our observations and interviews are filled with frequent para-
digm shifts that occurred as “disabled families” realized their experiences 
did not map easily onto pre-existing models of domestic life. In nearly 
every encounter, our respondents offered narratives about how they were 
reimagining everything—from rebuilding domestic space, to revising 
household budgets, to reconsidering school and work, to reimagining 
models of humanity—in ways that helped them take into account life with 
a difference.

In circumstances that do not conform to the temporalities and expecta-
tions of normative kinship, families often feel pressure to reinvent them-
selves, reframing conventional rhythms of daily life, what disability scholars 
and activists often call “crip time.” This includes accommodating altera-
tions in the life cycle. Ritual transitions marking typical life cycle events, for 
example, can serve as harsh reminders of the different temporalities that 
often accompany disability. Ceremonies such as family or school reunions, 
graduations, and weddings can be fraught and inadvertently exclusionary. 
While some families initially experience “crip time” as a problem unique 
to their own household, eventually, encounters with others like them—for 
example in schools or religious settings—contribute to the expansion of a 
new kinship imaginary into wider public recognition.
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Like many of the book’s authors, we have seen time and again how an 
embrace of a family member with a disability reverberates into both daily 
life and the claim on future possibilities, pushing against the pervasive 
symbolic and actual violence produced by the taken-for-granted ableism 
that persists despite legislative victories. Notably, children with all types 
of disabilities experience maltreatment at greater rates than their non-dis-
abled counterparts, in particular those with emotional or behavioral disor-
ders and/or intellectual or developmental disabilities and those who are in 
special education (Lightfoot, Hill, and LaLiberte, 2011). Moreover, the 
costs of care for those whose situation requires ongoing paid assistance—
from the Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) to the nursing home—
mean that families are called to shoulder these additional expenses, and/
or the complex bureaucratic work, as well as the advocacy required, to 
secure (always inadequate) government aid for their foreseeable future. As 
parents face their own debility and mortality through illness, accident, or 
aging, they may experience a crisis as they reach the limits of their capacity 
to support their adult children with significant disabilities. When familial 
caregiving arrangements that have been stable for decades begin to col-
lapse, desperate parents may turn to extended family members, friends, 
religious institutions, and social service supports in search of alternative 
solutions. Abandonment is the dark shadow haunting all of this.

The lives of parents with disabilities are particularly complex. As many 
as 6.1 million children have disabled parents in the USA; these parents are 
at substantial risk for losing custody of their children, with removal rates 
as high as 80 percent for parents with psychiatric or intellectual disabilities, 
often violating the intent of the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) 
(National Council on Disability 2012). In addition to the legal issues at 
stake, parents with disabilities are continually challenged by the stigma 
that historically has eroded the recognition of their parental capacity.

The diverse chapters in this volume illuminate such troubling, if under- 
recognized, circumstances—along with many others—from a variety of 
perspectives, expanding the range of experiences that disability stud-
ies needs to consider. Read together, these chapters show the often- 
unrecognized oppression that has too long shaped the most intimate 
aspects of disability worlds, serving as both cautionary tales and catalysts. 
As such, Disabling Domesticity provides welcome and innovative scholar-
ship, contributing to a much-needed social fund of knowledge on which 
resistance and social transformations are sometimes built. From domestic 
architecture to the family dining table and many more locales, the chapters 
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you are about to read reveal how inclusive practices that productively dis-
able home, care, and family are foundational to building both the field and 
more accessible futures.
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I have to begin by thanking my authors. This book emerged out of my 
own ruminations, lived experiences, and activist work, but it was the 
authors who worked to produce the vibrantly articulated chapters con-
tained in this volume. I hoped that Disabling Domesticity would make 
an important intervention into disability studies and its constituent dis-
ciplines, and that this was an emerging area of interest for numerous 
scholars, activists, and community members. Yet when I sent out the call 
for chapter proposals, I was uncertain about what I might receive. I was 
thrilled and bolstered by the excitement and passionate dedication that I 
saw coming from a wide range of scholars whose interests drew them to 
this project.

The decisions were difficult, but in the end 16 authors from 12 differ-
ent academic and professional backgrounds joined with me to produce the 
13 chapters contained within Disabling Domesticity. Their commitment 
to the project never waned, even under the pressure of meeting deadlines. 
They remained open and receptive to my decisions and challenged me to 
think in new ways. This book was truly a collaborative project from begin-
ning to end. Imagine my joy when Rayna Rapp and Faye Ginsburg, two 
stalwart pioneers in this area whose beautifully written prose and elegant 
arguments have been incredibly influential in my own thinking, teaching, 
and writing, agreed to join the project by writing a foreword to the book! 
I will be forever grateful. Working within such a wonderful group made 
this project possible. In the end, any errors, omissions, or oversights are 
wholly my own.
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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

Michael Rembis

M. Rembis (*) 
University at Buffalo, SUNY, Buffalo, NY, USA

When Terrin Ritcey, a young Nova Scotia woman with developmental dis-
abilities, turned 19, her mother placed her on a housing wait list. Rather 
than wait for an unresponsive governmental system that had placed a mor-
atorium on “small options homes” in the 1990s, Terrin’s mom and three 
other families pooled their resources and began searching for a home for 
their family members. They sought to develop their own care program 
for their children. After much resistance from governmental officials in 
Halifax, Terrin’s mom successfully placed her in a home where she lives 
with two roommates, David and Michelle. Another family was not so suc-
cessful. The mother, Nancy Walker, is upset, “furious at a system” that 
forced her to make the wrenching decision to send her then 19-year-old 
son James from his family home to live in the Quest Regional Rehabilitation 
Centre outside Halifax, where, she says, he was “deprived of a home-
like environment, of the basic freedoms in life and of the opportunity to 
grow.”1 The Walker family is not alone in its feelings of loss and sadness. 
In the United States, Child Protective Services and “the cops” showed 
up two hours after Sara’s daughter Naomi was born. They coerced Sara, 
who has developmental disabilities, into signing a “relinquishment agree-



ment” that forfeited her  parental rights and provided her with a chance of 
seeing her daughter for two hours each year. “Someone” had “reported” 
Sara while she was pregnant. Child welfare officials issued Sara a “Reality 
Baby,” which is a computerized doll with an internal monitor, to see if she 
could care for an infant. Sara had failed the test. “She [Naomi] is excited 
when she is with me,” Sara said. “And it breaks my heart every day when I 
think about her. …She is my life and I miss her so much and I just would 
like her home and today was the last visit. And it broke my heart.”2

Stories similar to these, those of families living with disabilities, are 
quite common. People living in the United States and Canada see almost 
daily, in newspapers and on television and social media, stories of nursing 
home scandals, disabled people losing their home health benefits and their 
right to parent, dwindling government supports to maintain “community 
living” for people with disabilities, elder abuse, the exploitation of disabled 
workers in “sheltered workshops,” and more. Yet we have no sustained 
scholarly critique of these multiple domestic sites of disability oppression 
and resistance. Scholars in various fields within the humanities and social 
sciences have drawn attention to disability as an innovative category of 
analysis. They have used disability and the experiences of disabled people 
to critique sex and gender relations, modern notions of productivity, cur-
rent and historical educational standards and pedagogies, and commonly 
held notions of illness, health, debility, and deformity. Yet disability stud-
ies’ potential to fundamentally rethink Western Global North notions 
of domesticity and domestic labor has not yet been realized. Disabling 
Domesticity begins this crucial project by offering 13 chapters that focus 
on the daily negotiations and lived experiences of people with disabilities 
and their various kinship and care networks.

While the need for a more global study is evident, this book begins 
what should become a sustained analysis of domesticity and domestic 
life by focusing specifically on the United States and Canada.3 Based on 
early twenty-first-century legal definitions and the 2010 Census, there are 
approximately 56.7 million people living with disabilities in the United 
States, about 19  % of the population. In Canada in 2012, 3.8 million 
adults, about 13.7 % of the adult population, reported being limited in 
their daily activities because of a disability. According to a report pub-
lished in 2011, approximately one in seven or 14.3 % of all Canadians 
(4.4 million people) are living with various degrees of disability.4 Analyses 
based on the US Census Bureau’s 2013 American Community Survey 
estimate that among the “civilian noninstitutionalized population,” there 
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are about 2.9 million children under the age of 18, 19.4 million adults 
aged 18–64, and 14.8 million adults aged 65 and over living with various 
degrees of disability; presumably these 37.1 million “noninstitutionalized” 
Americans are living in a broad range of community and family settings.5 
The remaining 19.6 million “institutionalized” disabled Americans, 
overwhelmingly people of color and the elderly, also have families and 
homes. Population surveys in Canada and the United States have shown 
that 60–80  % of people with disabilities generally have their needs for 
assistance with everyday activities met through various means of support. 
Most support networks are informal and consist primarily of family and 
friends. Disabled people themselves also perform significant amounts of 
care work, as parents, family members, and friends—this is true histori-
cally, and it remains the case in the twenty- first century.6 Analyses from 
the American Community Survey estimate that there are 6.6 million chil-
dren under the age 18 being raised by a disabled parent—nearly 10 % of 
all children in the United States.7 One survey of non-elderly adults living 
with disabilities in the United States found that 70 % relied on family and 
friends for assistance with daily activities, while only 8 % used home-health 
aides and personal assistants.8 The US Department of Health and Human 
Services Administration for Community Living estimates that there are 4 
million Americans living with intellectual and developmental disabilities, 
that 60 % of those receiving services live with their families, and that their 
families are their “primary support system.”9 People with disabilities and 
their families comprise a significant portion of the social and communal 
networks in the United States and Canada.

Even in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when institutions 
dominated North America, people with disabilities lived at home or in 
the community.10 Historians generally agree that from colonial times until 
about the 1850s, people with different disabilities lived with family or 
were forced by community members to remain at large. They managed as 
well as they could, moving from place to place, working and contributing 
to the family and the local economy. They received various forms of sup-
port when they needed them.11 Specialized institutions promising “cure” 
through education and “moral treatment” began to emerge and expand 
during the 1830s and 1840s.12 Increasing state control and the increas-
ing institutionalization of people with  disabilities marked the period 
from the 1850s to the 1950s. Tremendous increases in institutionalized 
populations had their roots in the medicalization and pathologization of 
human difference, rising immigration and other  demographic shifts such 
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as rural to urban migration, and the maturation of a burgeoning indus-
trial economy, which made it more difficult for people with disabilities to 
remain “productive” members of their families and the community.13 By 
the early decades of the twentieth century, most institutions had become 
large human warehouses, grossly underfunded and understaffed, dirty, 
wretched, and generally deplorable places. Reformers, government offi-
cials, parents and other family members, and disabled people themselves, 
spent the second half of the twentieth century working to close them and 
move disabled people into the community.14 Throughout this history, it 
was not uncommon for a person to spend their entire life in an institu-
tion.15 There were, however, many disabled people who entered the insti-
tution sporadically when they needed it or were forced into it—and who 
lived most of their lives in the community. Disabled people living with 
their families or on their own contributed to local and familial networks 
of support and care, to local economies, and to larger economic networks. 
They also relied on family, friends, community members, and the state 
for support.16 These domestic relations form the core of the analysis in 
Disabling Domesticity.

Nine-year-old Jane, or Janie, as her mother liked to call her, is an exam-
ple of someone who remained at home. Janie became the subject of a 
feature article written by her mother, Violet Ebb Lundquist, and pub-
lished in Bound—“Iowa’s Own Magazine”—in 1958. The article, “I’m 
Glad We Kept Janie at Home,” begins with the declaration that Janie’s 
“crudely-cut” Christmas gift for her parents—a calendar—strengthened 
“our conviction that we had chosen the right course for our family in 
spite of advice from specialists to the contrary.” Janie was “a mongol-
oid, a mentally retarded child.” Yet her parents, contrary to both popular 
and expert opinion, chose to rear her at home.17 They were not alone. 
Although the rate of admission to public institutions for intellectually 
and developmentally disabled children under six years of age doubled, 
and children under six went from 9 to 19  % of all new admissions to 
institutions between 1945 and 1955, there were signs that institutional-
ization was no longer tolerable for many families. A 1950 survey found 
88 local parents groups—most of which had been formed between 1946 
and 1950—with 19,300 members in 19 states advocating community 
 living. Also in 1950, local groups came together and formed the National 
Association for Retarded Children (NARC). By 1960, the NARC had 681 
local affiliates and a membership of 62,000 people (at that time mostly 
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parents) dedicated to finding alternative forms of care and education for 
their children.18 Although she would not characterize herself that way, 
Janie’s mother was one of those activist parents who would help hasten 
deinstitutionalization and promote the public education of intellectually 
and developmentally disabled children.19

A groundswell of activism beginning in the late 1960s and 1970s in 
the United States and Canada catalyzed deinstitutionalization. United 
Nations declarations and conventions, and a legislative sea change at home 
in turn led to increasing numbers of people with disabilities living on their 
own, with their families, or in other residential settings in the commu-
nity.20 By the last third of the twentieth century, people with disabilities 
began to coalesce around specific issues primarily related to education, 
employment, housing, and transportation. Tactics differed and movement 
participants never completely agreed on philosophies, but generally, activ-
ists within the parents movement, the mad peoples movement, and the 
disability rights/independent living movement utilized a “rights-based” 
approach and a then-nascent “social model of disability” to make claims 
on the state for increased access and equality within society.21 The results 
were startling. Precise numbers are difficult to locate, but most scholars 
agree that the institutionalized population in the United States declined 
from a peak of over 550,000 in the mid-1950s to fewer than 40,000 by 
2014. In Canada, various institutions housing people with developmental 
disabilities and what were considered “mental-health problems” began to 
deinstitutionalize in the mid-1960s. Canada’s institutionalized population 
declined rather swiftly, from a peak of about 70,000 in the mid-1960s to 
approximately 20,000 by the early 1980s, when the national government 
began officially to promote deinstitutionalization.22 Thereafter, the insti-
tutionalized population declined even further to only 3873 by 2006.23 
All large institutions in Ontario and Newfoundland were closed by 2009. 
In 2015, the Canadian Association for Community Living reported that 
since 1986, 90 % of Canada’s large institutions had been closed.

Deinstitutionalization did not occur without problems. In fact, schol-
ars in a number of disciplines argue that deinstitutionalization has been 
plagued with problems from the very beginning. A lack of adequate 
resources in the community and a general devaluing of disabled  body/
minds and lives meant that many deinstitutionalized people, especially 
people of color living in the United States, became homeless and ulti-
mately found themselves incarcerated in the nation’s jails and prisons.24 
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Moreover, many of the residential settings into which disabled people 
moved, such as group homes, nursing homes, and other assisted living 
facilities remained problematically institutional in their outlook and man-
agement, as well as their built environment. Finally, many disabled folks 
who depended on attendant care or other home health-related services 
were forced to invite the state and waged workers into their homes, cre-
ating an environment that was at once public and private, often in com-
plex and occasionally damaging ways. Disabling Domesticity analyzes these 
dynamic sites of human interaction to provide readers with new ways of 
envisioning home, care, and family.

This book disables domesticity in at least two ways. First, it works 
actively to create a politicized theoretical space from which a disabling 
critique of dominant heteronormative ableist constructions and mate-
rial manifestations of domestic life can be articulated.25 Feminist, crip/
queer, and critical race theory as well as a materialist disability studies 
analysis inform the work collected in these pages. Eschewing totalizing 
dismodernist notions of disability, the authors gathered here instead uti-
lize a complexly embodied understanding of disability firmly grounded 
in its material realities and the dominant socioeconomic structures that 
pervade disabled people’s lives.26 Unlike David Mitchell’s “nonnormative 
positivisms,” which he (with Sharon Snyder) describes as a “non-dialec-
tical materialist account of disability,” that sees it as a “fleshy,” “messy,” 
“critical third rail,” and as “something other than the oppressed product 
of social constraints,” the theoretical framework created by the chapters 
collected in this volume recognizes that the subversive potential of dis-
ability and disabled experiences must always be measured dialectically in 
relation to their own shifting materiality and to the social structures and 
societal forces that shape them.27 While the desire to move beyond what 
Mitchell calls the “two zones of negativity” that have dominated thinking 
in disability studies since its “founding moments in the 1970s”—namely 
that disability subjectivities are merely “characterized by socially imposed 
restrictions” (the social model of disability) or that disability imposes 
real embodied limitations (impairment effects)—is critical, we need not 
abandon a dialectical approach in favor of a new disability positivism to 
extricate ourselves from this philosophical quandary.28 That the world’s 
majority disabled population suffers daily abuses and oversights, lives in 
abject poverty, and lacks even the most basic necessities for human sur-
vival speaks to the need for a complexly embodied historical materialist 
analysis of disability.
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Having established a hybridized intersectional theoretical base, this 
book disables domesticity by placing the lived experiences of people with 
disabilities and other representational accounts of disabled lives at the cen-
ter of the analysis. Following Rayna Rapp and Faye Ginsburg’s call to 
rewrite kinship and reimagine citizenship, Disabling Domesticity critically 
engages with popular notions and experiences of the built environment, 
home life, family, sex, sexuality, and care in the United States and Canada to 
begin to unravel and peel back the many (in most cases sedimented) layers 
of both ideological and physical matter that work together to produce the 
lived reality of the people that appear in (and haunt) these pages.29 Rapp 
and Ginsburg argue that such a rewriting will enable “a more expansive 
sense of kinship across embodied difference that, [they] argue, is essential 
to the growing public presence of disability in contemporary postindus-
trial democracies.”30 For Rapp and Ginsberg, and the authors gathered in 
this book, kinship can extend well beyond the immediate nuclear family 
and the highly permeable walls and doors of our homes. The introduction 
of disability into a family, through birth, accident, or aging, represents 
an “occasion for meaning-making” that can last a lifetime and is often 
mediated through various technologies and public discourses, resulting in 
some cases in a “mediated kinship” among disabled people and disabled 
families who share no blood relations but find value and shared connec-
tion in similar lived experiences.31 The “public storytelling” of these “dis-
ability narratives” is crucial to building a “social fund of knowledge about 
disability” that Rapp and Ginsburg argue is “foundational to the integra-
tion of disability into everyday life.”32 Disabling Domesticity builds on this 
foundational insight by pushing readers to think beyond integration, to 
recognize that weaving crip/queer, nonnormative disabled body/minds 
and lived experiences into the social fabric alters its texture permanently. 
These incremental changes accumulate and calcify and become codified 
in law and public policy, and over the course of years or decades produce 
significant and meaningful, though not always unproblematic, changes in 
our daily lives. The personal and the private are indeed political.33

Domesticity and domestic relations are central to all our lives. Yet dis-
ability studies scholars have been reluctant to engage with “domesticity” 
either as an organizing concept or as lived experience. For 40 years or 
more, activists and academics—which by no means are mutually exclusive 
identities—have focused on moving themselves, as well as other disabled 
people, out of their homes (or other institutionalized settings) into the 
wider world of work, school, and various forms of public accommodation 
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and recreation. They also have sought to bear witness to the many vio-
lences committed against people with disabilities and reclaim, politicize, 
and empower disabled body/minds. Within the narrative constructions 
produced by both activists and academics, family and home became sites of 
ableist oppression that had to be avoided or actively dismantled. For many 
disabled people, the home and other domestic spaces remain dreaded sites 
of oppression. Yet recent work in disability studies and disability history 
is showing that disabled people’s domestic lives are richly complex and 
varied, and that disabled people use the home or other “homelike” set-
tings to carve out critically important spaces within which they not only 
empower themselves, but also form meaningful, life sustaining, and often 
transformative relationships.34

Contributors to Disabling Domesticity focus on the varied domestic 
sites where intimate—and interdependent—human relations are formed 
and maintained. These sites are at once private and public, and racially, 
economically, sexually, and politically inflected. They in turn make up the 
social, cultural, ideological, and physical locations where family, friends, 
workers, and lovers come together and form the bonds that sustain and in 
some cases destroy their varied existence. Analyzing domesticity through 
the lens of disability forces readers to think in new ways about family and 
household forms, care work, an ethic of care, reproductive labor, gen-
dered and generational conflicts and cooperation, aging, dependence, 
and local and global economies and political systems, in part by bring-
ing the notion of interdependence, which undergirds all of the chapters 
in this book, into the foreground. Although politically powerful and 
entirely essential to the disability rights movement in North America 
and places like the UK and Australia, the notion of “independent living” 
is not only a misnomer, it is deeply damaging to disabled people who 
might have to deny or dissemble certain aspects of their lives in an effort 
to seem more “independent”—or more “normal”—and to those dis-
abled people who see state-funded mechanisms of support slashed in the 
name of austerity. The idea of independent living and the independent 
living movement can be equally oppressive to family, friends, allies, and 
support workers (usually women of color) whose labor remains under-
valued, and in most cases goes completely unrecognized and unremuner-
ated. Disabling Domesticity opens a space within which to discuss these 
important issues. It is time to start thinking of the independent living 
movement as the interdependent living movement.35 This volume moves 
us closer to that goal.36
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The analytical space created by this book is a relatively safe space. 
Although the authors collected in this volume engage with dominant the-
ories in disability studies and other related areas, they do as much as they 
can to avoid the obfuscating language of the North American academy. As 
powerful and productive as many of the critiques within disability studies 
have been, they remain largely illegible to the world’s majority disabled 
population.37 When we venture outside North American disability studies, 
negotiating and articulating a “disability studies” critique becomes dif-
ficult. For the aging single mother of the 20-something-year-old group 
home resident, or the local self-advocates, or the blind man or the deaf 
woman living in India, or Brazilian disability rights activists, deciphering 
North American academic discourse becomes an incomprehensible, ardu-
ous, and in some cases futile task. As disability studies scholars, we should 
have a commitment to equity and social justice and a sense of fairness that 
informs our work and our lives more generally.

Given the absolute centrality of domestic relations in all our lives, it 
is surprising that such a book has not yet been published.38 Existing lit-
erature within disability studies that takes a more domestic focus, con-
centrates on one of several key areas, namely reproduction, disabled 
mothering—usually of infants and toddlers—and the de/institutionaliza-
tion of disabled children.39 Within these critical areas of inquiry, authors 
most commonly work to expose past abuses, as well as various forms of 
resistance by people with disabilities and their families and other allies. 
Authors argue that disabled people, and especially disabled women, have 
historically been constructed as asexual, largely incompetent, and wholly 
dependent on their care providers, or as hypersexual and dangerously 
deviant, in need of control. Both renderings of disabled lives have been 
deployed to militate against disabled parenting, with healthcare and other 
professionals, as well as state officials and many family members, arguing 
that people with disabilities are unfit parents. Authors have also focused on 
the extent to which disability disrupts normative family structures, requir-
ing the need for removal of disability from the family through abortion, 
institutionalization, adoption, or foster care. Recent authors document 
the ways in which people with disabilities (usually women) and disabled 
families (usually mothers) resist these oppressive ideologies and practices 
and maintain their families or parent against the current of normative 
expectations and in spite of structural limitations. Disabling Domesticity 
builds upon this richly eclectic writing by simultaneously strengthening 
and widening the analytical lens—by constructing an analytical home with 
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a solid  foundation that is adaptable enough to include a broader range of 
domestic spaces and lived experiences.

Disabling Domesticity is divided into three sections that model the 
interdisciplinary strengths of disability studies. The first section, “Home,” 
contains four chapters that explore the built environment and what might 
be called “home economies” from a historical perspective, focusing on 
the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Among other things, the chapters 
in this section highlight the ways in which disability, class, and gender 
trouble common understandings of “home” and “homemaking.” Home 
is both a physical space and an ideological, discursive, and cultural con-
struction. The book’s second chapter, “From ‘Blind Susan’ to Incidents 
in the Life of a Blind Girl: How Mary L. Day Disabled Domesticity,” writ-
ten by professor of English Jennifer Thorn, situates an analysis of Mary 
Day’s life as it is recounted through her own memoir within the broader 
context of other contemporary fictional “blind girl stories” to create a 
stark counternarrative to the sentimentalized notions of family, girlhood, 
motherhood, and disability that seemed to dominate the nineteenth-cen-
tury United States. In Chap. 3, “Crossing the Threshold: Disability and 
Modernist Housing,” Beth Tauke and Korydon Smith, both professors 
of architecture and design, use the innovative concept of “the thresh-
old,” which they define as “three-dimensional and spatial,” and as “‘in-
between,’ or liminal, spaces” to push us to consider how three historic 
homes and their designers can help us to reimagine the relationships 
among nonnormative bodies and domestic spaces. Chapter 4, historian 
Laura Micheletti Puaca’s, “The Largest Occupational Group of All the 
Disabled: Homemakers with Disabilities and Vocational Rehabilitation 
in Postwar America,” traces the history of post-World War II efforts 
to include primarily white middle- class women in the burgeoning US 
vocational rehabilitation industry as homemakers, which among other 
things gave rise to important arguments about the economic significance 
of women’s reproductive labor in the home and ultimately supported 
some disabled women’s efforts to pursue “independent living” and dis-
ability rights by the late 1960s and early 1970s. In the section’s final 
chapter, “Rethinking the American Dream Home: The Disability Rights 
Movement and the Cultural Politics of Accessible Housing in the United 
States,” American and disability studies scholar Andrew Marcum makes 
a powerful call for future researchers and activists to move away from an 
“uncritical embrace of access to the American dream home for people 
with disabilities” that leaves “intact the cultural norms, spatial practices, 
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and multivalent structures of oppression that excluded people with dis-
abilities from the ‘dream home’ in the first place.”

The four chapters in the second section, “Care,” which are more socio-
logical in their methodology, demonstrate the importance of analyzing dis-
ability in conversations about care work, citizenship and the welfare state, 
aging and dementia, medical technologies and childcare, and finally sex 
and sexuality. In the section’s first chapter, “A Feminist Technoscientific 
Approach to Disability and Caregiving in the Family,” professor of wom-
en’s and gender and disability studies Laura Mauldin issues a call for femi-
nist disability studies scholars to take seriously both domestic caregiving 
and the important insights of feminist work being done in the area of 
science and technology studies. As Mauldin points out, the availability of 
technological innovations in the home has transformed care work most 
often conducted by family members in significant ways that have been 
woefully underinvestigated by disability studies scholars. In Chap. 7, 
“Inevitable Intersections: Care, Work, and Citizenship,” Grace Chang, 
professor of feminist and ethnic studies, argues that the dilemmas posed 
by the current “crises of care” in the United States and other “wealthy” 
countries demand that disability rights and care worker rights scholars 
and organizers find common ground to confront the politicized and often 
heated conflicts among them. Chang argues that only by recognizing the 
shared vulnerabilities these groups face under similar oppressive ideologies 
and structures can we find “bases of alliance across these communities and 
movements” to transcend these divisions. In Chap. 8, “LGBTQ People 
with Attendant Care Dependent Mobility Impairments Reclaiming their 
Sexual Rights,” professor of health sciences and social worker, Les Gallo-
Silver, professor of health sciences and social psychologist, David Bimbi, 
and historian and disabilities studies scholar Michael Rembis, provide us 
with an analysis of the intimate relations of care developed among people 
with disabilities, their families, and paid caregivers. They find that while 
we must never minimize or negate the multiple oppressions and many 
violences experienced by LGBTQ people with disabilities, we must also 
acknowledge, engage with, and celebrate the many ways in which LGBTQ 
people with attendant care-dependent mobility impairments are empow-
ering themselves through interdependent relations of care. The section’s 
final chapter, “‘Everybody Has Different Levels of Why They Are Here’: 
Deconstructing Domestication in the Nursing Home Setting,” co-
authored by Katie Aubrecht (sociology) and Janice Keefe (family studies) 
focuses on person-centered dementia care among the elderly in nursing 
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homes in Canada. Aubrecht and Keefe argue that “[w]hile person-cen-
tered dementia care is promising in its aims, it has been critiqued on the 
grounds that its underlying concept of personhood has yet to be fully clar-
ified and empirically developed.” Drawing from van Manen (1990), they 
conclude that we must create a “counternarrative of dementia that orients 
to dementia as an expression of ‘faith in reciprocity and a shared life.’”40

The book’s third section, “Family,” which consists of five chapters, 
poses important theoretical considerations that challenge the very 
notion of “home life.” How might a new ethic of madness (or sanity) 
force us to redefine family and home? Similarly, how do “neuroqueer 
domesticities” “melt down” (or deconstruct or challenge) the family 
unit, especially for those families living on the autism spectrum? How 
do definitions of family and home change when disabled people are par-
ents and providers of care, rather than children and recipients of care? 
Questions such as these are considered in the third and final section of 
the book. In Chap. 10, “Contesting the Neoliberal Affects of Disabled 
Parenting: Towards a Relational Emergence of Disability,” disability 
studies scholar Kelly Fritsch skillfully weaves her own lived experience 
with an insightful literature review and deft reading of two case stud-
ies drawn from popular culture to provide an intimate yet far-reach-
ing assessment of the relationality of disability. In her chapter, Fritsch 
addresses the ways in which dominant cultural discourses of disabled 
parenting, with a particular focus on disabled mothering, re-enforce 
disability as located in an individual body. Fritsch shows how disabled 
people are hailed to feel good about being capacitated into ideal norma-
tive mothers through neoliberal forms of care and marks how relational 
approaches to disability can contest neoliberal forms of parenting. With 
his chapter, “The Mad Woman in the Garden: Decolonizing Domesticity 
in Shani Mootoo’s Cereus Blooms at Night,” professor of women’s and 
gender and disability studies Jeffry J.  Iovannone provides us with a 
reading of Mootoo’s novel that explores the ways in which colonialism 
both produces and erases queer and disabled subjects within domestic 
spaces. The novel ultimately reimagines domestic reality so as to rei-
magine the lives of marginalized subjects in both private and public. 
The normalizing forces of colonialism are therefore resisted through the 
creation of alternative or queer domestic spaces, kinship arrangements, 
and modes of self-expression. In Chap. 12, “Gatekeepers of Normalcy: 
The Disablement of Families in the Master Narratives of Psychology,” 
Priya Lalvani, a developmental psychologist and  professor of inclusive 
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education, problematizes dominant assumptions about negative out-
comes or “denial” among families of children with disabilities. Situating 
these dominant assumptions in the context of a historical pathologizing 
of this group of families by mental health professionals, Lalvani expli-
cates the ways in which parents’ subjective interpretations of disabil-
ity and normality are often obscured by the ableist interpretations of 
those in positions of power and control. In “Postfeminist Motherhood? 
Reading a Differential Deployment of Identity in American Women’s 
HIV Narrative,” the book’s penultimate chapter, disability studies pro-
fessor Allyson Day argues that reading women’s HIV narratives for their 
differential deployment of identity creates a new affective landscape, 
which in turn complicates, in productive ways, commonly held notions 
of the relationship between motherhood and women’s health advocacy. 
Finally, disability studies scholar Zachary A. Richter concludes Disabling 
Domesticity with “Melting Down the Family Unit: A Neuroqueer 
Critique of Table- Readiness,” an innovative look at the table as a central 
site for heteronormative and ableist discipline over generally neurodi-
vergent and more specifically Autistic bodies. In reversing the argu-
ment that claims autistic symptoms cause divorce, Richter argues that 
the demand of normalization as it echoes through a heteropatriarchal 
household infrastructure inflicts extra labors of discipline upon multiple 
members of the family unit and often breaks relations when rehabilita-
tion becomes a greater priority than intimacy.

This book focuses on the United States and Canada, but it is clear 
that disability studies needs a sustained critique of domestic spaces and 
the lived experiences they engender in other parts of the world. As Nilika 
Mehrotra and Karen Nakamura have shown, family and extended kinship 
networks form a fundamental part of ideologies of disability and the lived 
experiences of disabled people in South and East Asia.41 Family, home, 
and domestic life are equally important in the lives of people with dis-
abilities in Central and South America, Africa, and throughout Europe.42 
Scholarship generated in these areas must be rooted in  local histories 
and cultures, but must also be mindful, and critical of global contexts 
and constructs, including “global disability studies.” Visiting Research 
Fellow at Manchester Metropolitan University, Shaun Grech, and oth-
ers, including Mehrotra have argued that “disability studies” remains a 
Global North, white, disability studies and they offered ways in which 
 disability studies scholars might engage in a critical global disability stud-
ies.43 It is my contention that focusing on family, home, and domestic 
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life offers one way to move beyond the exportation of Global North 
research models and ideologies to the Global South and place various 
regions throughout the world in conversation with one another. Nothing 
seems more universal than the negotiation of our daily lives, including 
our struggles for survival, and our efforts to build and maintain com-
munity and kinship.44 Mehrotra argues for example, that disabled women 
living in the state of Haryana and the city of Delhi, India engage in a 
type of “domestic citizenship.”45 What precisely does this mean in the 
Indian context? How might insights from India inform work being done 
in Guatemala, Poland, the United States, Scotland, or South Africa? How 
can this research and these lived experiences help us build a stronger sense 
of global community and stronger movements for equality and social jus-
tice? Disabling Domesticity is meant to mark the beginning of such schol-
arly and activist discussions.

In a brief essay on “Family,” published in Keywords for Disability Studies 
(2015), Faye Ginsburg and Rayna Rapp argue that, “families are both 
flesh-and-blood collaborations and always acts of cultural imagination.”46 
Likewise, the caring performed within diverse kinship networks and 
homes of various sorts is also made up of flesh-and-blood collaborations 
and cultural imaginaries. The home too, however it might be defined, 
is always rooted in the material, cultural, and social. When we disable 
dominant notions of domesticity, the human relations, material condi-
tions, and structural forces that shape and are shaped by all three of these 
overlapping ways of knowing and being fall into stark relief. They open 
themselves up for analysis and provide an opportunity to create powerful 
counter-narratives that can help build the “social fund of knowledge about 
disability” advocated by Rapp and Ginsburg.47 Disabling Domesticity 
makes it possible to revise and remold not only the way we imagine home, 
community, and kinship, but also the way we enact them in our daily lives, 
which ultimately is the greatest force for social change.
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CHAPTER 2

From “Blind Susan” to Incidents in the Life 
of a Blind Girl: How Mary L. Day Disabled 

Domesticity

Jennifer Thorn

Some time in the 1870s, as part of a national tour by rail to sell her 1859 
memoir Incidents in the Life of a Blind Girl, Mary L. Day met famed suf-
fragist Susan B. Anthony. In another memoir, The World as I Have Found 
It (1878), Day reports on that encounter with Anthony. Before Day had 
said a word to her, Anthony passionately declared the unfitness of the 
blind for reproduction: “Were you ever in Michigan? Are you married? I 
knew a blind woman there who had five children, and they were all deaf 
and dumb! I think Congress ought to pass a law to prevent these people 
from marrying and bringing these creatures into the world!”1 The usu-
ally poised Day, initially stunned into silence, later pondered the seeming 
contradiction between Anthony’s “cruel words” and her brave defiance of 
convention to claim citizenship and public roles for women. How could 
such prejudice “have emanated from a woman who advocated the invio-
lable rights and bewailed the deep wrongs of her own sex, as if Congress 
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had the power to exclude the blind from loving and following the holiest 
impulse of their nature, like other human beings!”2

Even as this exchange shows Day rejecting a bigotry derived in 
nineteenth- century ideas about home life, it also suggests the complexity 
of the ways that domesticity figured in this era as an ideological measure 
of human worth. Day counters Anthony’s eugenicist belief that “these 
people” should not be permitted to reproduce by asserting the right 
of blind people to love and to experience their own and others’ sexual-
ity. She does so both empirically, noting the lived reality of the lives of 
blind people (she herself was happily married to a sighted businessman at 
the time of this exchange), and ideologically, figuring “loving” and “the 
hol[y] impulse” toward procreation as measures of human nature. In this 
passage, Day “disables domesticity” only by adding disabled people to a 
domesticity the value and nature of which she does not question. Those 
who are presumed problematic—disabled people—are to be assimilated 
into normative domestic life, and valued and defined as reproductive and 
familial. The World as I Have Found It, written when Day was 42—at ease 
in her homelife, with a life of travel as a tourist and a promoter of her 
books behind her—does not “disable domesticity” in the more profound 
sense that the era’s domestic ideology would seem, to modern eyes, to 
require. That is, even as Day describes in The World As I Have Known It, a 
life of mobility, marriage, and community, the book does not question the 
assumptions about domesticity and normative human development that 
underlay prejudice like Anthony’s.

Day’s first memoir, Incidents in the Life of a Blind Girl, as well as The 
World As I Have Found It, are important evidence of the persistence, and 
indeed the domestic happiness, of blind people in the face of a preju-
dice-ridden society. Both are stories of the kind valued by Simi Linton—
“stories of disabled people comfortable in their skins, those for whom 
disability is an integral but not despised element of life.”3 This chapter 
asserts Incidents’ particular value as a text that helps us hone the con-
ceptual tools with which we do the revisionist work of recovery. Day’s 
focus on her childhood in Incidents makes us see how deeply ideas about 
childhood informed the civic and domestic ideals that “demanded” the 
stigmatization of disabled people, in particular ideas about the norma-
tive development of children, the maternal care that it allegedly required, 
and women’s charitable activism outside the home. Incidents’ account 
of Day’s childhood experiences of poverty, abuse, serial domesticity, and 
nonnormative family life reveals the biases of class and region that inform 
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the nineteenth-century glorification of motherhood, disabling domesticity 
in the sense of making domesticity itself better—more just, more accurate, 
more capacious—by virtue of the presence of disabled people.

In her encounter with Mary L. Day, Susan B. Anthony cried out for a 
law that would prevent blind people from having children: at the root of 
this outburst lay the inaccurate assumption that blind parents produced 
blind, deaf, and/or dumb children. Worrying about the possible produc-
tion of flawed children, Anthony implies a biologized model of childhood, 
a view in keeping with the Darwinian evolutionary theory that had begun 
to emerge in the 1860s. In the decades described in Incidents in the Life of 
a Blind Girl, concepts of childhood and disability entwined instead with 
early nineteenth-century understandings of childhood identity rooted in 
nurture. Prior to the advent of Darwinian evolutionary theory and eugen-
ics, the readiness to assess the value of children against a normative devel-
opmental model was of a piece with broad cultural shifts that led to both 
the spread of public education and the first state laws making such school-
ing compulsory.4 As the nineteenth century gradually shed the traditional 
Calvinist notion of the child as marked by sin, schools came to be seen as 
necessary to mold them; schools would, as Steven Mintz notes, “instill 
the values and skills necessary in a rapidly changing society: basic literacy, 
punctuality, obedience, and self-discipline.”5 This demand that nurture, in 
schools and at home, support children as they, in effect, acquired human 
nature had as correlate the standardization of their growth.6 The demand 
that children progress through predictable phases meant that the public 
schools would provide “homogenous” curricula, practices that marginal-
ized those children who did not progress in the expected developmental 
steps.7

Thus the expectation of a predictable maturation process provided a 
conceptual framework likely either to fault disabled and/or poor children 
as deviant or to deny their legibility as children. Though these forms of 
stigma affected boys and girls, other forms of stigma affected girls in par-
ticular, in part because the temporalization of childhood—the demand 
that children progress linearly and predictably from infancy to adult-
hood—affected sighted and middle-class girls differently than it did blind 
and/or poor girls. Girlhood was understood as both prior to, and distinct 
from, womanhood and also as continuous with it: as Gillian Brown has 
remarked, girls were to “embody the continuity between children and 
adults.”8 Melanie Dawson’s scrutiny of the ways middle-class nineteenth- 
century girls and boys played finds similarly that girls’ play “reminded 
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[them] of their specialized—and, the suggestion then followed, neces-
sary—function as family caretakers.”9 Dawson notes the “odd[ity]” of the 
characterization of young girls “by ideals that are inseparable from domes-
tic womanhood.”10 In this sense, girls’ identity was understood as both 
static (timelessly predictive of their later lives as women) and progressive 
(advancing them from immaturity to maturity).

Malleable children were to be nurtured in schools and also at home, 
where (middle-class) mothers’ role was expanded and glorified. The 
Unitarian minister and abolitionist Theodore Parker, for example, cast 
mothers as the measure of “the greatness of human nature:” the bravery 
that a mother shows in “watch[ing] over a sickly child, and still bear[ing] 
up when the body craves food and rest, and she is sick at heart” is more 
heroic than “[t]he courage that wades to its neck in blood.” This maternal 
selflessness and devotion made the home “a spot holy as the spot the sacred 
tread.”11 The Congregationalist minister and writer Horace Bushnell simi-
larly saw “[h]ome and religion” as “kindred words; names both of love 
and reverence; home, because it is the seat of religion, religion, because 
it is the sacred element of home.” Bushnell understood families as “so 
many little churches, only they are as much better, in many points, as 
they are more private, closer to the life of infancy, and more completely 
blended with the common affairs of life.”12 Here, somewhat paradoxically, 
women are both empowered and constrained by a reproductive impera-
tive. Women are God-like, even as their moral force is to be exerted only 
at home.

This ambiguous empowerment of women rested upon their relation-
ship to needy dependents, an idealization readily extended beyond the 
home. Thus the “Declaration of the Rights of Woman,” read by Susan 
B. Anthony at centennial celebrations on July 4, 1876, in Philadelphia, 
blamed broken families, criminality, prostitution, disease, drunkenness, 
and the mistreatment of disabled people on social obstructions of women’s 
innate morality, a logic that then demanded women’s righteous struggle 
against both these ills and the unnatural stifling of women’s nature that 
had created them: “Woman’s degraded, helpless position is the weak point 
in our institutions to-day; a disturbing force everywhere, severing family 
ties, filling our asylums with the deaf, the dumb, and the blind; our prisons 
with criminals, our cities with drunkenness and prostitution; our homes 
with disease and death.”13 The lament in the “Declaration” is the flip 
side of Parker’s and Bushnell’s visions of ideally ordered, compassionate 
homes. As this passage makes clear, this exaltation of women as salvifically 
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sympathetic and moral permitted their engagement in civic issues only if 
they were not themselves “deaf … dumb … [or] blind.” Blind people, be 
they men or women, boys or girls, could figure in this moral economy 
only as objects of pity and protection that allowed moral mothers to per-
form the natural sympathy that domesticity expected of them.

In this way, nineteenth-century American domesticity, by casting 
women as custodians of a morally charged space of home in ways that 
sometimes also required their departure from this private sphere, offered 
some women a certain complex kind of power as creators and restor-
ers of an idealized human nature. Disabled people, however, were cat-
egorically denied access to this complex empowerment. The domesticity 
that demanded that women care for the wide world as if it were a home 
required an impossible invulnerability; women could be citizen subjects 
only by virtue of their response to, even in a sense possession of, objecti-
fied dependents. In the 1830s, the United States Census counted blind 
inhabitants of the nation for the first time, making it the first nation to 
make an enumeration of disability a permanent part of its official record 
keeping.14 The advent of a perceived need to locate blind people and to 
make blindness a primary marker of civic identity may have been, in part, 
a response to the new middle-class imperative of finding “objects” to res-
cue. Thus Anthony’s wish that Day, as a blind woman, be kept by law from 
reproduction suggests two entwined roots of stigma: an irrational fear of 
the production of nonstandard children and a discomfort with Day’s quiet 
refusal of the passive role of pitiable object of rescue.

“Finding Other Objects”: the LessOns OF bLind 
girL stOries

The title Incidents in the Life of a Blind Girl marketed Day as “a blind 
girl:” what did this epithet mean to the book’s first readers? The follow-
ing section describes four representatives of this subgenre, popular in 
nineteenth- century periodicals, newspapers, poetry, children’s literature, 
and popular music. Two of these stories—“Blind Susan” (1827) and 
“The Blind Child” (1833)—are associated with Lydia Maria Child, whose 
Juvenile Miscellany has been credited with the “creation” of American 
children’s literature.15 Child wrote “Blind Susan” for the November 1827 
issue of Juvenile Miscellany and included “The Blind Child” in her edited 
volume A Garland of Juvenile Poems (1833). The third story, “The Blind 
Girl’s Lament” (1841), first appeared in the New Hampshire Patriot and 
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State Gazette on May 14, 1841. The fourth, “Good Will; or, The Blind 
Girl,” appeared in the first issue of Peter Parley’s Magazine, which hoped 
both to capitalize on the market for juvenile periodicals that Child had 
largely created and to appeal to boys and girls. All three tales were reg-
ularly reprinted through the nineteenth century, not only in periodicals 
and books intended for children, but also in newspapers. These stories 
help us think about the correlate exclusion of blind girls and laboring- 
class girls as potential members of the audience, holding up for middling- 
class, sighted girls “blind girls” whose ineligibility for moral motherhood 
is to encourage the former to accept and embrace their own roles as 
moral-mothers-in-training.

Samuel Griswold Goodrich, the “first best-selling American children’s 
author,” had already sold over 12 million copies of his Peter Parley books 
when he launched the magazine named for his best-selling persona.16 The 
periodical’s first issue of March 16, 1833, featured a story, “Good Will; 
or the Blind Girl,” that would be widely reprinted thereafter in news-
papers for adults as well as in juvenile periodicals and anthologies. The 
protagonist of the story, Anna Talbot, dislikes school and “could not bear 
the trouble of learning by degrees, first to spell short words, and then … 
longer ones.” Caught in a rainstorm when she is out walking with her 
maid one day, Anna takes shelter in a cottage in which she sees only “a 
blind girl, about ten or twelve years old, who was knitting a stocking, and 
singing gaily at her work”—an image of plebeian joy in menial labor that, 
as Andrew O’Malley has noted, is a staple element of children’s literature 
as it emerged in late eighteenth-century Britain.17 Anna is astonished to 
learn that the girl did not learn to knit before going blind; she was born 
blind. Her cheerful industry so deeply impresses Anna that the next day 
instead of complaining about her lessons, she sets to them with “a good 
will.”

The story of Anna Talbot and Peggy demonstrates one way that the 
responses to blindness created and reinforced opposition between both 
middle- and laboring-class children and disabled and nondisabled chil-
dren. Peggy is rhetorically denied domesticity in multiple ways: she has 
no last name, what nurture she receives is communal and occasional, 
she does not go to school, and she is left alone during the day. Peggy 
learns “women’s work” not from a moral mother but from a neighbor, 
an old woman, who offered when Peggy was seven to teach her to knit. 
This training in knitting, remunerative labor that was deeply necessary in 
nineteenth-century households, is presented as simply affective: Peggy will 
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learn “to knit stockings for [her] father to wear” so that she will be spared 
the “sad[ness]” of “think[ing] that while my sister was helping my father 
and mother, I could do nothing useful for any of them.” She knits to show 
that she loves her family, an invocation of “love” that deflects the reader’s 
attention from the isolation and exclusion from school that mark Peggy’s 
days, signs of her poverty and her blindness. She does, however, seem to 
be aware that the purchasers of her knitted goods are buying the pleasure 
of a charitable self-image along with the stockings themselves: “People like 
to buy stockings that are the work of a poor blind girl.” This class aware-
ness informs Peggy’s description of her parents’ response to her blindness, 
which could be read as an indication that her potential noncontribution 
to her own support is a primary source of their grief: Peggy’s parents are 
“very poor people, and work hard for their living. My blindness was great 
sorrow to them.” Only middle-class families, it seems, could sublimate 
the economic realities of child-rearing in idealized, disembodied domestic 
spaces. It is the middle-class Anna, whose ability to progress is marked by 
her possession of a last name, parents in a nuclear family, and homework, 
who can, and does, achieve epiphany. “The next day she went to her les-
sons with a good will,” earning “love, praise, and knowledge”—and fulfill-
ing cultural expectations of “the child” and “the girl.”

Peggy’s work and her desire to knit stockings for her father make her a 
“miniature woman,” to use Melanie Dawson’s phrase, in that she engages 
in needle arts and is part of a family economy.18 But this action, learning 
a skill of domestic labor, and this ethic of mutual support are occasional, 
not a step on the road to motherhood and heading her own household. 
Disabling this domesticity might require both challenging the story’s 
implicit requirement of middle-class status for “family” and seeing Peggy 
and Anna Talbot as equally able, and likely, to marry and become moth-
ers. It might also involve redefining family and intimacy so that ideology 
acknowledged the lived experience that is occluded. It might also mean 
allowing girls access to a valuable and more broadly defined domesticity 
that did not require marriage and reproduction. Thus the insertion of dis-
abled people into domesticity (and recognition of the wide gap between 
cultural ideals and lived realities in all lives) brings to the foreground the 
damaging inaccuracy and close alliance with class hierarchy of “domestic-
ity” as an ideal.

Steven Mintz’s attention to the widening inequality between privileged 
and poorer children in the nineteenth century, the era in which “mod-
ern childhood” was, in his view, “invent[ed],” implies a series of causal 
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steps.19 He notes that “[t]he very period that freed middle-class children 
from work and allowed them to devote their childhood years to education 
also made the labor of poorer children more essential to their families’ 
well-being than in the past, and greatly increased the exploitation that 
these children suffered.”20 A postrevolutionary revisionist will to replace 
the Calvinist sense of children’s sinfulness with an optimistic sense of their 
plasticity produced the development of schools as “homogenous environ-
ments” to promote children’s development through proper stages and 
the belief that the molding of children required their exemption from 
labor.21 “Good Will; or, the Blind Girl” indirectly references something 
like these three steps—the redefinition of childhood in terms of educabil-
ity, the formation of schools, an exclusion from remunerative labor—and 
resequences them. Here, it seems, Peggy is not fully legible as a child—
and certainly is ineligible for status as protagonist, the tale’s title notwith-
standing—because she works and because she does so instead of going to 
school. The work that she does—knitting—was required of middle-class 
girls and women, too, and is depicted in other tales in relation not to 
economic productivity or the viability of the household but to character 
development, effacing economic realities of middle-class, as well as of poor 
people’s households. Anna Talbot learns from Peggy’s diligent knitting 
not to be a diligent knitter but to pay attention in school. Anna’s labor 
positions her for adult responsibility; Peggy’s does not. Peggy cannot be 
“a child” because she cannot be an adult; she cannot be an adult because 
she cannot be “a child.”

If “Good Will” denies a laboring-class blind girl maternal nurture, 
school, and the ability to progress, other nineteenth-century blind girl 
stories entwined these associations in ways that required the beautifully 
pitiable deaths of middle-class girls. These seemingly generic sentimen-
tal deathbed scenes confirm the righteousness of their caretaking, sighted 
mothers and sisters. The function of blind girls as props in the dramas of 
middle-class legitimation in the three stories to which I now turn evoke 
the teacher-like maternal ideal extolled by Horace Bushnell through which 
mothers are uniquely equipped to do God’s work of awakening the soul 
because their home-bound lives are “private, close[d] to the life of infancy, 
and … completely blended with the common affairs of life.”22

David Mitchell and Sharon Snyder have decried the “fantasies of era-
sure, cure, or elimination of bodily difference” that too often under-
gird the “acceptance of disabled people,” faulting such visions both for 
a narcissistic “longing ... for human similitude” and for their avoidance 
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of engagement with “the necessity of providing provisions for our mean-
ingful inclusion in social life.”23 In just this way, “Blind Susan” offers a 
dream of cure that culpably individualizes the social norms and practices 
that marginalize its middling-class protagonist, and it dreams of “human 
similitude” not only by restoring a blind child’s sight but also by killing 
her off. The story opens with an idealized domestic tableau that places the 
Mordant children and their mother in “employments” illustrative both of 
gender roles and of middle-class status. The three sighted daughters are 
little moral-mothers-to-be: Lucy, sitting near her mother, is hemming, 
“occasionally reminded of her work by a gentle tap from her mother’s 
thimble.”24 Little Caroline is reading Juvenile Miscellany, and Isabel, 
the eldest sister, sits beside Susan and is “a sort of guardian angel to this 
unfortunate little girl.”25 All the children are homeschooled because Mrs. 
Mordant feared the “mortifications” that Susan might receive at public 
school, a bullying she does not seem to imagine might or should be chal-
lenged. Her belief that Susan would not “receive from her school-fellows 
that delicate attention which should always be shown to one in her situa-
tion” prepares readers to celebrate her own (moneyed) ability to provide 
such special care, and, soon enough, “the unwearied pains bestowed on 
[Susan] by her mother” give her a stock of knowledge beyond that of 
“many little girls who have all the advantages of sight.”26

Susan is not permitted to be the protagonist even when she undergoes 
surgery to restore her sight: her siblings “striv[e] to make the scene pleas-
ant to her who had been released, as it were, from prison.”27 Susan is no 
Peggy; she is encouraged neither to regret the burden her parents might 
carry by caring for her nor to learn to contribute to the household. Instead, 
her presumably ineradicable dependence makes her “a lovely flower … like 
one of those choice exotics which is sheltered with care, watched with 
assiduity, and loved and admired for its very delicacy.”28 Soon enough, she 
dies, as hymns are sung, promising reunion in a better world. The point 
of the story seems to be not Susan but Isabel, who returns to town to be 
“the guide and instructress of her younger sisters. The motherly narra-
tor encourages her ‘young readers,’” even those without blind sisters on 
whom to bestow their beneficence, to “copy [Isabel’s] example,” noting 
encouragingly the ease with which “other objects, on whom to exercise 
their benevolent affections” can be found. This training in domesticity is 
presented as training in activist work outside the home: “By cherishing 
and obliging dispensations in the family circle, they will be better prepared 
to perform kind offices to the wider world.”29
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“The Blind Child” and “The Blind Girl’s Lament” offered readers 
a similarly sentimental vision of pitiable, useless middle-class blind girls 
whose value seems to lie only in the opportunity to demonstrate compas-
sion that they provide their sighted family members and whose blind-
ness disqualifies them for progress from girlhood to moral motherhood. 
“The Blind Child,” a three-octave poem, assumes the point of view of a 
blind girl and entwines deification of a loving mother with a kind of death 
wish. The speaker opens by comparing heaven to her mother, first, as she 
imagines her eyes to be like “the broad heavens” and then as she imagines 
“the far-off land of bliss” as being like the experience of being held by 
her mother: “when my sad heart to thine is pressed” and “Sweet pleasure 
swarms my beating heart,” she feels she is in heaven. The speaker then 
wonders if God could possibly be as kind as her mother—“Will he bestow 
such care and love // On a blind child like me?”—and asks her mother 
to accompany her to heaven. Here the rhetorical elevation of mothers to 
sanctification in a holy domestic space requires the radical disempower-
ment, even death, of beautifully helpless, useless blind girls: “Go with me 
when I die; // Lead thy blind daughter to the throne, // And stay in 
yonder sky.”30 Life is similarly not worth living for the eponymous “blind 
girl” of Mrs. C.H.W.  Esling’s “The Blind Girl’s Lament” because she 
can see neither nature—God’s expression of His greatness and love for 
humanity—nor the faces of her mother, father, and sisters. The only joy 
she feels in life is found at home: “Oh! if without, the world is drear, // 
Within, ‘tis glad and bright, // While home and kindred claim me here, 
// Why mourn I for my sight?” The relief in her “darken’d days” she feels 
in the family circle predicts the greater relief that awaits her in heaven: “A 
brighter world awaits my gaze— // The blind shall see in heaven.”31

“My OLd LOved hOMe”: Mary L. day is nOt 
a “bLind girL”

Soon after Mary L. Day was born, sighted, in 1836 in Baltimore, her moth-
er’s beloved hometown, the family was moved by her father, an adventure- 
loving tinsmith, to the Michigan frontier, where he built the family a log 
cabin in the small town of White Pigeon, not far from a lake around which 
“wigwams” were clustered. This was the era—the late 1830s and early 
1840s—in which the Potawatomi of Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana, and 
Illinois were, for the most part, removed by the government beyond the 
Mississippi. As a small girl, Day once hid in an oven to avoid encounter 
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with “wild, fierce-looking savages;” her family, coming home one day, was 
astonished to be forced by “savages” to come to their settlement and eat 
venison, apparently as a gesture of neighborliness.32 Among the griefs that 
the move caused Day’s mother, “unaccustomed to hard or laborious work,” 
was the loss of “faithful Aunt Patty, our servant, whom she had been obliged 
to leave behind on account of her being a slave.”33 Patty had been a wed-
ding gift from a sister. These events, with which Incidents in the Life of a 
Blind Girl matter-of-factly begins, suggest both the wide world in which 
Day moved and its differentness from the politeness-pursuing New England 
urban life presumed by advice and juvenile literature in the early nineteenth 
century.34 The western and southern settings of Incidents and the plots 
they provoke make Boston, the home of both Samuel Griswold Goodrich 
and Lydia Maria Child, seem exotic and irrelevant, providing “normalizing 
contexts” of the kind that Rosemarie Garland-Thomson notes tend to be 
stripped away in representations of disabled people as their lives are instead 
rhetorically “engulfed by a single stigmatic trait.”35

Incidents describes Day’s life from childhood to the age of 23; it con-
cludes soon after she becomes a student at the Maryland Institution for 
the Blind. Its episodic nature and Day’s youth and temperament allow 
Incidents to sidestep both the pernicious versions of blind girlhood prev-
alent in nineteenth-century popular culture and the equally unreal ide-
alizations that Anne Finger has noted tend to entrap life narratives by 
disabled people, such as “the spunky cripple, the wounded hero, the tragic 
but brave overcomer.”36 The struggles that the book describes, including 
abandonment, abuse, poverty, and pain, do not provide it with a central 
plot generative of suspense and a happy ending (clichéd or otherwise). 
Incidents is instead as companionable and wide-ranging as are the railroad 
travels that recur in it, sometimes in pursuit of a cure, sometimes in pur-
suit of reconnection with family members. This structural looseness and 
Day’s observant openness contrast sharply with the agenda-driven blind 
girl stories considered in the previous section and provide a structural met-
onym for the quality valued, and demonstrated, most steadily through the 
book: friendship, “as necessary to the happiness of the blind as to those 
who can recall glances of fond affection.”37 Friendship tends not to inspire 
the crisis-ridden plots that love and despair inspire, nor, perhaps, is it end- 
oriented in its temporality, seeking progress or resolution. To value it is 
both to be able to delight in a fellow traveler’s companionship on a train 
trip and to see that friendship as different only in degree, not in kind, from 
familial intimacy.
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This sustaining perception of family and friendship on a continuum 
is perhaps best exemplified by Day’s experience of a train delay as she 
traveled alone from the Michigan frontier to be reunited with her sister 
in Chicago. Soon after the train derailed in an eight-foot snowbank, 
trapping passengers, Day was befriended by a gentleman who wondered 
if she needed help: they joke and share food and soon “it seemed as if I 
had always known him.” A fellow traveler asks if they are related, another 
asks if he is her brother, and, when the train arrives finally in Chicago 
and they part, he refers to her as his sister.38 This sustaining friendship 
does not extend beyond the days of the trip, and yet it is valued by 
Day and made part of her memoir. Day’s nonsegregation of familial ties 
from other kinds of friendship is also evident in her appreciative remem-
brance of a friendly woman resident in a boarding house in which she 
had stayed: “I never loved a stranger as dearly as I did Mrs. Sherwood.”39 
Day’s experiences of friendship, with strangers and intimates alike, are 
nourishing because they are mutual; she provides and receives support, 
humor, and attention. This affirmation of the power of ephemeral kind-
ness is credible because she attends as candidly to “incidents” of cruelty 
as to those of kindness; she does not overgeneralize her experiences of 
connection-in-transit as evidence of human nature or of conformity to 
ideals of gender or piety.

The blind girlhood that Day describes in Incidents differs markedly 
from that described in newspapers and advice and juvenile literature in 
several obvious ways, attributable in part simply to differences of genre. 
In Incidents, laboring-class children and blind children are not props in 
the idealized domestic dramas of middle-class mothers and sisters; instead 
every member of the two households in which Day finds family contributes 
toward survival, sharing equally in the pleasures of, for example, a thriving 
garden of beans. Blindness is common, recorded without comment. The 
initially impoverished Day, who starts life as a kind of Peggy (of “Good 
Will”), is not denied domesticity, though her experiences of familial sup-
port given by members of a laboring community are not unlike Peg’s. At 
the same time, the rhetoric of blind girl stories does overlap with Incidents 
in two important ways: here, too, mothers are regarded as irreplaceable 
in their unique and necessary love, and here, too, girls are expected to 
acquire useful skills. But even in these two areas of similarity, crucial differ-
ences remain. Day bestows similarly intense sentimental effusions on both 
her birth mother and the woman who would today be called her adoptive 
mother, Mrs. Cook; and Day values her domestic skills in part for the way 
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they allow her to run away from an abusive domestic setting, a household 
that makes Christianity seem hypocritical to her neighbors.40

Incidents also challenges blind girl stories in its attention both to the 
work involved in mothering and to the economic underpinnings of the 
cultural elevation of motherhood as the most important of affective ties. 
The Sarah Day (Mary’s mother) we see in Incidents is not an ideal or sen-
timental mother. As she lies ill in the family’s frontier home, her husband 
away looking for work, her five children go hungry, surviving only because 
they are able to find some root potatoes in the basement.41 The “ecstasy” 
that family life brings the very young Mary Day, while her mother is alive, 
seems to reflect the joy of belonging to the group both in the positive 
sense of enjoyment of her siblings’ company and in the negative sense of 
not yet having been placed with strangers to work as a servant, as would 
be the immediate consequence of her mother’s death for all the children.42 
“Children, you are all together now, but may never be again,” asserts 
her father at Sarah’s deathbed, and Mary’s own lament for the loss of 
her mother is similarly voiced in the collective: “young as we were, we 
deeply felt our loss, yet the burden of our woe we realized not until years 
had sped away, proving how great a void is created in a child’s heart and 
life by a mother’s death!”43 That “a family” requires a mother seems to 
be so deeply assumed that Day does not question her father’s abandon-
ment of his children. When she meets her father again many years later, 
she cannot make herself “realize it was my father sitting by me.”44 The 
lack of blame she feels suggests the superfluity of men to the constitution 
of families, be they good families or bad. Seeing her father again makes 
Day remember not her father as he was or her own younger self but the 
cruel woman with whom he’d left her. That it is only women who can be 
credited or blamed for family life extends and refracts the elevation of the 
moral mother praised by Theodore Parker, Horace Bushnell, and Susan 
B. Anthony.

Day’s birth family was dissolved by her mother’s death in 1846 because 
her father, unwilling or unable to care for his five children himself, immedi-
ately placed them with neighbors and left town. The six-year-old Day was 
placed in the household of an abusive woman, Mrs. Ruthven, whose cruelty 
is linked to her class pretentions. After two years of beatings and verbal abuse, 
Day ran away, living as a servant in a succession of households. When she 
was 12, she suddenly—within a 24-four-hour span—went blind.45 For three 
months, the family with which she was living as a servant tried what remedies 
they could imagine before “threatening to send [her] to the poor-house.”46 
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That this family did not immediately presume Day’s usefulness ended with 
her blindness, coupled with the description of Day’s relationships with some 
six other blind people, reminds us both of the commonness of “blindness” 
in nineteenth-century America and of the wide range of conditions that 
caused it.47 Mr. Cook, a stranger who happened to be on the premises as 
the disposal of Day was being discussed, brought her home to his wife and 
seven children, who warmly took her as one of their own and did so without 
extolling the special sanctity of home and without claiming compliance with 
religious precept.48 Day’s adoption by the Cooks and the forms that happy 
domesticity takes in their household do more than any other strand in the 
book to represent domesticity in terms that neither objectify blind people 
nor differentiate them from sighted people.

Where the high rhetoric of mother-love occurs in Incidents, it senti-
mentally casts mother-love as a kind of metaphor for time’s passage and 
for loss. In Incidents, the pleasurable sadness that such rhetoric pro-
vokes is a vehicle not of incapacitating isolation but of friendship and 
community—a domestic intimacy regularly enacted in non-private set-
tings and with atypical participants. Day befriends a flute-player who 
lodges with her sister, Jinnie, in Chicago and particularly enjoys his ren-
dition of “Home, sweet, sweet Home,” a song her mother loved. She 
records the lyrics—“I miss thee, my mother! Thy image is still // The 
deepest impressed on my heart, // And the tablet so faithful, in death 
must be chill, // Ere a line of that image depart”—and notes that the 
melody always reminded her of “the sad truth, she had left me, never 
to return!”49 But the song, shared with a non-familial friend, prompts 
missing less of her mother, than of the time when Mary Day was one of 
five siblings, part of an “us” made possible by their mother’s presence. 
Day values almost as greatly the comforting friendship made possible 
by the performance and hearing of the song. A similar commodifica-
tion of mother-love in music enables nondomestic intimacy when the 
gravely ill David Loughery, the headmaster of the Maryland Institution 
for the Blind, shares with the teenaged Day a poem he has written, “My 
Mother’s Parting Tear,” which celebrates the sustaining memory of a 
mother’s “fond look” over time and distance.50 They talk about and lis-
ten to the poem, which another (blind) professor has put to music, and 
its thematization of memory and loss brings them closer and helps Day 
accept her beloved teacher’s imminent demise. Mother-love thus serves 
as a kind of lingua franca that matters more in its function, enabling 
interpersonal connection, than in its literal content.
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Incidents honors only some aspects of the nineteenth-century idealiza-
tion of motherhood. Mothers are their children’s best friends, and this 
mothering can be accepted from and offered to strangers as well as familial 
intimates, by men and women, boys and girls. Though Day never calls 
Mrs. Cook “mother”—although Mr. Cook tells his wife, when he brings 
the 12-year-old Day home, to “be as a mother to her”—she is unquestion-
ably the emotional heart of Incidents.51 Rather than the advice and disci-
pline given by the mothers in blind girl stories, Mrs. Cook gives attention, 
and she is characterized independently rather than as part of an idealized 
dyadic relationship of caregiver and dependent. On her first morning in 
the Cook household, Day is overwhelmed by the warm clothes that Mrs. 
Cook gives her; Mrs. Cook also curls her hair, an act particularly evoca-
tive of pleasure, exceeding the necessities.52 Mrs. Cook teaches Day to 
knit, helping her with “sweet and encouraging tones” to persist through 
a year of frustration.53 The confidence this new skill gives Day leads her 
to ask a neighbor if she could do her winter knitting for her, for pay, so 
that she can help the struggling Cook family; Mrs. Cook is concerned 
but accedes to Day’s wishes, and Day, proud of the dollar a week she now 
makes, strains as she knits to hear her adoptive mother’s voice through the 
orchard that separates the two houses: “the sweetest … were the tones of 
her own loved voice.”54 When, after three years, a letter arrives from Day’s 
sister, who is now married and keeping a boarding house in Chicago, Day 
“felt as though [she] could not tear [her]self away from [her] dear friends 
who had so faithfully supplied the place of father, mother, brothers, and 
sisters.”55 After two more years of imploring letters, Day decides to rejoin 
her sister; the tipping point is her sister’s mention of an oculist who might 
be able to help her regain her sight. Mr. and Mrs. Cook take her aside 
on the day of her parting to remind her of their love for her and of the 
importance of integrity; her final moment is “fraught with anguish,” and 
left at the train station by Mr. Cook, she feels again “a lonely wanderer 
among strangers.”56 But Mrs. Cook has packed her a big lunch, and this 
homely act of love sustains Day as she moves into the next chapter of her 
peripatetic life.

Day’s happy domestic life with the Cooks is presented as different in 
degree but not kind from the sustaining intimacy she finds and cultivates 
with those she meets on trains, in her sister’s boarding house, in doctors’ 
offices, and doing errands. Mrs. Cook’s singular and supreme significance 
to Mary rests upon her delight in and dependence upon Mary and the 
mutuality that is also evident in more casual acquaintanceships. In this 
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way, the domestic intimacy of the Cook household is presented as friend-
ship, not as confirmation of piety or social status. Mrs. Cook’s regular 
letters “afford [Day] unutterable delight,” attesting to Mrs. Cook’s own 
delight in Day.57 She is supported through difficulty by this reality: “Oh! 
How I longed to be once more in my country home!”58 It is Day’s occa-
sional longing to “go to Mrs. Cook, and never leave her again” that helps 
her keep going.59 The terms in which she later generalizes friendship, the 
value of which runs steadily through the book, apply as well to Mrs. Cook 
as to the conversation with her fellow students in the Maryland Institution 
for the Blind that inspire them: “Sweet Friendship, with her fond endear-
ments, is as necessary to the happiness of the blind as to those who can 
recall glances of fond affection.”60 It is, in a way, the ephemerality of these 
“endearments” that makes them potent; each “act of kindness” attests 
to momentary attention and connection, not to the achievement of self- 
congratulatory power over another: “Persons are but faintly appreciative 
of the sensitiveness of the blind to acts of kindness. Though trifling in 
themselves, little acts or little words breathing tenderness will endear a 
stranger to them at once.”61

Mrs. Fannie Cook’s death should be understood as the climax of 
Incidents. As we have seen, the middle-class blind girls imagined in juve-
nile and advice literature often die sentimentalized deaths that suggest an 
inability to imagine adult blind women as heads of households. The sad 
deathbed scenes in Incidents contrast revealingly with the style and sub-
stance of that formula. After three years in Chicago, Day travels back to 
the Cooks’ for a visit. She feels feverish as she boards the train but does not 
realize that she has caught typhoid. Mrs. Cook greets her happily when 
she arrives and urges her to rest after her travels: “my head was pillowed 
on her bosom, and I was nearly smothered with kisses from the girls.”62 
They soon realize that she is seriously ill. Day is “happy in thinking I 
would die in my old loved home, and be buried in the quiet grave on the 
hillside,” a portrait of a blind girl on her deathbed in which she is the nar-
rating subject and that attests not to any sense of the uselessness of a blind 
woman’s life but rather confirms her humility, borne of her early poverty.63 
She understands herself to be vulnerable as are all around her to disease, a 
humility that contrasts sharply from the entitlement to progress associated 
with the fictional protagonists of blind girl stories.

As Day faces death, she thinks about the family she loves—the Cooks 
and her sister, Jinnie, to whom a letter has been sent urging her immediate 
travel to be with Mary. Even as the unique potency of Mrs. Cook’s steady 
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love is affirmed in these scenes of sickness, she is described only as “like a 
mother:” “Mrs. Cook arranged my pillow with all a mother’s tender care. 
How like a mother she had seemed to me in my desolate orphanage.”64 
Day remembers several stanzas of an 1844 poem by the English author 
Eliza Cook that was reprinted, often uncredited, in newspapers and in 
anthologies throughout the nineteenth century:

I miss thee, my mother, when young health has fled,
 And I sink in the languor of pain;
Where, where, is the arm that once pillowed my head,
 And the ear that once heard me complain?
Other hands may support me, gentle accents may fall,
 For the fond and the true are still mine:
I’ve a blessing for each; I am grateful to all,
 But whose care can be as soothing as thine?65

No reason is given for Day’s relocation in a carriage to a neighbor’s; that 
reason may have been Mrs. Cook’s own illness, possibly with the typhoid 
that Day brought from Chicago. Mary Day would never again see Fannie 
Cook. For during the few weeks of Mary Day’s slow recovery, Mrs. Cook 
grew sick and died: “her pure spirit went home, that she reap the reward 
promised the faithful.”66 This death registers all the more deeply for the 
simplicity with which it is recorded, accepting loss as part of life and refus-
ing the generic furbelows of sentiment.

Near the end of Incidents, Day addresses the educability of blind peo-
ple, calling for an education that involved reading, household skills, and 
the acquisition of marketable skills not unlike the education reserved for 
the middle classes in the blind girl stories considered above. She demands 
education for blind people in the name of their human sociality and will to 
independence, deeming helplessness, isolation, and sadness to be unnat-
ural creations of social arrangements that can and must be changed. If 
domestic feminism sought restoration of a natural female morality and 
social force, Day’s model of education restores and preserves the natural 
intelligence and agency of blind people:

The educated blind in their own homes are as useful and industrious as 
are those who have not been deprived of their sight. They are handy and 
ingenious. Generally speaking, they are cheerful and happy in their disposi-
tion, social in their feelings, cherishing the most delicate sympathy for each 
other.67
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Education reveals human nature here; it does not, as in the children’s lit-
erature considered earlier, create it in those children eligible for it by virtue 
of nondisability and class standing.

This direct challenge to the era’s stereotypes of blind girls, articulating 
views implied by Day’s story of her childhood and early teen years, makes 
the preface particularly disappointing, if not surprising. In the preface, 
Day’s uncle, Rev. Charles F. Deems, casts his niece as a kind of Peggy, 
suggesting to the middle-class readers he imagines that they read the book 
as a kind of sermon against “idleness.” “[A]ll our young ladies, daughters 
of loving parents, daughters who have no care for the morrow, daughters 
of delicious ease and happy opportunity” should “let their consciences ask 
them” how they would fare “at the judgment seat of Christ, in contrast 
with this blind girl’s industry, fidelity, and perseverance.”68 Deems may 
presume a sighted readership, but Day does not; Deems may define his 
niece by her blindness, but Day herself does not do so. This mediation 
of the text suggests both the pervasiveness of blind girl stories and Day’s 
success in narrating her life differently. For to read Mary Day’s “blind girl 
story” as one in a series is to see clearly its critique of domesticity, as shift-
ing and even contradictory as this ideal was and is.

Disability Studies has long attended to the ways that discrimination 
against disabled people is often deflected into other categories of identity 
that disability is held to distort.69 It is time to add childhood to imbri-
cated strands of self-narration with which we consider the domestic lives 
of blind people. Read from this perspective, Incidents in the Life of a Blind 
Girl pushes us to see that the project of understanding the imbrication of 
domesticity and disability in the nineteenth century requires close atten-
tion to class, gender, and region, the axes of identity that produced the 
new model of childhood that Incidents so powerfully challenges.
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CHAPTER 3

Crossing the Threshold: Disability 
and Modernist Housing

Beth Tauke and Korydon Smith

“Home” is a common yet highly complicated term. As social and political 
scientist Shelley Mallett reminds us, “The term home functions as a repos-
itory for complex, inter-related and at times contradictory socio-cultural 
ideas about people’s relationship(s) with one another … and with places, 
spaces, and things.”1 Concepts of “home” and philosophies of home 
design are as varied as the geographies and histories of human civilizations; 
and scholars have analyzed the meaning of home from positivist, construc-
tivist, deconstructionist, feminist, and other perspectives. Analyses and 
interpretations of home from a disability studies perspective are far more 
recent, despite the fact that physical/mental well-being is intimately tied 
to one’s home (country, city, neighborhood, and residence).2

Parallel to “home,” is “house,” its commonly used architectural sur-
rogate. “House” has been examined through economic, technological, 
environmental, and policy lenses, and according to each of its constituent 
elements—walls, floor, and roof; bathroom, kitchen, and bedroom; light-
ing and acoustics, and so on. Yet one of the most significant functional 
and psychosocial elements of the house, the threshold, remains relatively 
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understudied, particularly from a disability studies perspective. In home 
design, thresholds (or transitional spaces) play an especially critical role 
in establishing or communicating a variety of dualities—public/private, 
open/closed, and so on—and their designs significantly impact the experi-
ences of people across disability groups. This includes mobility, dexterity, 
perception, and cognition. While much has been researched and written 
about the impacts of threshold design on users of mobility devices or indi-
viduals with visual impairments, the importance of threshold design has, 
more recently, also been linked to the functioning and experiences of indi-
viduals living on the autism spectrum and those living with other cognitive 
disabilities.3

The importance of the psychological and emotive qualities of archi-
tectural experiences cannot be overstated, though their complexities are 
difficult to untangle. In this chapter, we refer to the aesthetic experience of 
architecture. Aesthetics, like our definition of thresholds, is not regarded 
as a two-dimensional, stylistic, vision-only concept; nor is it perfectly syn-
onymous with beauty.4 In analyzing the houses included in this chapter, 
we define aesthetics as the holistic sentiment of—the fairly immediate 
cognitive, affective, and corporeal reaction to and interaction with—an 
artistic work. For the architect-as-artist, space, geometry, structure, and 
materials are used to modulate light, sound, smell, texture, and embodi-
ment. Physical structures, the material objects housed inside them, and 
the humans (and other life forms) residing in them work together to con-
struct meaning and value. Cultural symbolism and individual ideologies 
are critical in these interactions, influencing the degree to which an archi-
tectural work resonates (or is dissonant) with an inhabitant. No place is 
this more significant than the home, which holds such immediate and 
emotion-laden meanings.

While the colloquial meaning of threshold is two-dimensional, often 
referring to the board, stone, or other material that rests at the bottom 
of an entry or doorway, the discipline of architecture views thresholds as 
three-dimensional and spatial. Most simply, thresholds are “in-between,” 
or liminal spaces that serve both to separate and connect adjoining spaces. 
Depending on how it is designed, a threshold may promote a feeling of 
being “here-and-there” or a sense of being “neither-here-nor-there.” The 
resultant perceptual effects depend on the spatial syntax deployed. Classical 
architects, for example, often utilized definitive spatial boundaries (e.g., 
four-walled rooms with minimal openings), while modernist architects 
often designed ambiguous spatial boundaries (e.g.,  independent planar 
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elements with large spaces between them), as exemplified in Mies van der 
Rohe’s German Pavilion at Barcelona (1929). The founding assumption 
of this chapter, therefore, is that focused analyses of threshold spaces can 
provide unique and valuable insights into the meaning of home and the 
interpretation of disability.

We have chosen to discuss three archetypal houses of the early twentieth 
century—the Darwin D. Martin House (1904, Buffalo, NY, USA), Villa 
Savoye (1931, Poissy, France), and the Rietveld-Schröder House (1924, 
Utrecht, Netherlands). All three houses are considered masterworks of 
the leading architects of the time: Frank Lloyd Wright, Le Corbusier, 
and Gerrit Rietveld. Though all are considered modernist, each house is 
demonstrative of one archetypal approach to space-making and design. 
All have been well documented and researched in architectural history, 
yet, to our knowledge, none have been analyzed from a disability studies 
perspective focused on threshold design. At first glance, this selection of 
houses may appear unusual because none of them meet current accessibil-
ity standards. From a historical perspective, however, each home charts 
new ground in the creation of domestic spaces and marks a significant step 
toward built environments that meet the needs of more people, especially 
individuals with various physical, sensory, and cognitive abilities.

The design and construction of the three homes explored in this essay 
can be explained in part through technological advances made at the end 
of the nineteenth century that made new building configurations possi-
ble, which, in turn, changed the ways that people perceived and occupied 
various dwellings. Moving away from wood and stone toward steel and 
reinforced concrete allowed for larger, more-open spaces. New methods 
of production enabled steel, which was much lighter than iron, wood, or 
stone, to be rolled into girders of longer length. Buildings no longer had 
to rely on walls for support. New structures with steel skeletons could then 
be clad in a variety of materials, including larger swaths of glass, thereby 
increasing physical and visual connectivity between interior and exterior 
spaces. In addition, steel technologies gave new life to an ancient mate-
rial, concrete. Strong in compression but weak in tension, concrete, when 
integrated with steel reinforcement, became strong in both compression 
and tension.5 Advancements in reinforced concrete, structural steel, and 
plate glass led to rapid architectural explorations and innovations in early 
skyscrapers in Chicago and New York. Contemporaries and successors to 
these architects realized the creative possibilities that these building tech-
nologies offered to domestic architecture.
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The reconceptualization of the threshold lies at the heart of these tech-
nological innovations. Modernist dwellings had more open and fluid plan 
(interior) configurations than their Colonial or Victorian counterparts, 
which had cellular (individual, walled-off) room arrangements. Also, by 
comparison, Modernist facades (exteriors) were more porous. Both the 
design of the plan and the façade allowed greater physical, visual, and 
acoustic connectivity between inside and outside, as well as among interior 
spaces. In short, the hierarchy between room and threshold was inverted. 
Thus, the experiential power of threshold spaces emerged as a driving 
architectural force that not only continues in home design today but also 
has tremendous implications for disability and domesticity.

Darwin D. Martin House

Although he was well aware of architectural innovation in Europe, Frank 
Lloyd Wright’s sensibilities were primarily influenced by the themes of nine-
teenth-century romantic writers such as Thoreau, Emerson, Melville, and 
Whitman. Wright embraced the wide, flat, open spaces of the rural USA and 
sought to create an American modern architecture that embodied democ-
racy, honest expression, a pioneering sensibility, freedom of the individual, 
and equal opportunity. This thinking led Wright to develop the Prairie Style 
using the principles of horizontality, sympathy with the site, material expres-
sion, spatial continuity, domestic symbolism, and individual character.6

The Martin House Complex, built for the wealthy Buffalo business-
man Darwin D. Martin, his wife Isabella, his sister Delores, and her hus-
band George F. Barton, is considered one of the most developed of the 
Prairie Houses. Built between 1903 and 1905, Wright considered it to be 
his “opus.” The complex consists of a series of connected buildings: the 
Martin House proper, a pergola that connects the house with a conser-
vatory, and a carriage house and stable. A smaller residence, the Barton 
House and a gardener’s cottage are part of the overall composition but are 
not connected to the main structures. Given their spatial innovation and 
attendant social consequences, the primary spaces on the first floor of the 
Martin House are the focus for this discussion.7

Spatial Syntax

The library, living, and dining rooms are the main spaces of the Martin 
House; they look out onto a covered veranda and framed view of the 
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neighborhood. In these spaces, thresholds are liberated from their typical 
configurations as openings in walls and material (or elevation) changes on 
the floor. Instead, thresholds are assigned to the ceilings only and act as 
indicators of spatial change rather than physical separation. Wright wrote 
about his Prairie Style intentions for the house, which included a rationale 
for the placement of thresholds near or on the ceilings:

• To reduce the number of necessary parts of the house and the sepa-
rate rooms to a minimum, and make all come together as an enclosed 
space—so divided that light, air and vista permeated the whole with 
a sense of unity.

• To eliminate the room as a box and the house as another by mak-
ing all walls enclosing screens—the ceiling and floors and enclosing 
screens to flow into each other as one large enclosure of space, with 
minor subdivisions only.

• [To] make all house proportions more liberally human, with less 
wasted space in structure, and structure more appropriate to mate-
rial, and so the whole more liberal.

• To harmonize all necessary openings to “outside” or to “inside” 
with good human proportions and make them occur naturally—sin-
gly or as a series in the scheme of the whole building.8

For Wright, a new architecture meant creating a “more liberally human” 
dwelling along with “less wasted space.” A paradox by today’s standards, 
the former was an assertion of democracy and a departure from the pal-
aces, cathedrals, and other monuments of the past meant to please royalty, 
the clergy, and the gods, while the latter stemmed from efficiency, utility, 
and “good human proportions,” common in evolutionary and eugenics 
discourses at the time, as well as in architectural and engineering ideals 
concerning factory design (Fig. 3.1).

Practically speaking, new structural materials and systems made it pos-
sible for Wright to realize his ideals by relegating both the visual and phys-
ical thresholds to beams, detachable curtains, and moldings. This creates 
what architectural theorist Jean LaMarche calls “phantom walls”—the 
implication that walls have been removed:

Whenever subjects moved through the framework defined by these elements, 
they passed through traces of former barriers, now phenomenally “transpar-
ent,” and emerged on the other side without any resistance  whatsoever, 
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except for that created by the mental drag of familiar, unconscious expecta-
tions of conventional separations between rooms or functions. This mani-
fested a new architectural experience of freedom.9

The sensorial and affective experiences created through Wright’s design 
were markedly different than previous eras. This new modern sensual 
experience was also achieved by moving structural loads away from the 
exterior walls, which allowed for thresholds of glass. In the Martin House, 
this takes the form of rows of French doors between the living room and 
veranda. The full-length art glass curtain of doors establishes a nearly 
transparent threshold from “inside” to “outside.” The tile on the inte-
rior floor continues onto the veranda, and the no-step entrance ensures 
even flow from one space into the other. When the doors are open, the 

Fig. 3.1 Interior view of the Darwin D. Martin House from the dining room 
toward the living room, veranda, and library. The living room appears in the fore-
ground, framed by brick columns and ceiling details. On the left, an area with a 
lower ceiling connects the living room to the exterior veranda. Photographer: Biff 
Henrich/IMG_INK, Courtesy Martin House Restoration Corporation
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space is expansive, exaggerated by the low overhang covering the veranda. 
The threshold between interior and exterior has all but disappeared, cre-
ating an initial and immediately felt disorientation in the occupant of the 
home—because it is so “different.” Yet, as time passes, the spatial continu-
ity evokes a liberating sense of being able to move, while also maintaining a 
sense of boundedness rooted in varying human potentialities—something 
that no social model of disability or design approach had yet (potentially, 
has yet) achieved. La Marche contends that “the elimination of barriers 
and the reduction of physical thresholds created at least two opportunities 
for the new architecture to present experiences of freedom in the Martin 
House. These were the freedom to move and the freedom to see.”10

Implications for Mobility, Perception, and Cognition

The Martin House is not “accessible” according to present-day architec-
tural standards in the USA, UK, and elsewhere, particularly due to the 
stepped entry sequence and second-floor sleeping spaces. Yet it offers dis-
ability studies scholars and architects interested in thinking critically about 
disability numerous possibilities for interrogating the design of domestic 
and other social spaces. The entry porch aside, the open and non-stepped 
ground floor promotes continuity of and movement between spaces. This 
is particularly the case for the linear arrangement of the dining, living, and 
library spaces. The strategy of utilizing the ceiling, rather than the floor 
or walls, to communicate primary spatial information makes for reading a 
single, long space that has been subdivided and allows for level, unencum-
bered movement.

Visual and acoustic connectivity among the spaces is also achieved, 
while the articulation of the ceiling, the openness of walls, and the pres-
ence of furnishings and textiles diminish reverberation. Although the 
extent to which Martin or Wright thought in these terms is uncertain, the 
positioning of furnishings and other material objects also provides impor-
tant markers for people with visual disabilities, while the open spaces facili-
tate signed and other forms of embodied communication.11 The threshold 
spaces between these rooms are particularly “intimate” in their acoustic 
and visual properties.12 The alternating rhythm of rooms and threshold 
spaces, along with their respective acoustic properties, also (presumably) 
offers choices to residents and guests seeking different levels of inter-
action.13 As science has shed more light on the variety of psychologi-
cal and behavioral “traits” (inborn tendencies) and “states” (situational 
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 attributes) of humans, the field of environmental psychology, as well, has 
illuminated how various traits and states play out in the built environment, 
particularly in domestic and social settings, and how spatial characteris-
tics inflect behavior. The Martin House offers the choice of being at the 
center or perimeter of each space, i.e., to be an active participant or a pas-
sive observer. The threshold or boundary spaces, in particular, provide an 
“at-home” experience for someone who is reserved or introverted, as the 
alignment of seating with the lowered ceiling provides separation from the 
center of the activity while still allowing visual and auditory access to it.

These types of threshold spaces have even been linked to alleviating 
body image aberrations such as fragmented coenaesthesis—feelings of 
a segmented, rather than whole body, and a loss of the sense of body 
boundaries—that people diagnosed with schizophrenia commonly experi-
ence.14 A contemporary of Wright and student of Freud, psychiatrist Paul 
Schilder, wrote of a client who described a loss of body-image unity:

When I get this anxiety I cannot walk further… It breaks me into pieces. I 
am like a spray. I lose my centre of gravity… I have gone to pieces. I am like 
a marionette. I lack something to hold me together. I am not on the earth; 
I am somewhere else; I am in between.

She continues, “When I am melting I have no hands, [and] I go into a 
doorway [a threshold space] in order not to be trampled on. Everything 
is flying away from me. In the doorway I can gather together the pieces of 
my body.”15 Though it has not been studied regarding schizophrenia, it is 
plausible, from research in areas such as Alzheimer’s disease, that thresh-
old spaces of some types may facilitate the retention of cognitive maps.16 
Complex circulation patterns or cellular room arrangements necessitate that 
the occupant retain a memory of the arrangement and proximities of spaces. 
Because of the visual connectivity between spaces in designs like the Martin 
House, there is a lesser burden on spatial memory. Research in 2011, for 
example, revealed that the act of walking through doorways to move from 
one room to another can hinder short-term memory.17 Researchers referred 
to doorways as “event boundaries” that result, psychologically, in “event 
segmentation,” that one’s memory of recently experienced objects or events 
“is affected by the structure of the surrounding environment,” notably 
thresholds. In an interview, the lead scholar, Gabriel Radvansky, quipped, 
“Doorways are bad. Avoid them at all costs.”18
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For the design of the primary spaces of the Martin House, this is what 
Wright did—avoid doorways. There is no evidence to state definitively 
that Wright’s emphasis on spatial continuity and spatially deep, rather than 
abrupt, thresholds was psychological in origin. Nevertheless, architectural 
historian and theorist, Vincent Scully, drew parallels between the work of 
Freud and Wright, stating that the former sought to unravel the secrets of 
psychology that might heal society and that the latter, “moving from the 
opposite direction,” sought to construct “the ideal, sane environment” 
for society.19 Spatial continuity, nevertheless, as evidenced in the Martin 
House, has been thought to offer continuity of psyche. Likewise, the con-
nection to the exterior promotes a sense of freedom, of not being bound 
to the interior, a phenomenon that many individuals with mobility, cog-
nitive, emotional, and sensorial disabilities experience. This continuity is 
most evident in the cross axis that links the living space to the veranda, 
where the series of five leaded-glass doors provides a porous relationship 
between interior and exterior spaces, while the walled-in veranda with its 
low-hanging roof provides a sense of security that might alleviate anxiet-
ies brought on by open spaces with no clear boundaries. The transitional 
space enables both functional mobility—with ample room for approach 
and passage—and the perception of projected (or prospective) mobility, 
of occupying the veranda in one’s mind, and, in that sense, the space 
becomes enabling rather than disabling.

Villa saVoye

In contrast to Wright, Le Corbusier, arguably the most influential archi-
tect of the Modern Movement, found most of his influences in machine 
production and the resultant artifacts and images of industrial society. A 
proponent of the scientific method and social engineering, he favored 
logic, clarity, and economy in his work. To that end, he developed a ratio-
nal method for the design of houses based on a systematic analysis of the 
traditional European home. He termed this new approach “the five points 
of architecture: pilotis (columns), free plan, free facade, horizontal ribbon 
windows, and roof gardens.”20 Villa Savoye is considered to be the prime 
example of Le Corbusier’s elucidation of the “five points.” Designed by 
Le Corbusier and his cousin, Pierre Jeanneret, the reinforced concrete 
house was commissioned by the Savoye family as a weekend country house 
in Poissy, just outside of Paris. The villa is one of the most famous of 
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 modernist houses, and is, perhaps, the best example of Le Corbusier’s 
claim that “a house is a machine for living in.”21

Spatial Syntax

Built between 1928 and 1931, Villa Savoye is based on a modular plan 
that reflects Le Corbusier’s profound interest in movement through space. 
He wrote, “In this house, we are presented with a real architectural prom-
enade, offering prospects which are constantly changing and unexpected, 
even astonishing.”22 (Figs. 3.2 and 3.3)

Because the ground floor area blends into the site, Villa Savoye, sup-
ported by pilotis, seems to float in a forested backdrop. The curved façade 
on the lower level mimics the turning radius of automobiles of the day, 
and allows the motorist to enter into the driveway and garage with ease. 
Inside the entrance is a ramp on the central axis flanked by service spaces. 
The ramp moves up to the main living spaces, which are banded with 
ribbon windows on all sides, and proceeds all the way to the roof garden 
and curved solarium. A companion spiral staircase acts as another mode of 
vertical circulation between all levels, but is considered subservient to the 
ramp. The ramp, stairs, ribbon windows, and open terrace on the main 
floor provide openings that let light and air enter throughout the house.

The ramp is the primary threshold in Villa Savoye; it negates the notion 
of threshold as a line or plane, and extends it into a long, continuous tran-
sition in space and time that defines the experience of the house. Colin 
Davies, scholar of twentieth-century housing, asserts: “The ramp is key. 
From the austere, factory-glazed entrance hall it rises in two stages to the 
piano nobile, where it steps out onto the terrace and rises another two 
stages to the solarium… The proper way to enjoy the spaces is by means 
of the slow, continuous, ceremonial procession of the ramp.”23 At the end 
of each run, Le Corbusier and Jeanneret framed a hint of the next space, 
beckoning those on the journey upwards to continue. As such, the ramp 
is a transitional place of anticipation, a threshold that blurs inside and 
outside. As the centerpiece of the house, it suggests “a pervasive move-
ment, upwards and outwards, towards the landscape and the sky; towards 
nature.”24

The ramp in Le Corbusier’s work reflects his interest in mechanization, 
specifically motorized travel within the modern city. With roots in antiq-
uity, the ramp extends forward “as an instrument of a twentieth- century 
ritual … manifesting a transcendence, whereby the active participant 
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Fig. 3.2 Illustration of Villa Savoye ramp to roof garden and solarium, and diagram 
of ramp moving through the floors. The photograph positions the viewer on the ramp 
ascending to the roof garden with a view to both the sky above and the solarium 
below. The ramp is situated at the central access of the house and is the primary access 
between the floors. Illustrator: Megan Basnak, 2015, CC BY-SA 2.0 (https://www.
flickr.com/photos/roryrory/2520027795/in/photolist-4QFNt6-52YWbw-
4QL18j-557mNx-  557mHR-4QFNAk-4QKZWY-56w76y-4QFNhr-4QFNDB-
4QFNBF-58TdCi- 4QFNiZ- 56w6Ro-56w7bf-5aGT6x-5aMa6y-4ZjtPE-5aGT2r-
526mxC-53JLX4-53hafu- 522868-56rWuv-58TdPp-4QKZPq-4ZknRm-53JLZ2-
5aGTbp-4Zfg6x- 51NwGg- 56rWnD-4Zfg3e-52282i-5HKDwR-mXsVJM-
2G9bVY-2G9aS5- 2G99su-2G4SK4-fkpEgs-2G99C5-mXvism-fjKtPh-2G9bdS-
2G9aEs-2G4Ps4-2G4RNa-fiPSSa-2G9a9E) 
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glides into the realm of the thoroughly modern.”25 This interpretation of 
the ramp deems the threshold as a space–time continuum, a dynamic space 
of speculation that changes the hierarchy of traditional housing design. 
Traditional houses emphasize the design of rooms and diminish the 
importance of circulation spaces, while, in the Villa Savoye, Le Corbusier 

Fig. 3.3 Photograph of Villa Savoye ramp to roof garden and solarium, and dia-
gram of ramp moving through the floors. The photograph positions the viewer on 
the ramp ascending to the roof garden with a view to both the sky above and the 
solarium below. The ramp is situated at the central axis of the house and is the pri-
mary access between the floors. Photographer: Rory Hyde, Le Corbusier—Villa 
Savoye, 1928–1930, CC BY-SA 2.0 (https://www.flickr.com/photos/rory-
rory/2520027795/in/photolist-4QFNt6-52YWbw-4QL18j-557mNx-  557mHR-
4QFNAk-4QKZWY-56w76y-4QFNhr-4QFNDB-4QFNBF-58TdCi- 4QFNiZ- 
56w6Ro-56w7bf-5aGT6x-5aMa6y-4ZjtPE-5aGT2r-526mxC-53JLX4-53hafu- 
522868-56rWuv-58TdPp-4QKZPq-4ZknRm-53JLZ2-5aGTbp-4Zfg6x- 
51NwGg- 56rWnD-4Zfg3e-52282i-5HKDwR-mXsVJM-2G9bVY-2G9aS5- 
2G99su-2G4SK4-fkpEgs-2G99C5-mXvism-fjKtPh-2G9bdS-2G9aEs-2G4Ps4-
2G4RNa-fiPSSa-2G9a9E)
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designed the ramp as the feature with the greatest organizational and 
experiential importance.

Implications for Mobility, Perception, and Cognition

Ramps have become ubiquitous architectural tools to achieving accessibil-
ity between spaces at different levels for various user groups—ambulatory 
occupants, users of wheeled mobility devices (wheelchairs, power scoot-
ers, baby strollers, etc.), and individuals with a shuffling gait or mobility 
aids. Not only do ramps provide functionality, they have become symbolic 
of accessibility, though this was not always the case. The use of ramps as 
an integral design element dates, at least, to Ancient Egypt and ramps 
have been variously used throughout history and across geographies, quite 
famously in Wright’s design of the Guggenheim Museum in New York 
City (1959). Some ramps—specifically the ad hoc, nonintegrated addi-
tions prevalent throughout rural America—have a negative and stigmatiz-
ing quality, conveying a message that the ramp, and, by extension, the 
inhabitant, is out of place (not at home).26 Other ramps have a more posi-
tive (or neutral) symbolic presentation.

Such is the case of the ramp in Villa Savoye. The design, along with Le 
Corbusier’s own writings, emphasizes the ramp as “the most character-
istic feature” of the house. In contrast to the stair, which “separates one 
floor from another,” Le Corbusier viewed the ramp as an element that 
“links them together,” emphasizing a spatial experience of movement over 
stasis, continuity over segmentation, and variety over homogeneity.27 Its 
positioning as an interior element, and, more importantly, its alignment 
with the structural grid and central (entry) axis of the plan, connects—
physically, visually, and acoustically—the ramp to the primary spaces of the 
house. The stair, counter to both traditional and contemporary conven-
tions, is placed in a secondary, objectified position. While not designed 
with disability in mind, this strategy exemplifies the notion that disability is 
largely an environmental construct, a design consequence. It also demon-
strates the possibilities of what might be if architects, contractors, and gov-
ernments thought beyond basic accommodation and minimum standards 
of accessibility to something that places nonnormative embodiments at 
the center of planning and construction. From an emancipatory paradigm, 
the inversion of the conventional roles of stair and ramp results in a redefi-
nition of disability, where “abled” and “disabled” user groups are given 
equivalency. The ascension of the ramp offers “the best”  experience of 
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the house—increasingly broad swaths of sunlight and widening glimpses 
into adjoining spaces that culminate in a release onto the roof garden with 
distant views of the landscape and sky.

The aesthetic experience is a physical uplifting of the body and a meta-
physical uplifting of the psyche. The expanse of nature—landscape and 
sky—is brought into contact with the immediacy of the body and the 
building. This drawing together and negotiation of scalar extremes is what 
modernist housing sought to achieve. The capacity for architecture to 
modulate human emotions further emphasizes the importance and chal-
lenge of designing domestic spaces. Inadequate, inequitable, or ill-suited 
housing, which people across disability groups commonly experience, 
can evoke parallel feelings of inadequacy, discrimination, or discontent. 
By contrast, modernist architects such as Le Corbusier contended that 
architecture could lift the human spirit and evoke responses not present 
in previous architectural works (or other art forms). Established twenty- 
first- century architect and theorist Juhani Pallasmaa asserts that beauty 
is an essential part of architecture, as beauty brings with it hope, dignity, 
and idealization. “Man [sic] is able to construct only if he has hope: Hope 
is the patron saint of architecture.”28 Regarding domesticity, he further 
states: “We still need houses that reinforce our sense of human reality and 
the essential hierarchies of life. The art of architecture can still produce 
houses that enable us to live with dignity.”29 Villa Savoye, then, is seen as 
an exemplar: “Without … Le Corbusier’s Villa Savoye … to concretize the 
possibilities of human habitation, our understanding of modernity, and 
of ourselves, would be considerably weaker.”30 Though not designed for 
disability, the extended threshold space of Villa Savoye provides material 
evidence of the possibility for redefining the lived experiences of disability, 
when nonnormative modes of occupying and traversing space reside at the 
core of design.

rietVelD-scHröDer House

Gerrit Rietveld was the most prominent architect of the Dutch De Stijl 
(The Style), a movement founded in 1917 dedicated to the unification 
of art with life in protest of the horrors of WWI. Through the pursuit 
of dynamic balance, De Stijl artists and designers sought purity in a new 
society. They argued that symmetry was stasis, and seeking equilibrium 
was more akin to the realities of life. Their disciplined palette, consisting 
only of vertical and horizontal lines and primary colors and achromatics 
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(white, black, and grays), utilized a minimum of elements to uncover 
the basic principles governing the harmony of the world. Painter Piet 
Mondrian, one of the primary figures of the movement, wrote: “The De 
Stijl artists who focus entirely on the ‘absolute,’ see life in all its facets as 
a search for balance between extreme contrasts: man-woman, objective-
subjective, universal-individual, internal-external etc. Sometimes one is 
dominant and sometimes the other.”31

Rietveld and many of his artist colleagues were heavily influenced by 
Wright’s utopian ideas about the merging of art with daily living.32 It is 
well documented that Wright “pioneered the use of reinforced concrete, 
extreme cantilevers, and a theory of using geometry, specifically intersect-
ing horizontal, and vertical lines/planes,” particularly evident in the roof 
lines, interiors, and detailing of the Prairie homes. The Unity Temple 
(1904) in Oak Park, Illinois, initiated this logic, which Wright further 
refined in the famed Falling Water (1935). Both the ideals and the clar-
ity of execution appear in Rietveld’s work.33 This is especially true in the 
Rietveld-Schröder House, where cantilevered concrete balconies emerge 
from a structure of intersecting lines and planes.

In 1924, Truss Schröder, who decided to build a new house that 
reflected how a woman might live in a more modern and liberated way, 
commissioned Rietveld.34 She resisted a home that “imposed a specific 
lifestyle on her. Instead, she wanted a space that could change with her—a 
space that could develop and satisfy her cravings for independence.”35 She 
closely collaborated with Rietveld on the house, proposed many of its pri-
mary elements, and is considered a co-designer.36 Schröder later recalled:

After my husband died, and I had full custody of the children, I thought a 
lot about how we should live together. So when Rietveld made a sketch of 
the rooms, I asked, “Can those walls go too?” To which he answered, “With 
pleasure, away with those walls!”…That’s how we ended with the one large 
space.37

The Rietveld-Schröder House, an icon of the Modern Movement and 
Rietveld’s most famous work, exemplifies De Stijl founder Theo Van 
Doesburg’s “Sixteen Points of a Plastic Architecture,” including design 
that is “elementary, economic and functional, unmonumental and 
dynamic, anti-cubic in its form, and anti-decorative in its colour.”38 True 
to Schröder’s desires, the house interwove the interior and exterior, and 
all rooms could serve multiple functions—eating, sleeping, reading, 
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 conversing, and so on. As stated in its UNESCO Heritage Site nomina-
tion, the Rietveld-Schröder House was “conceived as a manifesto from the 
beginning; Mrs. Schröder and Rietveld commissioned a full photographic 
documentation of the architecture. Their intention was to make sure the 
new approach to architecture and living were presented to reflect their 
intended ideas.”39

Spatial Syntax

The use of separating and interlocking planes was particularly common 
among modernist architects. The arrangement of the major vertical and 
horizontal planar elements, combined with the overall scale (relatively 
small) and proportions of the Rietveld-Schröder House, results in sev-
eral key spatial phenomena. All spaces present an ambiguous balance 
between being enclosed and open; all spaces have a direct connection to 
the outside; and, most importantly here, all spaces are transitional—they 
are all thresholds. There are no terminal spaces. Effectively, the hierarchy 
between room and threshold has been transgressed, where every room 
is a threshold, especially evident on the upper level. While not specifi-
cally intended, these characteristics directly reflect De Stijl principles of 
plasticity, not in the sense of curvilinear form, but in achieving indeter-
minate, flexible, multifunctioning spaces.40 The two-story structure is a 
modified four-square plan resulting, generally, in eight larger transitional 
spaces—bedrooms, living spaces, and so on—and a variety of secondary 
elements—bathrooms, storage, and so on. Not unlike Villa Savoye, a ver-
tical space, punctuated with a skylight and enclosing the stair, resides at 
the center of the house.

The ground floor of the house is quite conventional, fixed in place, 
because “Rietveld was forced to meet Dutch regulations in order to 
acquire a building permit.”41 The top floor, where Mrs. Schröder lived, 
is more experimental; it is one open space with sliding walls and foldable 
panels that allow numerous spatial configurations, again, reflecting the 
tenets Van Doesburg set forth:

The whole consists of a single space that is subdivided according to functional 
requirements. This subdivision is effected by means of separating planes 
(interior) or sheltering planes (exterior). The former, which separate the vari-
ous functional spaces from one another, may be mobile …,’ the separating 
planes (former internal walls) may be replaced by moveable screens or slabs.42
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In addition, the top floor uses color on the floor, walls, and ceilings to 
establish thresholds that are spatial and visual, but not physical. Unlike 
their predecessors, De Stijl artists and designers considered “color planes 
integral to form… The equilibrium of architectural relationships first 
becomes visible reality through color.”43 Various color planes in the house 
make space that is equal (an even ceiling surface, for example) appear 
closer or further away depending on the specific hue. Thus, there is a 
conflict between the material or physical reality and the visual appearance 
of the space. This discrepancy serves as an activator—yet another way that 
the house demonstrates plasticity.

The flexibility of spatial arrangements establishes a set of dynamic inter-
actions, which, by their transformational nature, “take account not only of 
space, but also of time as an accent of architecture.”44 Thus, the Rietveld- 
Schröder House embraces Wright’s interest in interrogating the conven-
tional threshold between inside and outside and Le Corbusier’s interest 
in reconciling the thresholds between industrialized and domestic space. 
In addition, it acknowledges that people require and are susceptible to 
change, and, thereby, emphasizes the many temporal thresholds that are 
required throughout life. As the dwellers change, the spaces change.

Implications for Mobility, Perception, and Cognition

It must be noted that the stair and bathrooms, among other features of the 
house, do not meet today’s architectural standards for safety, usability, and 
accessibility. There are, however, numerous lessons to be gleaned from the 
transitional spaces of the Rietveld-Schröder house. Like the ground floor 
of the Martin House, the second level of the Schröder House is comprised 
of open, unimpeded access between spaces. Different than the Martin 
House, the second-level spaces of the Schröder House can be made dis-
crete through the use of the movable partitions rather than curtains. This 
enables modification to the light, acoustics, and visual permeability of 
each space. The house, therefore, accommodates personal preferences and 
varying levels of privacy and interaction.

Privacy and its complement, social interaction, are fundamental con-
cepts in housing and critical concerns in design for disability, as indi-
viduals across disability groups often experience privacy infringements. 
This  includes both the recent trend in securing personal information 
and, more applicable to this chapter, the significance of spatial and bodily 
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 privacy. Privacy dilemmas for people with disabilities have been identi-
fied in both group-home and single-family settings.45 In parallel, privacy 
can be discussed both internally to the home, how privacy is achieved 
among residents, and in the relationship of the home to its surround-
ings and outsiders. Given the density of the surrounding context and 
the close proximity to the street, Rietveld and Schröder gave particular 
care to the programming of spaces, the positioning of openings, and 
the design of the exterior landscape in order to ensure adequate privacy. 
For Mrs. Schröder, a widowed mother of three, the house even allowed 
for the secure delivery of goods through a lockable aperture. On the 
interior, the sliding partitions allow for multiple spatial configurations, 
and accommodate the dynamics of privacy and the changing activities 
throughout the day, month, year, and lifetime. The most important 
aspect of the Rietveld- Schröder House is that Mrs. Schröder recognized 
the need for a house to adapt to the changing needs of life. To our 
knowledge, she is the first designer clearly to state that spatial thresholds 
needed to correspond to life thresholds, and that flexibility was the key 
to this adaptation.

A key lesson emerges. Changes in ability and health occur throughout 
the life span. While unique to each person, disability, aging, temporary ill-
ness, chronic disease, and so on, are not unusual in any given household; 
they are commonplace, normal. Just as homes are designed to accom-
modate the daily preparation of meals and other routines, homes need to 
have designed-in flexibility to accommodate changes in the needs of their 
residents.

conclusion

Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs, first articulated in the decade after the con-
struction of Villa Savoye, is a useful tool in revealing the multiple roles 
the home plays—providing (or not) adequate shelter, security, intimacy, 
dignity, and imagination. Both the experiences of one’s home life and the 
design of one’s home are critical to identity development and indepen-
dence, though many homes hinder, rather than foster, these objectives, 
particularly regarding individuals with cognitive, mobility, and perceptual 
disabilities, and those who lack economic resources. The three homes dis-
cussed here, on the other hand, illustrate an architecture of aspirations as 
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well as possibilities for what home design for disability might be, provided 
one were able to afford it economically.

Common to all three houses is a certain level of self-determination 
among their occupants, choice regarding where, when, and how to 
occupy their spaces. The homes enable, rather than disable domesticity for 
those who have the means to occupy such spaces. This is achieved primar-
ily through the reimagination of threshold spaces. To achieve a sense of 
home, the aforementioned concepts—choice, privacy, dignity, continuity, 
and so on—must be integrated into it. As Annison asserted for people 
with intellectual disability, and equally relevant to individuals and families 
across disability groups, “genuine homes” include the “recognition of the 
multi-faceted nature of home.”46

This was not the case in late-nineteenth-century housing typologies in 
Europe and the USA, where multivalent living conditions were constrained. 
Instead, the norms of the day favored vertically oriented residences that 
housed “boxes beside or inside other boxes, called ‘rooms.’ Each domes-
tic function was properly set inside a box.”47 Wright, Le Corbusier and 
Jeanneret, and Rietveld and Schröder broke away from these restrictions, 
and, in the process, reinvented the concepts, capabilities, and construc-
tion of the home. Wright addressed the threshold between human-made 
space and nature, which opened interior space and interior-to-exterior 
space, physically, visually, and conceptually. Le Corbusier and Jeanneret 
focused on the threshold between industrialized space (autos/steamers) 
and domestic space, which blended, smoothed, and extended vertical cir-
culation. Rietveld and Schröder concentrated their efforts on the threshold 
between present and future life requirements. All of these architects and 
designers reduced boundaries and opened possibilities for physical, sen-
sory, and cognitive navigation and imagination. All promoted social inclu-
sion. In the process, they destabilized the status quo, and liberated the 
house from unnecessary barriers. They regarded the threshold not only 
as “a space … but also [as] a constitutive term, a category of experience 
that organizes thinking and feeling in lived reality.”48 Their work paved the 
way for the development of “yet more crossing points, to proliferate into 
thresholds of other kinds—cognitive, representational, and even critical.”49 
These changes rejected stagnant modes of domesticity, and proposed new 
flexible approaches that acknowledged the spectrum of human variation 
and anticipated equity and human rights for people of all abilities.
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In a July 1947 New York Times article, rehabilitation expert and medical 
doctor Howard A.  Rusk outlined major trends in the rehabilitation of 
Americans with disabilities. He noted, approvingly, that the government 
had assumed responsibility for assisting disabled veterans, while industry 
had taken an increased interest in rehabilitating workers in that sector. Yet 
what Rusk termed “the largest occupational group” “of all the disabled 
in America,” or homemakers, had been virtually ignored. Lambasting 
the serial neglect of this population of 5,000,000 women, he called for 
increased support for their rehabilitation, which he deemed as necessary 
to the functioning of the home, family life, and society.1

Rusk was part of a growing network of medical experts, policymak-
ers, home economists, inventors, and other professionals who increasingly 
turned their attention to this subject in the post-World War II period. 



Amid the marriage boom and baby boom, they eagerly embarked on a 
range of initiatives designed to rehabilitate disabled homemakers by help-
ing them to fulfill their domestic duties independently and to carry out 
“normal” lives. These professionals were often assisted in their effort by 
disabled homemakers themselves, whose input they frequently solicited 
when designing assistive devices and work methods. Such innovations 
served as the basis of a growing number of homemaker rehabilitation pro-
grams, workshops, and studies, which by the end of the 1950s had sprung 
up across the country in such far-flung places as New York, Connecticut, 
Maryland, Michigan, Ohio, Wisconsin, Nebraska, Colorado, and 
California.2 A number of these projects benefited from the broadening of 
state and federal legislation, such as the 1954 Vocational Rehabilitation 
Act Amendments, that provided increased funds for assisting homemakers 
with disabilities and thus drew homemakers into the vocational rehabilita-
tion system in new ways.

Most homemaker rehabilitation initiatives tended to reflect the demo-
graphics of American homemakers, who were overwhelmingly white 
and middle class. In the postwar period, for example, white middle-class 
women were less likely than black middle-class women to work outside of 
the home. As historian Stephanie Coontz has argued, “in 1960, almost 
60 percent of black middle-class families were two-earner households, 
compared to less than 40 percent of white middle-class families.”3 Coontz 
has also found that while white upper middle-class mothers were the least 
likely of all white mothers to work outside the home, the reverse was 
true for African American women. Indeed, black mothers in the upper 
middle class were the most likely among black mothers to work out-
side the home. According to Coontz, “sixty-four percent of black upper 
middle-class mothers had jobs in 1960, compared to only 27 percent of 
white upper-middle-class mothers and 35 percent of white lower middle- 
class mothers.”4 Homemaker rehabilitation in many ways mirrored these 
trends: although African American women were included in homemaker 
rehabilitation programs and studies, they appeared far less frequently 
than their white counterparts. Their precise numbers, moreover, are not 
known as few rehabilitation programs broke down their participation 
rates by race.5

While many of the efforts to rehabilitate disabled homemakers bolstered 
white middle-class gender roles, postwar domesticity, and able-bodied 
normality, they also posed challenges to them. In part, many homemaker 
rehabilitation programs that aimed at assisting women with disabilities to 
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carry out their work independently often incorporated strategies already 
developed by disabled homemakers, thereby forging connections to the 
independent living movement of the 1970s. At the same time, efforts to 
integrate homemakers into the vocational rehabilitation system hinged on 
a redefinition of homemakers as workers. Throughout the postwar period, 
this argument gained increasing attention and traction, culminating in the 
activities of the new Women’s Committee that was established in 1962 to 
extend the work of the much older President’s Committee on Employment 
of the Handicapped. A special subcommittee of the Women’s Committee, 
which focused largely on women’s work inside the home, drew together 
leaders in the field of homemaker rehabilitation. Building on their efforts 
from the previous decade, members called attention to the economic value 
and precise monetary worth of housework in ways that would be echoed 
by feminists in the late 1960s and 1970s.

By highlighting these networks of reformers, and especially their efforts 
to include homemakers in the larger vocational rehabilitation system, this 
chapter sheds light on the construction of both disability and domestic-
ity in postwar America. It also draws important connections between the 
movements for disability rights and women’s rights that emerged during 
this period.

Vocational Rehabilitation in the twentieth- 
centuRy united StateS

Vocational rehabilitation, or the process of assisting individuals with dis-
abilities to enter or resume employment, developed slowly and unevenly 
over the course of the early twentieth century. Until the 1910s, disabled 
Americans could rely on few sources of public support other than veter-
ans’ pensions; consequently, their care usually fell to family members, phil-
anthropic organizations, church groups, and local governments.6 During 
and immediately following the World War I, the federal government insti-
tuted a number of measures that aimed to provide not only financial but 
also vocational assistance to individuals with disabilities. One of the earli-
est examples can be found in the War Risk Insurance Act Amendments 
of 1917, which marked the official beginning of federal support for the 
vocational rehabilitation of disabled veterans. In addition to disability 
compensation that was designed to offset future losses of income, the 
legislation promised that veterans disabled in the war would receive voca-
tional rehabilitation. It did not, however, make provisions for the creation 
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or administration of an actual program.7 The institutionalization of voca-
tional rehabilitation for disabled veterans came the following year with 
the Smith-Sears Vocational Rehabilitation Act of 1918. Known also as the 
Soldier’s Rehabilitation Act, the legislation entrusted in the newly formed 
Federal Board for Vocational Education (FBVE) responsibility for training 
disabled soldiers for employment. The FBVE carried out this charge until 
1921, when Congress moved the veteran rehabilitation program to the 
new US Veterans Bureau, the precursor to the Veterans Administration, 
which centralized nearly all aspects of disabled veterans’ compensation and 
rehabilitation.8 By 1928, nearly 130,000 veterans had been rehabilitated 
under the federal program.9

The World War I era also saw new efforts to assist disabled civilians, 
especially industrial workers, whose situation had attracted particular 
attention from Progressive reformers. Amidst rapid industrialization and 
corporate capitalism, the high rate of industrial accidents elicited growing 
concern. In response, nearly every state as well as the federal government 
enacted some kind of workers’ compensation law by 1920.10 But while 
these provided a measure of economic relief, they did little to ease reen-
try into the workforce. Mindful of such limitations, a handful of states 
sought ways to supplement workers’ compensation and, in May 1918, 
Massachusetts enacted the first state vocational rehabilitation law. Over 
the next 22 months, 11 other states followed suit by passing their own 
vocational rehabilitation legislation.11

Support for the vocational rehabilitation of civilians was expanded again 
in June 1920 when President Woodrow Wilson signed into law the Smith- 
Fess Act, or Civilian Vocational Rehabilitation Act, which authorized 
vocational training, job placement, and counseling for “persons disabled 
in industry or otherwise” in an effort to facilitate “their return to civil 
employment.”12 In addition to placing the new civilian program under 
the authority of the FBVE, it established the federal-state vocational reha-
bilitation model that made federal funds available to states on a matching 
basis. This cost-sharing plan provided a powerful incentive for states to 
support vocational rehabilitation and, by 1922, nearly three dozen states 
had passed the vocational rehabilitation legislation necessary to receive 
federal funds. It would take another decade and half, however, before all 
of the states could claim operational programs.13 The fact that the federal 
legislation depended on periodic reauthorizations also rendered uncer-
tain the future of civilian vocational rehabilitation and it was only with 
the 1935 Social Security Act that support for it was made permanent. 
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Four years later, in 1939, the civilian vocational rehabilitation program, 
as well as the Office of Education where it was then housed, moved to 
the new Federal Security Agency.14 But despite the increased institution-
alization of vocational rehabilitation for civilians, the program was limited 
in size and scope when compared with services for veterans. In its first 
ten years of operation, for example, the civilian program rehabilitated less 
than 50,000 people, not even half the population of veterans rehabilitated 
over the same course of time.15 Although the number of rehabilitated 
civilians did grow significantly, from just 524 in the program’s first year 
to over 5800 in 1924, that number stayed relatively steady and in some 
cases declined in subsequent years leading up to 1934.16 Between 1935 
and 1941, the number of rehabilitated civilians increased more sharply 
but even then the civilian rehabilitation program never served more than 
15,000 of the 250,000 individuals who were disabled each year.17

The next major change took place during World War II with the 
Barden-LaFollette Act, or the Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments 
of 1943. The legislation, which was driven largely by a desire to facilitate 
the employment of disabled citizens in war production, enlarged the range 
of services provided as well as populations served. In addition to expand-
ing vocational rehabilitation to include individuals with not only physical 
disabilities but also cognitive and psychological ones, it made available a 
number of medical and reconstructive services not previously covered. At 
the same time, the legislation created within the Federal Security Agency 
a new Office of Vocational Rehabilitation (OVR).18 Although vocational 
rehabilitation services for civilians remained less expansive than the veter-
ans’ program (which had been placed under the authority of the Veterans 
Administration earlier in 1943, with Public Law 16), these changes drasti-
cally enlarged their comprehensiveness and reach. Within a year, the num-
ber of rehabilitated individuals roughly doubled, jumping from 21,757 in 
1942 to 42,618 in 1943.19

Despite the different histories and trajectories of the civilian and 
veterans’ programs, what they had in common was a strong economic 
underpinning. The same can be said of vocational rehabilitation more gen-
erally, which had long been associated with increasing the employability 
of  disabled people. Legislative staples, such as vocational counseling and 
job training, overwhelmingly aimed to assist both veterans and civilians 
with disabilities in pursing gainful employment, a hallmark of economic 
citizenship. By reducing dependency, vocational rehabilitation proponents 
hoped that their programs would strengthen not only the well-being of 
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individuals but also the well-being of society. This sentiment was so thor-
oughly embedded in vocational rehabilitation efforts that even legislation 
enacted during World War II, such as the 1943 Barden-LaFollette Act 
which notably included a new emphasis on the medical and psychologi-
cal aspects of rehabilitation that went well beyond a narrow focus on job 
training, nevertheless justified these expanded services as a means “to ren-
der a disabled individual fit to engage in a remunerative occupation.”20

According to historian Sarah Rose, many of these early vocational reha-
bilitation efforts that aimed to discourage dependency were accompanied 
by the twin goal of encouraging male breadwinning. One example can be 
seen in the War Risk Insurance Act Amendments of 1917, which compen-
sated disabled veterans based on their degree of impairment and number 
of dependents. As a result, according to Rose, “the act affirmed a tradi-
tional middle-class vision of family and gender relations: compensation 
would allow…even severely disabled American veterans…to marry and 
support children.”21 A focus on male breadwinning can also be viewed 
in the populations served by vocational rehabilitation initiatives. The first 
civilian program enacted after World War I focused on individuals who 
were regarded as socially acceptable workers and who stood the great-
est chance of securing employment. As political scientist Ruth O’Brien 
explains, “[v]ocational rehabilitation, therefore, mirrored the existing soci-
etal prejudices against minorities, women, and the aged—all people who 
had less chance of being gainfully employed.”22 Consequently, between 
1925 and 1943, over 91 percent of rehabilitated individuals were white 
and the overwhelming majority were men.23 The few women who were 
rehabilitated tended to be drawn primarily from the ranks of industrial 
laborers and workers in other wage-earning occupations. While home-
makers were technically included in the civilian rehabilitation program, 
they comprised a tiny minority. In 1945, homemakers accounted for just 
156 of the 41,925 people who received rehabilitation services that year.24

In the context of the post-World War II period, however, homemaking 
attracted increased attention from vocational rehabilitation proponents as 
well as society more generally. The recent return of male veterans, rise 
in young marriage rates, and resulting “baby boom” all bolstered the 
perceived importance of the nuclear family and white middle-class gen-
der roles. Despite the fact that women’s labor force participation grew 
steadily throughout much of the postwar era, this trend was largely 
belied by popular culture, where homemaking and domesticity were rou-
tinely glamorized. The emerging Cold War intensified this development. 
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The articulation and elevation of dominant domestic ideals served as a way 
to differentiate the United States from the Soviet Union, where full-time 
homemaking was held in little regard. At the same time, homemaking 
was touted as a bulwark against communism. By molding young citizens, 
building stable family lives, and strengthening the moral fibers of their 
communities, homemakers seemed to provide much-needed security in 
the face of Cold War threats.25

Consequently, in the post-World War II United States, the rehabilita-
tion of homemakers assumed new importance and urgency. Advocating 
the need to expand vocational rehabilitation far beyond its traditional base 
of veterans and industrial workers, proponents such as Howard Rusk care-
fully balanced long-standing economic prerogatives with homemaking’s 
heightened significance. In his July 1947 New York Times article where 
he made his case for new research on the needs of disabled homemakers, 
Rusk not only warned against “invalidism and dependency” but also added 
that “the dividends of such a program would not be confined to economy 
alone” and “would be reflected in the prevention of juvenile delinquency, 
improved domestic relations and happier home environment.”26

Efforts to expand homemakers’ participation in vocational rehabilita-
tion also involved a revaluation of homemaking itself. In explaining the 
need for rehabilitating disabled homemakers, some vocational rehabili-
tation proponents supported their argument by likening homemaking 
to dangerous wage-earning occupations. In the same 1947 article, Rusk 
argued that homemakers worked “longer and harder hours than work-
ers in any other occupational group.” The wear on their bodies was not 
insignificant. According to Rusk, “The housewife experiences more illness 
at every age than the woman worker, the accident rate for housewives 
exceeds those for men workers by 132 percent, and the accident rate for 
housewives is much higher than for women workers. Housewives sustain a 
third of all serious injuries, and the occurrence of orthopedic impairments, 
varicose veins, liver disorders and other chronic ailments are two to five 
times as great among housewives as among their husbands.” Yet home-
makers did not enjoy the same protections extended to other workers. As 
Rusk explained, “they will not benefit from group insurance, health and 
accident prevention programs and medical care in their place of work.”27 
Rusk characterized this consequence as a great tragedy, and one that was 
inherently unfair. His portrayal of homemakers as workers deserving of 
restitution suggested not only that they were on par with other work-
ers, but also that neglecting them would have dire social, political, and 
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economic consequences. Other vocational rehabilitation proponents, who 
increasingly devoted their efforts to rehabilitating disabled homemakers in 
the post-World War II period, shared this sentiment.

Vocational Rehabilitation  
foR diSabled homemakeRS

Although Rusk emerged as a principal advocate for the vocational reha-
bilitation of homemakers in the postwar period, his interest in the subject 
was rather new, as was his work in vocational rehabilitation and the emerg-
ing field of rehabilitation medicine that he helped to found. He was first 
drawn to rehabilitation during World War II, when he treated injured 
soldiers. In August 1942, the Missouri native left his private practice in St. 
Louis to join the Army Air Force as a major. He was assigned to nearby 
Jefferson Barracks, where he became Chief of Medical Services at its 1000- 
bed hospital. In this capacity, he familiarized himself with the physical, 
psychological, and vocational needs of patients and devised an integrated 
“reconditioning” program that spoke to these concerns.28 Military offi-
cials lauded Rusk’s “whole man” approach, which drew on the expertise 
of a team of professionals. He was soon promoted to chief of the Army 
Air Force Reconditioning and Recreation Program in Washington, DC, 
where he was put in charge of creating a network of convalescent centers 
based on the model he used at Jefferson Barracks.29

Rusk’s wartime work also brought him to the attention of New York 
University (NYU), which in March 1945 invited him to head up a new 
department of physical medicine and rehabilitation. The department 
promised to be one of the first of its kind in the world.30 Such an opportu-
nity would enable Rusk not only to build on his wartime findings but also 
to reach new populations of disabled individuals. By the time that NYU 
approached him, Rusk later recalled, “I had already begun thinking about 
establishing a rehabilitation institute for civilians. I knew that for every vet-
eran who needed such help there were a dozen more civilians who needed 
it. The veterans were going to get it, through the Veterans Administration, 
but very little was being done for civilians with disabilities.”31 After some 
deliberation, Rusk accepted the offer. He moved to New  York City in 
December 1945, joined the NYU faculty shortly thereafter, and began 
building up the university’s physical medicine and rehabilitation depart-
ment. He also started to plan and fund-raise for a rehabilitation institute 
that would be connected to NYU. He was soon successful in acquiring 
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clinical space at various locations across the city, including wards at the 
Bellevue and Goldwater hospitals in addition to an old building near NYU 
on East 38th Street, where a temporary institute was opened in March 
1948. Rusk’s permanent Institute of Physical Medicine and Rehabilitation 
opened three years later, in 1951, and became the first unit of the NYU- 
Bellevue Medical Center.32

Much of Rusk’s work at NYU aimed to assist what he famously termed 
“the forgotten casualty,” meaning the disabled civilian population.33 From 
early on, he expanded his “whole man” approach to include women as 
well. His initial facility at Bellevue consisted of two wards: one for men 
that was painted blue and one for women that was painted pink.34 In both 
cases, Rusk promoted a rehabilitation model that drew together a team 
of medical experts and other professionals who worked together in help-
ing individuals with disabilities go “from the bed to the job.”35 At first, 
however, Rusk’s definition of work was construed narrowly, and his efforts 
to expand the rehabilitation of women focused on helping them to enter 
wage-earning occupations. It was reported that he had originally planned 
only a small “research corner” on issues affecting disabled homemakers. 
But by the end of the 1940s, he had already embarked on a full-fledged 
research program to investigate the topic more thoroughly.36

Rusk’s growing interest in the rehabilitation of disabled home-
makers can be attributed in large part to his relationship with Lillian 
Moller Gilbreth, who he frequently credited with inspiring his dis-
abled homemaker project at NYU.37 The famed industrial engineer, 
psychologist, and efficiency expert with whom Rusk began collaborat-
ing in the early postwar period was especially well known for her work 
in motion studies, a component of scientific management that she had 
helped to pioneer with her late husband, Frank Gilbreth. In the two 
decades following their marriage in 1904, Lillian and Frank Gilbreth 
coauthored dozens of lectures, articles, and books documenting ways 
to increase worker productivity by decreasing the number of discrete 
movements required to carry out any given task. In the early 1910s, 
they gained particular acclaim for their studies of “work simplification” 
in factories, which catapulted their family consulting business. During 
World War I, they focused their attention on assisting disabled veterans 
resume wage-earning jobs by employing similar techniques. They even 
applied their methods to their own home and raising their 11 living 
children, as later popularized in the book and feature film, Cheaper by 
the Dozen.38
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Following Frank’s untimely death in 1924, Lillian Gilbreth soon found 
herself rebuffed from industrial employment, as many of the factory own-
ers who had contracts with her husband cancelled them. In an effort to 
keep the family firm afloat, Lillian increasingly focused on more feminine 
fields, where she encountered less resistance. During the 1920s and 1930s, 
Lillian Gilbreth taught scientific management classes (as teaching seemed 
sufficiently suitable for a woman) and served as a consultant to a variety 
of businesses with large numbers of female workers or consumers, such as 
department stores. At the same time, she devoted an increasing share of 
her own research to the application of work simplification principles to the 
home. Beginning in 1926, she served as a consultant to departments of 
home economics at universities across the country that were developing 
their own home management courses and she enjoyed particular acclaim 
after the publication of her 1927 The Home-Maker and Her Job. Utility 
companies also sought her expertise, and during the late 1920s and early 
1930s the New York Herald Tribune Institute (a homemaking research 
branch of the newspaper) hired Gilbreth to design efficiency kitchens in 
the hope that they would increase consumer demand and advertising rev-
enues.39 Many of their features would later be incorporated into the kitch-
ens that she designed for disabled homemakers in the post-World War II 
period.

Gilbreth’s earliest contribution to the rehabilitation of homemakers with 
disabilities can be seen in the 1948 Heart Kitchen for cardiac homemakers. 
The project grew out of a World War II-era New York Heart Association 
subcommittee that Gilbreth chaired. Initially tasked with studying indus-
try’s utilization of men with cardiovascular disease, the group, which 
consisted of experts in home economics, family relations, rehabilitation, 
architecture, and a number of other fields, gradually expanded its focus 
to include the problems faced by similarly afflicted homemakers, a largely 
unexplored topic at the time.40 The design of the kitchen clearly drew on 
motion study principles, aiming to reduce fatigue by eliminating unneces-
sary movements. For example, the stove and the sink were strategically 
placed near the dinette entrance for ease of serving and returning dishes, 
while smaller devices were housed at the point of first use (the rolling pin 
was located near the work area for making pastries, for instance).41 Such 
innovations, which decreased the number of steps needed to carry out 
food preparation by fifty to sixty percent, were hailed as a motion study feat 
and boon for disabled homemakers. In October 1948, the Heart Kitchen 
attracted particular fanfare (including a feature in the New York Times), 
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when it was showcased at the Museum of Natural History in Manhattan 
as part of “National Employ the Handicapped Week.”42 Shortly after the 
exhibit closed, the kitchen was relocated to NYU’s Institute of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation, where it became an important component 
of Howard Rusk’s program for disabled homemakers.43

During the late 1940s and early 1950s, Rusk’s staff embarked on sev-
eral studies of homemaker rehabilitation, an undertaking that enjoyed 
support not only from Lillian Gilbreth, who served as a consultant, but 
also from a number of the nation’s utility companies. In 1948, General 
Electric agreed to furnish cooking, cleaning, and other household equip-
ment for the institute’s new course for teaching disabled homemakers 
motion-saving work techniques. Utility companies also made up the bulk 
of contributors to the Disabled Homemakers’ Research Fund, which 
sponsored the institute’s Disabled Homemakers Research Project begin-
ning in the 1950s.44 According to Julia Judson, the physical therapist and 
home economist who coordinated the project, its aims were three fold: to 
provide patient training, to train vocational rehabilitation professionals, 
and to conduct research in the field.45 While the project included cardiac 
patients, it was not restricted to them. Rather, it sought to assist a wide 
range of homemakers “limited in their energy capacity,” as well as those 
with impaired mobility.46 Homemakers with lower extremity disabilities, 
such as wheelchair and crutch users, constituted one target group, while 
homemakers with limited use of one or both hands comprised another.47

Although the precise techniques and assistive devices recommended for 
each population of disabled homemakers varied, the overarching justifi-
cation for their rehabilitation remained consistent, at least according to 
Rusk, Judson, and other members of the institute staff. As they explained 
in their 1955 Manual for Training the Disabled Homemaker, which sum-
marized the first five years of NYU’s Disabled Homemakers Research 
Project, homemaker rehabilitation deserved more attention than it his-
torically or currently received. Setting out to explain “why special help 
for the disabled homemaker” was needed, they drew on dominant gender 
discourses, lauding “the role of wife and mother as the keystone of fam-
ily life.” Yet at the same time that Rusk and his staff upheld traditional 
 gender roles, they also contested them. They made clear that homemak-
ers’ contributions to the family were by no means limited to their social 
or cultural dimensions but instead had significant economic ramifications. 
They noted, for example, that “a permanent disability is a continuing 
financial drain if the homemaker cannot carry on her usual responsibility” 
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and echoed Rusk’s earlier characterization of homemakers as “the largest 
occupational group among the disabled.”48 Defining homemakers as eco-
nomic actors served both to complicate models of middle-class domestic-
ity as well as to justify the need for increased attention to homemaking in 
the expanding vocational rehabilitation system.

These early homemaker rehabilitation initiatives, the key individu-
als associated with them, and the justifications used to support them, 
helped to inspire similar investigations in other parts of the country.49 
Throughout the 1950s, state heart associations widely adopted their own 
heart kitchens, while graduate students and professors connected to home 
economics programs undertook lengthy studies.50 Building on this bur-
geoning interest, the University of Connecticut convened a “Handicapped 
Homemakers” workshop in June 1953. The seven-day gathering, which 
aimed “to acquaint leaders concerned with the problems of homemakers 
with various types of disability…with some of the principles, tools and 
techniques of work simplification as used in industry and their application 
to household tasks,” drew together home economists, physical therapists, 
public health officials, medical experts, and local residents in a variety of 
fields.51 Participants enjoyed addresses by noted authorities such as Lillian 
Gilbreth, whom organizers credited with inspiring and guiding plans for 
the workshop, as well as Julia Judson, who provided an overview of the 
Disabled Homemakers Research Project at NYU’s Institute of Physical 
Medicine and Rehabilitation. The project’s contributions to homemaker 
rehabilitation were also showcased in an exhibit featuring some of its tools 
for one-handed homemakers. Other displays included a scale model of the 
Heart Kitchen that was used by the Connecticut Heart Association as well 
as an array of devices for visually impaired cooks (such as Braille labels for 
canned goods and recipe cards) that had been loaned by the American 
Foundation for the Blind.52

Most of the participants’ time was spent observing the application 
of motion study principles to household work. This was accomplished, 
in part, through the use of instructional films that the University of 
Connecticut had been producing in the six months leading up to the work-
shop. Featured titles included “Physically Handicapped Women Keeping 
House,” “Motion Economy Applied to the Kitchen,” and “Transferring 
Eggs (For Film Analysis).”53 Participants also attended demonstrations at 
the university’s Motion and Time Study Laboratory as well as the School 
of Home Economics’ Home Management Houses and Equipment 
Laboratory, where much of the workshop was held. There, they were 
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taught how to adjust kitchen equipment “to suit the particular needs of 
homemakers with various disabilities.”54 Although coordinated by confer-
ence planners, these laboratory sessions relied heavily on the participation 
of disabled women themselves, who demonstrated many of the devices 
and work techniques. A homemaker on crutches, for example, showed 
how to use an elevated oven. Other participants included a wheelchair- 
user, a woman with long leg braces, a cardiac patient, and two women 
who had each lost an arm.55

The inclusion of disabled homemakers in the workshop reflected the 
belief of at least some of its planners that women with disabilities had 
much to teach vocational rehabilitation “experts” about the rehabilita-
tion process and should be involved accordingly. Julia Judson, who over-
saw two of the demonstrations, was in fact quite accustomed to soliciting 
input from the same women who she saw herself as helping. In her 1949 
master’s thesis, a study of “Home Management Aids for Women with 
Physical Limitations” completed at the Ohio State University several years 
earlier, Judson surveyed fifty disabled women in order to learn which 
household tasks and bodily motions they considered most difficult. She 
then drew her conclusions and formulated recommendations based on 
their responses.56 Similarly, at NYU’s Institute of Physical Medicine and 
Rehabilitation, Judson relied on case histories, which she described as “a 
record of the families [sic] whys, whats, wheres, whens and whos used in 
motion studies” and found the “spirit of sharing problems and solutions” 
essential to the effectiveness of her work.57

A recognition of the need to consult disabled homemakers when devis-
ing vocational rehabilitation programs was shared by the workshop’s 
principal organizer and University of Connecticut Dean of the School 
of Home Economics, Elizabeth Eckhardt May. A native of Folsom, New 
Jersey, May earned her first degree from the Trenton State Normal School 
and her B.S., M.A., and Ph.D. degrees in education from Columbia 
University Teachers College. She began her career with the West Virginia 
University Agricultural Extension Service, where she worked from 1921 
to 1937. Later, during World War II, she served as Executive Secretary 
of the National Citizens Committee of the White House Conference on 
Children in a Democracy and, in 1943, was named Academic Dean and 
Dean of Faculty at Hood College in Frederick, Maryland. In 1952, she 
joined the faculty at the University of Connecticut, where she would serve 
as the Dean of the School of Home Economics until her retirement in 
1964. Much of her work there, as well as in her early retirement, focused 
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on the rehabilitation of disabled homemakers, whose input she and her 
staff routinely solicited. Indeed, many of her findings and recommenda-
tions reflected methods that disabled women had developed themselves.58

The 1953 “Handicapped Homemakers” workshop represented 
some of May’s earliest efforts at Connecticut to generate interest in and 
encourage knowledge about homemaker rehabilitation. In planning the 
event, she enlisted wide support not only from her university, where the 
schools of home economics, business administration, and physical therapy 
served as cosponsors, but also from a range of organizations and agen-
cies. These included local and state-based ones, such as the Connecticut 
Heart Association, the Connecticut Society for Crippled Children and 
Adults, and the Connecticut State Department of Education’s Bureau of 
Vocational Rehabilitation, as well as the federal government’s Office of 
Vocational Rehabilitation.59

The OVR’s support for the workshop, as well as the rehabilitation of 
disabled homemakers more generally, was informed largely by its direc-
tor, Mary Elizabeth Switzer. Born in 1900  in Upper Newton Falls, 
Massachusetts, near Boston, Switzer was exposed early on to political 
activism through her Irish immigrant family. Particularly influential was 
her maternal uncle, Michael Moore, a socialist and strong supporter of 
Irish independence who encouraged her to be socially conscious and polit-
ically involved. Following high school, Switzer received a scholarship to 
attend Radcliffe College, to which she commuted from her family’s home. 
There, she became friends with Elizabeth Brandeis, daughter of Supreme 
Court justice Louis D. Brandeis, and it was through that connection that 
Switzer embarked on a career in the federal government following gradu-
ation from Radcliffe in 1921.60

Shortly after moving to Washington to work for the District of 
Columbia Minimum Wage Board, Switzer became friends with Tracy 
Copp, an administrator with the new civilian vocational rehabilitation 
program. Although Switzer did not enter the field of rehabilitation herself 
for more than a decade, her relationship with Copp would prove crit-
ical to that eventual decision, as Copp not only introduced her to the 
subject, but would also keep her posted on key developments for years 
to come.61 When the minimum wage board where Switzer worked was 
declared unconstitutional and disbanded in 1922, Switzer served a short 
stint as executive secretary of the Women’s International League for 
Peace and Freedom before joining the Treasury Department later that 
year. One of the most important moments in Switzer’s career came in the 
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mid-1930s when she became the assistant to Josephine Roche, the newly 
appointed director of the Public Health Service which was then part of 
the Treasury Department. In that capacity, she worked with Roche on the 
Social Security Act of 1935 as well as the monumental National Health 
Survey conducted in 1935–1936 that quantified and clarified on a large 
scale the prevalence of disability in American society, as well as the need 
for government involvement. In 1939, Switzer, along with the Public 
Health Service, moved to the newly established Federal Security Agency 
that oversaw the civilian rehabilitation program. She served as assistant to 
several administrators before being named director of the agency’s Office 
of Vocational Rehabilitation in December 1950.62

Although Switzer was not present at the 1953 University of Connecticut 
“Handicapped Homemakers” workshop, her office, which had recently 
become part of the new Department of Health, Education and Welfare 
(HEW), provided support for it. Switzer also penned the foreword to 
the final workshop proceedings that the HEW printed the following year. 
Switzer lauded the workshop’s aims, noting that “the special problems 
of disabled homemakers cause[d] serious social strains” that affected the 
family and society more generally.63 In a reference to middle-class gender 
roles and expectations about motherhood, Switzer argued that home-
maker rehabilitation would, in part, guard against “the broken home” and 
“delinquency” by assisting women to carry out their culturally prescribed 
duties. Switzer also made clear her expectation that homemaker rehabili-
tation would reduce “dependency,” a long-standing goal of vocational 
rehabilitationists.64

Switzer’s interest in including homemakers in vocational rehabilita-
tion was bolstered through her connection to Howard Rusk, who she 
first met during World War II when he appeared before the Procurement 
and Assignment Board to explain his Army Air Force rehabilitation 
program. Impressed by his integrative approach, she became a strong 
supporter of rehabilitation medicine and a key ally in the federal gov-
ernment who championed his ideas. Rusk, likewise, worked to assist 
Switzer, who benefited greatly from having a respected rehabilitation 
authority on her side. She not only wrote him routinely on rehabilita-
tion matters, but even brought him along to a number of high-level 
meetings at the Federal Security Agency. Moreover, it was Rusk who 
advanced Switzer’s candidacy for head of the OVR.65 After Switzer 
assumed her new position, her collaboration with Rusk continued  
and the two, according to historian Edward Berkowitz, “entered 
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what was almost a partnership to run the vocational rehabilitation 
program.”66

One example of their joint efforts can be seen in the 1953 pamphlet, 
Doing Something for the Disabled, that they coauthored. Aimed at a gen-
eral audience, the informational piece sought to drum up support for an 
interdisciplinary model of rehabilitation that, in line with Rusk’s earlier 
work, brought together medical experts, social workers, job counselors, 
and other professionals in an effort to help “[restore] people to lives of 
productivity and satisfaction.”67 Rehabilitation, Switzer and Rusk prom-
ised, would assist individuals with disabilities to carry out meaningful lives 
while also reducing their reliance on public assistance in the long term.68 
While much of their discussion focused on wage earners, they included 
a special section on the rehabilitation of homemakers that highlighted 
their various contributions to family life and society. According to Switzer 
and Rusk, “The disability of a wife and mother can destroy a home, cast 
children adrift, exhaust the husband’s earnings, and produce public costs 
which are so large and so prolonged as to be almost immeasurable.”69 
Thus, at the same time that they reinforced the primacy of gender roles 
to the functioning of the family, they also helped to call attention to the 
economic importance of women’s work inside the home. The insinuation 
that the family’s income could be depleted by the loss of a homemaker’s 
contributions suggested that they were not only culturally but also eco-
nomically valuable. Switzer and Rusk also reiterated Rusk’s earlier charac-
terization of homemakers as “the largest single occupational group” of the 
disabled and concluded that “the disabled wife, returned as a homemaker, 
presents the most dramatic and moving demonstration to a community of 
the far-reaching effects of rehabilitation.”70

expanding SuppoRt foR homemakeRS

Doing Something for the Disabled not only helped to raise awareness of 
vocational rehabilitation in general, but also helped to pave the way for the 
1954 Vocational Rehabilitation Act Amendments that Switzer was instru-
mental in crafting. Both she and Rusk were in attendance when President 
Dwight Eisenhower authorized the legislation in a signing ceremony 
that August, thereby putting in motion the substantial expansion of the 
nation’s vocational rehabilitation program.71 The legislation, which aimed 
“to promote and assist in the extension and improvement of vocational 
rehabilitation services,” increased funding for research, training, and the 
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establishment of rehabilitation centers nationwide.72 In the process, it 
aided Switzer in stretching what historian Jonathan Hughes terms “the 
old and inflexible” vocational rehabilitation rules.73 Under her direction, 
the OVR funded a slew of research and demonstration project proposals 
from not only establishment types but also “mavericks” that helped to 
enlarge the purview of vocational rehabilitation.74 Notably, these included 
investigations of homemaker rehabilitation.

Among the first and largest of these was a five-year study on “Work 
Simplification in the Area of Child Care for Physically Handicapped 
Women” that was carried out at the University of Connecticut between 
1955 and 1960. An outgrowth of Connecticut’s 1953 workshop, the 
“Handicapped Homemaker” project, as it was known, was directed by 
Elizabeth Eckhardt May, who enlisted both Lillian Gilbreth and Julia 
Judson as consultants. Their ongoing interest in work simplification was 
especially felt, as was their insistence on soliciting the input of disabled 
women.75 Over the course of the project, researchers crisscrossed the state, 
interviewing more than 100 disabled mothers to determine not only the 
problems that they faced but also to survey the strategies that they had 
already developed for themselves.76 Their responses became the basis for 
the extended report, books, pamphlets, and conferences that May and 
her team of home economists, medical professionals, social workers, and 
sociologists put together. Also instrumental in this effort was the project’s 
research coordinator, Neva R. Waggoner, who was herself disabled.77

The “Handicapped Homemaker” project provided disabled women 
with public validation of their homemaking strategies, assisted other 
disabled women to streamline their own work processes and, according 
to historian Audra Jennings, “provided useful information and guide-
lines that enabled the federal-state rehabilitation program increasingly to 
offer training and aid to disabled homemakers.”78 During the late 1950s 
and early 1960s interest in homemaker rehabilitation and funding for it 
swelled. The OVR supported an increasing number of projects that ana-
lyzed work processes in the home, developed assistive housework devices, 
and designed children’s clothing. The number of homemakers who were 
rehabilitated through the federal-state program also expanded. In 1956 
alone, 6790 homemakers were rehabilitated, making up nearly a third of 
all rehabilitated women that year.79 By 1958, homemakers comprised 13 
percent of all rehabilitation recipients, regardless of gender.80

These efforts to rehabilitate homemakers represented a notable expan-
sion of a vocational rehabilitation system that had been initially based on 
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the needs of overwhelmingly male veterans and wage earners. They also 
gave rise to more pointed critiques of the status of homemaking within the 
vocational rehabilitation system and society more generally. At a June 1960 
homemaker rehabilitation workshop where Elizabeth Eckhart May touted 
Switzer’s liberal interpretation of the 1954 Vocational Rehabilitation Act 
Amendments to include homemaking, she raised concerns that not all 
states had yet embraced it. She suspected that part of the reason for their 
ongoing reluctance was because “those who make appropriations are likely 
to be much more impressed by the reports on the number of men and 
women rehabilitated for business and industry than by the number reha-
bilitated for homemaking.” But an even larger problem, May insisted, was 
a general lack of regard for homemaking itself that went far beyond poli-
cymakers. “Although we are inclined in America to be sentimental about 
‘home and mother,’” she remarked, “we give little prestige to homemak-
ing as a vocation: consider how many census takers must have heard, ‘Oh, 
I’m just a homemaker,’ in answer to the question of ‘What is your occupa-
tion?’”81 What May’s comments made clear was that the fuller inclusion of 
homemaking in vocational rehabilitation would require increased efforts 
to establish homemakers as an occupational group and to call attention to 
the value of their work.

Consequently, the revaluation of homemaking from an economic per-
spective became increasingly important to May, as well as other voca-
tional rehabilitationists, many of whom were connected to the President’s 
Committee on Employment of the Handicapped. Dating back to the 
1940s, the committee grew out of National Employ the Physically 
Handicapped Week, which President Truman had declared in 1945. Two 
years later, at the urging of disability activists and Department of Labor 
officials, a President’s Committee was formed to coordinate the week’s 
activities and to promote the employment of people with disabilities. In 
1952, Truman changed the name of the committee to the President’s 
Committee on Employment of the Physically Handicapped and, ten years 
later, in 1962, the word “physically” was dropped under an executive order 
from President John F. Kennedy.82 That same year, a women’s commit-
tee was created in an effort to mobilize individual women and women’s 
organizations in pursuit of the Committee’s larger goals. Some 30 women 
comprised the Women’s Committee’s roster of organization representa-
tives, individual members, and consultants, including Mary Switzer and 
Lillian Gilbreth. Elizabeth May also advised the committee before becom-
ing a member at large.83
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The Women’s Committee decided early on to devote special attention 
to homemaker rehabilitation, a move that was largely influenced by May 
herself.84 In spring 1962, shortly after the committee was formed, May 
prepared for the group a short position paper, “Consider the ‘Labor Force’ 
in the Home,” where she called for renewed attention to homemaker 
rehabilitation. She lamented that, despite recent advances, homemaking 
was “still the most neglected area of rehabilitation.” She also urged the 
committee to think more concretely about the economic value of home-
making, noting that “it takes only a little imagination and an elementary 
knowledge of arithmetic to see what can happen to the family budget and 
what may be involved in tax and welfare dollars if the mother is unable to 
do their [sic] job.”85 These themes became the basis for the homemaker 
rehabilitation subcommittee that the women’s committee later formed. 
May played a particularly decisive role in this new group, which she agreed 
to chair in 1965.86

Under her leadership, the subcommittee intensified its emphasis on 
the economic aspects of homemaking. In 1966, the group announced 
that one of its primary goals was “to promote the recognition of the 
homemaker as a worker.”87 To that end, the group also produced and 
circulated a flyer, “What’s a Homemaker Worth?” that assigned a mon-
etary value to various tasks related to the upkeep of the home and fam-
ily, exclusive of child care. Using statistics prepared for the group by the 
Women’s Division of the Institute of Life Insurance in 1965, the flyer 
totaled up the weekly value of meal preparation, after meal cleanup, family 
care, house care, washing clothes, ironing, management, and marketing, 
which came out to $61.32, or $3188.64 per year (as a point of compari-
son, the median salary for female professional nurses reported a few years 
earlier, in 1959, was $3186). The flyer also contained information on a 
recent legal judgment pertaining to the loss of wife and mother where 
“the cost of the father of providing substitute homemaking and childcare 
for 20  years” was determined to be $120,000, or $6000 per year. By 
accounting for childcare, this figure further elevated the economic value 
of women’s work inside the home and reflected the fact that women’s 
domestic responsibilities often surpassed 40-hour workweeks.88 These 
findings are significant not only because they highlighted the importance 
of rehabilitating homemakers with disabilities, but also because they 
served as a precursor to later feminist efforts to monetize work inside the 
home, such as the international “Wages for Housework” campaign that 
was launched in 1972.89
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The revaluation of homemaking from an economic perspective is an 
important legacy of efforts to rehabilitate homemakers in the post-World 
War II period. The gradual expansion of the vocational rehabilitation sys-
tem to include more than 184,000 disabled homemakers by 1966 drew 
heavily on two seemingly contradictory concerns.90 On one hand, home-
maker rehabilitation was justified by Cold War domesticity and gender 
roles that reinforced female dependency on male breadwinners. On the 
other hand, it recognized that women’s homemaking roles carried not 
only cultural but also economic weight and that a family’s financial well- 
being was not solely based on the income of its wage earners. By ascribing 
economic importance to women’s unpaid work, vocational rehabilitation-
ists challenged the presumed primacy of male breadwinners and paved the 
way for similar feminist critiques later on.

The early history of homemaker rehabilitation also uncovers a network 
of medical professionals, policymakers, educators, inventors, and others 
who concerned themselves with some of the challenges facing disabled 
homemakers. By devising and promoting new ways for them to carry out 
their work, these reformers hoped to provide women with disabilities 
the same opportunity as their able-bodied counterparts to pursue and to 
reap the social acceptance of “normal” lives. The fact that many of these 
reformers found it necessary and valuable to solicit the input of disabled 
women themselves is also significant, as it disrupts the assumption that 
rehabilitation efforts always took place from the top down. These early 
collaborations helped to bring visibility to disabled women, promote their 
own work strategies, and advance a larger shared goal of assisting disabled 
women to live and work independently—goals that underpinned the inde-
pendent living movement most commonly associated with the 1970s.91 
Although homemaker rehabilitationists rarely used the term “rights,” 
their efforts intersected with and lent support to later movements aimed 
at improving the lives of both women and disabled people.
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The 2013 digital exhibition Everybody: An Artifact History of Disability 
in America curated by the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum 
of American History features an image in a section of the exhibit address-
ing “Place” that illustrates the tension between disability, access and 
equity, and cultural perceptions and spatial arrangements of the American 
“dream” home. Framed by curators under the title “Removal,” the photo 
dates from the 1970s and depicts a quiet, middle-class neighborhood. 
Detached, single-family houses situated on carefully trimmed lawns define 
the background. A car makes its way around a cul-de-sac and toward a sign 
in the foreground that reads “NO WHEELCHAIRS BEYOND THIS 
POINT.”1 As the curators note, this neighborhood street sign “captures 
both the depth and absurdity of public concern about people with disabili-
ties.”2 The image also suggests the ways in which built environments—



and residential spaces in particular—can represent, reify, and reproduce 
dominant cultural ideologies about who belongs and who does not. As 
professor of architecture Korydon H. Smith observes, “Housing, in its 
physical, material form, is both representational and authoritative.”3 Smith 
suggests that this dual imperative operates because the physical constructs 
of houses reveal “underlying ideological constructs.”4

This chapter reflects on the “underlying ideological constructs” of 
housing, “home,” and disability in the contemporary USA and explores 
the dialectical relationship between an ongoing movement for disability 
rights and the built environment through a consideration of the cultural 
politics of accessible, community-based housing for people with disabili-
ties. It utilizes artifacts and images from the disability rights movement 
in the USA, as well as accounts of “home,” domesticity, and the built 
environment offered by disability studies scholars, activists, architects, 
and former residents of institutions. These archives—many of which are 
now publicly available online—document continuing struggles for dis-
ability rights, deinstitutionalization, and community integration in the 
USA. They also suggest some of the cultural meanings that get attached 
to “home” and domestic spaces—including ideas about disability, sex, 
gender, and the American “dream home” itself—all of which construct 
“home” as a heteronormative nondisabled space.

Such ableist, heteronormative conceptions of home actively condition 
the built environments we occupy in ways that isolate people with dis-
abilities and underwrite a political economy of institutionalization that 
works against community integration. Despite evolving attitudes and shift-
ing demographics, ableist cultural perceptions and social constructions of 
“home” and domesticity continue to limit access, integration, and quality 
of life for disabled people. Detached single-family housing often purposely 
built in remote areas far from public transportation remains the most com-
mon and culturally acceptable form of housing throughout the USA. As 
architects, theorists, and practitioners of accessible housing design such as 
Smith and Jennifer Webb have pointed out, homes like those featured in 
the Smithsonian exhibition’s photograph were designed and built to meet 
the needs of young, white, nondisabled, middle-class families with chil-
dren, “not for the aging, dwindling middle-class, single-parent, and ethni-
cally diverse population of today.”5 Yet, accessible and affordable housing 
is essential to people with disabilities living outside of institutional settings 
in the community. Such housing must not only provide physical access 
within the home, but also facilitate access to services and opportunities for 
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employment, education, social interaction, and community formation that 
people with disabilities need to thrive in the community.

This is a pivotal historical moment for disabled people struggling to 
live outside of institutions in inaccessible communities that currently do 
not support their diverse lives, needs, and aspirations. The US Supreme 
Court’s 1999 decision in Olmstead Vs. L.C. established that forced institu-
tionalization of people with disabilities is a violation of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) and that people with disabilities have a right to live 
outside of institutions in the community whenever possible. The ruling 
also requires states to provide funding in support of home and community- 
based services for people with disabilities. The federal government and 
some states have responded by accelerating efforts to deinstitutionalize 
disabled people and place them in residential settings in the community. 
But there is a dearth of accessible housing in the USA. Ironically, in an 
effort to increase community-based housing options, some disability 
advocates, parents, and care providers have joined with businesses and 
housing providers to argue that segregated domestic settings such as farm-
steads, residential “campuses,” gated communities, and other forms of 
“intentional community” should continue to be a state-supported hous-
ing option, especially for those disabled people most severely “afflicted” 
by intellectual impairment, self-injury, and “disruptive behavior.”6 They 
argue that these settings provide a sense of community and support not 
available to people with disabilities in “mainstream” American society and 
highlight the extreme shortage of accessible housing as a reason to sup-
port the continuation of large-scale congregate living facilities.

Self-advocates, independent living activists, and state and federal offi-
cials have argued in turn that integration, and not segregation, is the best 
way to reduce the risks of injury, abuse, neglect, and isolation for disabled 
people and ensure that people with disabilities are not denied the chance 
to contribute to, enrich, and be enriched by the larger community. They 
contend that home and community-based care alone is not enough to 
achieve a “genuine community feeling” and that communities themselves 
must become more accessible to people with disabilities.7 The persistent 
failure of built environments of “home” and “community” to meet the 
needs of people with disabilities is at the heart of these struggles. If dein-
stitutionalization is to succeed, then the segregating built environments 
of America’s homes and neighborhoods must be challenged and changed. 
The political economy of institutionalization, as well as prevailing assump-
tions about disability and “home” that have long been used to justify 
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segregating people with disabilities and denying them access to homes 
outside of institutions, need to be confronted in order to encourage new 
ways of thinking about, and building houses that cultivate, rather than 
stifle, access to home and community for people with disabilities.

ConneCting Disability History anD tHe built 
environment of “Home”

The visual and material artifacts and cultural critiques in this chapter dem-
onstrate the significance of the disability rights movement to the hous-
ing debate by showing how it challenged not only architectural barriers, 
but also “attitudinal barriers” that gave rise to inaccessible environments. 
Examples of disabled people’s efforts to create a “home” and live in 
the community also show how past struggles over social inclusion and 
community integration are linked to present-day struggles over acces-
sible housing. Most importantly, stories from disabled people themselves 
illustrate the need to contest built environments in ways that encourage 
housing that integrates, rather than isolates, people with disabilities, espe-
cially the poor, the elderly, and people of color who are disproportionately 
affected, not only by disability, but also by a corresponding lack of afford-
able, accessible housing in the community.

Numerous works in American Studies and related fields have estab-
lished how the construction of urban and suburban residential spaces in 
the USA has been a racialized, classed, and gendered project that has 
excluded large segments of the population from the “American dream” 
of home ownership, social and political integration, and economic inde-
pendence.8 The disability rights movement, and the scholarship that con-
tinues to emerge from the movement, has likewise argued that practices 
of spatial segregation work systematically to devalue and marginalize 
people with disabilities. Disability studies scholarship has also developed 
a recognition that experiences of living with disabilities in the community 
vary widely according to one’s impairment and social position. This is 
because—as geographers, architectural theorists, and disability scholars 
have suggested—the built environment is not merely a physical space, 
but a social, cultural, political, and psychological space as well.9 Lived 
experiences of disability in the built environment, as well as artifacts from 
the disability rights movement, provide a rich understanding of the ways 
in which people with disabilities have historically challenged both institu-
tional and social segregation. These archives are essential, both to  sustain 
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the movement’s ongoing efforts to achieve accessible housing in the 
community, and to extend and enhance the disability rights movement’s 
capacity to establish a more just, equitable, and accessible community. 
Insights from movement participants, everyday experiences, and various 
scholars including theorists and designers of the built environment sug-
gest that the specific and pervasive influence of ableist ideologies on the 
formation of modern American communities needs to be explored fur-
ther. This is especially true at a moment when the “feasibility” of com-
munity integration for people with disabilities continues to be called into 
question.

The notion that historical artifacts, images, and personal narratives 
can help scholars, activists, and the public collaboratively rethink and 
productively alter notions of domesticity and disability that shape—and 
are shaped by—the built environment is not without risks. Historian and 
Smithsonian curator Katherine Ott, who specializes in the material culture 
of disability, notes that questions of objectification and exploitation, as 
well as questions about who owns history and who has the authority to tell 
and interpret histories, lay at the heart of efforts by scholars to mine indi-
vidual stories, artifacts, and images for insights into how disability’s past 
connects to its present. Humanities scholars, scientists, and medical pro-
fessionals, as well as design experts, are all tasked, in part, with develop-
ing theories to explain disability and its influence in the world around us. 
Theories of how the built environment connects to disability, for instance, 
can productively draw our attention to the politics of the built environ-
ment and people’s interactions with it. At the same time, such theories can 
serve as “the handmaiden of power by creating categories, circumscribing 
possibilities, and imposing the will of the theorist.”10 As Ott explains, the 
application of theory and analysis to images, artifacts, or narratives “can 
be a method of containment” that “can directly or indirectly kill diver-
sity, creativity of expression, and wildness.”11 Scholars must approach this 
important archive with considerable care and reflectivity.

These concerns are especially resonant for those who have historically 
been spoken for and about, but who have rarely been given the opportu-
nity to speak for, or represent, themselves. Indeed, as Ott points out, one 
of the lasting contributions of the disability rights movement has been 
to establish that people with disabilities “have a claim on the legitimacy 
of what is said about them and how such statements are used.”12 This 
means that disability studies scholars who engage with the lived experi-
ences of others—both past and present—must recognize that scholarly 
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 authority  is, as historian and digital humanities scholar Michael Frisch 
suggests, a “shared authority” between scholars and the larger disability 
community.13 This requires scholars to make their theoretical perspectives 
and scholarly agendas as transparent as possible while being cautious not 
to occlude the perspectives and experiences of others. Sharing cultural and 
historical authority also entails an obligation to do scholarship that has 
both academic and community goals. This chapter thus not only attempts 
to account for the complex meanings of “home” that emerge when 
domestic spaces are considered from a disability perspective, but also, to 
engage in a critical consideration of the politics of accessible housing that 
advance community integration for people with disabilities.

segregation

Institutions to house those with disabilities first emerged in the USA in the 
early nineteenth century in an effort to provide people with a wide range 
of physical, cognitive, and psychiatric disabilities with holistic, humane 
treatment and care. These institutions were deeply influenced by social 
reformers such as Samuel Gridley Howe and Dorothea Dix, who doc-
umented the deplorable conditions people with disabilities often faced. 
Disabled people were frequently abandoned by their families, becoming 
wards of the state; kept in prison or in almshouses, or, as oral historian of 
the disability rights movement Fred Pelka has observed, “farmed out to 
those willing to provide for their care at the lowest possible costs to the 
taxpayer.”14 Dix and others recorded the consequences of family aban-
donment, community neglect, and craven exploitation of disabled people, 
including examples of being chained to barn walls, locked in basements or 
attics, and caged in outdoor holding pens. State and private institutions for 
disabled adults, as well as segregated schools for children, were intended 
to remedy these conditions and offer people with disabilities at least a 
minimum of safety, security, and comfort, as well as education and cure.

Many facilities became overcrowded, contributing to a massive expan-
sion of institutions around the turn of the twentieth century. Feeling the 
pressures of overcrowding and influenced by eugenics, social reform-
ers, institution administrators, and medical experts argued that people 
with disabilities (including, and especially, the so-called feeble-minded 
and moral imbeciles) were inherently anti-social, sexually depraved, and 
bound to produce more of their “own kind.” Increasing urbanization and 
the  diversification of American society compounded the perceived threat 
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posed by disabled people. Segregation from society, sometimes from 
birth, became the norm. The result was that, by the mid-twentieth cen-
tury, institutions had become, in Pelka’s words, “an insular and extensive 
disability gulag” complete with a massive physical infrastructure and a for-
midable professional lobby of nondisabled workers who actively impeded 
the development of community-based services and integrated public edu-
cation for people with disabilities.15 Those not housed in state institutions 
or private psychiatric facilities were often relegated to nursing homes or 
hospitals. As Pelka points out, all of these forms of housing were cut off 
from the outside world and most, if not all of them, violated daily “the 
civil and human rights of their residents.”16

In the late 1960s and early 1970s, a broad, cross-disability movement 
emerged to challenge the “disability gulag” described by Pelka. The 
nascent disability rights movement built upon, and diverged from, long- 
standing efforts to expose and curtail the abuse and seclusion of disabled 
people within institutions in order to advocate for an end to institution-
alization itself.19 Led by people with disabilities, the movement focused 
on, among other things, something it called independent living, as well 
as self-advocacy. It issued an expansive critique of the inaccessibility of a 
built environment that had long prevented people with disabilities from 
being able to live, learn, and work in the community. Disabled activists 
and scholars joined professionals in the design fields—many of whom had 
disabilities themselves—to argue that the built environment reified stri-
dent, ableist notions of embodiment in ways that stigmatized and isolated 
people with disabilities and systematically denied them access to educa-
tion, employment, transportation, recreation, and housing. At the same 
time, years of congressional investigations and scathing media reports 
detailing abuses in institutions led to the passage of several key pieces 
of legislation (including the 1963 Community Mental Health Centers 
Construction Act, section 504 of the 1973 Rehabilitation Act, and the 
Civil Rights of Institutionalized Persons Act of 1980) that significantly 
bolstered serious efforts to move people out of the “gulag” into a variety 
of domestic settings in the community. The passage of the ADA in 1990 
further codified the right of people with disabilities to live and work in 
mainstream American society. In 2007, eight years after the US Supreme 
Court’s Olmstead verdict, Medicaid began issuing waivers to facilitate the 
home and community-based services needed for people with disabilities to 
live outside of institutions. Finally, in 2014, the federal government issued 
new guidelines to help states determine what forms of housing and types 
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of domestic arrangements comprised institutional settings, so that they 
might avoid creating these environments. As one of the interview subjects 
in Grace Chang’s chapter in this volume indicates, deinstitutionalization 
and community living had become national and international trends that 
showed no signs of abating.

integration: Defining Community

The deinstitutionalization movement hinges upon competing under-
standings of community and domesticity. In the USA, the movement of 
disabled people out of institutions has occurred alongside the precipitous 
growth of suburbs. Although both suburbs and notions of the American 
“dream home” first emerged in the nineteenth century, just as institu-
tionalization was increasing, mid-twentieth-century developments such as 
the creation of the interstate highway system, federal subsidies to sup-
port single-family housing, and persistent declines in investment in public 
transportation and city services worked further to entrench the “dream 
home” as a domestic space of refuge far from city centers. This abliest 
construction (both discursive and material) of home and domesticity has 
led to debates about what it means to live in the community. Although 
nuances abound, generally the debate over disabled housing in the USA 
can be divided between those who support the letter of the Olmstead deci-
sion and advocate for smaller housing options for people with disabilities, 
and those who vigorously oppose such a move.

The Supreme Court’s 1999 ruling has paradoxically led to calls for the 
reemergence of large-scale institutions. A recent article in The Atlantic mag-
azine by Philadelphia-based writer and disability advocate Amy S.F. Lutz 
elucidates this reality and points to the need to critique and challenge both 
institutional and suburban models of “home.” In the article, Lutz chronicles 
the experiences of people with disabilities and their families as they search 
for accessible housing and a sense of home that balances the need for privacy 
and independence with the need for community and care. She argues that 
recently emerging strategies to deinstitutionalize people with disabilities, 
which follow dominant postwar ideas about the suburban “good life,” risk 
further limiting housing options for a vulnerable group of Americans who 
are already facing a growing  housing crisis. According to Lutz, attempts by 
the courts and some activists and advocates to limit the number of people 
with disabilities who can live in a home and still qualify for housing waivers 
could spell the permanent end of large-scale, usually privately run  alternatives 
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to institutionalization such as farmsteads, “intentional communities,” and 
group homes with more than four or five residents—all of which remain 
appealing options for some families living with disability.17

Lutz contends that placing limits on what counts as a “community 
setting” prevents people with disabilities and their families from choos-
ing housing options that work for them. She offers a large-scale residen-
tial facility located in Chicago named Misericordia to illustrate her point. 
Misericordia has 600 residents and over 400 families on its waiting list.18 
Lutz presents Misericordia as an ideal community for people with dis-
abilities. She notes, in terms that will seem eerily familiar to historians of 
early-twentieth-century institutions, that the facility “offers an extensive 
array of therapeutic services, including occupational, physical, and speech 
therapy” and that its 31-acre campus has a greenhouse, a gym, a bowling 
alley, computer labs, and a swimming pool where the Special Olympics 
team practices. “Residents,” Lutz points out, “can work in the bakery, 
the horticultural center, the recycling program, the commercial laundry, 
or the restaurant.” Readers are also assured that Misericordia provides 
opportunities for residents to interact with people “off campus,” includ-
ing employment at local businesses and participation in community and 
recreational groups, such as a dance troupe that performs throughout 
Chicago.19 Although Misericordia is defined as an institution for financial 
purposes, Lutz suggests that it functions as a community and that, indeed, 
it provides a community for many who would not otherwise find inclusion 
in communities elsewhere. As one parent of a Misericordia resident told 
Lutz: “Misericordia is very much a community. The campus atmosphere is 
like a college, there’s a collegiate, small-town community feeling.”20

Lutz suggests that federal and state officials, as well as disability activists, 
need to expand their notions of what counts as a “community” in order 
to accommodate a diverse range of needs and living arrangements for peo-
ple with disabilities. She argues that people with disabilities ought to be 
allowed to forge and define their own communities. She concludes that:

The larger problem is the limited way “community” is being defined 
as exclusively the neurotypical community…We are all part of many 
 communities, and the government is generally not in the business of legiti-
mizing some over others. The push for fully integrated housing comes 
from a desire to avoid discrimination. But it may be another form of dis-
crimination to suppose that I/DD adults can’t thrive in a community of 
their own making.21
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Lutz correctly identifies the primary problem related to housing short-
ages as “the limited way ‘community’ is being defined” in exclusively 
ableist terms. Her analysis, however, might sound alarming to those 
activists and advocates who take a longer view of history and oppose 
any living arrangement that reminds them of the institutions they fought 
hard to close. As the Autistic Self-Advocacy Network notes, any domestic 
setting (regardless of location or size) that promotes segregation and 
isolation from the community is not an integrated home (and thus in 
violation of the Olmstead decision).22 The assertion that “we are all part 
of many communities” elides the reality that environmental access to, 
and inclusion in, the communities we inhabit is often contingent upon 
social and class position as well as physical and cognitive ability. The claim 
that regulations designed to curtail the proliferation of “institutions” for 
disabled people constitute a form of discrimination assumes that people 
with disabilities currently have unrestricted choices about where to live 
and that they are free to pursue “a community of their own making” 
without interference or influence from parents, medical professionals, or 
care providers.

In a rather unexpected turn away from dominant thinking, Lutz 
emphasizes the structural failures of the status quo in order to urge (rather 
than discourage or alter) continued federal funding for large-scale “con-
gregate” settings for people with disabilities. Her reasoning is based on 
the assumption that certain disabled people, especially those living with 
I/DD, are simply unable to live “independently” in the community, and 
that they continue to suffer many of the same abuses they experienced 
under the old system. Lutz observes that abuse of disabled people occurs 
in home-based, as well as institutional, settings and argues, rightly, that 
community-based care currently does not meet the needs of many people 
with disabilities. Qualifications for home care positions frequently end at a 
GED and a driver’s license. “And,” as Lutz points out, “these jobs are very 
poorly compensated: 45 percent of workers live below the poverty line. 
Unsurprisingly, given these factors, the field has a 70-percent turnover 
rate.”23 To reenforce her argument that community-integrated housing 
may not be all it is cracked up to be, Lutz documents the failures of several 
community-based domestic settings:

In 2011, The New York Times reported that more than 1200 developmen-
tally disabled individuals had died of “unnatural or unknown causes” in 
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New York group homes alone over the previous decade. In Georgia in 2013, 
10 percent of those who had been moved to community settings died fol-
lowing their relocation.24

Much of the statistical data marshaled by Lutz establishes only a specula-
tive link between community-based housing and the death of disabled 
people. It is not clear, for instance, whether 10% of those in Georgia 
moved into community settings in 2013 actually died as result of being 
relocated to “community settings.” Nor is it clear that the group homes 
Lutz critiques actually constitute integrated community settings. As advo-
cates for community living have noted: “A large congregate care facility 
is not a home in the community. If a half dozen or more people live in a 
provider-owned group home, it is almost never controlled by the people 
who live there.”25 Indeed, these figures could be seen as an argument for, 
rather than against, the federal government’s efforts to limit the numbers 
of people living in group homes. To Lutz’s critics, the use of the endur-
ing scarcity of accessible housing to justify the continuation of segregated 
housing for disabled people illustrates a lack of political will to challenge 
and change the inaccessible built environments of most homes and con-
firms an unwillingness or an inability to confront longstanding cultural 
assumptions about the incapacity of people with disabilities to live in the 
community.

A central insight of the disability rights movement and disability studies 
has been to show how physical locations can, and do, shape lived experi-
ences. Medical humanities scholar, feminist, and historian of accessible 
design Aimi Hamrie underscores the significance of the built environment 
when she writes:

[T]he design of the built environment actively conditions and shapes the 
assumptions that the designers, architects, and planners of these value-
laden contexts hold with respect to who will (and should) inhabit the 
world. In short, built environments serve as litmus tests of broader social 
exclusions.26

Hamrie’s analysis supports the notion that both “home” and institutional 
settings produce social exclusions. As Hamrie and other scholars have 
argued, the built environment “actively conditions and shapes” assump-
tions about who will, and who should, live in the community. Inaccessible 
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environments give rise to the assumption that disabled people do not 
belong in the community and that they cannot function in “mainstream” 
society or live in the built environments that currently exist within soci-
ety. Exemplifying the phenomenon described by Hamrie, Lutz highlights 
the challenges of integrating people with disabilities into the community 
primarily by focusing on how people with significant impairments and 
cognitive differences (including those living on the autism spectrum) fail 
to adapt to existing environments and suggests that institutional “com-
munities” designed for disabled people can address this problem. She cites 
numerous examples of frustrated parents whose children could not live in 
their communities (because of conflicts with neighbors, isolation, loneli-
ness, or a lack of access to friends, family, and support services), but who 
eventually found a sense of home and community in settings defined by 
federal and state guidelines as institutions.

When his daughter Emily was unable to integrate successfully into two 
different residential neighborhoods in Ohio, Dennis Rogers founded Safe 
Haven Farms, an “intentional community” for people with autism and 
intellectual and developmental disabilities. Although the built environ-
ment of the farm is acknowledged as playing a pivotal role in enabling his 
daughter and others like her to thrive, Rogers tells Lutz, “We learned that 
the human community is all that matters, not the physical community.”27 
Micki Edelsohn, the mother of a developmentally disabled son and the 
founder of 26 homes for disabled people in Delaware including several 
completely integrated, community-based apartments, told Lutz that “[c]
ommunity integration is a myth.”28 As Eldelsohn explained to Lutz, “My 
homes are in nice neighborhoods—do you think the neighbors are asking 
the residents over for barbecues or to go to the movies? Of course not. 
There has been no real interaction between the neighbors and the people 
living in the homes besides the occasional wave.”29 Eldelsohn tells Lutz 
that, before she dies, she wants her developmentally disabled son Robert 
to move to an “intentional community” for people with disabilities—a 
built environment more like Misericordia or Safe Haven Farms than the 
accessible apartments in “nice neighborhoods” she runs.

Although many participants in contemporary housing debates can-
not move beyond the opposite poles of “intentional communities,” like 
Misericordia, and small-scale “integrated” housing, they have opened up 
room for more radical positions. Lutz herself subtly points to the ways in 
which “the physical community” does indeed shape the “human com-
munity” when she writes: “In an era when 50 percent of Americans don’t 
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even know their own neighbors, living in a small home can be especially 
isolating for a person with I/DD.”30 While this critique situates disabled 
people’s isolation in postwar suburban sprawl, it stops short of recogniz-
ing that the problem is not simply one of disablism or an inability of peo-
ple with disabilities to live up to nondisabled expectations of who counts 
as a desirable neighbor. The problem is that we live in an ableist society. 
Neighborhoods and communities, which really are not designed or struc-
tured to encourage community for anyone, especially exclude and alienate 
people with disabilities.

ableism anD tHe ameriCan “Dream Home”
As we have already begun to see, bringing disability studies perspectives to 
the built environments of the home enhances the debate around accessible 
housing that Lutz, and millions of other Americans, are now participating 
in by showing how the failure of people to integrate into the community 
is not primarily the result of their disabilities or the prejudices against 
them, but of structures that reify, reinforce, and in some cases produce 
those prejudices. There is no discussion in Lutz’ article, for instance, of 
how homes could be designed to mitigate the environmental challenges 
that people on the autism spectrum and others with disabilities she pro-
files, face. Clearly defining transitions between spaces and reducing light-
ing, noise, and other distractions are just some of things designers have 
begun to consider when building homes and classrooms for people on the 
autism spectrum.31 Neither is there any discussion of how suburbaniza-
tion and isolation both from and within the periphery restrict the integra-
tion of people with disabilities into the community. Architectural theorists 
and design professionals like Smith and Webb, for example, argue that, 
in order to achieve accessible housing for disabled people, the “American 
dream” itself must be redefined in opposition to homogeneity and exclu-
sion and that prevailing models of housing development characterized by 
standardization, racial and class stratification, and isolation from commu-
nity must be challenged.32 These social and cultural dynamics shape, and 
are in turn shaped by, the built environment.

Professional community planning strategies and design practices, as 
well as federal housing policies, have contributed to a separation of sub-
urban and urban communities in ways that perpetuate the exclusion of 
people with disabilities. The separation of the American “dream home” 
from urban communities has made it difficult for those with disabilities 
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seeking—or forced into—housing on the periphery of cities to access 
employment and educational opportunities, as well as healthcare, trans-
portation, and social amenities that may only be available within the 
city. Historian of American suburbia and urban development Kenneth 
T. Jackson has demonstrated how distance from urban centers emerged 
as a defining feature of the American “dream home” in the twentieth 
century and how processes of spatial segregation have subsequently 
shaped the development of urban and suburban communities. Jackson’s 
landmark work Crabgrass Frontier: The Suburbanization of the United 
States (1985) reveals how federal subsidies favoring suburban develop-
ment, zoning practices delineating commercial and residential spaces, and 
a lack of access to the economic and social capital needed for the poor, 
the elderly, and racial minorities to obtain access to better housing in the 
suburbs decisively contributed to the decline of diverse, interconnected 
urban communities.

Yet home design is influenced by much more than housing regulations, 
building codes, economic constraints, and professional practices. Postwar 
housing policies, for example, were animated by an emergent ideology of 
domesticity that defined privacy, safety, social and cultural homogeneity, 
and the health of the heterosexual nuclear family as the cornerstones of 
the “American dream” of homeownership and “the American way of life.” 
As Jackson shows, the American “dream home” did not include racial or 
ethnic minorities, the poor, or the elderly. These exclusions from home 
and community were accomplished by the isolation of the nuclear family, 
the decline of public transportation, and by the economic disinvestment 
in, and subsequent deterioration of, urban neighborhoods.33 Although 
Jackson makes no mention of disability, it is clear that the creation of 
suburban housing he describes has had, and continues to have, significant 
consequences for people with disabilities, especially in terms of creating 
built environments that deny, rather than facilitate their access to commu-
nity. The creation of housing for disabled people is deeply affected by valo-
rized notions of what counts as a home in the first place, including where a 
home should be built and who should live in it. Although, as Jackson and 
other scholars have suggested, the homogeneity of suburbia “violates the 
American Dream of a balanced community,” the suburbs, and especially 
the American “dream home,” have historically excluded by promoting a 
version of the “American dream” where disability and difference are not 
considered in most design projects, and in fact are regarded as threats to 
the health, safety, and stability of the community.34 Community resistance 
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to group homes for developmentally disabled residents evidences this kind 
of bias and helps to sustain ways of thinking about “home” and commu-
nity that systematically exclude people with disabilities.35

Crip/queer disability studies scholar Allison Kafer confirms the analysis 
of Smith and Webb, Jackson, and others, when she observes that “institu-
tionalization remains a common response to disabled people, particularly 
those with ‘severe’ disabilities,” and that, despite the Supreme Court’s 
Olmstead decision, many states continue to prioritize funding for institu-
tions over funding for home and community-based care. As Kafer notes:

State governments across the country are responding to budget crises with 
cuts to healthcare and disability services, especially in-home attendant care; 
given that many people with disabilities require such services in order to live 
independently, disability rights activists and health advocates note that even 
more disabled people, especially disabled people of color and low-income 
people, are being forced into nursing homes or out onto the street.36

Referencing historical practices of eugenics and sexual regulation aimed 
at people with disabilities, Kafer goes on to note how institutionaliza-
tion is often “touted as necessary for preserving the future health of the 
state and the nation.”37 Kafer thus links the dogmata of race, class, and 
ability and state-supported practices of institutionalization and the con-
tainment of disabled bodies. Leading disability historian Paul Longmore 
argues such practices constitute “a separate economy of disability” domi-
nated by private care providers, hospitals, and nursing homes (as well the 
medical device industry) that profit from a “medical model” of disability 
that understands people with disabilities and their bodies as stigmatized, 
“sick,” and in need of correction.38 Since government data suggest that 
funding home and community-based care is far more cost-effective than 
institutionalization, the political economy of disability documented by 
Longmore can be seen as of a piece with the systematic denial of what 
queer disability studies scholar Robert McRuer has called a “disabled 
domesticity” that would allow for more flexible arrangements of home 
and family commiserate with the lives and needs of disabled people.39

The reluctance of the state to fund the supports necessary for people 
with disabilities to live in the community signals a continued investment 
in making the American “dream home,” as well as its concomitant attach-
ment to heteronormative domesticity, available only to the nondisabled. 
As Kafer, McRuer, and other scholars such as historian Sarah Chinn have 
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suggested, an incapacity even to imagine home and domesticity outside of 
an ableist context pervades public policy around accessible housing and 
in-home care. The result is that housing designed for “the disabled” often 
presumes, a priori, that people with disabilities will not marry or that they 
will not, and indeed should not, have children. In addition, those with 
disabilities who choose to marry, or whom the sate deems “able” to form 
families with children, have sometimes been denied funding to support in- 
home care based on the assumption that their families, spouses, or domes-
tic partners—and not the state—will assume the “burden” of their care. 
Meanwhile, as Chinn has pointed out, cultural and historical figures such 
as Helen Keller are frequently imagined—and sometimes eroticized—as 
“queer,” “lesbian,” or “gay” simply because they lived their lives in homes 
with members of the same sex whom they relied upon for care, support, 
and community. Chinn suggests that we should understand Keller as 
queer not because she lived with women, but because her life and living 
arrangements defied heteronormative constructions of gender, disability, 
and domesticity.40

Normative ideas about disability and domesticity, as well as the exclu-
sionary features of home these ideas help to create pervade American cul-
ture. Some parents of children with disabilities mourn that their children 
will never marry or have children, attend prom, or drive a car. Such con-
cerns not only imply that these activities are requisite to leading a full 
and desirable life, they also reveal how heteronormative structures of 
courtship, marriage, family, and consumption are defined by ableism and 
linked directly to central features of the built environment, such as the 
automobile and the single-family home on the periphery that the auto-
mobile helped exponentially to expand. Such lines of reasoning also point 
to an investment in middle-class expectations of a “good life” premised 
on material wealth, social conformity, and independence from others. As 
disability attorney and theorist Robert Funk points out, the failure on the 
part of disabled people to meet these expectations has historically served as 
“proof” of their inability to live and work in the community. Funk states: 
“Most people assume that disabled children are excluded from school or 
segregated from nondisabled peers because they cannot learn or because 
they need special protection. So, too, the absence of disabled coworkers 
serves as confirmation of the obvious fact that disabled people cannot 
work.” Consequently, Funk explains, “Historically, the inferior economic 
and social status of disabled people has been viewed as the inevitable con-
sequence of the physical and mental differences imposed by disability.”41 
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Rather than root disabled peoples perceived inability to participate in 
community in their bodies, we must begin to look elsewhere, namely the 
American “dream home” and the culture it engenders.

In the remainder of this chapter, I examine the consequences of the 
proliferation of dominant understandings of the American “dream home” 
for people with disabilities through a consideration of artifacts from the 
disability rights movement and the lived experiences of disabled people 
who have struggled to define a sense of “home” amid an “American 
dream” premised upon their erasure from US society. I show how these 
artifacts and testimonials foreground the importance of the built envi-
ronment in experiences of disability and community, and argue for an 
intersectional understanding of disability that accounts for overlapping 
structures of race, class, gender, and sexuality as integral to questions of 
community and access.

Disabling DomestiCity

Cultural artifacts documenting the history and consequences of institu-
tionalization in the USA provide powerful evidence of how people with 
disabilities, as well as mad, gay, lesbian, and transgendered people, have 
been systematically sequestered from their communities, subjected to tor-
turous forms of medical testing and technological intervention, and then 
abandoned and forgotten. The Smithsonian’s Everybody exhibition, which 
includes items such as a straightjacket, electroshock equipment, thorazine 
suppositories, a set of lobotomy knives, and several unmarked headstones 
belonging to former residents of institutions for the developmentally dis-
abled, shows how the stigmatization, segregation, and eradication of dif-
ference has been central to defining “community” in America.42 At the 
same time, the exhibition highlights how people with disabilities often 
forged a sense of community within deeply segregated spaces. Under the 
banner “Community” curators state that: “Experiences inside institutions 
varied widely. Bonds formed around shared routines. People might learn 
a trade or a language, receive an education, and make lifelong friend-
ships. At other times, there might be forced treatment, punishment, sub- 
standard care, and abuse.”43

This nuanced portrait of institutional life suggests that, while commu-
nity can be a profoundly normalizing force that works to exclude and 
regulate difference, differences can also challenge and expand normative 
notions of “community,” since people within institutions did, and do, find 
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a sense of home and community amid difficult circumstances. Together, 
however, the artifacts of institutionalization presented in the exhibition 
suggest the limits of institutional communities and demonstrate that insti-
tutionalization of disabled people is ultimately defined by segregation 
from the larger community. Two iconic images from the disability rights 
movement in the Smithsonian’s National Museum of American History 
collection now available online illustrate the challenges of community 
integration for disabled people and demonstrate the need to take an 
intersectional approach to questions of disability, the built environment, 
and the American “dream home.” The first is a photograph depicting a 
1994 ADAPT rally. Once known as Americans Disabled for Accessible 
Public Transit and now called Americans Disabled for Attendant Programs 
Today, about 50 ADAPT demonstrators are shown protesting with signs 
that read “Freedom Now” and “No More Pity.”44 The back of one man’s 
wheelchair features a cardboard sign, which is partially obscured but the 
words “nursing homes” and “jail” are clearly visible. Two large American 
flags with stars arranged in the shape of the international symbol for dis-
ability access are the focal point of this black and white photo.45 While the 
photograph conjures patriotic iconographies of democratic public activism 
in the service of civil rights, it also suggests the ways in which social and 
institutional practices of containment, such as nursing homes and jails, 
render civil rights unrealizable for segments of the population not easily 
assimilated to the “American dream.” The appropriation of the American 
flag by activists depicted in this image, and the displacement of state stars 
intended to emblematize national cohesion in favor of an international 
symbol for disability access, at once mocks ideas of national unity that 
the “American dream” attempts to index and suggests how such ideas are 
premised, not only on the elision of geographical, cultural, and historical 
differences, but also on the exclusion of physical, cognitive, and psychiat-
ric differences.

The second image depicts a 1989 ADAPT protest in which protestors 
are blocking two MCI New Jersey transit buses. The photo’s central image 
is of a man in a wheelchair. The back of the wheelchair features a hand- 
made sign that reads, “I can’t even get to the back of the bus.”46 Both 
this image, and the image discussed above, feature captions and audio 
descriptions that note that the protestors are wearing blue jeans, T-shirts, 
baseball caps, and sneakers.47 These descriptions of clothing do more than 
create a mise-en-scène for visually impaired visitors to the Smithsonian. 
They also suggest the social and class positions of the protestors. In so 
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doing, they disclose how questions of access are also questions inflected by 
economic and social status. The sign “I can’t even get to the back of the 
bus” at once recalls pre-civil rights strategies of racial subordination and 
class stratification and exposes the limits of civil rights and minority rights 
discourses within the disability rights movement. The phrase “I can’t even 
get to the back of the bus” suggests that being in the back of the bus is, 
or was, somehow a privilege, a gesture that posits the notion that people 
with disabilities are, in some sense, worse off than black folks struggling 
against segregation. This discursive maneuver not only erases the activism 
for black civil rights done by African Americans with disabilities, but also, 
exposes how attempts to construct and forge a disability rights movement 
premised on identity can easily privilege “disability identity” over and 
against black people and other historically marginalized groups. Indeed, as 
Korydon Smith shows in a statistical analysis of race and accessible housing 
in the American South, African Americans have not only been historically 
excluded from home ownership but also continue to experience higher 
rates of poverty and disability than do whites.48 Despite this reality, many 
in the disability rights movement have yet to draw a connection between 
disability, racial oppression, and nondisabled, white supremacists’ ideals 
of “fitness,” “health,” and “family” that have excluded both black and 
disabled people from “home” and from communities structured around 
home. As one disabled activist in Arkansas told Smith, “It costs less to 
seat a black guy at a dinner counter than it does to modify the door, or 
restroom for someone in a power wheelchair.”49 Although the civil rights 
and disability rights movements shared a concern for spatial access as a 
prerequisite to social and political equality, the uncritical contrasts drawn 
here between civil rights and disability rights must be challenged in order 
to show how structures of racial and disability oppression work together 
to shape access.

Moreover, while the photo discussed above pleads for an intersectional 
analysis of disability that accounts for multiple and overlapping systems of 
oppression, it also reveals how profound inequities are literally built into 
American society. The inability of protestors to get to the back of the bus 
implies that disability rights requires radical structural and environmental 
remedies never considered by previous civil rights protestors. The recog-
nition that oppression is configured by and through the built environ-
ment compels us to think beyond the politics of social inclusion in order 
to consider—and challenge—the ways in which the terms of inclusion in 
American life are forged in an ableist culture and naturalized through the 
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built environment. The fight for accessible housing is an important way in 
which the disability rights movement can challenge corresponding struc-
tures of oppression and ableism by showing how public policy around 
housing in the USA has worked systematically to exclude entire segments 
of the American population from the American “dream home” by estab-
lishing the white, middle-class family with children as the benchmark for 
residential design while incarcerating those with disabilities within institu-
tional settings, that is, “nursing homes = jail.”

In his autobiographical account of the social, cultural, and architec-
tural forces that shape the lives, experiences, and political consciousness 
of people with disabilities, pioneering disability studies scholar Irving 
Kenneth Zola underscores how white middle-class, heteronormative 
notions of home, domesticity, and community reinforce the disablism 
that people with disabilities must confront on a daily basis. Upon his 
arrival in the Dutch community of Het Dorp (The Village), Zola was 
struck by the accessibility of the built environment around him and by 
the ease with which residents appeared to live and work in an environ-
ment intentionally designed to foster a sense of community and integra-
tion for those with disabilities. An anti-institutional ethos seemed to 
pervade Het Dorp. He was scolded by village administrators for calling 
its inhabitants “patients” rather than residents and for referring to the 
village’s domestic spaces as “rooms” rather than homes. Built in the early 
1960s, Het Dorp was an internationally renowned model of accessible 
design that at first glance appeared to exemplify community integration 
for people with disabilities. Het Dorp provided on-site opportunities 
for employment and recreation for residents and designers emphasized 
how the campus not only mimicked the feel of a “real community,” but 
also how it was physically and socially connected to the adjoining com-
munity. Zola soon realized, however, that there was something amiss 
in this differently constructed utopia. Expressing a mix of exhilaration 
and unease as he contemplated the lived experiences of residents, Zola 
reflected:

Then I recalled their homes and a sense of privacy absent in most institu-
tions. ‘Does the fact that they have their own homes provide some relief?’ 
‘For some,’ was the reply. ‘But still others say they are more lonely here than 
before.’ ‘God what an irony,’ I burst out, ‘that this whole idea of privacy, 
each person having his own home, may be so out-of-whack with his experi-
ence, that it mutes its very intention.’50
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Zola’s observations underscore that, although environmental access is a 
necessary prerequisite for achieving a sense of home, community, and dig-
nity for people with disabilities, accessible design is not enough. Rather, 
the cultural assumptions, social expectations, and “attitudinal barriers” 
that shape both the built environment and lived experiences in that envi-
ronment must be accounted for, confronted, and challenged.

For instance, when Zola visits a married couple in the village, he notices 
that the couple (long-time residents of Het Dorp) had to knock down walls 
and rearrange their home to accommodate familial and domestic arrange-
ments seen as incompatible with disability. Designers of the village originally 
saw no need for constructing family housing since those with disabilities were 
not expected to marry or have children. Zola himself was greeted with sur-
prise when residents learned he was a father and was offended when he was 
repeatedly asked whether his divorce was the result of his disabilities. When 
he decided to abandon his cane and leg braces for a wheelchair in order to 
achieve a more “authentic” experience of village life, Zola was treated with 
patronizing condescension and a presumption of incompetence by the very 
staff that had at first welcomed him as a distinguished professor and accom-
plished, able scholar. Moreover, although Het Dorp was touted as being 
integrated with the neighboring village, Zola discovered that it remained an 
enclave of environmental accessibility where residents were subtly reminded 
of their “difference” from their neighbors outside of Het Dorp.

Zola’s experiences reveal a cultural politics of the built environment 
that exposes key aspects of the complex relationship between disability and 
domesticity. His interactions and observations show how “specialized” 
housing designed “for disabled people only” can perpetuate stigma and 
isolation from community and further instantiate able-bodied assump-
tions about the built environment. For Zola, and others at Het Dorp, 
“home” was about more than ramps and needed accessible features; it was 
also about family, friendship, work, and integration in the larger commu-
nity outside of Het Dorp. Zola noticed, for example, that the recreational, 
crafts, and workplace facilities provided for residents were rarely utilized 
and that, given the opportunity, residents preferred to work outside The 
Village. There was also a tension between disabled adult residents and the 
nondisabled administrators “charged” with their “care,” who frequently 
treated the residents with patronizing condescension. For instance, after 
admitting that he sometimes wished he could get the most disabled 
 residents “out of my sight,” one administrator expressed frustration at 
having to teach residents skills “they never knew before,” like keeping a 
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regular schedule. He then told Zola, “We have to force them in some way 
to come to work but it’s good for them. Just like we have to force them to 
get out of their rooms but it’s good for them.”51

This conversation becomes a moment of political consciousness for 
Zola. He tells readers he “gagged” at these remarks, adding, “All of 
the feelings of infantilization I had been experiencing had some basis! 
Suddenly I felt no different from the other residents of whom he spoke so 
patronizingly.”52 Zola’s experiences suggest how uniquely accessible envi-
ronments such as Het Dorp have frequently served as what social historian 
Lindsey Patterson calls “points of access” where people with disabilities 
find community and become politicized by segregated “home” environ-
ments that render transparent the inaccessibility of the world beyond.53 It 
is significant that Zola’s encounters with disability and housing occurred 
as an American overseas at the cultural high-water mark of American sub-
urbanization and at the beginning of modern, broad-based movements for 
disability rights and deinstitutionalization in the USA. The conventional 
cultural conceptions of home, family, and domesticity Zola confronted 
disclose how prevailing normative notions of home and family often lay 
at the core of struggles for accessible environments and help to reveal the 
ways in which disability, and the experiences of those with disabilities, 
challenge and disrupt hegemonic, normative constructions of home as a 
place of “sanctuary, independence, privacy, and well-being.”54

In yet another example, activists and advocates for the disabled, as 
well as disability theorists such as Tobin Siebers and Michael Gill, have 
documented how institutional “homes” for people with disabilities sys-
tematically deny residents the privacy, independence, sexual autonomy, 
and affirming sense of self essential to modern conceptions of “home.” 
Seibers, for example, catalogs how—despite the fact residents may pay 
rent for their rooms—group homes, nursing homes, and long-term care 
facilities “purposefully destroy opportunities for disabled people to find 
sexual partners or to express their sexuality.”55 Staff typically do not allow 
residents to be alone in their rooms with anyone who might be of sexual 
interest. Many facilities segregate men and women. Other facilities do not 
allow any two persons, regardless of sex or gender, to sit together alone 
in the same room. Residents are frequently subject to intense surveillance 
with their activities monitored and recorded daily. Doors are left open and 
rooms are often shared with roommates carefully selected by staff. Medical 
and institutional authorities often control residents’ access to erotic litera-
ture, masturbation, and sexual partners.56
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Gill’s recent study of sexuality and intellectual disability suggests how, 
even in residential settings where disabled people’s sexuality is acknowl-
edged, the spatial politics of the built environment can combine with 
accepted assumptions about sexual propriety and the limits of disabled 
people’s sexuality to severely constrain sexual options for them. Since the 
1970s, many residential facilities for the disabled have embraced mastur-
bation as a means to achieve institutional objectives such as controlling 
sexual urges, producing a more docile and compliant “clientele,” and 
confining sexual expression to nonreproductive, “safe” methods.57 Gill 
makes clear the limits of this approach in facilities and residential settings 
where no functional privacy exists. Although professionals have increas-
ingly understood masturbation as commonplace and pleasurable even 
for those with disabilities, this activity is strictly policed and restricted to 
meet institutional aims, rather than the needs and desires of residents. 
Moreover, as Gill points out, masturbation, alone and in private, is pre-
sented as the only appropriate manifestation of sexuality for people with 
disabilities regardless of their gender. This supposition presumes an ability 
to masturbate without assistance, something that is not always possible for 
people with disabilities. It also presumes that people with disabilities have 
the privacy needed to masturbate alone and that if they do not already 
possess a “normal” desire to avoid masturbating with, or in front of, oth-
ers, then they must be instructed in this desire due to their mental and 
social deficiencies.58

The sexual exploitation, rape, and abuse of people with disabilities liv-
ing in institutions are often touted as a reason to monitor residents’ inter-
actions with others and limit sexual activities to masturbation. While such 
fears are indeed well-founded, Gill’s analysis suggests that the surveillance 
prompted by these fears not only forecloses the possibility of “respect-
able” sexual expression in private, it is also predicated on the assump-
tion that disabled people (particularly those with intellectual disabilities) 
are always already incapable of giving consent. This assumption denies 
sexual agency to people with disabilities and, in so doing, renders them as 
nonsexual, arguably making them even more vulnerable to sexual abuse 
while also establishing a presumption of exploitation and abuse where 
none may exist. The built environment of institutional settings thus works 
with gendered notions of domesticity and sexuality to define the limits of 
“appropriate” sexuality for many disabled people. Resistance by disabled 
people to inaccessible home environments, as well as to the confining 
spaces of institutions, can therefore be seen as simultaneously confronting 
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 architectural practices that construe “home” as a nondisabled space and 
challenging the cultural assumptions that define institutional and non-
institutional residential settings as regulating and maintaining normative 
sexuality. For example, in their chapter in this volume, Gallo- Silver, Bimbi, 
and Rembis argue that LGBTQ people with disabilities who live at home 
or in institutions may face the double bind of homophobia and what Gill 
has termed “sexual ableism” and are likely to have even fewer opportuni-
ties to meet and engage with other LGBTQ adults.59

In his study of disability, the built environment, and the meaning of 
home, Geographer Rob Imrie reveals how people with disabilities have had 
to redesign and adapt their homes in order to achieve the sense of dignity 
and independence often associated with “home.”60 The spatial policing of 
disabled sexuality discussed above extends and complicates Imrie’s work 
by showing that efforts by disabled people to establish a sense of “home” 
disrupt more than architectural practices. Such challenges expose the het-
eronormative cultural politics of home and domesticity in the USA during 
the era of deinstitutionalization. Newspaper clippings and flyers featured 
in a section of the Smithsonian Institution’s 2000 exhibition on the dis-
ability rights movement further illustrate the need to confront both the 
built environment of home and the heteronormative ableist standards it 
enshrines. A flyer featured in the exhibit warns “Keep Your Neighborhood 
Safe. Keep Your Neighborhood Peaceful. Keep Your Neighborhood 
Healthy. Keep the Mentally Retarded Away from City Streets. Keep the 
Mentally Retarded Away from Your Children. Keep the Mentally Retarded 
Away from Your Home.”61 The flyer presents the developmentally dis-
abled as a threat to safety, peace, health, and children, fears also historically 
ascribed to gay men and lesbians. Dominant heteropatriarchal notions of 
sex, gender, and ability thus structure the production and reception of 
images of disability. Failure to adhere to ableist notions of cognitive ability 
is presented as a danger to families, children, and communities.

The lived experiences of institutionalization and deinstitutionalization 
offered by people with disabilities in Western New  York and recorded 
by the Center for Disability Studies and Center for Inclusive Design and 
Environmental Access at the University at Buffalo also show how nondis-
abled conceptions of disability and domesticity become embedded in the 
struggles of people with disabilities to find and secure “home.” These nar-
ratives further suggest that struggles over housing and the cultural  politics 
of “home” represent especially rich archives from which to rethink, recon-
sider, and rehistoricize both the American “dream home” and the  disability 
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rights movement by highlighting the potential of disability—and histories 
of the disability rights movement—to forge a more nuanced and complex 
cultural politics of home and family. Former residents of The West Seneca 
Developmental Center in Western New York, for instance, express a feel-
ing of deep, poignant, ambivalence when describing life in the institution 
that offered them a home and sense of community with others like them-
selves and, at the same time, took them away from homes and families in 
order to place them in a built environment where they could be “treated,” 
surveilled, and sometimes subjected to dehumanizing psychological and 
physical abuse by staff and caretakers. Residents describe the indignity of a 
built environment that offered little or no privacy, where they sometimes 
shared rooms with many other residents and used open showers and toi-
lets with no closing doors. Returning to their original family homes after 
life in the institution presented new challenges. Residents relate feeling 
confined and restricted in family homes that were often inaccessible. One 
former resident of the West Seneca Center explains how, after moving 
back home, he missed the institution’s large spaces, which allowed him 
to play practical jokes on staff members while evading their detection.62 
Other residents describe the abuse they suffered while living in West 
Seneca and the challenges they faced living in inaccessible communities 
after leaving West Seneca. One resident describes West Seneca as a prison 
where the doors were always locked so that she could never go outside. 
She recalls a cousin who was raped while in the institution and remembers 
doing unpaid work to help staff, who encouraged her to “smack around” 
residents who would not listen, and once gave her permission to “beat up” 
a blind resident. She suffered similar abuses in group homes after leaving 
the Center. When she was finally able to move into her own apartment, it 
was in a poor neighborhood with an absentee landlord. She was robbed 
and taken advantage of by neighbors. A lack of access to public transporta-
tion meant she rarely left her apartment.63

Experiences like these suggest that a history of the disability rights 
movement focused on how the movement liberated disabled people from 
institutional settings must account for the ideological underpinnings 
of “home,” domesticity, and community in the USA. They reveal how 
“home” is not always where one’s family resides and that home, in order 
to be a home, must be accessible and safe. As architects Jennifer Web 
and Nancy Miller argue, “person–environment fit” is essential to home. 
A home in which a person must crawl on the floor to access their own 
bathroom is not a home at all. But neither does an accessible bathroom 
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guarantee a sense of “home”—though it may indeed be integral to it. 
Echoing long-standing critiques of institutionalization and the nursing 
home industry advanced by disability rights activists and disability studies 
scholars, Webb and Miller observe:

Ironically, the term home has also been used to refer to residential care 
options for persons with varying levels of functioning and has been applied 
to housing facilities of all scales, inhabited by a number of persons that are 
not related, and controlled by a roster of employees (e.g., nursing home). 
The simple use of the word home for such a facility does not make it so.64

Webb and Miller argue that the implementation of policies and practices 
that allow people to remain independent and stay in their homes for as 
long as possible is far more cost-effective and socially desirable than sub-
sidizing institutional care.65 At the same time, they imply that housing 
“inhabited by a number of persons that are not related” undermines a 
sense of “home” for people with disabilities, a notion central to heteronor-
mative, able-bodied constructions of home that is directly contradicted by 
the experiences of people with disabilities who testify that “person–envi-
ronment fit” is sometimes more easily found in institutions and that the 
ability to live independently outside of those institutions often depends on 
support from paid staff or other nonfamily members. These experiences 
at once recall the well-intentioned efforts of advocates like Amy Lutz to 
promote a reconsideration of institutional settings as a viable “home” 
for disabled people and complicate those efforts by grounding disability 
oppression, not in their inability to adjust to the built environment, but in 
the built environment itself.

The architect Ron Mace recounted his earliest experiences of home in 
a 1992 interview with Prof. Edward Steinfeld of the University at Buffalo 
Center for Inclusive Design and Environmental Access. Mace recalled: “I 
lived in houses that were badly built and especially after I had polio I kept 
thinking why people make things this way? I wouldn’t have done it this 
way. From a little kid I was thinking I could do a better job than this. You 
know I didn’t know why you had to go through every room in the house 
to get to the room you want to go to… things like that.”66 The experience 
of alienation from the built environment Mace describes extended beyond 
his own home. Mace recalls, for instance, how school was also a place he 
was repeatedly told by administrators and teachers he did not belong and 
how the built environment of the school reenforced this message. He 
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remembers that when he had to go to the bathroom, a family member 
would have to come and check him out of school, take him home, and 
then bring him back if there was time left in the school day. Mace recounts 
being carried up and down steps by an older brother, a process, he tells us, 
that “sometimes worked and sometimes didn’t.”67 For Mace and his con-
temporaries, prevailing ableist, heteronormative assumptions about one’s 
“place” in a community were reflected both in the built environment and, 
not surprisingly, in the architectural training necessary for creating built 
environments.

Disability rights activist and architect Marilyn Golden remembers being 
discouraged from entering the architectural profession not only because 
of her disability, but also, because of her gender. An academic advisor dis-
couraged her from signing up for a drafting class by telling her “The only 
girls who take drafting classes are the ones who want the boys to look up 
their skirts.”68 Such comments reflected a double bind for women with 
disabilities like Golden. On the one hand, they suggest a “woman’s place” 
rests firmly in the domestic sphere of home and family and not at the 
drafting table. The expectation was that Golden would find a boy, marry, 
and not pursue a meaningful career outside the home. On the other hand, 
Golden’s disability called into question her eligibility for marriage, home, 
and family.

As an activist, Golden saw connections between movements for wom-
en’s rights, civil rights, and disability rights, and recalled how these earlier 
movements provided a “back door” to the disability rights movement and 
influenced her engagement with that movement following a spinal cord 
injury in the mid-1970s. “I find a lot of times that people in the disabil-
ity movement are not that connected to other political issues and don’t 
see the links between disability rights and other issues and I think those 
links are really important. … and so I like the idea that I came in the 
backdoor.”69 Golden’s use of the “backdoor” metaphor here spotlights 
how the built environment structures the social isolation of people with 
disabilities; a reality that she suggests has had profound implications for 
the politics of the disability rights movement itself. “I think any constitu-
ency that you’re in, I mean what group it is, affects the way the politics 
goes and I think people with disabilities are so isolated and segregated 
by society that it’s not a surprise that the disability movement sometimes 
occurs in isolation from other issues.”70 Examining the disability rights 
 movement and the politics of accessible housing in the USA shows how 
questions of accessible housing and design are indeed connected to other 
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struggles for equality. Early forms of resistance to suburbanization and the 
American “dream home” demonstrate that many Americans have long 
viewed the cultural vision of tranquil, heteronormative domesticity in iso-
lated households with suspicion. Nineteenth- and early-twentieth-century 
feminists and socialists, for instance, called for a “grand domestic revolu-
tion” that would transform America’s homes and cities and end sexual 
exploitation by, among other things, building kitchenless houses and mul-
tifamily dwellings.71 It is time we consider yet another grand domestic 
revolution that will enable people of varying abilities and body types to 
create a place they can call home.

ConClusion

This chapter has argued that historical artifacts, images, and narratives 
documenting the experiences of disabled people with the built environ-
ment of “home” can help us challenge and rethink the segregating envi-
ronments of both community and institutional settings. The accessibility 
of these archives in digital form encourages the cultivation of new histori-
cal perspectives on the disability rights movement and the cultural politics 
of the American “dream home.” Connecting the experiences of people 
with disabilities in the built environment with the larger historical struggle 
for disability rights is necessary for challenging entrenched assumptions 
within, and about, the built environment. An uncritical embrace of access 
to “home” and community for people with disabilities in institutional, 
rather than community settings risks leaving intact the cultural norms, 
spatial practices, and multivalent structures of race, class, sex, and oppres-
sion that have excluded people with disabilities from the “dream home.” 
What is needed is to rethink home and domesticity not only in terms of 
environmental access and community integration, but also, in terms of 
meeting a variety of human needs not premised on inclusion in heteronor-
mative, nondisabled forms of domesticity or the exclusion and segregation 
of people with disabilities from the community. The lived experiences of 
people with disabilities, along with scholarship on disability from across the 
humanities and the ongoing efforts of activists and architects to achieve 
accessible housing, show that another American “dream home” is pos-
sible and that the exclusion of people with disabilities from the residential 
landscape depicted in the Smithsonian exhibition’s photograph is neither 
inevitable nor unalterable.
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CHAPTER 6

A Feminist Technoscientific Approach 
to Disability and Caregiving in the Family

Laura Mauldin

In modern capitalist societies, domestic space is associated with notions of 
the “private sphere,” family, and care, and as such, often rhetorically posi-
tioned in opposition to labor, work, and industry. That is, the concepts of 
labor, industrialization, and technologization are often absent in analyses 
of home and family. Within domestic spaces, however, there is still work 
that is done, labor that this performed, and done so with particular tools. 
There are many forms of domestic labor, such as cleaning or managing a 
household. This chapter focuses specifically on caregiving in the context of 
a disabled family member. The goal is to draw together feminist disability 
studies with science and technology studies (STS) in order to offer up a 
conceptual starting point for thinking about care and caregiving in this 
realm in a way that accounts for the role of technologies in the process.

Any discussion of caregiving should be approached with the under-
standing that it can take many forms. Family caregiving patterns in relation 
to disability can include spousal or partner caregiving, sibling caregiving, 
caring for an aging parent, or parenting a child with a disability. And 
people with disabilities can be those who provide as well as receive care. 
Certainly, caregiving occurs in many ways regardless of the disability status 
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of those in relation to one another. For example, the care work involved in 
raising a child with a disability blurs the lines of care involved in raising any 
child. Similarly, caring for a spouse or partner with a disability blurs the 
lines of providing emotional support and care for any partner. In short, 
disability is but one variable and one characteristic of some humans, but all 
humans need care, and care is central to all relationships regardless of dis-
ability status. In this chapter, I focus on the context of disability precisely 
because it is often accompanied by care work infused with practices based 
on scientific (specifically medical or health-related) knowledge and may 
be executed using particular technological artifacts. Expanding disability 
studies into this realm and explicitly merging it with STS allows for an 
examination of caregiving in relation to how technological changes shape, 
co-construct, and constantly redefine what disability is, what caregiving 
looks like, and what the meaning of good care for those with disabilities is 
constructed as in the first place. Rather than being an endorsement of see-
ing disability strictly in the context of health or medical knowledge/tech-
nologies, this chapter asks: How do scientific thinking and health-related 
technologies infuse the intimate labor of caregiving? How does this affect 
all people’s lives, including both disabled and nondisabled providers and 
recipients of care?

Technological artifacts are not neutral tools. In the field of STS, the 
term technoscience is used to highlight how social and political elements 
are embedded into and intertwined with material or technological arti-
facts. As such, science, technology, and society are co-constructive. In 
disability studies, the disabled body is politicized and disabled at least in 
part by social meanings and interactions with the environment. Ideology 
permeates both the bodies providing and receiving care and the tools 
used in the name of that care. Thus, the development of technologies and 
constructs of disability are in a dynamic, reciprocal feedback loop. One 
might look then at care practices as a way to understand the relationship 
between medical technologies and disability and the meaning-making that 
gets done in this relationship.

There are a number of reasons why a feminist technoscientific approach 
is useful in studying disability and care. For one, a feminist science stud-
ies or STS approach makes the role of gender explicit. This is important 
because the domestic sphere and caregiving have traditionally been rel-
egated to women, women have long used technologies in domestic and 
caregiving practices, and yet their roles as technological users and innova-
tors are often ignored.1 A feminist science studies approach also offers up 
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the opportunity for an intersectional analysis that takes all social catego-
ries—race, class, gender, and disability status—into account when examin-
ing configurations of care and the utilization of technoscientific artifacts. 
In this way, it stands ready to dialogue with feminist disability studies 
(as I will elaborate on later in this chapter). But it also brings important 
critique; as disability studies scholar Aimi Hamraie aptly points out in her 
review of recent work in feminist science studies, “Even when race does 
not appear intelligible as a factor in feminist technoscience… whiteness 
nevertheless circulates to produce privilege, access, and self- determination 
for white US feminists and to deny epistemic and political agency to 
women of color, both domestically and internationally.”2 My call for a 
feminist technoscientific approach not only serves to highlight the role 
of gender in caregiving, but also asks that future work in this area take a 
broader, intersectional approach and interrogate the privilege of white, 
middle- and upper-class individuals in the literature thus far.

In this chapter, I specifically focus on medical or health technologies. 
Medical sociology has long been concerned with the rapid expansion 
of medicine and medical technologies on contemporary life. Disability 
studies scholars Gregor Wolbring and Bonnie Lashweicz have also taken 
this into consideration and argue that “[h]ome care, consisting of pro-
vision of health support and resources within a person’s private resi-
dence, is an increasingly preferred model of care for older people and 
people with disabilities who are in constant need of some form of health 
intervention… Health technologies continually reshape what is possible 
in home care and the creation of home environments.”3 In a greater 
effort to understand the effects of “medicalization,” which is a socio-
logical concept describing how we understand bodies through medical 
language, medical thinking, or medical frameworks, this chapter pres-
ents ideas for a critical analysis of caregiving practices from a feminist 
disability studies lens, specifically as it intersects with STS.4 There are 
many different kinds and degrees of disabilities. This chapter is intended 
to start a dialogue about care as it relates to disability, broadly defined. 
However, the intent is not to conduct an exhaustive review of the topic 
of care, but rather to begin a conversation through some broad theo-
retical strokes about how disability studies might expand its scope and 
engage more deeply with home and family life. One way to do this is to 
account for aspects of care and caregiving more creatively, specifically in 
relation to science, medicine, and technology (and in particular, medical 
technologies).
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Shifting SiteS of Caregiving and “Care 
Coordination”

The importance of including the topic of care in this volume is demon-
strated in a variety of evidence. Hogan reports that today “more than 
one-eighth of all families with children in the United States include at 
least one child under age eighteen who has been diagnosed as having a 
disability. Nearly all of those children live with their families.”5 It has also 
been established that rates of disability increase with age: 11 % of adults 
aged 25 to 44 have a disability, whereas by age 75 to 79, 53.6 % of adults 
have a disability.6 Not only are children with disabilities living at home and 
life spans increasing, but rates of disability in the general population and in 
families also continue to rise. Through various statistical analyses, Altman 
and Blackwell have determined that households with disabled children 
aged 0 to 17 increased from 10.4 % in 2000 to 13.0 % in 2010. At the 
same time, households with disabled adults aged 18 to 64 also increased 
from 15.9 % in 2000 to 17.4 % in 2010. In total, 25.6 % of all house-
holds during that time had at least one person with a disability. Altman 
and Blackwell also point out that as rates of disability rise, they are doing 
so predominantly in the context of a home and that families continue to 
provide care and support regardless of the location of their disabled family 
member: “Families traditionally have been the dominant form of support 
for persons with disabilities, whether the person with a disability lives in 
the same residence, in the same community, or in nearby communities.”7 
Although dominant sites of caregiving have shifted in North America over 
time, “family” in one form or another has remained at the center of most 
disabled people’s lives.

Current research reflects the sheer magnitude of caregiving done by 
family members in the USA today. The development and advancement 
of medical treatments and technologies that facilitate individuals living 
longer than before (across the lifespan) also contributes significantly to 
increased caregiving in the home. The National Caregiver Alliance and the 
American Association of Retired Persons report that overall, “65.7 million 
caregivers make up 29 % of the U.S. adult population providing care to 
someone who is ill, disabled or aged.”8 An important reason to consider 
care work through a feminist lens is that it is gendered. The same report 
also showed that “[m]ore women than men are caregivers… Men may be 
sharing in caregiving tasks more than in the past, but women still shoulder 
the major burden of care.” In addition to gender, intersectional analysis 
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might also consider the disparities in caregiving by race and ethnicity; the 
same report states that caregiving rates are lowest among Asian Americans 
(20 %), highest among Hispanics (36.1 %), with African American families 
reporting 33.6 % and white families at 30.5 %. Overall, 66 % of caregivers 
are women, and of those women, 34 % are caring for more than one per-
son.9 Furthermore, numerous studies have also shown that daughters are 
far more likely to provide caregiving to aging parents than sons.10 As femi-
nist scholars have shown, taking gender into account can be a rich site for 
further understanding the caregiving experience, although analyses need 
not be solely focused on women. For example, one of the most referenced 
accounts of caregiving within disability studies is Michael Berube’s astute 
rendering of his experiences of his son’s disability and caring for him.11

Taken together, the rising number of people with disabilities, and the 
centrality of the home in care work, requires many families to engage 
in “care coordination.” Care coordination “includes coordination across 
medical providers and also among medical and long term, rehabilitation, 
and other care providers.”12 It involves not only direct care work, but also 
the development of relationships with providers and navigation across a 
number of institutions and bureaucracies. As both the prevalence of dis-
ability and medical intervention increases, it is not just the demands of care 
giving that increase, but also its complexity. Interventions have become 
increasingly more technoscientifically complex and portable, used beyond 
the walls of a clinic and extending into daily routines within the home. For 
example, individuals with multiple chronic conditions may utilize a variety 
of health technologies in the home on a daily basis, which range from 
telemetry devices to home infusions, to ventilators, to an infinite num-
ber of other medical or adaptive devices that cannot be captured in their 
entirety here. Specific studies of technologies or conditions would help 
to illuminate these patterns. The point, however, is that care work being 
performed by caregivers is increasingly medically complex, ongoing, and 
intertwined with and using knowledge and tools associated with science, 
technology, and medicine.13

It is important to note again that this complexity and technoscientific 
turn is highly dependent upon having access to health care. While I am 
arguing here to examine intersections between disability, technology and 
care, it is important to point out that such an entanglement depends 
on having access to these technologies, the social and cultural capital 
required for care coordination, and the time and resources to provide 
such care. It is easy for analyses like I suggest to privilege primarily white, 
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 middle- class families with the resources to perform and coordinate such 
labor.14 What about those who are located outside the USA, or those 
within the USA who are poor or unable to access such resources? How do 
nonwhite families negotiate care work? There is much more to investigate 
regarding how, for example, healthcare policies and health resources in 
the USA are unevenly distributed, as well how global capitalism com-
modifies—and colonizes—intimate labor like caregiving.15 Race, class, 
gender, and geographic location all stratify access and thus shape the care 
work that is done.

Care in feminiSt SCholarShip and diSability StudieS

Care and caregiving have received much attention in feminist sociological 
scholarship. Research has consistently shown that care, framed as a kind of 
labor that occurs within the home or domestic sphere, is an informal labor 
system that is persistently gendered and culturally devalued. It is also well 
documented that childcare duties have historically been the responsibility 
of women.16 Indeed, the gendered patterns found in care are no different 
when it comes to parenting children with disabilities; it is most likely the 
mother who will be expected to provide therapeutic care mandated by 
medical professionals and who are consistently held responsible for that 
care. As sociologist and disability studies scholar Allison Carey showed in 
her review of parent memoirs, there was a tension between the feminist 
movement’s criticisms of the medical profession and mothers of children 
with disabilities finally gaining access to services and therapies. She writes 
that the concept of intensive mothering emerged, where “professionals 
expected them to serve as extensions of the medical/therapeutic profes-
sions and to transform their homes into sites of therapeutic practice.”17 
Feminist endeavors in the fields of bioethics and philosophy have also 
sought to theorize care, and in particular scholars like Eva Feder Kittay 
have long worked at attending to the issues of care at the intersection of 
disability studies and feminist philosophy and ethics.18

Clearly, care is a gendered process and of interest in feminist scholarship, 
but there are tensions between feminist scholarship and disability studies, 
where care is approached with some hesitancy. There are a variety of his-
torical and political reasons for this hesitancy. One is the male-dominated 
disability rights movement. Another, and perhaps more fundamental, rea-
son is found in the political history of the “two models” of disability, 
namely, the medical model and the social model.19 In the medical model, 
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a person’s disability is an individual pathology, socially undesirable, and in 
need of cure or mitigation using medical intervention. The social model, 
however, distinguishes between “impairment” (the physical condition of 
the body) and “disability” (the social attitudes and physical barriers that 
prevent certain bodies from participating fully in society). Thus, by talking 
about care, the body and its impairments or limitations are brought front 
and center—and because disability has historically and predominantly been 
seen as only about the state of disabled people’s bodies, it can seem dan-
gerous to draw further attention to this. However, there are critiques of 
these bifurcated models.20 Feminist scholar Susan Wendell, writing at the 
intersection of feminist theory, the body, and disability, has long pointed 
out that the body is both a cultural and a material entity.21 It is time that 
disability studies scholars embrace a more nuanced and sustained analysis 
of care. It is another important point of tension between feminist scholar-
ship and disability studies that can be mined.22

Disability Studies’ uneasiness with both care and family—as a social 
system and a domestic sphere—often extends beyond its purported viola-
tions of the social model’s tenets. Among certain scholars, the family in 
disability studies has represented a fraught site of dominant ideologies 
about disability as an individual pathology to be overcome by fixing the 
person’s body. Parents may mourn the discovery of a child’s disability, 
engage in curative techniques to fix their children—the discussion of the 
outrage over the Ashley X treatment that appeared in Kim Hall’s Feminist 
Disability Studies is a good example of this—and women may abort a fetus 
if prenatal testing finds disability to be present.23 Thus, the families and 
the care they engage in are often conceptualized as conduits of medi-
calization, as complicit enactors of institutional violence in the name of 
medicine, cure, or benevolence, and therefore an obstacle to the disabil-
ity rights movement. This is especially true for scholarship in disability 
studies related to mothers of children with disabilities.24 Critiques of how 
mothers and families engage in medical interventions and practice care 
are not undue, but they often do not attend to the multiple complexi-
ties that constitute care work, which often is embedded in a culture that 
prizes technologies and scientific thinking. I would argue these are reasons 
for delving deeply into the realm of care through a disability studies lens 
rather than reasons to exclude or avoid it.

Turning an analytic eye to care in the domestic sphere can produc-
tively disrupt the tensions and overlaps in feminist and disability studies 
scholarship. A feminist disability studies approach allows us to encounter 
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moments for complicating our understandings of caregiving within the 
family. As Garland-Thomson writes, “A feminist disability theory should 
illuminate and explain, not become ideological policing or set ortho-
doxy.”25 Garland-Thomson suggests that feminist disability studies com-
plicates previous theories of care through its attention to the gendered 
and relational nature of care, and also by taking seriously the materiality of 
bodies and the meanings we attach to them. In the next section, I build 
on such an approach, by examining care work done within the home and 
the family through an STS lens. The histories and practices of technolo-
gies co-construct and shape the kind of care work we do, and thus the way 
we experience disability and caregiving, and the way we understand or 
explain the bodies that are both receiving and shaping care. By focusing 
on care in the family, embodiment is no longer denied and longstanding 
issues of gender and family can be further explored. This enterprise also 
recategorizes technoscientific and medical processes that are enacted in 
the name of care and shifts consideration of them squarely into the realm 
of the social. That science, medicine, and technology are social is a central 
tenet of STS, which I will now delve into further.

teChnologization and mediCalization of Care 
in the domeStiC Sphere

Even though we often consider the domestic sphere in opposition to labor 
and industrialization, Ruth Schwartz Cowan pointed out in her classic 
book, More Work for Mother, that work done in domestic spaces is also 
transformed by industrialization and technologization. She argues that 
labor in the domestic sphere must be seen within its larger social con-
text and in relation to technology: “Industrialization has occurred just 
as rapidly within our homes as outside them.” She then provides a his-
tory of how the household sphere and housework were transformed by 
technology. Yet she distinguishes housework from that of childcare, cat-
egorizing care as a different form of work. Cowan describes childcare as a 
kind of “work process,” or a series of definable tasks. She also shows how 
the time spent on childcare increased over time and the guiding ideology 
of it became increasingly medicalized. As scientific thinking and medical 
knowledge assumed a tighter grip on the popular imaginary in the twen-
tieth-century USA, infant care became much more complex. As Cowan 
argues, “In an effort to combat infant mortality… mothers were watching 
meticulously over their children’s diets, weighing them several times a 
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day, and  repeatedly carrying them to a physician’s office for check ups.”26 
While childcare is not the focus of Cowan’s book, she does situate it as part 
of the labor system in the domestic sphere and within the larger pattern 
of industrialization in society. Others, such as sociologist Jacquelyn Litt, 
looked at the increasing role of medicalization in mothering for African 
American and Jewish mothers in an important book that examines gen-
der, mothering, care, and race.27 Because of the long-standing gender gap 
in domestic work and childcare, it is no accident that scholarship in this 
realm focuses on mothers. Mothering is indeed one form of care work, 
but I would argue that families and households are infused with multiple 
vectors of care, each of which is substantially influenced by scientific and 
medical knowledge.

Using Cowan’s definition of care as a series of definable tasks, we can 
also consider that care enacted in relation to disability is a series of defin-
able tasks. I am less interested in drawing strict lines around what is care 
related to disability and what is not than I am in understanding the role 
of technologies and medical thinking in shaping ongoing care work. And 
because of the medicalization of disability, care related to disability may 
be especially technological and driven by medical and scientific knowledge 
and tools. This is further reason to turn to STS to examine how the care 
work process occurs within a social and technological system—indeed a 
sociotechnical system—where particular tools are implemented in particu-
lar ways. These tools and the thinking that accompanies them are, just like 
bodies, saturated with ideology, politics, and meaning.28

With the advent of neoliberalism and the movement to deinstitutional-
ize disabled people, care for those people with disabilities has taken on 
increased significance within individual families in the USA. This shift has 
overlapped with something scholars in STS call biomedicalization. Irving 
Zola’s original conceptualization of medicalization has been expanded 
within STS.  Clarke and colleagues, for example, argue that because of 
the proliferation of technologies, medicalization has been transformed 
into the more complicated process of biomedicalization.29 Traditionally, 
sociologists associate medicalization with control over disease processes, 
while biomedicalization thinks in new ways about transformation—of the 
body or the creation of types of bodies at the molecular or genetic level, 
that is, transformation of life itself—through technoscientific means.30 As 
Clarke and colleagues argue, one feature of biomedicalization is that “the 
key site of responsibility shifts from the professional physician/provider to 
include collaboration with or reliance upon the individual patient/user/
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consumer.”31 Using a feminist disability studies approach, we can explore 
how caregiving that occurs in the intimacy of the home has been biomedi-
calized, how it has been radically transformed by increased medicalization, 
and the proliferation and integration of technologies, as well as the moral 
demands put on individuals to engage in these activities. Although I have 
previously mentioned studies of motherhood, we can look beyond moth-
erhood for signs of this shift to biomedicalization in processes of care-
giving: assistive technologies, telemedicine, quantified self technologies, 
the establishment of clinical practices centered on particular interventions 
that rely on various technologies, deployment of medical equipment and 
technologies in home settings, insurance coverage of various technologies 
and therapies requiring medical technologies at home and the industries 
supporting them, the vast reach and demand of healthcare systems into 
homes, the encouragement of clinical and scientific thinking in everyday 
life, and the neoliberal shift toward individual medical intervention at the 
expense of creating larger social or structural changes—in the way we con-
sume food, for example—all contribute to these shifts. We can use the 
insights of STS and disability studies to examine how caregiving is struc-
tured or co-constructed by specific tools and how scientific or biomedical 
thinking shapes the tools we take up in the first place (or even what we 
deem to be good care in the first place), the extent to which we use them, 
and how they are integrated into daily lives.

In this biopolitical era of biomedicalization, care and disability are 
intricately entangled and intermeshed in family life. The development of 
technologies changes not only the care work we do, but also the very defi-
nition of “good care”—often what is labeled as “good” care shifts in rela-
tion to technology and medicine. Given the history of medicalization in 
disability studies and its connection to normalization, it is important and 
provocative to note (and critique) that using tools of biomedicalization is 
deemed “care.” Sometimes these tools of medicine are bound up in nor-
malization projects, and sometimes they are enthusiastically adopted by 
all parties in efforts to provide relief or aid in functionality.32 Thus, using 
the tools of science and medicine in caregiving practices can be ambiva-
lent. Rather than passing judgment to determine whether a particular type 
or process of care is indicative of normalization or creating synchronic-
ity between a body and its environment in a productive and liberating 
way, we should explore how caregivers are socialized into understanding 
what good care looks like vis-à-vis medical thinking and medical tech-
nologies. Additionally, we must learn how these dynamics are enacted in 
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the  intimacy of the home and the consequence of this integration for all 
involved. For example, how do people with disabilities experience this? 
Who has access to these technologies? What structures or processes dic-
tate how people integrate them? Feminist disability studies scholar Alison 
Kafer aptly captures my sentiment in describing her political/relational 
model of disability:

By my reckoning, the political/relational model neither opposes nor val-
orizes medical intervention; rather than simply take such intervention for 
granted, it recognizes instead that medical representations, diagnoses, and 
treatments of bodily variation are imbued with ideological biases about what 
constitutes normalcy and deviance. In so doing, it recognizes the possibility 
of simultaneously desiring to be cured of chronic pain and to be identified 
and allied with disabled people. 33

In sum, the results of greater medical intervention mentioned earlier (such 
as a longer life span, living longer with a chronic illness or disability, etc.), 
the rise of biomedicalization, and the fact that people with disabilities are 
largely cared for by family members mean that the overall picture of family 
caregiving has been transformed by the expanding use of technologies.

All of these changes create novel demands on family members to 
develop new skills and integrate new knowledge into care work, calling 
into question the very notion of “expertise.” Another fruitful opportunity 
to draw STS and disability studies together emerges when we begin to 
think critically about expert knowledge. As Cowan stated in her historical 
study of technology and domestic work, “Tools organize our work for 
us in ways that we may not have anticipated.”34 The biomedicalization 
of home care creates informal “experts” in the home in addition to alter-
ing care work processes. STS scholars have questioned who is an expert 
and how expert knowledge is made, circulated, and received both by its 
immediate objects and more generally. As Evans and Collins point out, 
“expert knowledge remains an important input to decision-making but… 
experts might be found anywhere.”35 Looking for experts in our homes 
can be a productive way for disability studies scholars to interrogate and 
disable domesticity.

There are so many questions to ask as a result of changes in technologi-
cal capabilities and the expansion of medicalization: How do caregivers 
and people with disabilities experience their knowledge of medical tech-
nologies? Do they identify as “experts”? Does their knowledge count?36 Is 
their expertise sufficiently integrated into the design and implementation 
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of such technologies? What result does increased technoscientific demands 
and coordination with healthcare systems have on the caregiving experi-
ence? Furthermore, the availability of these scientific or medical tools is 
mediated by larger health-related institutions (healthcare policy, agencies, 
technological industries, insurance companies, etc.) as well as race, class, 
and geographic location. Who gets access? How do they get it? Who has 
the cultural capital to navigate these systems? How does this get promoted 
to those who are disenfranchised? By attending to care work and the tools 
available to use in care work, we can investigate the co-construction of dis-
ability in contemporary society through technological artifacts and tech-
noscientific industries like health and health care.37 Now I shall turn to 
some more specific examples of how we might enact a feminist disability 
studies approach that includes a feminist STS lens to studying care.

SpeCifiC SiteS for analySiS: motherhood and beyond

As I mentioned above, mothering, by far, is the most widely studied form 
of caregiving and a vast literature exists on medicalization and mother-
hood.38 Thus, I will elaborate further on motherhood and caring for a 
child with a disability as an example of how examining caregiving through 
an STS and feminist disability studies lens could be beneficial. However, I 
long for scholarship beyond the scope of motherhood and hope that oth-
ers expand into other sites for analysis. There are so many other intimate 
configurations of care to consider through a feminist disability studies and 
STS lens that are needed in the larger body of research on caregiving pat-
terns—such as sibling care, partner care, caring for one’s aging parent, 
and so on. There are many other ways that the materiality of bodies, the 
 merging of technoscience with the body and care, and the politics of dis-
ability come together in the home.

Mothering and the modern technologies associated with it are deeply 
imbricated in disability studies literature that generally sees care in the home 
as a site of oppression for disabled people. As Sara Ryan and Katherine 
Runswick-Cole contend: “Traditionally, research focusing upon the expe-
riences of mothers of disabled children has been dominated by a medical 
model of disability and there has, correspondingly, been a steady stream 
of research which focuses upon the burden and stress of having a disabled 
child.”39 Mothers are often held up as normalizers in the disability studies 
literature, because of their deployment of medicalization in caring for their 
child. Ryan and Runswick-Cole warn that critiquing the  normalizing role 
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of contemporary mothering practices may not adequately situate moth-
ers’ experiences within the larger environment, which is ableist and highly 
demanding as it socializes women into medicalized mothering. I would 
argue that indeed critiquing mothers’ actions is unproductive; we should 
be critiquing the systems which socialize women into the idea that dis-
ability must be normalized and done so in particular ways of mothering. 
One way to do this is to situate mothers’ actions—and indeed all caregiv-
ers’ actions—by using STS and feminist disability studies to investigate 
how the ethos of the broader social context of biomedicalization shapes 
caregiving actions, which will enable scholars to account for women’s (and 
any caregiver’s) experiences in new ways, while also attending to the ways 
in which bodies are co-constructed via technological processes.

There is certainly already scholarship that draws together the history 
and social aspects of science and medicalization and motherhood in order 
to offer a better account of motherhood, disability, and childcare. Rima 
Apple’s “Constructing Mothers,” for example, looks at the history of 
medicalization and the rise of scientific thinking to conceptualize what 
she calls “scientific motherhood,” or “the belief [and the insistence] that 
women require expert scientific and medical advice to raise their children 
healthfully.”40 Apple provides a historical account of how this belief devel-
oped and the ways it was propagated. In the nineteenth century, women 
were expected to seek out information for themselves and were seen as 
generally capable of raising children on their own. By the twentieth cen-
tury, mothers began to be seen as incapable on their own and in need of 
doctors and other experts, as well as popularized forms of scientific knowl-
edge in order to become a “modern mother.”41 Again Allison Carey’s 
review of memoirs traces this unfolding and how mothers began to “work 
with” their children in medically or therapeutically sanctioned ways, rather 
than spending time with them. However, she also importantly emphasizes 
that “[t]hese dilemmas must be situated in the context of privilege.”42

In my own research, I have found there are patterns and features with 
regard to biomedicalization, motherhood, and disability. In the case of 
mothers of deaf children, the path toward a technoscientific intervention 
(cochlear implantation) is set for them in a variety of highly formalized 
and institutionalized ways that depend on cooperations across multiple 
industries. A series of care work processes that depend on technologies 
are laid out as “common sense” and thus disability is depoliticized and the 
process of adopting such intervention is effectively rendered a “nondeci-
sion.” The process of socializing parents into the biomedicalized script of 
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deafness is highly structured and purposeful, and draws on broader cul-
tural conceptualizations of disability as an undesirable state. Furthermore, 
the very availability of the technology of cochlear implants restructures the 
work that gets done in caring for a deaf child, how deafness is defined in 
the first place, and ultimately what constitutes good care for a deaf child.43

New medical technologies change care work in unanticipated ways and 
restructure any associated work processes. Returning to Cowan’s concep-
tualization of care work as a work process with particular steps involved, 
we might begin to examine—on a larger scale—the socialization of moth-
ers and any caregivers into technoscientific and biomedicalized thinking 
and tools. This predominantly happens through healthcare institutions, 
although this kind of scientific thinking has seeped into the broader cul-
tural ethos. One study by Leiter, “Dilemmas in Sharing Care,” for example, 
characterizes the ethos threading through Early Intervention Programs in 
particular as a “therapeutic imperative.” This imperative is the expectation 
and obligation created for mothers to engage in therapeutic care work (as 
determined by programs like Early Intervention) and to do so at all times, 
exceeding the amount of work in which professionals engage. This is one 
example of scholarship that examines specific aspects of caregivers’ experi-
ences and how clinical practice and medical knowledge structures them. 
We could also investigate the process of noticing and labeling “the prob-
lem,” the process of diagnosis, the years of follow-up care vis-à-vis agen-
cies and health institutions, ongoing clinical relationships, management 
of care work in the home, and learning and mastering the available tools 
and technologies and care practices in day-to-day home life. Furthermore, 
demographics and types of disabilities will affect these experiences, and we 
must engage in more intersectional analyses.

In using a feminist disability studies/STS approach, the collaboration 
between technoscientific objects and industries with larger demands on 
women, caregivers, and expectations of how to respond to disability is 
emphasized. The moral demands to engage in such care—such as the way 
parents are increasingly taking on a collapsed parent/caregiver/informal 
expert role in efforts to care for their disabled child—are also situated 
within larger cultural values pertaining to scientific motherhood (or I 
would argue, scientific care in general by any caregiver). These are only 
a small sampling of the ways in which a feminist disability studies/STS 
analysis can be deployed at the site of disability and care. A number of 
questions remain unanswered and unexplored, such as: How do various 
devices get incorporated and integrated into daily life? How do bodies 
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work in tandem with these technologies? How do gender, class, and race 
influence the use of technology and care giving outside of the context 
of mothers and motherhood? How does access to resources and “expert 
advice” influence the use of technologies in the home? Or alternatively, 
how do larger structural forces influence and in some cases dictate the use 
of technologies in the home?

ConCluSion

In this chapter, I focused on further illuminating the social sphere of the 
home and the informal care labor being done in relation to disability. 
Rather than seeking to undermine the social and political aspects of dis-
ability, this is intended further to expand the scope of disability studies 
and further expand the realms captured in a disability studies analysis. 
Specifically, this chapter articulated the need for a feminist disability stud-
ies technoscientific analysis of care work done in the domestic sphere in 
order to analyze medicalization, technologies, and concepts of care.

I have argued for a better understanding of care labor in the intimacy 
of the home, as it relates to the themes of scientific thinking, medical 
intervention, and the use of technologies. We know that this care work is 
gendered, and thus exploring the importance of gender is meant not only 
to validate what has been traditionally devalued as “women’s work,” but 
also to draw attention to the ways in which technoscience intersects with 
disability and other social categories like race and class. One aim of this 
chapter has been to highlight the tensions between feminism and disability 
studies in relation to care, and attempt to draw together feminist disabil-
ity studies with STS in order to offer up a conceptual starting point for 
thinking about care in this realm. The goal of this perceived collaboration 
between disciplines is to begin to think about how we might approach 
studying, theorizing, and analyzing the circumstances of care that occur 
on a daily basis in the homes of families in the USA and beyond its bor-
ders. Although US or North American theories of and approaches to dis-
ability, technoscientific intervention, and biomedicalization cannot simply 
be transposed onto other geographic locations, my hope is that this chap-
ter offers an initial gateway into more localized studies and discussions.

In a biomedicalized context, healthcare systems mediate the flow and 
availability of medical technologies. Meanwhile, interconnected sets of 
agencies and intervention programs have shifted to “parent- centered” 
approaches, creating what disability studies scholar Valerie Leiter has called 
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the “therapeutic imperative.” I suggest we see this imperative through a 
technological systems/work process lens and expand beyond mothers to 
examine how medical technologies are being integrated into care practices 
in everyday life, giving rise to a whole new set of questions: How does 
this generate new work processes? What do we need to take into account 
if we want to understand them? How does the process of biomedicaliza-
tion intersect with caring for a family member with a disability? How have 
technologies enabled people with disabilities to become care providers and 
assume greater levels of care over their own body? In what ways are care-
givers socialized into norms around medical intervention and how does 
this shape what care labor they undertake? In what ways do technologies 
and interventions shape the experience of disability and a care of the self?

In drawing together these literatures on gender, technology, and dis-
ability, I propose that we might undertake new ways of critically analyzing 
care. These intimate interactions are technologically mediated, sophisti-
cated, and embodied. Thus, we cannot begin to understand care without 
understanding the medicalized, biotechnological context in which it is 
taking place. Additionally, the work of caring and what is deemed “good 
care” in the first place is constructed between people and the tools that 
are available to them. For all of these reasons, I have argued it is crucial 
to understand care through these relationships because they contribute to 
the meanings that get made around disability, raising a child with a dis-
ability, caring for a parent, a partner, and so on. In short, new technolo-
gies create new sociotechnical arrangements, novel care demands, and 
co-construct the meanings and experiences of disability and caregiving 
along the way.
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    CHAPTER 7   

 Inevitable Intersections: Care, Work, 
and Citizenship                     

     Grace     Chang    

      It has become a truism that US society, like many wealthy societies glob-
ally, is facing a “crisis of care,” with a direct care work force of only about 
3  million workers currently, and nearly 30  million people projected to 
need direct care by the year 2040.  1   Thus, there will be a profound gap 
between those needing care and the workforce that can provide that care, 
presenting what the National Domestic Workers Alliance calls “a social cri-
sis of immense proportions.”  2   But what constitutes the crisis, beyond the 
trend that America’s needs for elder care and support services for people 
with disabilities have surpassed and will continue to outpace the number 
of workers available to provide this care?  3   

 From a labor perspective, we see that poor immigrant women of color 
predominate in this work that is typically underpaid and hazardous on many 
levels, with worker abuses common.  4   Yet we also see the abuse of people 
with disabilities, as consumers and receivers of these care services, as well as 
their “legalized” exploitation as workers in a variety of sub- minimum wage 
employment contexts. These settings operate ostensibly to offer “care” or 
“employment and training” services for people with disabilities, yet often 
provide neither. They have largely escaped public awareness or criticism 

        G.   Chang    ( ) 
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because of ableism, a lack of other options, and joint corporate and state 
interests that render people with disabilities vulnerable to abuse and neglect 
both in and outside the home, under the guise of “care.” 

 At a panel on domestic work and inequalities of race, class, gender, 
and citizenship, scholar Eva Kittay has observed that caregivers are as vul-
nerable as those they care for, in the contexts of both unpaid and paid 
care work.  5   This points to the inverse conclusion that those receiving care 
services are as vulnerable as those who are caring for them. The lives, 
struggles, and vulnerabilities of care workers, and the people they provide 
care services for, are intimately connected in ways that could serve to ally 
these groups in strength, but often place them both at a disadvantage 
and at odds with each other instead. While in theory the interests of care 
workers and care clients should be aligned, in reality in struggles for better 
wages and conditions, the interests of care workers, who are already dis-
enfranchised as poor, immigrant women of color, can potentially be pitted 
against the rights of people with disabilities, who also face poverty, social 
discrimination, and economic exploitation as both workers and consumer 
citizens.  6   

 This dilemma demands that we not only acknowledge such tensions, 
but also address and transcend them by fi nding bases of alliance across 
these communities and movements. Clearly, we must approach discus-
sions of a “crisis of care” from these understandings of the intersections of 
care, work, and citizenship—encompassing race, class, gender, disability, 
and immigration status—and how they inform connections between some 
of the most vulnerable members of society: immigrant women of color 
and people with disabilities. These groups, as workers and consumers, 
share exploitative labor conditions and precarious life conditions, linking 
them in broader social justice struggles that they could potentially wage 
together. As they organize against the multiple forms of social discrimi-
nation and economic exploitation they face daily, we must confront how 
these groups’ interests can align or collide. 

 These intersections present a number of questions that I argue are at 
the heart of what I would identify as the true crises of care in our  society: 
(1) How are immigrant women of color and people with disabilities mar-
ginalized in society and exploited as workers under similar ideologies, poli-
cies, and structures? (2) How are these common vulnerabilities used to 
pit these groups against each other? (3) What potential alliances could 
immigrant women of color and people with disabilities engage to resist 
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these divisions and organize for rights, protections, and entitlements from 
the state in the arenas of care, work, and citizenship? 

   CRISES OF CARE 
 “[These cuts] will push us, in our already vulnerable situation, over the 
edge … I will have to fi nd a job outside of the house and cut back the time 
spent caring for M.R … Already, I am stretched thin and am living on the 
margin … I cannot provide more care for no pay when already there are 
insuffi cient funds to keep our household afl oat.”  7   

 These were the words of one mother after the governor of Washington 
State ordered drastic social service budget cuts in 2010, potentially mak-
ing it impossible for her to continue caring for her adult disabled daughter 
at home. M.R. was the lead named plaintiff in the case of  M.R. v. Dreyfus , 
in which 12 people with disabilities sued Susan Dreyfus, head of the 
Department of Social and Human Services (DSHS), requesting an injunc-
tion on these draconian cuts. Several local organizations partnered with 
the individuals, arguing the cuts would lead to reduced hours for personal 
care assistants to provide services such as bathing, toileting, eating, and 
going to doctor’s appointments.  8   The loss of these critical supports would 
jeopardize not only the health and well-being of people with disabilities, 
but also their personal autonomy and freedom to live in their own homes. 
Disability rights advocates across the country proclaimed these cuts could 
mean the difference between life and liberty at home and a slow death in 
an institution. 

 M.R. was described in a declaration on her behalf as a 37-year-old 
woman with “severe mental retardation [ sic ], daily grand and petite mal 
seizures, scoliosis, cerebral palsy, hypothyroidism, and mood disorder.”  9   
She lived with her mother, a registered nurse who assisted her with basic 
activities of daily life such as eating, toileting, bathing, dressing, medica-
tion management, and moving from place to place. M.R.’s mother also 
gave her medications through a feeding tube and food through it when 
she refused to eat. While M.R.’s Medicaid waiver made her eligible for full- 
time institutional care, her mother chose to care for her at home “because 
her extensive personal care and medical needs are best served [here].”  10   By 
law, M.R. was entitled to 236 hours per month of in-home personal care 
services, but M.R.’s mother provided many more unpaid hours of care, as 
is often the case for family providers.  11   
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 Even before the budget cuts reduced M.R.’s authorized hours by 9 %, 
a DSHS assessment had concluded that M.R.’s household was in “crisis 
mode” and at “serious risk of failure.”  12   M.R.’s mother added, “[i]f M.R.’s 
hours are reduced from their present levels, I will have no other option but 
to take another job, which will require moving M.R. into an institutional 
facility. I cannot afford to continue giving services at the rate that I have[.] 
I have to get an outside job, and I know of no other individual, Adult 
Family Home or Personal Care Provider who can take care of M.R. due to 
her medical and behavioral issues.”  13   Furthermore, if M.R.’s mother were 
forced to take another paid job, M.R. would lose not only the original 
compensated hours of care services, but also the countless (and indeed 
unaccounted for) unpaid hours that her mother was previously able (albeit 
perhaps forced) to provide. 

 The declaration on behalf of M.R. stated that she would likely suffer in 
an institutional setting, because she has diffi culty communicating, is “dis-
ruptive and aggressive,” “makes unwanted physical contact with others … 
by trying to hug them or assault them” and thus was previously expelled 
from two Adult Day Health facilities.  14   In response to M.R.’s declaration, 
a DSHS program manager who had never met M.R. relied exclusively on 
the assessment of M.R.’s case manager’s statement that they “[did] not 
believe that the decrease in hours would signifi cantly increase the risk of 
injury, health deterioration or institutionalization.”  15   The Western district 
court, which ruled against the plaintiffs, ironically stated it was “unable 
to determine whether the alleged threat of institutionalization [was] the 
result of the State’s reduction in personal care service hours or the dete-
rioration in medical condition” of many of the plaintiffs.  16   Fortunately, 
the Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals disagreed and found that the plaintiffs 
need only showed that the reduced care hours could potentially exacer-
bate the risk of institutionalization, and need not be the exclusive cause.  17   
Moreover, the Court of Appeals found that “An ADA plaintiff need not 
show that institutionalization is ‘inevitable’ or that [she] has ‘no choice’ 
but to submit to institutional care, in order to state a violation of the 
[ADA].”  18   

 The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals ordered a preliminary injunction 
to stop implementation of the cuts, a decision the governor threatened 
to appeal to the US Supreme Court.  19   This alarmed many who feared an 
erosion of hard-won disability rights gains if the case were to be heard by 
the much more conservative US Supreme Court.  20   At risk was the “inte-
gration mandate,” established under the 1990 Americans with Disabilities 
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Act (ADA) and later reaffi rmed in the landmark US Supreme Court case, 
 Olmstead v. L.C.  (1999), that people with disabilities have the right to 
services enabling them to live in the “most integrated” community set-
ting possible, instead of institutional living. Disability rights organizers 
and advocates from around the nation rallied forces to pressure the gov-
ernor, through calls, letters, op-eds, and protests at the state capitol, not 
to appeal the decision.  21   In a resounding victory for the disability rights 
community across the country, the governor announced in October 2012 
she would not challenge the lower court’s decision in  M.R. v. Dreyfus .  22   

 The signifi cance of  M.R. v. Dreyfus  was more than just the potential 
disaster averted for the plaintiffs and future users of personal care services 
in Washington State. The case illustrated how much was at stake for both 
communities—care workers (whether hired from “outside” or family pro-
viders) and people with disabilities receiving care services—who stood to 
lose or gain much ground together. The proposed budget cuts posed a 
threat not only to the quality of life and livelihoods of both care provid-
ers and care receivers, but also to the entire principle of people with dis-
abilities living integrated in society, made possible by the labor of home 
care workers and family providers. While the victory in  M.R. v. Dreyfus  
may have appeared only to stave off cuts and maintain the status quo, it 
could have been a drastic lose-lose proposition for both care workers and 
disabled clients alike, with the greatest and disproportionate impacts on 
people of color. 

 One report at the time detailed the disproportionate impacts of the 
Washington State social service budget cuts on communities of color 
living in the state, including proposals to cut programs that only served 
immigrants and refugees.  23   State long-term care (LTC) services had been 
slashed by 9 %, with particularly deep cuts to home care, which translated 
into reduced services for over 50,000 people. Of those receiving services, 
people of color were reportedly 58 % more likely to rely on LTC services 
than their white counterparts. LTC providers, who are disproportionately 
people of color, also suffered serious cuts to their work hours, health ben-
efi ts, and training standards, putting both workers’ and consumers’ safety 
at risk.  24   Clearly, cuts to LTC severely jeopardized the quality of life of 
more than 50,000 people living with a disability or chronic illness, and the 
livelihoods of thousands of workers whose jobs were at risk and threatened 
to become even more onerous and hazardous. 

 Nationwide, the patterns of inequity in terms of gender, race, class, 
and citizenship are parallel to those in Washington State’s home care 
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 workforce or even more pronounced, with the home care industry com-
prised of roughly 2 million workers, the vast majority of whom are women 
and disproportionately poor, immigrants, and of color.  25   Thus, it is not 
surprising that home care workers have been effectively excluded from 
Fair Labor Standards Act (FLSA) protections for more than 40 years 
through an exemption for so-called companionship workers.  26   While the 
Labor Department had attempted to right this historic inequity through 
new federal regulations granting home care workers minimum wage and 
overtime, Judge Richard Leon of the US District Court for Washington, 
D.C., ruled to block them just as federal reforms were about to take effect 
in January 2015. Judge Leon ruled that the Labor Department’s revised 
regulations, by defi ning companionship too narrowly, were “inconsistent” 
with the intent of Congress. The Labor Department’s rationale was that, 
through the exemption, Congress had only meant to exclude casual work-
ers performing “elder sitter” services, literally providing not much more 
than companionship, rather than the kinds of labor that home care work-
ers actually perform in personal care, household, and paramedical services. 
The court, however, asserted that Congress wrote the exemption with a 
broader view, motivated by “concern with the ability of their constituents 
to pay for in-home care on a regular basis.”  27   In other words, Judge Leon 
argued that while Congress may have recognized the value of the services 
provided by these workers, keeping wages low for these services was of 
greater concern.  28   This was insult added to injury for home care workers 
who routinely perform much more strenuous, complex, and often hazard-
ous labor than the label “sitting” or companionship implies, and deserve 
the commensurate wages and protections they have been excluded from 
for decades.  29   

 These exclusions undoubtedly stem from prevailing public views 
that such care work, typically done by women, is “unskilled” work that 
should be offered freely as a “labor of love” in the household, or cheaply 
by poor women of color typically employed in this work “outside” the 
home.  30   Many care workers do indeed act out of genuine care, love, and 
compassion on the job to support the quality of life and independence 
of their senior and disabled clients. Yet they should not be expected to 
make sacrifi ces and provide this care literally at their own expense. I 
argue that workers may effectively “pay to work” for someone else’s care 
under some conditions, as the following home care workers’ testimony 
reveals:
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  I work hard at a demanding job, seven days a week. I save taxpayers money 
and bring comfort and dignity to a person with a severe disability, yet my 
family is living in poverty. I work at a for-profi t home care company. After 
fi ve years, I make just $9.15 an hour, with no sick leave and no vacation. It 
used to be $9 an hour but then the agency told us a raise was coming. It 
turned out to be 15 cents, which was just humiliating…I love my job. But I 
am the sole supporter of my family and I’m paid so little that we can’t cover 
our expenses. It’s just wrong.  31   

 A report by the Paraprofessional Healthcare Institute (PHI), documents 
that more than half of home care workers earn poverty wages, requiring 
them to rely on public benefi ts to supplement their earnings.  32   Two mil-
lion workers earn average wages of just $9.61 per hour or $1652.92 per 
month, clearly insuffi cient to cover rent in many areas of the country, not 
including utilities, or food, health, and child care expenses.  33   Based on 
several studies, PHI proposes that raising wages for home care workers 
could lift millions of poor families out of poverty, reduce public benefi t 
expenditures by billions of dollars, and help to address problems of high 
turnover rate.  34   

 Indeed, scholars and advocates, activists and organizers, have long pro-
moted the notion that improving work conditions and wages for care work-
ers will enhance care for their clients, ultimately benefi ting everyone. The 
ideal is certainly morally appealing, but is often fraught with tensions that 
pose enduring obstacles for improved quality of life for either care workers 
or clients. For example, some disability rights advocates argue that if wages 
for home care workers are raised such that the cost of community- based 
care exceeds that for institutional care, then the hard- won rights of people 
with disabilities for independent, community-based living may be threat-
ened. Historically the change from institutionalization to community-based 
care was largely predicated on an economic rationale of “cost-effi ciency,” 
rather than a moral imperative, as journalist Deborah Sontag observes:

  Deinstitutionalization was the result of a struggle to end protracted and unnec-
essary confi nement. It was also a way for states to offl oad considerable expense 
to the federal government…Indeed…cost-shifting has been “the major driving 
force” behind deinstitutionalization, “with the philosophy a tag-on.”  35   

 While Sontag exposes the mercenary motives behind deinstitutionaliza-
tion, she perhaps neglects other dimensions of this cost-shifting, not only 
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to the federal government, but to the people who typically provide care 
in the community and at home. It is often assumed (and the case) that 
savings captured with the shift to community and home-based care can be 
achieved by paying immigrant women of color care workers low wages, 
or absorbed by women caring for family members at home for no wages, 
as was amply demonstrated in  M.R. v. Dreyfus . But if these costs have 
already been shifted to the backs of care workers and family providers, and 
budget cuts threaten to push people even further to the edge—or over it, 
as M.R.’s mother said—then complex confl icts and bitter struggles may 
emerge.  

   UNEASY ALLIANCES 
 Joelle Brouner, a long-time disability rights organizer, served as Executive 
Director of the Washington State Rehabilitation Council in Seattle at the 
time of  M.R. v. Dreyfus .  36   As she explains, she has seen from experience that 
when coalitions are ostensibly built around the concept that better wages 
and conditions for care workers leads to better quality of care—or what 
she calls the “trickle-down theory of care”—they often result instead in 
fraught alliances.  37   Moreover, Brouner says that when Service Employees 
International Union (SEIU) organized home care workers, and sought to 
establish wages that she feared might put the price of home care out of the 
reach of most people with disabilities, or at a level where institutionaliza-
tion would cost less than in-home care, “it promoted a mentality that we 
should just go back to institutionalization—and that’s a problem, because 
I choose homecare because it is a matter of my freedom.”  38   

 David Rolf, President of SEIU Local 775, the home care workers union 
in Seattle, says that the threat of such a return to institutionalization is 
very unlikely, adding: “In fact, if you talk to Medicaid directors in all fi fty 
states, they are all measuring their progress by how quickly they are revers-
ing institutionalization.”  39   Instead, he says, “It is a far more real threat to 
fi gure out how to pay for long-term care and community-based services, 
which is the model this country and the world are heading towards.”  40   
He urges: “Ultimately, home care needs to be more expensive than it 
is in order for people not to be making poverty wages… I don’t think 
it’s a secret that there are those, including in the disability community, 
who want people to continue receiving low wages, with no background 
checks, and with secret employment situations, etc. because they see it as 
an issue of their independence and autonomy.”  41   On the other hand, Rolf 
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acknowledges that in the past, unions did fi ght to keep the state men-
tal health institutions of the day open, “to serve their immediate mem-
bers, and to preserve well-paid existing jobs, versus what were then very 
low-wage jobs in the community” and suggests, “this is part of where 
the historical distrust comes from between the disability community and 
unions.”  42   

 These tensions and mistrust often continue to this day, but are not 
insurmountable, as Bill Hennings, Executive Director of the Boston 
Center for Independent Living, attests from 30 years of experience as a 
disability rights activist and manager of human services for people with dis-
abilities.  43   He has worked with a number of unions to close down institu-
tions, including SEIU 1199, a local union of personal care attendants and 
hospital workers in the Northeast, who not only did not resist them, but 
also supported their efforts. He says that many people organizing along-
side them for disability rights have embraced the idea that it is cheaper to 
support people in the community than in institutions, and “while true in 
general, it is predicated on low wages for workers in some settings.”  44   He 
cautions, however, that promoting this rationale is “dangerous because if 
the economics don’t play out, then you’ve surrendered the human rights 
grounds already.”  45   

 Hennings also points to several scenarios where people with disabilities 
face a real threat of institutionalization. For example, he says, younger 
people with disabilities are being institutionalized at higher rates because 
there is no affordable housing in Boston, so “if you become disabled, lose 
your unit, and you have no place to go, that’s where you see institution-
alization happen—for people without subsidies, it’s de facto.” Hennings 
says the average person on SSI would have to pay 120 % of that income just 
to get reasonably decent housing. In addition, he addresses the potential 
danger of a “tipping point,” that could occur “when you suddenly up the 
wages of workers who were formerly paid through Medicaid…and if the 
government would then start cutting funding to those services, over time 
we might see an increase in institutionalization.”  46   Hennings adds, “While 
I haven’t seen it around here, there’s a worry that if they extend the Fair 
Labor Standards Act (FLSA) provisions for overtime to home care work-
ers, many workers may lose their hours from their regular employers.”  47   

 Lydia Edwards, campaign coordinator for the Massachusetts Coalition 
for Domestic Workers and domestic worker rights attorney, concurs with 
Hennings that a loss of hours is perhaps the most signifi cant threat to 
home care workers currently.  48   Edwards has worked hard to build a bridge 
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to the disability rights community, culminating in four independent living 
centers signing on to the Massachusetts Domestic Worker bill of rights. 
Edwards suggests that even when better wages or overtime pay has been 
instituted, workers are often “choosing” to work a longer week, “opt-
ing” to forego the overtime because they are afraid they will have their 
hours cut otherwise. Evidence shows these fears are not irrational: when 
workers do not “choose” to forego overtime pay they could claim, they 
often do lose hours. According to a National Employment Law Project 
(NELP) report, “Home care employers that are required or have volun-
tarily elected to begin paying overtime have typically found ways to reduce 
overtime usage.”  49   

 Stephanie Woodward, Advocacy Director at the Center for Disability 
Rights in New York, says that this is exactly how people with disabilities liv-
ing in the community could lose hours of care services and be forced into 
institutions. Serving as counsel for the National Council on Independent 
Living (NCIL) and American Disabled for Attendant Programs Today 
(ADAPT), Woodward authored an Amici Curiae brief supporting the 
injunction by Judge Leon against the new Department of Labor (DOL) 
rule.  50   She asserts that when it proposed the new rule, the DOL was well 
aware that without the funding necessary to pay for these changes, states 
and home care agencies would cut or cap hours of care available to cli-
ents.  51   Thus, while the rule was ostensibly intended to attract and support 
more attendants in the industry, she argues that it would have the oppo-
site effect by imposing these unfunded costs on state Medicaid programs. 
She explains that if the rule is implemented, attendant services can be 
defunded outright by the state or de facto: “The costs associated with this 
rule have led states to impose caps either actively, by explicitly limiting 
attendants’ hours, or passively, by refusing to reimburse agencies for the 
additional costs of overtime.”  52   

 Woodward says that the DOL itself “illustrated how states could contain 
these costs by capping hours so that attendants could not earn overtime,” 
noting that states and agencies have already indicated plans to follow this 
advice if the rule is implemented.  53   She suggests “it exposes that there 
is no real commitment to trying to expand overtime for workers, if they 
are looking at all these loopholes to avoid paying it.”  54   In other words, 
Woodward argues that the DOL was fully aware when it was attempting 
to institute these changes that, without the funding to make them viable, 
there would be grave impacts for both disabled consumers and workers. If 
Woodward is correct, then the DOL’s rule is disingenuous and  ineffective 
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policymaking, or benevolent neglect at best. She warns, “The new rule 
will have the effect of making home and community based services, and 
with them, the rights of people with disabilities to live in freedom, an 
option, not a right.”  55   

 Woodward outlines how certain groups of workers and clients would 
be most severely affected by the rule, such as Consumer Directed Personal 
Assistance attendants, because most states currently do not require or 
allocate state Medicaid funding for overtime pay for CDPA attendants.  56   
She highlights that the DOL anticipated and acknowledged these possible 
impacts, without suggesting viable remedies. For example, the DOL rec-
ognized that “a signifi cant overtime compensation issue…associated with 
24-hour care” will mean that the effect of the rule will fall most severely 
on “attendants of those with the most signifi cant need for services.”  57   
While the DOL proposes agencies can “mitigate these overtime costs 
by rebalancing workloads or hiring additional attendants,” Woodward 
explains that splitting shifts among several workers leaves “orphan” hours 
beyond 40 hours that workers generally do not want, especially for clients 
who need high-level services.  58   

 Woodward says, “Nowhere in [the DOL’s suggestions] are the needs 
of consumers for consistent, quality service, and minimal disruption 
addressed.”  59   Gaps in care caused by having to fi nd new attendants can 
lead to potentially life-threatening conditions such as infections, skin 
breakdowns, and pneumonia. Moreover, she urges that the ability of dis-
abled people to participate equally in economic and social life “relies on 
their ability to control the most intimate aspects of their lives, including 
who sees and touches their naked bodies, who assists them in preparing 
for sexual activity, and who touches their genitals in the shower and after 
toileting.”  60   People who have developed strong and arguably irreplaceable 
relationships with attendants who have provided intimate care services for 
them long term can suffer devastating impacts from disruptions or loss of 
these services and these relationships. 

 For example, Shelly, a 50-year-old woman with cerebral palsy impair-
ing her mobility, speech, and ability to perform many daily activities, has 
worked with the same attendant, Hope, for ten years. Hope works 72 
hours per week assisting Shelly with tasks such as transferring in and out 
of bed, showering, toileting, dressing, eating, and interpreting Shelly’s 
speech. In a declaration on Shelly’s behalf, Woodward states “Hope and 
Shelly have grown so close that they spend holidays together as a family” 
and Shelly considers Hope a “trusted attendant and friend” who knows 
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her needs, body, and speech.  61   Thus, if Hope’s hours were capped, Shelly 
would have to hire a new attendant, if she can fi nd one, who will not 
immediately understand Shelly’s speech, and she will have to train them 
how to assist her with these critical and intimate tasks.  62   Also, before secur-
ing attendant services enabling her to live in the community, for many 
years Shelly was institutionalized, where a worker repeatedly physically 
and sexually assaulted her at age 11. As a sexual violence survivor, she has 
posttraumatic fears of being alone with men she does not know.  63   This 
compounds the burden she would face if forced to fi nd a new attendant 
who could meet her complex needs skillfully and knowledgeably. 

 The case of Dominick, a disabled transgender man, who has employed 
the same attendant, Christy, for 13 years, illustrates the importance of 
trust, safety, and continuity in these relationships to ensure the personal 
autonomy and bodily integrity of disabled consumers. Christy assists 
Dominick with tasks such as dressing, showering, toileting, and feeding 
for 80 hours a week. In a declaration on Dominick’s behalf, Woodward 
states, “Christy and Dominick have grown so close that they are now 
roommates.” If Christy’s income were reduced because she was limited to 
working 40 hours, they could not afford their rent and Dominick would 
have to fi nd another attendant. Having to seek another attendant to assist 
him with these intimate daily tasks would force Dominick to reveal his 
transgender identity to applicants and his private body parts and scars to 
anyone newly hired. The brief explains: “Hiring a new attendant means 
allowing a stranger, who does not know him, his needs, or his body, to 
touch him.”  64   Dominick has had the same attendant for 13 years because 
he knows it may be diffi cult to fi nd attendants that he feels safe with, since 
many people are not accepting of transgender people. These concerns are 
particularly acute in the context that transgender people and people with 
disabilities are at high risk of violence, often at the hands of caregivers.  65   

 Shelly’s and Dominick’s cases demonstrate the importance of long, 
sometimes continuous hours of services provided by a consistent atten-
dant, from the perspective of the client. From the standpoint of workers as 
well, there is a documented need for more hours of work, as the following 
testimony represents:

  I care for an energetic 87-year-old woman with Alzheimer’s disease…It 
takes love, patience, and understanding to do this job well. It requires orga-
nizational skills and a lot of physical strength and hard work. I make $10 
an hour, just a dollar over the state minimum wage. No matter how hard 
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I try I can never get anywhere near full-time hours, and that still wouldn’t 
be enough…None of us are looking to get rich—we just want to be able to 
live and support our families like everyone else.  66   

 This worker’s words attest to the physically, mentally, and emotionally 
demanding nature of her work, and suggest that she stays in this intensive 
work in part out of love, care, and compassion, despite the fact that she 
cannot earn enough to support her own family on these wages or hours. 
More than half of home care aides work less than full-time, and while 
workers may have more than one client, it is diffi cult to string together 
full-time work.  67   As the PHI reports, half of the home care workforce 
turns over each year, suggesting “workers leave because they cannot afford 
to stay.”  68   In my view, it seems that the workers can neither afford to 
stay nor leave, but whether they stay under these poor conditions, or are 
forced to leave in search of better situations, both they and their clients 
undoubtedly suffer. 

 Taken together the perspectives of disabled consumers and home care 
workers presented here refl ect that their interests are actually aligned on 
the issue of hours. Both groups express the need for more compensated 
or reimbursed hours to enable attendants to have consistent work and 
clients to have continuity of care. From a labor perspective, however, 
accounts of 72- and 80-hour weeks performed by attendants are alarm-
ing. Yet the clients, workers, and organizers I interviewed responded 
collectively to explain how these hours are not only acceptable, but 
desirable and critical to the intimate services performed and the close 
ties formed between clients and attendants. Bruce Darling, Executive 
Director of the Center for Disability Rights and ADAPT member, 
explained:

  The work isn’t like an assembly line job, and we’re not talking about post- 
acute home health care either, which is a highly demanding job on a con-
tinuous basis. Our opponents like to mix everything together, but when you 
are working in LTC and support services, it includes times when the person 
is sleeping and you might also be sleeping. It’s more like a partnership. You 
spend a lot of time together, you see them naked, you may be preparing 
them to get ready to have sex.  69   

 Darling said we should not view or “pretend this is a detached, profes-
sional relationship like any other job because it is much closer than that.”  70   
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 I asked why such explanations are not simply the same rhetoric that 
employers often invoke to justify paying their domestic workers and nan-
nies so little—insisting “we’re really friends” or “they are just like fam-
ily” to rationalize their exploitation on the basis of close relationships and 
sentiments they imagine to be mutual.  71   Darling responded persuasively: 
“The fundamental difference here is the power dynamic—in those cases, 
the domestic worker has no power in the relationship. Between an atten-
dant service user and an attendant, the power dynamic is entirely different 
because the consumer is vulnerable and that vulnerability comes into the 
relationship and levels it.” Darling said that the close bonds and genuine 
mutual concern between care worker and client are real and signify “a dif-
ferent kind of symbiotic relationship.”  72   

 I witnessed this kind of relationship when I interviewed Jensen 
Caraballo, disability rights organizer, and Wilfredo Rodriguez, his lifelong 
friend and attendant for the past three years, while they were traveling and 
working in Washington, D.C., Caraballo told me, “The reason I’m even 
here is that Will is here with me. If they cut his hours, I would no longer 
be able to fi ght for my rights.” Caraballo lived in a nursing home from the 
age of 15 to 21 and said, “I had to fi ght really hard to get my attendant 
services to get out.” The county assessed his needs and hours and kept 
telling him they believed he could not direct his own services so he was 
repeatedly denied the services enabling him to leave—a damning circular 
“logic.” Caraballo says, “Now I live in my own home, have a job, and can 
do a whole bunch of things with my attendant services. Without them I 
would be right back in a nursing home.”  73   

 Caraballo’s friend and attendant Will Rodriguez, said “I’ve known Jensen 
my whole life…and became an attendant when he needed me” after leaving 
the nursing home. “If my hours were capped at 40, he might have to look 
for another attendant and fi nd someone else even though he is comfortable 
with me and I know everything he likes.” Rodriguez emphasized, “I’m 
used to 48 hour shifts, and it’s hard enough to live on [earnings from those 
hours] as it is.”  74   Caraballo is social media coordinator for the Center for 
Disability Rights. When he travels for work, it is made possible by his friend 
and attendant traveling with him. “Any time I go out of town, Will does 
72 hours. I rely on him to support my independence,” Caraballo said.  75   
Currently Rodriguez can be paid through Medicaid to work up to 16 hours 
a day, or 72 hours a week (up to four 16-hour days and one 8-hour day). So 
when Caraballo travels for work, he can travel for fi ve days at a time with an 
attendant, but if those hours are capped at 40, he will only have up to two 
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16-hour days and 8 hours of services and he cannot bring multiple atten-
dants. If the DOL rule takes effect, Caraballo’s ability to travel for work will 
be extremely limited, especially when traveling to the West Coast, because 
he will have one day to travel there and one day back, leaving only a half day 
to actually work there.  76   

 At the close of the interview, Caraballo emphasized that his friend and 
attendant Rodriguez is “also an activist for disability rights,” beyond pro-
viding the services that support Caraballo to live and work, at home or 
on the road. Caraballo and Rodriguez traveled to D.C. to attend NCIL’s 
celebration of the 25th anniversary of the ADA and stage a rally at the 
capital with hundreds of other attendees to urge their congress people 
to support the Community Integration Act (CIA), a bill requiring any 
provider of LTC services to provide it in the community. The federal law 
would address existing loopholes under the ADA and  Olmstead , mandat-
ing that people have an absolute right for community living, regardless of 
funding streams.  77   In the past, disability rights groups such as Caraballo’s 
staged a takeover of the governor’s offi ce in New York, demanding and 
securing fi ve million dollars as “bridge” funding to pay workers overtime 
until Judge Leon blocked the DOL rule that would have taken effect in 
January 2015.  78   

 Relationships like Caraballo’s and Rodriguez’s seem to be at the core 
of the ethic and practice of groups like ADAPT and NCIL, whose mem-
bers include both disabled people and attendant workers. Speaking to 
Caraballo and Rodriguez together convinced me that their unique rela-
tionship genuinely embodies the kind of alliance between disabled people 
and care workers that many have envisioned, called for, or claimed. This 
shows how the potential for these alliances has been realized both within 
these groups and individual relationships, and in the kind of radical orga-
nizing enabled by them, at work and at home. 

 But if these examples offer a model, then why have we not seen other 
alliances like these fl ourish between care worker unions and disability 
rights organizations? I argue that disabled consumers and low-wage care 
workers need to forge coalitions targeting the federal government to 
demand guaranteed Medicaid funding for better wages and overtime for 
home care workers. The overtime issue seems to have emerged as a testing 
ground for these kinds of alliances, but they have not proven sustainable 
thus far.  79   Clearly, the “win-win” situation envisioned—with coalitions 
formed around the idea that better wages lead to quality care and better 
lives for all—has not yet materialized. 
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 Bruce Darling has observed that no one has won during the tumultu-
ous period while overtime protections were instituted through the new 
DOL rule, then blocked by the courts, and repeatedly subjected to appeal. 
Instead, he has watched while the lives of care workers and disabled clients 
have been repeatedly disrupted and thrown into turmoil. He has found 
that everyone, including workers, consumers, and fi scal intermediaries 
(such as home care agencies), has been “opting out” of overtime hours of 
work or services amid this chaos, because of valid fears of losing them long 
term otherwise.  80   Darling is quick to clarify: “We were fi ghting for better 
wages, before this whole overtime [struggle] began. We have always said 
that attendants need to get the best wages possible—that is a core value to 
us. The issue is that we must recognize the realities of politics and funding 
streams, and the negative impacts of these unfunded changes on people 
with disabilities and on attendants.”  81   Darling says that progressives of all 
stripes have avoided this contentious issue, but “we must contend with it 
and have these diffi cult conversations.”  82   

 Likewise, Lydia Edwards, domestic worker rights attorney and orga-
nizer says these are conversations the disability rights community and care 
workers need to continue. She questions whether “[t]here were other 
approaches we could have considered, such as making overtime defi ned so 
that it kicked in at 45 hours—similar to the New York and Oregon Bill of 
Rights for domestic workers—or assuring that spouses, family members, 
etc. doing continuous care had access to state funding. But when you are 
pitted against each other, you can’t have that conversation.”  83   Edwards 
has not given up on these conversations, as she continues to facilitate 
dialogues between these groups, stressing that these are not theoretical 
debates on either side: “For people with disabilities, these questions pose 
a threat to their independence, and that is everything. That is why people 
are so adamantly fearful of institutionalization—because it is a slow death. 
If that’s the only option, wouldn’t you choose to stay at home and give up 
the overtime [hours of care services]? What would you choose?”  84   

 From every angle of this critical question, my discussions with both 
labor and disability rights organizers come back to the central principle 
that this should not need to be the “choice,” that the human needs, rights, 
and dignity of care workers should not be pitted against those of the peo-
ple for whom they provide care services. It is important to emphasize 
that while the interests of these two groups are not inherently in con-
fl ict, they are subject to divide and conquer tactics, precisely because they 
both occupy vulnerable places in society and precarious places in the labor 
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 market. Thus, I will not present a litany of horror stories of abused work-
ers or abused clients within care work or employment situations, although 
these certainly abound. Instead, I want to highlight the parallel construc-
tions that make poor immigrant women of color and people with disabili-
ties vulnerable to exploitation in similar and interconnected ways.  

   MYTHS OF THE BENEFICENT STATE, MAGNANIMOUS 
EMPLOYERS, AND “NONWORKERS” 

 There are glaring similarities in the ways that immigrant women of color and 
people with disabilities are constructed as those who do not labor or who do 
not really work. Our society has cast both groups as nonworkers, and argu-
ably noncitizens, in order to exclude them from labor protections historically. 
I argue that these communities could forge alliances, on the basis of these 
shared constructions, to fi ght for these rights and protections as both work-
ers and consumers. Elsewhere, I have discussed the ways in which the labor 
of immigrant women, prisoners, and workfare workers is not seen as labor 
but as an opportunity for them to repay imagined debts to society and miti-
gate the burdens they are presumed to impose on the state.  85   These include 
welfare and social services that immigrants allegedly steal from “real” citi-
zens; the costs of incarcerating prisoners, though they earn pennies an hour 
to pay for toiletries, medications, calls, or library use; and the hefty workfare 
grants that welfare recipients are believed to be getting from the toil of hard-
working, tax-paying Americans. The work performed by these groups and 
their labor conditions are remarkably similar: invisible, unsanitary, hazard-
ous, low or unpaid service or manufacturing work—whether in sweatshops 
or prisons, cleaning private homes or public buses and parks. 

 The prevailing ideology is that these workers need not be compensated 
fairly or at all, since they are not providing labor but receiving charity 
and redemption. Thus, the state and private employers construct fantas-
tic narratives of providing merciful and magnanimous opportunities to 
immigrant, prisoner, or workfare workers to justify reaping tremendous 
profi ts or savings from the toil of these “nonworkers.”  86   This rhetoric also 
serves to deny these classes of workers standard labor rights and protec-
tions enjoyed by other workers, particularly those doing certain kinds of 
labor, such as domestic work and agriculture. Historically, the exclusion 
of workers in these industries from labor protections stemmed from the 
demand by former slave-owners for cheap workers to replace their slaves 
after emancipation.  87   
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 Domestic workers, agricultural workers, prisoners, and people with dis-
abilities have all been excluded or “exempted” from the FLSA and other 
labor protections at one time or currently.  88   Because of these exclusions, 
people with disabilities have been employed in various settings at sub- 
minimum wages for decades with measurable benefi ts for the state and 
employers, and few benefi ts if not outright harms to workers.  89   Their 
exploitation is justifi ed by casting the work they perform as “charity,” or 
“opportunities” offered by magnanimous employers or the benefi cent 
state. They are viewed as learning skills, receiving job training, or just 
doing something to occupy their time while the state and/or employer 
is presumably offering the “gifts” of assimilating, or “rehabilitating” 
them. Thus, as with immigrant women of color, poor people, and pris-
oners, defi ning people with disabilities as nonworkers and sub-citizens 
has enabled their exclusion from labor protections of all kinds, relegating 
them to a reserve army of labor, alongside these other groups.  90   

 An extensive study by the National Disability Rights Network (NDRN) 
exposes a widespread system of employing people with disabilities at sub- 
minimum wage, sometimes in “segregated” and “sheltered” workshop 
settings bearing a striking resemblance to sweatshop, prison, and workfare 
labor contexts.  91   This segregation facilitates the exploitation of people with 
disabilities, creating an underclass much like undocumented immigrants—
identifi ed as noncitizens, subhuman, and super-exploitable workers, and 
kept out of sight to hide this neglect and abuse. The “legal” payment of 
sub-minimum wages under the FLSA exemption effectively condemns 
them to a life of poverty. Employers pay as little as 10 % of the minimum 
wage, with most workers earning only 50 %.  92   Wages are set “based on their 
measured productivity when compared to non-disabled workers performing 
similar work.”  93   In a poignant commentary, one observer provides a damn-
ing expose of how immigrant women of color are pitted against disabled 
people in the wage-setting process. The writer describes how an extraordi-
narily fast, nondisabled, immigrant woman of color who appeared to be a 
veteran sweatshop worker was used to infl ate the standard:

  I have worked in [a] sheltered workshop. I have seen the very fast Hmong 
woman without a disability hauled out for every time setting activity. On my 
best day I couldn’t have kept up with her and my fi ne or gross motor skills 
are intact. She was the standard all were measured against. It was obvious to 
us that this artifi cially lowered client earnings.  94   
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 The NDRN report dispels the myth that sheltered workshops serve as 
“job training programs” that teach skills or prepare people to work in 
competitive, traditional jobs: “They spend their time in day-wasting activi-
ties, often practicing assembly skills which will be taken apart by the line 
supervisor or their peers in order to keep everyone busy…[These] skills 
are sometimes not even transferable to traditional work because most shel-
tered workshops do not have modern tools or machinery.  95   Just as with 
workfare programs, the training ostensibly being provided does not offer 
real marketable skills.  96   Not surprisingly, then, there are still three people 
working in segregated day programs for every person working in a com-
petitive employment site, which translates into an economic vulnerabil-
ity that often affects relations between people with disabilities and their 
caregivers.  97   

 People with disabilities are kept in noncompetitive settings for many 
years at a time, with staff often evaluating them as not “job ready.”  98   
As NDRN suggests, since nonprofi t agencies under federal contracts 
are exempt from paying employees the prevailing wage, such contracts 
create incentives to keep people segregated at these worksites.  99   Staff 
are motivated to guarantee their own jobs by keeping people with dis-
abilities in these programs, never deeming them ready for competitive 
employment, and rationalizing this as need for further “training.”  100   
Employers depend on government funding to subsidize their busi-
nesses, profi ting or staying in business largely from funds that should 
benefi t people with disabilities directly.  101   Clearly, sheltered work-
shops are not self-sustaining, but kept afl oat by hefty government 
subsidies, supplementing their minimal contract income by provid-
ing government-funded ancillary services, such as “daily living skills 
training,” case management, housing, transportation, and “job-related 
services.”  102   One sheltered workshop generated an annual income of 
over $11  million, including $6  million from business contracts and 
$4 million from government funds.  103   NDRN reports,  perhaps most 
outrageously that “the federal Medicaid program heavily funds shel-
tered work. Ironically, funding largely comes from a program where 
Congressional intent was to enable individuals with disabilities to 
access services in community-based instead of segregated settings.”  104   
Clearly, if we need to cut some programs to fund Medicaid coverage 
of overtime for home health workers, we might look no further than 
these sheltered workshop subsidies.  
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   DEPENDENCE ON DEPENDENCY 
AND PROFITABLE NONPROFIT 

 In light of the harms of these programs or, at best, limited benefi ts to 
people with disabilities, why are they still so widely in use? Besides obvious 
benefi ts to nonprofi t and for-profi t employers and government agencies, 
what accounts for their acceptance, if not outright public support? I argue 
that they are legitimized by long-standing dominant US ideologies about 
citizenship, work, and independence, deeply embedded in US welfare and 
disability policy. For example, Congress established the ADA ostensibly 
on the principle that “unnecessary discrimination” denied people with dis-
abilities “opportunities” for promoting independence, productivity, inte-
gration, and inclusion in the community, costing “billions of dollars in 
unnecessary expenses resulting from  dependency and non-productivity .”  105   
Thus, a primary if not paramount concern was not to end “unnecessary 
discrimination” against people with disabilities but the “unnecessary 
expenses” resulting from their presumed subsequent lack of productivity 
and dependency on the state. Later legislation affi rmed that work should 
be in integrated settings to “allow individuals with disabilities to seek 
the services necessary  to obtain and retain employment and reduce their 
dependency on cash benefi t programs .”  106   Thus, the state’s vested interest in 
integrating people with disabilities as full “citizens”—as defi ned by their 
workforce participation and productivity—is primarily to reduce their pre-
sumed dependence on public benefi ts. 

 This rhetoric belies the interests of both government and employers 
to keep people with disabilities in situations of segregation and “depen-
dency,” allowing them to reap savings and profi ts on the backs of these 
workers, who are indeed productive by any measure, generating ample 
rewards for all but themselves. More importantly, the deep entrenchment 
of these ideologies and the public’s belief that these programs promote 
self-determination, productivity, and independence (or reduced depen-
dence on the state) enables the state to justify subsidizing this exploitation 
of disabled workers, while failing to provide entitlements or services for 
them as clients. Indeed, the “clients” (aka workers) in these settings are 
neither receiving care services, nor being acknowledged as the extremely 
low-wage workers they are. Meanwhile, the programs theoretically pro-
viding care to “clients” are generating income from multiple sources: 
through government subsidies, through contracts with what we might 
identify as the true clients—companies employing group home residents 
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or people with disabilities in day programs as contract workers—and fi nally 
through fees paid by families who place family members in their “care” as 
residents or participants. Yet while these programs are promoted as pro-
viding “care,” they do little more than warehouse people with disabilities 
and occupy their time generating profi ts for corporations and nonprofi ts, 
and savings for government, as one observer captures perfectly:

  It would be a cold day in hell when I would allow my son or daughter to be 
fi nancially abused in this way. The workshops are paid by the company that 
hires them to do the work. That is revenue stream one. The sheltered work-
shop is a non-profi t and not subject to tax as other businesses are. That’s 
revenue stream two. The state or county pays for services to the client…
That is revenue stream three. If the workshop is associated with 2nd hand 
sales of donated goods that’s revenue stream four. 

 This comment demonstrates an acute awareness of the double assaults of 
predatory capitalism and the neglectful state on people with disabilities as 
workers and clients. The state fails to provide either care for people with 
disabilities as consumers or rights and protections for them as workers. 

 Despite glaring examples of the lack of real services for so-called clients, 
many people are quick to defend these programs. Executive Director Curtis 
Decker notes the glaring shortcomings in the current system in the NDRN 
report’s introduction: “Unfortunately, sheltered workshops and the sub-
minimum wage still exist today because of self-interested employers and sys-
tematic neglect by federal agencies, buttressed by outdated stereotypes of 
people with disabilities and the low expectations held by the general public, 
lawmakers, and, sadly, even some families and the disability rights commu-
nity.”  107   Recently there has been increased exposure and scrutiny of these 
programs, often leading to calls for their elimination.  108   Yet when federal 
laws proposed limiting sub-minimum wage and sheltered workshops for 
youth with disabilities, many people resisted. Some parents argued they were 
good, safe environments for their sons and daughters with disabilities to 
spend their days doing “meaningful” activities, earning some money, learn-
ing skills, having experiences they might otherwise not have, and getting 
some basic needs met, including medication, toileting, and feeding. One 
member of a County Board of Developmental Disabilities in Ohio insists:

  The workshops [offer] employment training and employment… It also pro-
vides people with a life. It provides people with a focus… And for families it 
also provides a respite from that 24-7 responsibility every day.  109   
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 Similarly, one man whose autistic son worked in a program where people 
with developmental disabilities cleaned hotel rooms, sewed table linens, 
assembled auto parts, or answered telephones for less than four dollars 
an hour, commented: “This has been a godsend.”  110   After the Justice 
Department investigated a program in Rhode Island and ordered the state 
to fi nd new “rewarding employment” situations for former clients, there 
was great resistance from parents. As one journalist reported:

  They argued that the workshop’s established routine had provided their 
children with a safe place to be, among friends. ‘How will you protect my 
son from being bullied again? How will you make sure that my daughter 
isn’t ridiculed again?’  111   

 These parents’ responses to what might have been a welcome remedy to their 
children’s exploitation refl ect other competing interests, including their need 
for respite from caring for their children with disabilities without supports. In 
organizing to dismantle these programs, Joelle Brouner often encounters this 
kind of resistance from other disability advocates and parents alike:

  Particularly if a family member is with them all day and isn’t working either, 
they need the respite. They see it as “safe,” are assured that no one is getting 
hurt. And some of them can’t imagine what their child or family member 
would be doing otherwise—so often parents support it. 

 In other words, the disability industry not only banks on the social service 
system’s self-interest, but also preys on the needs of family caregivers of 
people with disabilities for respite or alternatives to providing that care 
themselves.  112   Because it can offer this relief, parents or family members of 
people with disabilities may be less likely to complain about or view this 
employment as exploitative—and less inclined to demand other services. 
Thus, the government capitalizes on these “employment” programs as a 
stand-in for “care,” abdicating its duty to provide social services or entitle-
ments that would truly serve people with disabilities or their families.  

   INEVITABLE INTERSECTIONS 
 Many parents and advocates are neither satisfi ed with the “services” nor 
duped by “employment” programs doubling for “care” and do indeed 
make demands of the state to provide genuine supports. As one observer 
commented:
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  The reality is there is a tidal wave of young adults with autism about to 
hit our society. We don’t have enough housing for them, much less jobs 
and job coaches… it was convenient that the notion of honoring the civil 
rights of people with disabilities also let federal and state governments 
off the hook for the expense of disabled children. Parents have absorbed 
all those costs with many incurring major debt they will probably never 
recover from.  113   

 Similarly, one mother described the continual cutbacks in services her 
adult daughter faced and the slow erosion of what limited resources she 
had been able to access:

  My daughter has received [vocational rehabilitation] services in the past. 
She hasn’t had any in some time…She couldn’t even get her caseworker 
to answer her phone calls, etc. They stopped paying for her transit, books 
to go to college… [b]ecause she had to withdraw many semesters due to 
hospitalizations and illness. If she relied on the government to make people 
do the right thing for employment and education for persons with disability 
[ sic ], she would never get anywhere.  114   

 Ultimately, this mother lamented: “They’re just waiting for the day when 
she stops asking for help or dies.” 

 These comments share a sharp indictment of how the state and dis-
ability industry collude to “let government off the hook” for the wel-
fare of people with disabilities and their families. They also bear a striking 
 resemblance and connection to the testimonies of care workers trying to 
support themselves and their families, like Liliana Cordero:

  I love what I do. I don’t want to go somewhere else because it pays more,  
considering that my passion is taking care of the elderly. People [say] “Go 
back  to school!” Well, I’ve been trying to save up to get more training, but 
I always need the money for something [else] or for the kids. And anyway, 
you can’t teach compassion. That’s why we need a raise—so that people like 
me can afford to do the work we love.  115   

 Similarly, Patricia Evans, projecting forward to a time when she will need 
care, says:

  When it comes to home care workers, you live in poverty. You work in 
poverty. You retire poor, hoping you will qualify for the services you have 
provided for so many years to others. Then, you die in poverty. That’s just 
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not right. We make a real difference in people’s lives. We’re people of worth. 
We make a valuable contribution to society, and it’s time that our paychecks 
refl ected that.  116   

 These testimonies describe in no uncertain terms the crises of care these 
women face—crises that are not only looming, but already upon them and 
us as a society. The signs are clear that we must forge the inevitable links 
between feminist, labor, welfare, immigrant, and disability rights struggles 
that promise to free us collectively, or threaten to bind us indefi nitely in a 
perpetual divide-and-conquer, no-win state of affairs. 

 In “Poverty, Welfare Reform and the Meaning of Disability,” Jennifer 
Pokempner and Dorothy Roberts show that having one child or more with 
a disability is linked with greater poverty in families.  117   They draw from 
the work of Eva Kittay, who documents how the devaluation of women’s 
care work in and outside the home is especially harmful to families with 
disabled children, making them particularly vulnerable to exploitation.  118   
In  Love’s Labor: Essays on Women, Equality and Dependency , Kittay argues:

  Full social citizenship requires that if we are called upon to care [for a child, 
family member, or fellow citizen], we can fulfi ll these duties without losing 
our ability to care for ourselves, and that in caring for another, the full bur-
den of support as well as care for the one dependent on us will not fall upon 
our shoulders alone. Without such assurance, we have not yet attained the 
powers and capacities to function as free and equal citizens.  119   

 What would it take for people with disabilities and the immigrant women 
of color who typically care for them, whether as family providers or care 
workers in or outside the home, to achieve this free and equal citizenship 
Kittay envisions? Certainly, immigrant women of color are “always and 
already” seen as noncitizens, regardless of immigration status—just as dis-
abled people, poor people, and prisoners are seen as sub-citizens. These 
groups are all viewed by society not as citizens, workers, or consumers 
but alternately as “charity cases” or “welfare cheats,” helpless souls or 
dangerous menaces to society—thus deserving of only pity, punishment, 
or rehabilitation instead of fair wages for their “nonlabors.” These com-
mon constructions bind these groups to each other in perilous ways that 
obstruct any path to citizenship—legal, metaphorical, or otherwise—and 
deprive them of freedom through detention, incarceration, institutional-
ization, or homelessness. 
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 Theoretically, these groups share vulnerabilities that could con-
nect them in common cause, fi ghting for liberty from these forms of 
imprisonment, or funding for fair wages and hours for care workers. Yet 
instead, these groups are susceptible to being pitted against each other, 
as classes of people who are failed by the state, and classes of work-
ers whose very vulnerabilities are rendered profi table by the market. 
The crises at hand compel our communities and movements to work 
together to rally public support and secure resources for care services 
as guaranteed basic rights and entitlements—not charity, redemption, 
or respite. Likewise, we need to fi ght for labor regulations that ensure 
that care workers can both give and receive care and sustain their lives 
without forfeiting their own rights to basic needs and protections. Until 
we do so, some people will always be in jeopardy of sacrifi cing their 
own freedom and well-being in order to provide, willingly or not, for 
someone else’s. 
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 Addendum Since the federal Court of Appeals ruled on August 21, 2015, to 
uphold the Department of Labor rule extending minimum wage and overtime 
to home care workers, disability rights advocates such as Stephanie Woodward 
have reported that “everything that the disability community predicted and 
feared has come true.” Because the rule mandated overtime payment for home 
care workers without establishing the funding to pay for it, they have seen 
hours for personal attendant workers being capped or insuffi cient funding pro-
vided to cover the costs. Thus, many people face re-institutionalization when 
they and their attendants cannot get adequate hours of services or work past 
40 hours. 

 ADAPT members are working to oppose this capping of hours, and have intro-
duced the Disability Integration Act, mandating that attendants be paid competi-
tive wages, offering an incentive for people to enter and stay in the fi eld. For more 
information, contact: Stephanie Woodward at swoodward@cdrnys.org or see dis-
abilityintegrationact.org.  
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CHAPTER 8

Reclaiming the Sexual Rights of LGBTQ 
People with Attendant Care Dependent 

Mobility Impairments

Les Gallo-Silver, David Bimbi, and Michael Rembis

In modern American society, sexual expression is a personal behavior often 
conflated with other “forbidden” subjects that involve genitals, mastur-
bation, and nudity. Discomfort with the subject of sex and sexual activ-
ity contrasts with American consumer society’s plethora of sexualized 
images, its eroticization of people (women and children, for example), 
food (“food porn”), and violence (“torture porn”), and its fetishization 
of consumer goods (e.g. automobiles, home appliances, and clothing). 
This mixture of sexual approbation and salacious voyeurism, combined 
with long-standing prejudice against people with disabilities, results in 
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the sexual  disenfranchisement of people with varied impairments that an 
ambivalent and often intolerant society defines as not only abnormal, but 
also sexually undesirable or repulsive.1

In this chapter, we utilize a combination of literature review and second-
ary data analysis to explore the sexual experiences of lesbian, gay, bisexual, 
transgender, or queer (LGBTQ) people with mobility impairments who 
rely on attendant care services in their homes, usually provided by paid 
staff or family members. By engaging in a close reading of a few cases, 
and situating those cases within the relevant literature emerging from the 
applied fields and disability studies, we are able to identify the salient bar-
riers of ableist and heterosexist attitudes to the human right to sexual 
expression. In addition, we give voice to those LGBTQ people who have 
successfully negotiated interdependent sex lives facilitated by both paid 
and family caregivers. We must never lose sight of the multiple oppressions 
and daily violence experienced by LGBTQ disabled people. Yet, we also 
need to take the time to consider those stories in which disabled people 
and their caregivers interact in mostly compassionate and understanding 
ways, working together to achieve an interdependent way of empowering 
disabled people sexually.

For many people with attendant care dependent (ACD) mobility 
impairments due to spinal cord injury, cardiovascular accidents (CVA, 
stroke), cerebral palsy, spinal bifida, muscular dystrophy, multiple sclerosis, 
post-polio syndrome and other conditions, sexual expression and activity 
are aspects of meaningful living.2 The paternalistic and often segregat-
ing social service and rehabilitation communities continue the pre-ADA 
sexual disenfranchisement of people with disabilities without partners who 
are LGBTQ, which poses significant challenges to the quality of their lives. 
Constraints on the sexual expression of people with mobility impairments 
continue to exist in many chronic care facilities, nursing homes, some 
group homes, and in more “traditional” familial and household settings.

Current studies estimate that there are 2.7 million noninstitutionalized 
users of wheeled mobility devices in the United States, of which 810,000 
use powered wheelchairs. While the use of powered wheelchairs does not 
necessarily correlate with attendant care dependence, it may be an indica-
tor of global mobility impairment. A recent Gallup Poll reports that 3.4 % 
of adults in the United States identifies as LGBT (the “queer”  designation 
was not used). This translates into a possible population of LGBT peo-
ple with ACD mobility impairment at potentially 27,540 people (of the 
estimated 54  million people with disabilities in United States).3 Those 
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LGBTQ people with disabilities who require attendant care services usu-
ally live in home or community settings. Although they represent a fraction 
of the overall disabled population, the stories and experiences of LGBTQ 
people with disabilities are critically important to work in disability studies 
and in larger movements for social justice, because in some respects they 
are representative of the experiences of the majority disabled population, 
at least in Western or Global North countries. As disability studies scholar 
David Mitchell has argued (with Sharon Snyder) in his most recent book 
(2015), in many ways all “crips” are indeed “queer.” Following Robert 
McRuer and others, Mitchell argues that a potent disability studies cri-
tique requires the formation of “crip/queer,” “nonnormative positivisms” 
that draw their content and their theoretical and political heft from the 
embodied experiences of disabled people.4 Our intent is not to discount 
or negate the many acts of violence visited upon the bodies of LGBTQ 
people by blurring those experiences into a majority “disabled experi-
ence.” Rather, we explore LGBTQ experiences (as well as those of other 
disabled people) to build the “social fund of knowledge about disability” 
that Rayna Rapp and Faye Ginsburg argue is “foundational to the inte-
gration of disability into everyday life.”5 Telling the stories of the sexual 
experiences of LGBTQ people with disabilities opens up an important 
practical and theoretical space that builds on the insights of Mitchell and 
others by engaging in a dialectical and relational analysis of caregiving in 
this important context.

For many LGBTQ people living with attendant care dependent mobil-
ity impairments, simply finding a sexual partner can be difficult, many 
remain “partnerless.” For LGBTQ people living at home, their partnerless 
status may be the result of prejudices among LGBTQ individuals who 
have the same ideas of what constitutes a beautiful and desirable body 
as the wider society and culture. LGBTQ people with mobility impair-
ments, especially those who rely on attendant care, have an array of stig-
mas related to their disability, sexual minority status, and dependence 
that have a chilling effect on access to meeting partners during in-person 
social situations.6 One quandary (for both the disabled person and their 
potential partner) may arise if their potential sexual partner is non- or 
less- physically disabled and needs to perform the care regularly provided 
by an attendant. Negotiating whether that care will take place for the 
most part before the couple meets to engage in sexual activity, or whether 
the non- or less-physically disabled sexual partner will perform that care 
can become problematic. Personal hygiene, bodily maintenance, and 
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 preparation for sexual activity take on heightened visibility and importance 
in a relationship when one is dependent upon attendant care services. If 
both participants are attendant care dependent, this can, in some ways, be 
liberating because there is, relatively speaking, no period of adjustment (to 
having a sexual partner with mobility impairment) required. However, it 
can be emotionally draining because the couple needs to discuss the roles 
of their respective attendants before each encounter, and they must deal 
with the presence of third parties in extremely intimate settings. For some 
lesbian-, gay-, or queer-identified people multiple sexual and facilitating 
participants, whatever their role, may cause little or no stress, but for oth-
ers it can be stressful. Even things that people on the “dating scene” and 
many couples take for granted, such as eating a meal together or having a 
drink together, may require negotiation or the assistance of the prospec-
tive sexual partner whether non- or less-physically disabled. All of these 
factors may cause problems within the relationship. The places where a 
couple can engage in sexual activity and things as seemingly fundamental 
as body positioning might also be things that the prospective sexual part-
ners would need to discuss in order to manage a successful and fulfilling 
encounter for both partners.7

Difficulty in finding a suitable sexual partner may leave many LGBTQ 
people with disabilities asking unspoken and unanswered questions such 
as: Who would want me? How can I meet people? And how do I manage 
my own sexual arousal? Independent living and disability rights advocates 
recognize that sexual activity sustains quality of life, creates feelings of 
well-being, diminishes fatigue and legitimates the adulthood of a popula-
tion that is at risk of infantilization.8 Yet they often have a difficult time 
convincing researchers and the general public to respect—and in many 
cases, even to recognize—the sexuality and sexual practices of people with 
disabilities, making it difficult for the latter to find answers to their ques-
tions. Disabled people in general, and especially LGBTQ people with ACD 
mobility impairments have received little attention both from society and 
in the literature. There are, however, some theories that have emerged 
concerning the (lack of) sexual experiences of people who are non- or less- 
physically disabled that also apply to ACD LGBTQ people. The theories 
have mostly been used to define “in clinical terms” people’s relationship to 
their own sexuality and to their bodies regardless of disability. Researchers 
have created a category they call “sexual avoidance” and another called 
“sexual anorexia.” Sexual avoidance states that the person fears sexual 
contact with others due to concerns about safety, desirability, and/or 
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 performance, but the person does continue to masturbate, suggesting the 
presence of sexual desires and urges. Sexual anorexia, on the other hand, 
states that the person does not have thoughts or fantasies about sex, his/
her body is unresponsive to sexual stimulation, and the person does not 
masturbate. Both sexual avoidance and sexual anorexia when experienced 
by people with disabilities can be rooted in the profound lack of privacy 
experienced by people with ACD mobility impairments, something that 
affects all people with disabilities to varying degrees. This lack of privacy, 
combined with the need for basic assistance with intimate bodily func-
tions such as toileting and bathing, may actually be the major barriers to 
LGBTQ people with ACD mobility impairments having more or any sex 
with others, not the perceived “problems” with “sexual functioning” that 
many researchers cite in their work.9

Researchers, and society more generally continue to promote an inad-
equate and ultimately unhealthy understanding of human sexuality that 
continues to focus on the functional aspects of the sexual response and 
less on an individual’s needs for intimate connection to others.10 Rather 
than an ableist focus on the mobility impairment’s effect on the person’s 
genital functioning or the linear Phases of Human Sexual Response, reha-
bilitation programs and professionals, as well as the general public, need 
to be more aware of the fact that the body is highly adaptable, and sen-
sual.11 Sensuality is the pleasurable response to feelings, thoughts, sensory 
perceptions, and physical stimuli. Sensuality focuses on warmth, texture, 
scent, taste, and relaxation of muscle tension, all of which can be a prelude 
to sexual release.12 Any type of touch has sensual and erotic potential. 
Culture, life experiences, faith based beliefs, gender, and sexual orienta-
tion identify what is sensual, which parts of the body are erogenous, and 
in what ways excitement is acceptable. All areas of the body respond to 
sensual touch and have a potential for erotic pleasure, including those 
areas that have supposedly been “injured.”

Lydia is one example of someone with a disability exploring her own 
sensuality. Lydia was in her thirties when a gunshot wound severed her 
spine. Since that time, she has lived in her own home with an attendant. 
Her sexual experiences are, we suspect, common among many people 
with disabilities, especially those who use attendant care workers. In an 
interview with researchers, Lydia recalled: “I was taught to use an electric 
toothbrush, and as luck would have it, I found out that if I could manage 
to hold the electric toothbrush near my clit, it felt good. I felt a famil-
iar sensation in my lips and forehead that I associated with  getting-off. 
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The issue for me was, getting my attendant to attach the electric tooth-
brush to my hand, without tooth paste and help me with positioning 
myself to enjoy it the most.” Lydia had found a way to be sexual, now she 
needed to act on her desires.

Lydia decided to take control of the situation. She realized that she did 
not have to be explicit about why she wanted a separate electric tooth-
brush, her laptop with assistive technology (to use her audio enhanced 
Lesbian erotica e-books), or privacy for the use of both. After all, she rea-
soned, this was her body and her home attendant. Lilly worked for her. If 
she had privacy when having a bowel movement, why not for other reasons 
as well. In this way, Lydia added masturbation to her nighttime routine. 
The specifics of her fantasies and self-stimulation routine were not part 
of  the negotiation with her home attendant. Rather, Lydia understood 
that the close relationship she and Lilly shared did not require a discussion 
of these details. They talked about many things, and Lydia shared stories 
about the women she loved and Lilly shared similar information about 
the men in her life. Yet the pair, tacitly or otherwise, decided to draw a 
distinct line between what they considered public and private knowledge. 
Lilly never commented on the Lesbian erotica Lydia read. There were no 
questions or explanations, and the lack of discussion, in this instance, was 
respect of Lydia’s privacy to masturbate as she pleased. The interpersonal 
nature of caregiving/care receiving relationships, the mutual respect, and 
the level of emotional intimacy that develops in many of these relation-
ships, provides an environment for reclaiming one’s sexual rights without 
disrespecting or exploiting either person.13

In a world filled with stories of abuse, neglect, and confrontation, Lydia 
and Lilly’s story reveals a counter-narrative of empowerment through 
interdependence and mutual respect. No doubt Lydia and Lilly’s rela-
tionship is shot through with subtle slights, daily negotiations, and thinly 
veiled critique disguised as playful banter. And we cannot deny the social 
and structural embeddedness of both Lydia and Lilly. As Grace Chang’s 
chapter in this volume reveals, people with disabilities and their attendant 
care workers may not and perhaps will not always agree on some funda-
mental issues, such as labor organizing and disability rights. Yet theirs is a 
relationship that can help us redefine the interconnectedness we all feel on 
a daily basis. Care work is both dynamic and reciprocal. We are all givers 
and receivers of care, often simultaneously. Being cared for and caring for 
others are not discrete stages that one passes through during their lifetime. 
Care is ongoing, a constant presence in all of our lives. Maintaining these 
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relationships of care requires vigilance and mutual respect. In Lydia and 
Lilly’s case, each took great care to respect one another’s boundaries and 
support one another when needed. This mutual caring relationship in turn 
enabled Lydia to experience the sensual pleasures of her body in new ways.

As Lydia’s story reveals, for the person with mobility impairments, many 
areas of the body remain responsive to touch. Any sensual experiences can 
be and often are eroticized, and despite what some researchers might say, 
the person with ACD mobility impairments has sexual thoughts, fantasies, 
and needs regardless of the functioning of various parts of their body. 
The nature of one’s thoughts, fantasies, and needs whether focused on 
opposite sex, same sex, or intersexed partners, do not change the body’s 
pleasurable physiological responses, which are more accurately portrayed 
by the cyclical understanding of the human sexual response.14 This under-
standing of human sexual response recognizes the impact of emotions, 
connections, and relationships on the body’s sexual functioning. This 
model helps clinicians and those working in the applied fields to describe 
the ways in which people with ACD mobility impairments of any sexual 
orientation can cultivate, retain, and rebuild a sense of themselves as sexual 
beings.15

Despite more “person-centered,” holistic thinking among some profes-
sionals, there remains a serious deficit in the education and practice of sex-
ual rehabilitation of LGBTQ people with ACD mobility impairments.16 
Any person that requires acute in-patient rehabilitation due to the severity 
of their impairments must rely on their own personal resources follow-
ing discharge from rehabilitation facilities into the care of family or paid 
caregivers, or a combination of both, if they wish to educate and empower 
themselves sexually.17 If they are fortunate, or more likely diligent enough, 
they form what Rapp and Ginsburg call “mediated kinship” networks with 
other disabled people and allies. Through these networks, they share their 
thoughts, opinions, advice, and experiences. They provide support and 
community—care—to their fellow kin. Yet, there remain LGBTQ people 
with disabilities who deny and withdraw from their sexuality and sexual 
needs; this is true for the majority disabled population as well. This retreat 
from their own sexuality can be exacerbated if family members and paid 
caregivers pretend to ignore due to embarrassment or confusion any glim-
mer of sexual responsiveness in the recipients of their care. Because of 
the stigma associated with disability and especially disabled sexuality, and 
because of the often fraught power relations within families and relations 
of paid caregiving, people with ACD mobility impairments can also find 
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signs that they remain sexual beings equally embarrassing, creating a feed-
back loop with family and other care providers that ultimately reinforces 
the negation of their own sexuality.18

For LGBTQ people with ACD mobility impairments, signs of embar-
rassment and even shame may arise particularly when working with paid 
caregivers. If one “private pays” a caregiver or is able to recruit their own 
paid caregiver under public medical insurance programs for people with 
“multiple medical problems,” then one plausibly could discuss one’s sex-
ual issues and concerns. Often though, people do not have access to these 
programs and they do not have the financial means to pay privately, and 
therefore they need to rely on the state and use home care companies 
that have rules and policies that may preclude, prohibit, or recommend 
avoiding discussions of sexuality and sexual activity. The sexual abuse of 
people with disabilities often is the justification for the anti-sexual expres-
sion stance of agencies supplying attendants.19 The end result of these 
policies for many people with disabilities is the emergence of a powerful 
taboo that hangs over any discussions or expressions of their own sexual-
ity, giving rise to feelings of shame and guilt that are difficult to dislodge 
once they have been internalized.

The challenge for some LGBTQ people with ACD mobility impair-
ments without partners is exploring the sensual and sexual potentialities 
of their bodies with minimal assistance. Boyd, who came out to his par-
ents when he was 14 years old, describes his journey to regain his sexual 
in(ter)dependence after experiencing a stroke at age 17. “I was 14 when 
I told my dad I was Gay. It was a relief because I was so afraid my dad 
would find my gay porn zines. But he was great and focused on safe sex. 
He left me alone when friends visited even though most of them were 
straight and I was not going to have sex while my dad was home anyway,” 
Boyd recalled. At age 17, Boyd survived a massive stroke. Since the stroke 
and following his discharge from the rehabilitation hospital, his parents 
became his caregivers. Boyd, who spoke with difficulty, continued physi-
cal and occupational therapies at home, while continuing to need personal 
assistance with bathing and toileting. His father became his primary care-
giver. Boyd remembers that, “After the stroke things changed, I was a 
little kid again, needing help with everything.” Initially, Boyd experienced 
feelings of shame around his sexuality. Boyd experienced erections when 
being bathed and because of this became unwilling to take a bath at all. 
Thereafter, Boyd determined that if his bedding was twisted around his 
torso, he could rub himself against it to orgasm, and that if he had an 
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orgasm, he did not have an erection when bathed. He seemed to have 
found the perfect solution to his sexual “problems.” But where, when, 
and how would he find the privacy to masturbate?

By accident, his father walked in on Boyd masturbating in his bed, as 
Boyd had little privacy in his home. His father left Boyd’s bedroom quickly. 
Later in the day, Boyd apologized to his father but was also very angry that 
he had such little privacy. The ensuing frank conversation negotiated more 
privacy for Boyd, as well as acceptance of his right and need for sexual 
release. Boyd later recalled, “He caught me one day trying to jerk off. I 
had a long talk with my dad and told him nothing has changed, I am still 
Gay and still horny. I told him that I learned that if my bed sheet twisted 
around me in a certain way, I could rub one out but needed help to get 
the sheet in the right position. He turned bright red but he did it and it 
became part of our routine.” Following further negotiation with his dad, 
the two reached a mutual agreement that enabled Boyd to experience his 
own sexuality. The stage was set for exploration of what Boyd could enjoy 
rather than having to depend on the random positioning of his bedding. 
In addition to masturbating in bed, Boyd felt empowered to return to 
using his sex toys and computer to access Gay erotica. Computer technol-
ogy enables some people with disabilities to participate in virtual mutual 
masturbation (cybersex), and identify potential face-to-face partners. For 
the LGBTQ person with mobility impairments who may be unable to find 
accessible social environments to meet potential partners or who prefers 
online sites as a way to meet people, the Internet diminishes social and 
sexual isolation, while maintaining a certain level of privacy and indepen-
dence. Using a computer with assistive technology, Boyd obtained sex 
accessories that approximated different types of sexual activities. Some of 
these would need his father (as caregiver) to position them appropriately. 
Others, Boyd could use on his own. Soon, Boyd was having potential 
sexual partners visit him in his home. “Oh,” Boyd recalled, “and I had to 
get over myself and get used to fooling around with guys with my parents 
at home.”20

Boyd’s experience living at home and relying on family for care in the 
wake of the onset of disability is not uncommon. Nor is his strong desire to 
reclaim his own sexuality. Questions about sex and sexuality are most often 
the first questions asked by newly disabled people. Privacy was paramount 
for Boyd. Like many other disabled people with ACD mobility impair-
ments, Boyd was unable to explore his sexual potential due to lack of pri-
vacy. Yet, through the serendipitous twisting of bedding, and clothing, he 
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became reacquainted with the sensual and the related sexual potential and 
responses of his body. Paradoxically, the privacy Boyd required—privacy 
which would be considered an unquestioned human right in most other 
situations—could only be achieved through interdependence. Instead of 
denying the sensual and sexual pleasure he experienced, as he had initially 
done during bathing, Boyd spoke out and took control of his sexual life 
by directing his care. He spoke directly to his father/caregiver, making 
his desires and his limitations known. The proactive and interdependent 
solutions that arose from these frank conversations focused on remedy-
ing Boyd’s dilemma through assisted sexual activity where the caregiver 
enables a person with ACD mobility impairments to enjoy masturbation 
through body positioning or the use of sexual toys/accessories.21 Though 
the caregiver is part of the process and often shares an intimate caregiving 
relationship with the disabled person, they do not necessarily participate in 
the sexual activity itself. The caregiver, though, assists in any needed setup, 
positioning, and cleanup once the sexual activity is completed.22 Boyd suc-
cessfully negotiated a caregiving relationship that empowered him sexually 
and respected those individuals providing his care. This is not always the 
case, and often LGBTQ people with attendant care dependent mobility 
impairments are left asking questions.

How do I meet people? How do I experiment with a variety of sensu-
ally stimulating activities? How do I obtain assistance from a caregiver, 
especially from one who might be either embarrassed or outraged by the 
notion that the object of their care is a sexual being, regardless of one’s 
sexual orientation? How do I find a new caregiver when the need arises? 
How do I broach the topic of sex and sexuality with each new caregiver? 
And how do I negotiate my own care when I am deeply embedded in 
an ableist health- and home care system? These questions are further 
complicated by a series of LGBTQ concerns, such as: coming/being out 
to the attendant and attendant’s supervising home care company/orga-
nization, and as an oppressed sexual minority, fears of overt and covert 
hostility and rejection. The result often is the disabled individual’s sexual 
withdrawal, avoidance, and in many cases socially imposed abstinence. As 
the stories of Lydia and Boyd indicate, however, there are disabled peo-
ple, including LGBTQ people with mobility impairments, who work to 
reclaim their sexual rights in proactive ways using self-advocacy along with 
problem-solving skills.23 This translates into an interactive and interdepen-
dent caregiving relationship that includes soothing caregiver discomfort, 
establishing boundaried personal care, determining the sensations that 
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are pleasurable, accessing erotica, sex accessories/toys, and negotiating/
developing an assisted sex protocol. This relationship of care is not pos-
sible without empowering disabled people to advocate on their own behalf 
and solve their own problems.

Silence on the part of some people with ACD mobility impairments 
about their sexual needs, ensures that those needs will go unmet. While 
people may feel justified to enjoy sexual activity with a partner, there is 
considerably less entitlement to enjoy masturbation. This is a socially con-
structed issue with its roots in historical, cultural, faith based, and familial 
taboos. The taboo remains strong even though masturbation is widely 
practiced by the vast majority of adolescents and adults with and without 
partners, of any sexual orientation, gender, with or without impairments.24 
Masturbation (also referred to as self-stimulation and self-pleasuring) is 
the primary sexual activity for people without partners, including those 
with disabilities. The nature and extent of mobility impairments can be an 
obstacle to masturbation. Self-advocacy with family, paid caregivers, and 
professionals about claiming one’s right to masturbate is a bold, but nec-
essary skill for many disabled people to learn and use. Discussions about 
sex often are difficult but without communication, there is little likelihood 
of successful problem solving. While the vast majority of LGBTQ people 
with ACD mobility impairments have successfully negotiated sexual issues 
those who are not out about their sexuality may find the “Self-Advocacy 
and Problem-Solving Protocol” helpful.25 The best instructors of success-
fully resolving issues of sexual expression are people who live the experi-
ence of negotiating with caregivers and have achieved ways to express and 
enjoy their sexuality, like Lydia and Boyd.

Issues that involve family caregivers are often more complex because 
of the specific boundary issues that affect the typical intimacy and physi-
cal interaction between family members. While parents may be accepting 
of their child’s sexual orientation that does not mean that they are com-
fortable with them as sexual beings and unlike Boyd’s father may believe 
involvement in this part of their child’s life is inappropriate. Parents, that 
are part of a caregiver team for their adult child, emotionally tend to revert 
to when their child needed help with personal care in infancy and early 
childhood. Using this model, parents may tend to “ignore” their son’s 
erect penis or their daughters erotic innuendoes. For some disabled men, 
their penis becomes erect during the catheterization process. Some men 
with mobility impairments can self-catheterize; others are unable to and 
need the process entirely or partially performed by a caregiver. Similarly, 
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a man with ACD mobility impairments that does not directly affect the 
penis’ functioning can experience an erection during assisted bathing. 
During either instance, the erection may not disappear immediately after 
catheterization or bathing, presenting an inopportune development, or 
conversely an opportunity for self-stimulation. For Boyd, one turned into 
the other; an inopportune development (becoming erect when being 
bathed) resulted in increased opportunities for self-stimulation and ulti-
mately partnered sexual activities, but not until after frank negotiations 
and conversations with his family/caregivers.

Other sensual experiences arise more serendipitously and when facili-
tated through interdependence can become pleasurable sexual experiences. 
Natalya, a woman with progressive post-polio syndrome, demonstrates 
both the difficulties people with attendant care dependent mobility 
impairments face in maintaining sexual relationships, and the eventual 
reclamation and enjoyment of sexual pleasure that can be experienced 
through interdependence and mutual understanding. Natalya, who had 
lived “independently” using braces and canes until she reached her thir-
ties, began to lose functioning in her arms and legs. She found that her 
girlfriend could not cope with her increasing needs for personal care and 
obtained a part time attendant. Nevertheless, her girlfriend left when it 
became apparent that Natalya would need a powered wheelchair. Natalya 
was heartbroken to be abandoned, yet she was also resilient and a survi-
vor since first contracting polio at five years of age. Natalya obtained an 
attendant who bathed her using a manual shower wheelchair and mas-
saging showerhead in her new “wet” bathroom (a tiled bathroom with 
a drain in the floor and a shower massage attachment). The size of the 
“wet” bathroom meant that there often was not a convenient place to set 
the showerhead, and occasionally the attendant placed it in Natalya’s lap 
while soaping her up with a washcloth. The longer the shower massage 
sat in Natalya’s lap, the more stimulated she became. Natalya feared but 
also wanted a full-on orgasm, but not with her attendant present. One 
day, much to Natalya’s surprise, the attendant said, “You seem to really 
like the shower massage in your lap, maybe I could give you some privacy 
to enjoy it.” From then on, bathing included privacy and an opportunity 
to masturbate with the shower massage in her lap pulsating on her pubic 
area. As Natalya felt more sexual, she became interested in meeting a new 
partner with a disability.26

Thus far, we have encountered people with attendant care depen-
dent mobility impairments who have had relatively successful experiences 
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 negotiating their sexual interdependence. In many cases, conflict and con-
frontation are necessary for people to secure their sexual rights from the 
group of people with immediate power over them and a more general 
power over a cultures’ definition of “acceptable” or “normal” behav-
ior. LGBTQ people with ACD mobility issues have the right to know if 
the company that provides their home health aide or attendant provides 
LGBTQ sensitivity training and has overall LGBTQ affirmative policies. 
At age 38, Tom needed to break in another attendant. “I had many home 
health aides but my newest one thought homosexuality was a sin,” Tom 
recalled. This belief was, of course, unacceptable to Tom. He was used to 
training new attendant care workers in accommodating his sexual needs, 
but this was something clearly different. As Tom put it in an interview, 
“I did not mind starting over to educate an attendant about the help I 
needed to masturbate but this new one wanted me to repent.” Tom took 
action: “I called the agency and told them that it was against my civil rights 
to have an attendant tell me I am a sinner.” Fortunately, for Tom, the 
agency listened to him and honored his request to have a new attendant 
care worker sent to his home; a change that turned out to be better than 
even Tom had expected. “They sent me someone new, who turned out 
to be Gay,” Tom explained to his interviewer. “I am not sure the agency 
actually knew this. Me, and the new aide settled into a routine that was 
comfortable for both of us.” Tom pushed the envelope and claimed parity 
of rights with other oppressed groups even though that was not specifi-
cally so under the law of his state at the time, as this incident predated the 
inclusion of sexual minorities as a protected group under federal law for 
programs receiving federal funding. Not all disabled people are as bold or 
outspoken as Tom. Self-advocacy skills can be taught or acquired through 
disabled kinship networks, but using them requires self-acceptance, self-
love, and self-esteem, as well as the support of and extended and often 
mediated kinship network.27

For the transgendered person with ACD mobility impairment, the 
building of caregiver/care receiver relationships that include assistance 
with sexual expression can be especially difficult and require signifi-
cant amounts of instruction. Sexuality and gender do not follow binary 
constructions. Yet paid nonfamily caregivers and some family-member 
 caregivers steeped in dominant heteronormative culture, and trained in 
a medical-model of disability and sexuality that teaches that people are 
male or female, gay or heterosexual, assume that the objects of their care 
are (biological) “men” or “women,” with all of the attendant cultural 
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trappings.28 Louisa, age 30, recalls her experience of educating caregiv-
ers to her trans identity in a matter-of-fact way. “I was born with a male 
body but I am a woman and lived my life as a woman since I was 18,” she 
conveyed to her interviewer. When she became disabled, this changed 
momentarily: “I was in an accident, they brought me to the hospital 
and I had to contend with being a sir and Mr.” She took it upon herself 
to educate her caregivers. “In rehab I needed to do the whole thing 
[educate my caregivers] over again.” Louisa’s difficulties did not end 
when she got home: “Finally,” she recalled, “I get home but now have to 
contend with the home care program, and because of my needs I get an 
LPN (licensed practical nurse). Actually I am considered lucky because 
most people don’t have medical coverage for an LPN.” Although it is 
difficult to discern the level of resistance, if any, on the part of the home 
health care agency, ultimately Louisa was successful in having her care 
providers recognize her trans identity. “By that time [unclear when],” 
she explained, “my paperwork finally describes me as trans and that my 
name is Louisa, not Louis. I have to be catheterized, I can’t do it myself 
and I did not have bottom surgery, so … Once I explained things to my 
nurse, she was cool with all of it and she treats me like a lady. I need a 
little help from her with setting up my computer so I can enjoy porn, 
and cybersex, she puts a condom on me but then she leaves me to it until 
I’m done.” In Louisa’s house, Louisa is a woman, addressed as a woman, 
dressed like a woman, and respected as a woman. She is not defined by 
having a penis.

All LGBTQ people with disabilities have sexual rights and need to be 
able to express themselves and enjoy themselves. The necessary environ-
ment requires respecting the person’s rights to engage in private sexual 
activity to improve their well-being and quality of life. For many disabled 
people, this often involves self-advocacy and problem solving, skills that 
require a certain sense of agency among LGBTQ people with ACD mobil-
ity impairments, which because of societal stigmas and other pressures many 
of them find difficult to cultivate. Yet agency, and sex and sexuality are cru-
cial aspects of overall mental health and quality of life that must not only 
be recognized and respected, but sought after by disabled people and their 
caregivers. The sexual rights of people with ACD mobility impairments 
or any other type of impairments are part of the human/civil rights of all 
people. For LGBTQ people with ACD mobility impairments, confronting 
the multiple negative ableist and heterosexist constructions of disability and 
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sexuality is an important component of the maintenance of self-esteem and 
the attainment of sexual interdependence. For many people with mobility 
impairments, the ultimate goal is to have a sexual partner. Sexual rehabilita-
tion research indicates that a person becomes a more attractive sexual part-
ner if that person is first in-touch with, aware of, and enjoying their own 
body. For others, masturbation is their preference rather than partnered 
sexual activity. Rather than explore the reasons for one choice or the other, 
it is more important for all LGBTQ people with ACD mobility impair-
ments to make their own choices and be in charge of their own sexual lives. 
Recounting the stories of Lydia, Boyd, Natalya, Tom, and Louisa moves us 
one step closer to empowering all people with disabilities.
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CHAPTER 9

“Everybody Has Different Levels of Why 
They Are Here”: Deconstructing 

Domestication in the Nursing Home Setting

Katie Aubrecht and Janice Keefe

This chapter examines how assumptions about dementia mediate social 
understandings of the nursing home and organize relations between the 
people who live in it. It analyzes how dementia is imagined as an oppor-
tunity to affirm the legitimacy of social orders that privilege capacity and 
frame the meaning of personhood from the perspective of the “rational 
subject.” Although the analysis is guided by psychologist Tom Kitwood’s 
theory of the person in dementia care, which promotes recognition of 
individuals with dementia as persons first, it questions how the normative 
values that shape recognition of personhood “level” the lived experience 
of dementia.1 This chapter considers how this leveling is accomplished 
in at least two ways within the nursing home setting: by a flattening of 
the multiple and contested meanings and experiences of dementia and by 
ways of relating to dementia that treat dementia as an occasion for people 
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 without dementia to reflect on and reaffirm their place within the natural 
order of personal relations and interpersonal hierarchies. Our analysis uses 
a disability studies perspective to deconstruct the relationship between 
personhood and domestication, as this relationship has been made to 
appear in interviews with nursing home residents.

Dementia, a Discourse of Vulnerability

Historically, dementia has been regarded as a social, rather than medical, 
problem. Psychologists Alexander Kurz and Nicola Lautenschlager assert, 
“[F]rom the earliest of times dementia has been associated with reduced 
civic and legal competence on the one hand, but with entitlement to 
support and protection on the other.”2 While this may be the case, a 
public health perspective shapes current entitlements and supports for 
individuals with dementia diagnoses and their family and friend caregiv-
ers. A public health perspective on dementia, as embodied in the 2015 
Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) 
report Addressing Dementia: The OECD Response and the 2012 World 
Health Organization (WHO) and Alzheimer’s Disease International 
report Dementia: A Public Health Priority, represents dementia as a 
global economic and social burden that, as a result of global population 
aging, can only be expected to get worse.3 This is illustrated in the open-
ing paragraph of the OECD report, which frames the OECD’s position 
on dementia as a debilitating condition of dependency and disability, a 
global cost with a negative value equivalent to the positive value of a 
prosperous Western country:

Dementia is a debilitating condition for which there is currently no cure. As 
the condition progresses, those affected can be left dependent on others for 
support in their daily lives. The human and financial costs of dementia are 
of a worrying magnitude. Globally, it is the second largest cause of disability 
among those over the age of 70, with an estimated 44 million people living 
with dementia worldwide. In terms of financial burden, the global cost of 
dementia is well over half a trillion US dollars each year—roughly equal to 
the GDP of Switzerland.4

The proposed solution to the social and economic consequences of the 
projected exponential increase in the prevalence of dementia consists of 
globally coordinated national dementia strategies. Eight countries cur-
rently have strategies for dementia in place: Australia (2005), Denmark 
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(2010), England (2009), France (2008), Norway (2011), Scotland 
(2010), United States (updated 2014), and Wales (2011).

Within Canada, the focus of this chapter, there is currently no national 
strategy for dementia and no consensus concerning effective treatment.5 
However, efforts are currently underway in support of the development of 
a national dementia strategy by the federal government in consultation with 
the provinces. Strategic policy documents addressing dementia have been 
released in Alberta (2002 and updated in 2015), British Columbia (2012), 
Manitoba (2001), Newfoundland and Labrador (2001), Ontario (1999), 
Quebec (2009), Saskatchewan (2004), and one was recently released in 
Nova Scotia (2015). Within these strategies, a person-centered approach 
to dementia care is promoted. Person-centered dementia care is an emerg-
ing paradigm widely understood as having great potential to improve the 
lives of individuals with dementia diagnoses by privileging personhood 
over the disease process.6 The expressed aim of person-centered dementia 
care is to individualize treatment to meet the needs and preferences of the 
person living with dementia through the use of a biographical approach 
centered upon the person, rather than the disease. In his influential text 
Dementia Reconsidered: The Person Comes First, Tom Kitwood prioritizes 
the person via text, capitalizing each letter in the word “PERSON” and 
creating a visible distance between the “PERSON” and the all lower-case 
lettered word “dementia” using a dash, “PERSON-with-dementia.”7 A 
biographic approach uses the “life stories” of the person with dementia as 
a basis for care planning and as resources that can be used to encourage 
healthcare practitioners and residential care staff to perceive individuals 
living with dementia as people, with experiences, needs, and preferences—
as a “self.”8 While person-centered dementia care is promising in its aims, 
it has been critiqued on the grounds that its underlying concept of person-
hood has yet to be fully clarified and empirically developed.9

Western research communities and news media share daily reminders of 
the rising global prevalence of Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias, 
and the projected burden that care for older adults living with dementia 
places on everyone. For example, some projections suggest that as many 
as one in 85 people will have Alzheimer’s by the year 2050.10 On their 
website, “Dementia Numbers in Canada,” the Alzheimer Society Canada 
states that “in 2011, 747,000 Canadians were living with Alzheimer’s dis-
ease and other dementias—that’s 14.9 per cent of Canadians 65 and older. 
By 2031, if nothing changes in Canada, this figure will increase to 1.4 mil-
lion.”11 Typically, representations of dementia as a “global  problem” are 
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situated within a discourse of population aging, which depicts old age as 
a threat to national prosperity, and a danger to the health and well-being 
of older adults’ families and communities. According to Ron Brookmeyer 
et al., “As a proportion, prevalence does not imply the risk or probability of 
a person becoming affected by the disease in question. Instead, prevalence 
portrays the potential burden—for care, services, and other things—that 
the disease places on the population.”12 As compelling as the projections 
are, they may reveal as much as, if not more, about contemporary social 
ideals and political objectives, which view dementia as a social “burden” 
that can be “overcome” largely through an increasing medicalization of 
eldercare driven by neoliberal market forces.13

Within current political and economic systems, modalities of care, 
including regimes of self-care, are marketed and purchased. For example, 
Andrew Lakoff advises that information regarding the increasing preva-
lence of psychiatric conditions should not be interpreted solely from the 
perspective of medical science.14 For Lakoff, “What is being constituted 
through numbers [of those labeled with psychiatric conditions], in this 
case, is not a population of living beings with certain biological regu-
larities, but rather a market of consumers characterized by purchasing 
trends.”15 While information on age- and disease-based projections plays 
a vital role in health and social services research and policy, it is important 
to bear in mind that such information is produced and circulated within 
Western sociopolitical and economic milieus that privilege a market men-
tality, and that sell this mentality through, among other things, the pro-
motion of an eldercare system capable of supporting and even enhancing 
the health, well-being, and “quality of life” of individuals, while at the 
same time maximizing the efficiency of health and social systems, reducing 
labor costs, and increasing profit margins.16

There are many ways of knowing, talking about, and treating demen-
tia. Although commonly thought of as a disease, and routinely confused 
with Alzheimer’s disease, dementia is better understood as a collection of 
symptoms. This, when considered with the fact that there are at least 45, 
and some suggest 70, different manifestations or types of dementia, has 
led many professional educational advocacy groups such as Alzheimer’s 
Disease International to define dementia as an umbrella term.17 The lived 
experience of dementia has been compartmentalized and broken up into 
different stages, or levels, with capacity and competence being perceived 
as possibly impaired but still preserved in “early-stage” dementia, and 
less so in moderate or late-stage dementia (terms used to characterize the 
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majority of older adults living with dementia in nursing homes). And yet 
this staged conceptualization of dementia is itself problematic and does 
not hold true for all types of dementia or even all individuals identified as 
living with any one type of dementia. Questions remain concerning the 
ambiguity and uncertainty with which dementia is diagnosed.

Local, national, and global dementia strategies advocate pre-screen-
ing for dementia, with the caveats that there is currently no known cure 
for dementia, and that a lack of capacity and effective coordination in 
dementia- specific research, policy, and practice can present barriers to 
effective care in response to early diagnosis.18 The increasing emphasis 
in social and health policy on pre-screening for dementia and cognitive 
impairment in older adults provides the impression that the diagno-
sis of dementia and related cognitive impairment is easily done, despite 
the heterogeneity of dementia. David Le Couteur et al. are suspicious of 
what they refer to as the “political drive” to initiate pre-screening due to 
the lack of evidence to support good outcomes.19 They caution that the 
expected benefits of a policy focus on dementia that emphasizes services 
and research, such as an ability to plan for the future and seek early treat-
ment, typically in the form of pharmacological treatments, may not out-
weigh potential harms, including misdiagnosis/overdiagnosis. The result 
is a distorted understanding of the actual prevalence of dementia, and 
unnecessary interventions that may produce adverse side effects and out-
comes, and lead to a diversion of resources and support from the people 
who need it most.20

Within Canada, there is increasing recognition of the problematic 
use of psychopharmaceuticals as “chemical restraints” in nursing home 
care, and particularly, of antipsychotic medications prescribed despite 
widespread awareness of “black box” warnings and research that displays 
evidence of poor outcomes and increased mortality.21 A provincially com-
missioned report notes that over a two-month period, over 50 percent of 
nursing home residents in British Columbia were prescribed antipsychotic 
medications, many of which were atypical, or second-generation major 
tranquilizers and neuroleptics, which may not have received regulatory 
approval for use in older adults with dementia and which are described as 
more effective in treatment-resistant patients.22 In 2005, Health Canada 
reported that when taken by people with dementia, the side effects of 
drugs such as Risperdal are fatal and include stroke, heart failure/irregu-
lar heartbeat, and pneumonia, all of which are conditions that are rou-
tinely attributed to an unfortunate consequence of aging for older adults, 
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 particularly those with chronic conditions that may or may not include 
dementia or other cognitive impairment.23 Such drugs are routinely pre-
scribed and administered without the full understanding and consent of 
residents and their families, and while such drugs may be perceived as 
acceptable for use in “extreme cases” in which a perceived “high level of 
care” is required, the reality is that the exception is becoming the rule. 
This practice known as “polypharmacy” involves the use of medications 
that are not clinically indicated, that are used inappropriately, that lead to 
adverse reactions, such as death; and that can produce the very symptoms 
that are used to justify the need for treatment.24

Within North American nursing home settings residents with dementia 
are often positioned in ways that can diminish their authority to refuse 
medication. This positioning occurs at the symbolic level, by way of 
infantilizing language that strips the person living with dementia of the 
insight to exercise control over their own care; as well as materially and 
physically, insofar as people living with dementia within nursing home 
settings also live within the present reality or constant threat of physical 
segregation within dementia care units. Even in the absence of segregated 
dementia care units, nursing homes are themselves segregated spaces 
(what Goffman refers to as “total institutions”) that create physical and 
communicative barriers between the people who live there and those who 
live in the “outside world.”25 Considering the fact that up to 80 percent 
of people living in nursing homes in Canada are viewed as living with 
some form of dementia, the real and present danger of physical segrega-
tion could be interpreted as a mode of regulating and policing resistance 
to pharmacological treatment regimes within nursing home populations, 
greatly diminishing the autonomy of aging populations and contributing 
to the ultimate negation of their personhood.

In many cases, communication plays a fundamental role in the elimi-
nation of nursing home residents’ capacity for personhood. Stripped of 
capacity and competence, the right to informed consent for residents with 
cognitive impairment is often revoked through a “de-authorization of per-
sonhood,” or positioning of the individual outside of knowledge exchange 
and as an object of care. This rhetorical (and often quite literal) reposi-
tioning of nursing home residents is justified on the grounds of perceived 
or lived impairment. The term perceived impairment refers to processes of 
pathologization of residents’ refusal or resistance to medication as a sign or 
symptom of cognitive or behavior disorder. Lived impairment, on the other 
hand, references a disjuncture in communication between the prescriber 
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and resident, such that the resident is neither fully informed nor consulted 
regarding the treatment decision due to the expectation that the resident 
will make a nonautonomous or “an incompetently made choice.”26 In the 
first situation, a resident with cognitive impairment (dementia) is socially 
constructed as lacking the capacity to give voice to experience and speak 
out or against care. In situations of lived impairment, care is communicated 
in a way that fails to recognize and engage embodied difference from the 
perspective of the individual living with cognitive impairment. Perceived 
and lived impairment overlap. This overlapping, moreover, undergirds dis-
courses of vulnerability that dominate current understandings of informed 
consent. Without dismissing the lived realities of cognitive decline, or the 
real and potential vulnerability of this population to exploitation and abuse, 
it is important to examine how assumptions about choice authorize the 
privilege and power of normative embodiment.

The remainder of this chapter further develops the meaning of capacity 
within the context of dementia care in nursing homes by way of an analysis 
of interviews with residents conducted as part of a Nova Scotia-based pro-
vincial research study (ca. 2011–2014) that assessed the impact of models 
of care on resident quality of life.

Deconstructing Domesticity in the  
nursing home setting

Currently within Canada and across North America and much of the west-
ernized world, “nursing homes,” or long-term residential care facilities, 
provide the primary domicile for an increasing number of older adults 
with multiple and complex care needs that cannot be met at home or in 
other community-based settings, due to lack of adequate and accessible 
social, interpersonal, and individual supports and services. Older adults 
make up the majority of nursing home populations; however, young adults 
whose care needs cannot be met within home- and community-based set-
tings may also be residents. According to a 2010 report by the Canadian 
Institute for Health Information (CIHI), three in five people aged 65 
and older receiving publicly funded residential care had a diagnosis of 
Alzheimer’s disease and/or other dementias, which as we have shown can 
often be a vague and capacious but ultimately powerful diagnoses.27

For this chapter, we have conducted a secondary data analysis of inter-
views from the Care and Construction: Assessing Differences in Nursing 
Home Models of Care on Resident Quality of Life project with the aim of 
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examining the conceptualization of the person with dementia within cur-
rent approaches to dementia care in the nursing home environment. A 
tension between situating dementia as an intersubjective relation, a signifi-
cant connection experienced by and between people, and as the routin-
ized task of documenting lived and felt experiences, often involving the 
creation of voluminous written documents—texts—animated the discus-
sions researchers initiated with residents, their family members, and nurs-
ing home staff. The tension between dementia as relational and dementia 
as documentable, embodied, and experiential stemmed from contradic-
tory assumptions about persons living with dementia that treated them as 
unique individuals with values, preferences, and life stories and as objects 
of care. The notion of the PERSON-with-dementia as work, as a site of 
effort and labor performed to fulfill a moral purpose, reconciled this ten-
sion. Residents “without” dementia described their co-residence with resi-
dents “with” dementia as work, both in the sense of “bed and body work” 
and “person work.”28 Where “person work” is intersubjective and priori-
tizes self-actualization through interrelationships, “bed and body work” 
describes a task-oriented form of medical custodial care that is informed 
by the intensification of labor and the assumption that dementia is a debili-
tating condition that cannot be cured and can only be expected to get 
worse. Residents shared accounts of the work involved in making oth-
ers appear within public spaces in the everyday life of the nursing home. 
Imagining and articulating personhood within the context of dementia 
as performance made it possible for residents to imagine and articulate 
themselves as moral actors, and the nursing home as already and poten-
tially more than a place of beds and bodies. But it did so by scripting the 
resident with dementia as a passive recipient of personhood.

Transcripts were critical in constructing the dementia patient. They, 
among other things, displayed residents’ negotiations of the meaning and 
significance of the affective work involved in the routinized performance of 
domestic life within the nursing home. Some descriptions of work revealed 
a desire to bear witness to the precarity of life from an “insider’s perspec-
tive” in ways that promoted the participation of the most  marginalized 
members of nursing home communities. This was expressed by one nurs-
ing home resident study participant in terms that related the experience of 
co-residence to that of “family”:

Even though it’s a small family now, it’s a very close one and we do relate 
well in here. Sometimes you have to work at it because everybody has 
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 different levels of why they are here—I have to make the best of it, or I am 
just here sort of thing—and we had this in our own house. And if they don’t 
feel well or they have something which is not going to get any better or it is 
going to get worse, you still have to be a bit upbeat with them, otherwise it, 
they can’t change their own feelings about themselves or anything else and 
… some of them won’t get any better, and they will get worse and of course 
you see them move to other floors and what not, and that’s not something 
you see when you are outside.

Working at maintaining their “small family” is important to nursing home 
residents. So much so that they take great care to maintain comforting and 
supportive relationships with them, noting that they remain “upbeat,” 
especially for those family members who “won’t get any better,” and “will 
get worse.”

Data analysis informed by social philosophical understandings of per-
sonhood has revealed an interesting contradiction in how preference is 
understood within nursing home settings: residents cannot fully realize 
preferences because of feelings of responsibility/accountability to other 
residents similar to those described above, and in other accounts as well. 
One resident discusses playing cards even though it is not her preference, 
on the grounds that she “knows” that if she does not, it will likely nega-
tively impact the quality of life of the other residents with whom she lives. 
The decision to play cards is framed as more than a question of “saving 
face” or “impression management.”29 It rather evidences resident aware-
ness of the need to appear happy and to participate in group activities, 
considering the reality that within this setting people one once shared 
their life with are going to “other floors” and are not going to get any bet-
ter. Within this setting, hierarchically divided by levels that materialize in 
the form of other floors, resident personhood is achieved through actions 
that recognize and reach out to other residents recognized as on their way 
up, or down, or out.

Within the interviews, residents identified doing things they did not 
want to do out of a sense of commitment to a shared community with 
other people that were not immediate friends or family. Responses revealed 
a sense of kinship tempered with a trace of remorse. They claimed to know 
that things were not going to get better, at least not in terms of norma-
tive understandings of “progress.” The ways residents reconciled the fac-
tual reality of separation and decline displayed recognition of proximity 
to illness and death (if not in the immediacy of their own lives through 
their co-residence with other people who do or might or could soon have 
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dementia). The residents’ testimony raises the issue of how such a regu-
lated space as the nursing home can be inhabited, and recognizing this 
opens radical possibilities for rethinking the kind of world in which nurs-
ing homes are not just possible, but ordinary.

And yet, the fullness of life does not appear through the negation of 
other residents. Rather, life is made significant through a reaching out to 
them. Kitwood describes this within the context of dementia care in terms 
of a “journeying out toward the other.”30 Co-residence comes to mean 
so much more than merely living with or living through or even living 
for another person. Co-residence becomes a question of living toward 
one another, a movement out of oneself toward becoming otherwise. 
This journey involves a process of self-recognition in which one becomes 
other, and also more than someone in need, to someone whose presence 
is needed. Recognizing oneself as needed does not negate the reality of 
one’s own needs; if anything, it can make those needs more real, more vis-
ible, tangible, objective, and more intensely experienced. Journey as expe-
rience and analytic construct can reveal the interconnected nature of needs 
as lived and felt by people who share a common domicile. Interpreting 
nursing home residents’ stories, gestures, and interactions as expressions 
of a desire to reach out and to recognize themselves as people who are not 
only in need but also people who are needed can offer a powerful coun-
ternarrative to the at times reductive understandings of successful living 
(i.e., appearing happy, healthy, and well) at the heart of neoliberal regimes 
of “positive aging.” It can also create space to dwell with the social sig-
nificance of the appearance of interpersonal anguish as a productive force 
within nursing home settings in need of further understanding, rather 
than a sign of an individual with a problem and in need of medication.

Interview transcripts provoke questions concerning the kin networks 
that both structure and enliven nursing home settings. As Donna Haraway 
reminds us, “there are all kinds of unconscious processes and solidarities 
at work that aren’t about choice.”31 The residents that were interviewed 
described reaching out to other residents, their neighbors, and  strangers, 
as a form of domestic duty and a routinized household activity that cre-
ated a sense of community within an environment that had transience 
built into its design, an environment that anticipates regular arrivals and 
departures, much like a hotel.32 The construction and concomitant treat-
ment of the “resident in need”—of care, compassion, empathetic under-
standing, and most importantly, other residents—is used to create a sense 
of intimacy within the space of the nursing home. This also creates a sense 
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that the nursing home is a home, or thinking with Gaston Bachelard, a 
sense that the nursing home is an object of human dignity and thus holds a 
legitimate presence in the “human” community. Even if it may not always, 
nor ever, be experienced as home by one and all, it is a space of creation, 
a product of socially oriented action, and a site and scene of homemaking.

Not surprisingly, there is a distinctly gendered dimension to homemak-
ing in the nursing home setting. This form of care that reaches out toward 
the co-resident, the neighbor, the stranger, this transformative process 
that both extends and encloses, and that does so in response to percep-
tions of a shared precarity of being, feminizes and infantilizes the people 
who live in nursing homes. It recalls patriarchal assumptions about a hier-
archical “natural order of things” that (de)legitimizes authority on the 
grounds of the demonstrable presence or absence of (white, bourgeois, 
masculinist) reason. Disability studies scholar, Robert McRuer remarks 
that “able-bodiedness … still largely masquerades as a nonidentity, as the 
natural order of things.”33 Displaying one’s capacity, by acting and being 
“reasonable,” involves recognizing that natural order and asserting one’s 
place within it.

Nursing homes are situated within, and informed by, broader historical, 
social, economic, cultural, and political contexts. Life in nursing homes in 
Canada is shaped by neoliberal governmentalities that prize self-sufficiency 
and flexibility.34 Under these conditions, appearing happy, healthy, and 
well and participating in household activities is one way that the capacity 
to reason is demonstrated, regardless of how one actually feels or whether 
one experiences the household as a home.35 It operates on the basis of an 
internal contradiction. This form of care affirms the inevitability of arriv-
als and departures (entry and exit), simultaneously acknowledging and 
negating transience, making it a permanent feature of the environment. 
It does this through the construction of an “us/them dichotomy” within 
the home, a way of caring that acknowledges and reinforces a common 
sense that, as one interviewee shared, “some of them won’t get any better, 
and they will get worse.”36 But what are the social and material conditions 
that organize perceptions of “some” residents as a “them” in need of the 
presence of residents who will journey out toward them, but who cannot 
change their life (and death) trajectories? Care that is oriented to the pres-
ervation of the personhood of lives lived beyond cure establishes a relation 
between neoliberal governmentalities and the natural order of things in 
which some of them (unlike us) are positioned as occasions to reaffirm 
the meaning and significance of co-residence through the performance 
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of human dignity and with it a “community of order.”37 Interpretations 
of human dignity as a tool that can facilitate the achievement of personal 
and collective transformation, the individual constructed as beyond cure 
becomes what Giorgio Agamben refers to as “the figure of the scape-
goat… in whom sacrificial innocence and guilt, sanctity and abjection, 
victim and executioner are unified for the sake of catharsis.”38 What is not 
entirely clear is who embodies this figure; is it the resident who displays 
capacity, the co-resident with dementia, the nursing home, or contempo-
rary society? Boundaries become blurred in and around the nursing home.

The interviewee’s assertion that the system of relations with other resi-
dents in the nursing home resembles a family (“it is like a small family 
now”) can further enhance understanding of a blurring of boundaries 
between public and private domiciles within the nursing home setting. 
As one interviewee shared, being present and participating in household 
activities provides both direct assistance and emotional support to the 
other people who live in the nursing home. Yet she says nothing of how 
their presence aids and supports her personally. According to political phi-
losopher Hannah Arendt, it is through labor that we are made human, 
that our lives are imbued with significance.39 People who live in nurs-
ing home settings describe the relational work they perform to make the 
place more “homelike.” Unspoken assumptions about dementia, made 
to appear in the form of an address to the absence of reason, organized 
how this work was done, and with whom. Even as tacit knowledge about 
dementia provokes a reaching out toward others and a transformation of 
self, it also carries the risk of rigidity. Knowledge of dementia does not 
only extend interpersonal relations, it also encloses them. The assertion 
that some people are not going to get better reflects the stereotypical 
assumption that people go to a nursing home to die. This is reinforced 
by the experiences of the people who live in nursing homes, but whose 
frame of reference is likely already informed by popular lay and medical 
understandings (and stereotypes) of the meaning and purpose of nursing 
homes.

In positing a population within the nursing home that realizes the 
manifest purpose of the nursing home, and in distancing herself from this 
group (expressed in the reference to “some of them”), the interviewee 
charts a new journey for herself and for the nursing home as a place where 
people can and do live, and where they may even get better. The anticipa-
tion of other residents “being moved” to other floors provides the impe-
tus for her movement outwards, and her participation in the communal 
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life of the nursing home. “Being moved,” or placed, somewhere else is 
treated as fate (and a fact) for “some of them,” but not those who retain 
the capacity to reason, as demonstrated through participating in house-
hold activities despite a lack of the desire to do so. In this way, the inter-
viewee describing the pressures to play a game of cards also shows her 
bluff. Her words display consciousness of the nursing home as a divided 
space: a place of deterioration and death for some, but of life and growth 
for the rest who are in a position to recognize and respond to the signifi-
cance of their positions within, and to the nature of the work that ought to 
be done. While this negotiation of life on the “inside” may prove life sus-
taining and even enhancing for the interviewee, it also comes at the cost 
of cementing an understanding of “some of them” living in the nursing 
home as statues subject to decay and ruin. “Some of them” (the residents) 
are reduced to objects that can either facilitate or get in the way of the 
work of making a home for the rest of us (the “people” living in nursing 
homes). Like furniture, they become fixtures in the environment that can 
be mitigated or capitalized on to make that environment more or less liv-
able (“homelike”). Those on the inside have experiences that are distinct 
from the experiences that characterized their lives outside of the nursing 
home setting. As the interviewee says, “you see them move to other floors 
and what not, and that’s not something you see when you are outside.” At 
the same time, resident responses to questions about nursing home life (as 
well as current treatment regimes) could also be read as affirmations of the 
persistent force of the social conditions and cultural ideals that structure 
experience on the outside within nursing home settings.

What roles do images and ideas about dementia play in upholding and/
or disrupting firmly entrenched assumptions about who lives in a nursing 
home and public understandings of the meaning and purpose of a nurs-
ing home? How is the “nursing home resident” made visible in public 
spaces, and how might such visibility shape what participation, and resis-
tance, look like within nursing home settings? Articulations of experience 
on the “inside” serve as expressions of the public mind. As such, they 
 communicate individuals’ interpretations and negotiations of popular cul-
tural imaginaries about what it is like to live in a nursing home.

Although the aforementioned interviewee’s account makes it possible 
to imagine a meaningful life within the nursing home, the only perspec-
tive present is an ableist perspective. The imagined others that make life 
both meaningful and challenging (and perhaps even tedious in the sense 
of eliciting a sense of duty to participate in undesired activities) provide a 
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means for the resident to experience herself as different from the “some” 
since she can make the choice to participate where they cannot, to move 
while they are moved, which provides a means to experience herself as rea-
sonable and purposeful, as a person.40 Reciprocity is limited to a question 
of how “they” do or do not make it possible to expand self-awareness. But 
who are “they?”

Thinking in terms of reasonableness and purposefulness, agency and 
volition exemplifies what McRuer, drawing from Adrienne Rich, describes 
as “compulsory able-bodiedness—the experience of the able-bodied need 
for an agreed-on common ground” in which everyone agrees that “able- 
bodied perspectives are preferable and what we all, collectively, are aiming 
for.”41 According to McRuer, “compulsory able-bodiedness functions by 
covering over, with the appearance of choice, a system in which there 
actually is no choice.”42 It becomes difficult and even dangerous to imag-
ine value in disability perspectives. When disability experiences are pres-
ent, they are typically framed and mediated by nondisabled cultural ideals 
of autonomy, and appear primarily in the form of a problem, usually in 
terms of dysfunction, deficiency, and disorder that must be eradicated or 
mitigated in some way.43 Reading the interviews (grouped into cases that 
include residents, their families, and the staff who worked with them) 
together, the concept of autonomy commonly appears across all of the 
cases and could be interpreted as the glue that binds each case together as 
one coherent story. This is not surprising considering the research objec-
tives that shaped the study design and the nature of the questions par-
ticipants were asked.44 However, it does have special relevance once we 
consider one of the dominant thematic tropes within discourses of demen-
tia—the continuity of the self. And, some might say, what is a self but the 
story of a person?45

In the primary analysis of the interview transcripts, the original research 
team observed that autonomy appeared in the form of a question of the 
extent and quality of continued participation in activities, where activities 
included the activities of daily life related to primary health needs such 
as being in a position to self-administer medications, but also managing 
finances, and hobbies such as knitting. For the purposes of this chapter, 
we are most concerned with the team’s finding that advocacy on behalf of 
oneself and/or others appeared as an activity that made autonomy visible 
in the lives of nursing home residents.

Cultural conceptions of autonomy privilege noncognitive impairment. 
Returning to Kitwood’s conception of “PERSON-with-dementia,” where 
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the person is capitalized and abstracted from dementia, one can observe 
how the concept or construct “autonomy” foregrounds the person with-
out dementia, with the effect of reinforcing taken for granted assumptions 
that whatever personhood means it involves being able to make decisions 
for self and on behalf, or in the best interests, of others.46 Formal and infor-
mal knowledge of dementia that treats dementia as a “problem that can 
only be expected to get worse” constructs the “PERSON-with-dementia” 
as a site for the production of autonomy as a concrete thing that is separate 
from (and that can be separated from) lived experience. Lived experience 
becomes a property of the self (private). Autonomy becomes sayable as a 
measure of an individual’s relation to, and control over, lived experience 
(private property). This way of thinking about autonomy is very much 
in line with cultural notions of the “rational subject,” which have been 
strategically deployed throughout history to marginalize, exploit, and dis-
enfranchise groups—women, people of color, and disabled persons.47

What are the practices that organize the appearance of dementia? The 
production of knowledge about people who live with dementia can be 
examined from the perspective of social relations to time as made to appear 
in histories of difference (marked by race, class, gender, and sex). Rather 
than simply another other, or additional exemplar of difference, dementia 
makes a distinct difference in terms of how lives and worlds are experi-
enced and understood. The difference that dementia makes will now be 
discussed, in relation to paper and paperwork.

Dementia anD the eViDence of experience

An exclusive focus on personhood, at the expense of a more multidimen-
sional understanding of the social, political, and economic changes that 
have occurred throughout history, and the power structures through 
which knowledge of dementia is established and institutionalized, shifts 
attention away from how dementia is what it is, and away from an exami-
nation of the methods through which people with dementia are produced 
and the role that texts play in what Clive Baldwin refers to as the narrative 
dispossession of people living with dementia.48

The discourse of experience communicates the hegemony of the vis-
ible. Joan Scott’s critical interrogation of the “evidence of experience” can 
offer insights about the significance of social constructions of dementia 
in the reproduction of knowledge about what constitutes the validity of 
a distinctly human life. For Scott, “Experience is, in this approach, not 
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the origin of our explanation, but that which we want to explain.”49 Scott 
contextualizes the evidence of experience within the history of difference. 
She states,

When the evidence offered is the evidence of “experience,” the claim for 
referentiality is further buttressed—what could be truer, after all, than a 
subject’s own account of what he or she has lived through? It is precisely 
this appeal to experience as uncontestable evidence and as an originary point 
of explanation—that weakens the critical thrust of histories of difference.50

Drawing from a study which made use of Max van Manen’s phenomeno-
logical method of researching lived experience and “understanding the 
‘particular’ in light of the ‘universal,’” Alison Phinney casts a critical gaze 
on studies that question the awareness of people with dementia over their 
own lives, and specifically, over symptoms.51 In contrast to such studies, 
Phinney frames participants’ expressions of forgetfulness, loss, fear, and 
confusion as demonstrations of an enhanced reflectiveness, a reflectiveness 
that resists being reduced to the product of lessons learned over time. 
This reflectiveness, an inability to take things for granted, is steeped in 
corporeality and displays the limits of minding and being minded. Since 
stepping out of the routine or the usual can produce symptoms that lead 
to frustration, participants are more attentive to their environments, act-
ing in intensely strategic and self-aware ways.

Phinney notes that people with dementia operationalized loss in terms 
of challenges to being in the world in an unreflective way. She says, “Feeling 
lost was experienced by many as a sense of being in unfamiliar terrain, feel-
ing that the world around them did not make any sense.”52 Rather than 
reduce the meaning of the experiences of people living with dementia to 
evidence or originary points of explanation, Phinney treats articulations 
of dementia-specific experiences as occasions to dwell with how people 
reconcile questions about what needs to be done when they find them-
selves in “unfamiliar terrain.”53 Phinney makes it possible to imagine that 
dementia is not merely written but is also a way of writing and of making 
a home, and negotiating one’s way home.

Describing an interview with Jacques Derrida published under the title 
of “Le papier ou moi, vous savez… (nouvelles spéculations sur unluxe 
des pauvres),” Kevin McLaughlin considers what Derrida means by his 
reference to ours as “‘an epoch in the history of technics and in the his-
tory of humanity’ delimited by the ‘hegemony’ of paper.”54 McLaughlin 
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assures his reader that he does not mean to mistake paper for a metaphor, 
and that in fact, paper appears as an unobserved subject rather than a 
sign of the time. For McLaughlin, paper comes to appear as something 
missed (whose recollection allows for the mourning of the subject). Like 
paper, dementia appears in the form as an unobserved subject in ways of 
talking and writing that treat dementia as a sign of the times (a “now” 
distinguished by an aging population), and as a symptom or metaphor of 
modernity (where modernity is understood as a break from tradition that 
can be accompanied by disorientation, nostalgia, and anomie). But, what 
kind of subject is dementia? In considering this, one could return to the 
material and symbolic significance of paperwork. Like the resident who 
plays cards even though she would prefer not to, people invest time and 
energies in paperwork because of the influence it is assumed to have over 
people’s capacity to be recognized as belonging to the group of “those” 
who are flexible and can adapt to “unfamiliar terrains,” “those” who are 
perceived as capable of reaching out toward the others with whom they 
live, and in so doing avoid or delay being “moved to other floors.” Paper 
provides the material for an archive of experience, and as such, represents 
a condition of possibility for modern understandings of memory.

Paperwork is central to the social accomplishment of personhood in a 
nursing home setting. Policy documents and reports coordinate relations 
to dementia and those perceived to be it or have it, making it possible to 
recognize and respond “appropriately,” often through the administration 
of psychotropic drugs, but also through “person-centered” approaches. 
Despite this, the social significance of paperwork within such settings is 
routinely reduced to a task that duplicates efforts and produces redundan-
cies, and as a surplus of modern bureaucratic organization and practice.

Harrigan and Gillett assert that “[e]ach of us is constantly a being-
in- the-process-of-becoming who has to adapt to the world in new ways; 
and one is not along in this task but is held in personhood by relation-
ships which support us and enhance our abilities.”55 As McLaughlin 
notes, a simple question about paper turns Derrida to trace the specter of 
the  subject of his life’s works—of who he is and who he understands his 
self to be. Discourses of person-centered dementia care rarely occasion 
such a turning. Dementia tends, rather, to materialize as an apparition of 
the subject that both manifests as and gives rise to an uncanny sense of 
“ambiguous loss.”56 Who, or rather what this subject is, is the PERSON-
without- dementia. Like paper, and dementia, PERSON is not a metaphor. 
It does not stand for a historical period, despite Western associations 
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between the ascendency of the person, the self-actualized individual of 
fully realized potential, with moments in enlightened thinking, science, 
progress, colonialism, and global imperialism.57

Despite dominant institutional discourses on personhood in residential 
dementia care, families, residents, and staff seem to share the impression 
that being in places and situations that one does not want to be in can 
cause mental, emotional, and physical discomfort or distress. Yet those 
situations and those places can be bearable, as long as one is given the 
impression that despite one’s “level of being there,” one’s personhood, 
is acknowledged. There is a will to recover and recapture the present that 
accompanies a longing for impression. This will to the present, to be pres-
ent, is made legible in constructions of the present as a potential past or 
future. Like paper, personhood is operationalized in ways that represent it 
as the mind or subject. And like paper, it can be very difficult to question 
the actual meaning and significance of personhood because we become 
accustomed to thinking about personhood as a condition of human 
action, some “thing,” and a tool that can be used to make visible the work 
that needs to be done.

conclusions

In interviews with older adults living in a nursing home, dementia appeared 
in at least three ways: as a means of making sense of vulnerability, as a 
question of capacity and competence; as a mode of performing capacity 
and competence by participating in domestic activities; and as affirmation 
of presence and being with others. Assumptions about dementia shaped 
how residents understood what it means to be a person, why being a per-
son is important (what being a person does), and what is at stake when 
personhood becomes questionable (e.g., the imposition of uninformed or 
unwanted interventions). Interestingly, interview participants’ expressed 
relations to dementia paralleled the assumptions of global policy and insti-
tutional practice texts. In such texts, dementia is imagined as a global 
problem. Conceived as a global problem, dementia represents an occasion 
to reflect on national and international vulnerability, what domestic policy 
means within an increasingly globalized world (what effects it can have at 
home and abroad), and what is at stake for countries that do not possess 
the expert knowledge and wherewithal to adequately address a problem 
of such magnitude. Our parallel analysis of interview transcripts alongside 
texts such as the WHO and Alzheimer’s Disease International’s Dementia: 
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A Public Health Priority yields new insights regarding the multiple lev-
els of assumptions that structure the meaning and experience of nursing 
home life.

Assumptions about choice, made present in research on medical inter-
ventions for people living with dementia in nursing home settings, the 
interviewed residents’ expressed commitment to a notion of the person 
as “rational subject,” and textual representations of dementia as a global 
problem, are organized by a discursive dichotomy. Dementia is perceived 
as either a threat to personhood and to being and feeling at home or an 
opportunity to reaffirm personhood and recreate home through respon-
sible home making. Our analysis illustrates how the assumption that there 
is choice can affect the self-perceptions, everyday lives, and aspirations of 
residents. For example, for some residents it promoted activities oriented 
to reaching out to others, and working with others to make the space more 
homelike, despite differences in condition and changes in with whom and 
how that space is shared. Thinking with the textual organization and acti-
vation of the rational subject, through an examination of paperwork, may 
shift how personhood is recognized within the nursing home away from 
an imagined quality of life that can be preserved through the administra-
tion of psychotropic drugs, and even contribute to what van Manen refers 
to as a “broadened notion of rationality,” which he understands as a faith 
in reciprocity and a shared life.58
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On a sunny afternoon in September 2012, I wrapped up my then six- 
week- old daughter in a sling, got onto my mobility scooter, and headed 
out to the local drugstore.1 Just a few blocks from my apartment, an 
elderly woman stopped me on the street to admire the sleeping creature 
on my chest, exclaiming: “Look at you! It’s so nice to see people like you 
being included!” In just the few short weeks after my daughter’s birth, 
her comment—or something like it—had become a common refrain: of 
the many places I traveled while carrying my daughter on my lap, people 
nodded approvingly, remarked how great it was to see a visibly disabled 
person with a child, and more often than not, gestured toward just how 
far our society had come in including people historically discouraged or 
prevented from becoming parents. There I was, a rolling success story full 
of good feelings for all to witness.

The barriers I, like many disabled parents, face on a daily basis are 
numerous. Rather than my physical limitations characterizing my 



 individual  failure to be an adequate parent, my limitations are social and 
relational: they are failures of my communities, even my disability commu-
nities, to address a lack of access to sustainable forms of disabled parenting. 
Nonetheless, it can be difficult to specify how the physical limitations I face 
as a mother are not just mine. Part of the trickiness in marking these fail-
ures is a result of the ways in which normative notions of both mothering 
and disabled mothering circulate to figure individual mothers as the site to 
determine whether one is good or bad, rather than placing mothering as 
always embedded within broader social relations. Another impediment to 
marking the social barriers I experience as a mother is the way in which the 
inclusion of disability within neoliberal economies makes systemic barriers 
out to be individual problems that can be solved within neoliberal market 
logics. It is hard to develop a relational understanding of disabled mother-
ing because of the ways in which disabled mothers are capacitated in neo-
liberal economies to become good mothers, and because of the ways in 
which the good and bad feelings that circulate around becoming or failing 
to become a good disabled mother individualize disability. Neoliberal log-
ics are pervasive, contradictory, and insidious, capable of orienting even 
the most critical, radical, or social-justice-oriented communities toward 
celebrating the neoliberal capacitation of disabled parents.

This chapter addresses the ways in which dominant cultural discourses 
of disabled parenting, with a particular focus on disabled mothering, re- 
enforce disability as located in an individual body. I begin by mapping out 
the extensive social barriers faced by disabled parents. Then, in tracing out 
the narrative accounts of disabled mothers appearing in popular media, I 
show how neoliberal processes of capacitating disabled people as parents 
sustain and celebrate disability as an individual problem that can be over-
come by an inclusive society. I show how disabled women are hailed to 
feel good about being capacitated into ideal normative mothers through 
neoliberal forms of care. The problem, then, is that disabled mothers, by 
coming to feel good about themselves, or in being hailed to feel good by 
others in order to feel like good mothers, re-inscribe normative forms of 
parenting that support neoliberal forms of care that capacitate some as the 
successful abled-disabled, while leaving others to wither. In contrast to 
these individualizing cultural discourses of mothering, in the last section 
of this chapter I take into account the capacitating and debilitating logic 
of neoliberalism to think through how disabled mothering emerges within 
and between bodies. In this relational model, disabled mothering marks 
the barriers some disabled parents face as not individual problems to be 
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solved, but rather as social relations in which we are all implicated. Such 
an approach to disability, I argue, contests the affective neoliberal forms of 
good feelings that re-enforce individualizing understandings of disabled 
parenting.

Barriers to DisaBleD Parenting

Nearly 10 percent of American children have one or more disabled 
parent(s).2 Despite their prevalence, disabled parents are often consid-
ered incompetent and put under increased scrutiny and surveillance. 
They face significant systemic barriers that often lead to social isolation. 
Not only do inaccessible playgrounds, parent-and-tot groups, and school 
buildings limit disabled parents, but disabled parents are also significantly 
constrained by poverty, and inadequate and inaccessible housing, trans-
portation, and daycare.3 Systemic ableism leads to disabled parents as a 
group having less access to educational and occupational opportunities 
and heightens the chances of living in poverty, which in turn contributes 
to increased social marginalization and vulnerability, further opening the 
disabled parent up to negative judgments about their capacities to parent. 
Disabled mothers in particular frequently face stigmatizing public percep-
tions that serve to challenge their capacity to mother adequately.4 If, as 
Claudia Malacrida notes, the normative relationship between motherhood 
and femininity is a “tightrope upon which to balance dependency and 
nurturance,” for disabled women, this “tightrope” can be “particularly 
difficult to negotiate” because disabled mothers are more often embedded 
in relations of material and social dependency.5

Malacrida’s research on disabled mothering shows that disabled women 
“are more likely to experience dependency on institutional supports as a 
result of their unequal access to education, their difficulties in obtaining 
adequate employment and their higher likelihood of living in poverty.”6 
If disabled mothers are employed, often the accessible transit service is 
“unreliable, inflexible, and unsuited” to the responsibilities of working 
mothers.7 And while physical access may not typically be a barrier to dis-
abled mothers with cognitive impairments, “these women are more likely 
than others to be lone parents, living with poverty and unemployment” 
and facing higher levels of stigmatization, social isolation, and charges 
of incompetency.8 Disabled women are also at an increased risk of hav-
ing a partner who is emotionally or physically abusive.9 Of course, dis-
abled parents have varied experiences depending on social factors such as 
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marital and socioeconomic status, geographical location, race, ethnicity, 
age, gender, sexuality, and access to social, cultural, and symbolic capital. 
According to Malacrida’s research, racial, economic, and sexual difference 
intensified the negative outcomes for disabled women. For while disabled 
women as a group are more likely to experience poverty, discrimination, 
and violence, “women who are poor, queer, living in rural isolation or 
members of racial and ethnic minority groups are likely to experience dis-
ability oppression that is complicated by their raced, classed, geographical, 
sexual and social locations.”10

Regardless of social position, however, all disabled mothers (differen-
tially) experience the cultural pressures that accompany the idealization of 
motherhood within a Western context as a gendered role of selfless devo-
tion and natural seamless attention to the needs and desires of her child. 
Sara Ruddick argues that mothering involves protection, nurturance, and 
responding to the needs of children with care and respect, qualities that 
Malacrida notes are “stereotyped as core attributes of hegemonic femi-
ninity.”11 Women are expected to nurture their children “through active, 
involved and expert mothering,” and are “ideally expected to be all things, 
at all times, to their dependent children.”12 Martha McMahon underscores 
the ways in which women are re-socialized in becoming mothers and 
transform into “loving, caring, responsible” parents.13 Thus, motherhood 
can be understood as a learned set of behaviors that is continually repro-
duced through performing normative forms of mothering- femininity that 
imbues women with a sense of themselves as naturally devoted, attentive, 
and nurturing.14

Sharon Hays first coined the term “intensive mothering” to express 
how normative mothering is “child-centered, expert-guided, emotion-
ally absorbing, labor-intensive, and financially expensive.”15 Women are 
“expected to create child-centered homes that shield children away from 
responsibility and hardship” and are tasked with being all things to their 
children whether it is being immediately available, a strong role model, 
endlessly nurturing, or completely child focused. Despite long-standing 
feminist critiques of naturalized gender roles, mothers in modern Western 
societies continue to be “idealized as ‘natural’ and limitless caregivers for 
their children.”16 Despite feminist attempts to challenge and  denaturalize 
normative mothering and politicize intensive mothering discourses, failure 
to meet this normative standard of selflessness often results in “mother-
blame” especially when the mother’s behavior becomes a means of explain-
ing the aberrant behavior in her children.17
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While it is common for all parents to struggle with doubts about their 
parenting abilities and to live up to normative gender roles and expecta-
tions, for disabled mothers in particular “these doubts are repeatedly con-
firmed in the comments of strangers, health-care professionals, even family 
members.”18 Such doubts are reinforced through various levels of com-
munity and state surveillance, which often results in the removal of chil-
dren from their care, or creates additional burdens through the fear and 
threat of possibly losing the right to care for one’s child.19 As Malacrida 
points out, “Because ideal mothering includes women’s responsibility for 
the protection and care of their children—even against their husbands and 
partners—women who are vulnerable to abuse are likely to be blamed for 
failing to live up to cultural norms relating to ideal mothers as protectors 
and guardians against any and all harms that may befall their children.”20

In 37 US states, disability, as an identity status, can in itself be the legal 
grounding to terminate parental rights.21 As Angela Frederick’s research 
shows, “Many mothers with disabilities report living with a sense of fear 
that they will be scrutinized by medical authorities. At times, when mem-
bers of the public see a disabled woman out with her children and become 
concerned, they report the family to child protective services.”22 Too fre-
quently “safety” is a guise used to question the abilities of disabled parents 
and disability status ends up being used as a proxy for real evidence that 
the parent cannot adequately care for their children.23 Of her experience 
as a disabled parent, Deborah Kent comments: “The exhaustion and isola-
tion I felt are common to many, if not most, new mothers in middle-class 
America. Yet I had one added burden sighted mothers did not share. I 
knew that wherever I went people were observing me, wondering about 
me, at times doubting my abilities. All too many people, both strangers 
and acquaintances, questioned my capacity to care for my daughter and 
to keep her safe.”24

Surveillance and questioning of capacity play a role in how disabled 
parents present and monitor themselves and their children. Carol Thomas’ 
1997 study marks the ways in which disabled mothers feel pressure to 
demonstrate that they are “good enough mothers,” above and beyond the 
normative pressures placed on nondisabled mothers.25 Thomas also found 
that disabled mothers desired to present themselves as managing normally 
in order to avoid attention or judgment. Lars Grue and Kristin Laerum 
affirm this finding, noting that several of the disabled mothers in their 
study found it important to “work hard in order to convince other people 
that they were competent mothers.”26 One participant in their study, Lise, 
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stated: “There are very few children who are as nicely dressed and well- 
kept as my children. I was the first parent to put nametags in my children’s 
clothes when they started at the nursery. Nobody should have a reason to 
criticise me.”27 Kent comments on her own experiences of being a “blind 
mother” in a similar way:

Many a new mother lives with “performance pressure.” When the baby won’t 
stop crying, she notes her mother-in-law’s disapproving frown or her hus-
band’s sigh of exasperation. But I feel that in my case such anxiety was height-
ened. In public places I could seldom forget that the critical eyes of the world 
were upon me. If my daughter fussed, if she had a spot on her dress, or if any 
minor accident befell her, I knew it would be attributed not to the ordinary 
ups and downs of babyhood, but to the fact that I, her mother, couldn’t see. I 
tried to keep Janna immaculate, cheerful, and of course safe from all the perils 
of childhood—not only for her sake, but in order to fend off the naysayers, to 
prove myself worthy for the parental role.28

Grue and Laerum note that disabled mothers often feel that they need 
to “demonstrate a better than ideal performance of motherhood in order 
to pass as socially acceptable” and often monitor their gender perfor-
mance in order to appear “as a mother in a way that makes them equal to 
other mothers.”29 Crucially, however, they point out that such attempts 
at “passing” were more difficult for disabled mothers who have speech 
impairments or difficulty maintaining their balance while walking, as these 
types of disabilities can appear as intellectual disabilities or as related to 
alcohol or drug consumption.30 Grue and Laerum additionally found that 
“mothers who had asked for practical help found that this was sometimes 
used as proof that they were inadequate mothers, and any difficulties that 
their children had at school or kindergarten had been interpreted in the 
same way.”31 As Frederick concludes: “Disabled mothers are more likely to 
experience unwarranted investigations from social service agencies. They 
are more likely to have their parental rights terminated, and when children 
are removed these families receive fewer supports for reunification.”32

That is, often when children are removed, “agencies offer disabled par-
ents few supports to ease the effects of structural barriers such as lack of 
access to transportation and quality housing, and they rarely offer parents 
the opportunity to acquire adaptive training and equipment that might 
help them care for their children.”33 Frederick describes the 2010 experi-
ence of Mikaela Sinnett of Independence, Missouri, who was taken into 
the American foster care system at just two days old. A nurse reported 
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Mikaela’s blind parents to a social worker after Mikaela’s mother expe-
rienced difficulty breastfeeding. Frederick writes: “Mikaela’s parents 
cooperated with the social worker, answering questions about the care 
they would provide for their newborn. They could take their daughter’s 
temperature with a talking thermometer; they had access to transporta-
tion; and they could take Mikaela to the hospital if she needed immediate 
medical attention. The one response the social worker wanted, which the 
parents could not provide, was that someone with sight would be with the 
child at all times.”34 Mikaela’s parents spent two months entangled in legal 
proceedings and court hearings during which time they were only able to 
see Mikaela during supervised visits for up to a maximum of three hours 
each week. After 57 days of fighting, the state finally dropped the case. 
Mikaela’s story underscores the way in which disability and incompetency 
are so culturally entrenched.

Because disability is so often associated with incompetency and lack, 
and because disabled mothers often require assistive devices or assistance 
to aid in their parenting, “the combination of cultural ideals of mother-
ing as selfless devotion with visible indicators of attending to one’s own 
needs and relying on institutional support increases the vulnerability of 
mothers with disabilities to the charge of bad parenting.”35 As such, dis-
abled mothers “pose a threat to the intensive mothering ethos as they can 
make visible the realities of imperfection, risk, and even pain and suffer-
ing—the very hardships from which mothers are now expected to shield 
their children.”36 This threat is more or less neutralized by representing 
the relationship disabled parents form with their children as unhealthy for 
the child. Indeed, disabled parents, and mothers in particular, are often 
depicted as having an “upside-down” relationship with their child, as it is 
assumed that the child is “burdened” with the responsibility of caring for 
the parent.37 The notion of an “upside-down family” presumes that “dis-
abled mothers not only fall short of ideal mothering, but that they depend 
on their children for care and services, exploiting these ‘young carers’ and 
robbing them of their childhood.”38

In Grue and Laerum’s study, they found that the majority of disabled 
mothers were very conscious of the role of their children as helpers. Even 
if able-bodied people expressed “how important it is for children to have 
certain obligations,” these same people often saw a child helping a dis-
abled mother as a different matter than when a child helped a nondisabled 
mother. That is, a child helping a disabled mother “was seen within a 
discourse of disability and not within a discourse of socialisation.”39 It was 
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questionable to these observers whether the child helping a disabled 
mother was indeed good for the child’s development.

Whether healthy for the child or not, such help is often necessary in 
an ableist world. McKeever et al. found that it was often “the unsuitabil-
ity of the home and community care services,” rather than the individual 
disability of the disabled parent which instigated the need for the child 
to help or care for the parent. Additionally, women without spousal 
support and those who relied on rental housing that could not be easily 
modified “appeared to be at the highest risk of requiring problematic 
levels of assistance from their children.”40 For many of these parents, 
assistance from their children was “the regretted detour” by which they 
were able to overcome limitations to full parenting. There is agreement 
across the research on disabled parenting on the need for nurturing 
assistance and increased personal and homemaking services for disabled 
parents. In a US national survey of 1200 disabled parents, 79 percent of 
respondents reported a need for daily personal assistance and 57 percent 
reported needing help with parenting tasks. Additionally, 60 percent of 
parents with psychiatric and/or physical disabilities reported that they 
would benefit from assistance with parenting activities, and 50 percent 
of parents with sensory or developmental disabilities said they would 
benefit.41 According to the survey, 43 percent of respondents reported 
needing the most help to enjoy recreational activities with their children, 
40 percent reported needing help with “chasing and retrieving their 
children,” and an additional 40 percent reported needing assistance 
with traveling outside their home. Other significant areas of assistance 
included lifting/carrying children, organizing supplies/clothing, disci-
plining children, playing with children, bathing children, childproofing 
the home, and advocating for children.42 And yet, while many disabled 
parents tout hiring an attendant as the best solution to the barriers 
they face, when disabled parents do hire someone to help care for their 
child, the disabled parent’s ability to be a parent is questioned. Christina 
Minaki, a disabled woman reflecting on her intention to hire a nanny to 
care for a child she wishes to adopt writes: “if it is acceptable for an able-
bodied mother to hire a nanny, to make juggling parenting, career and 
domestic responsibilities possible, why is this course of action assumed 
taboo for me?”43

In addition to being judged, getting help from nonfamily members is 
increasingly a problem of funding. As neoliberal changes to policy con-
tinue to download costs of caring for dependents onto the nonprofit and 
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voluntary sector, families and individuals, funding and other supports for 
disabled parents are often hard to secure, underresourced, or nonexistent. 
For many disabled mothers, publicly funded assistance is not available and 
their families are forced either privately to pay for help or not to receive 
any services at all. In many cases where disabled parents were receiving 
funding for attendant care, the terms of their funding did not allow them 
to use their assistants to aid with the care of their children. For example, 
“a mother with a full-time caregiver might reasonably expect her worker 
to feed and clothe her but she could not ask that caregiver to put a bowl 
of cereal on the table for her child or to help that child button his shirt.”44 
McKeever et al. further found:

Agencies that provided personal and homemaking services clearly viewed 
women as clients in need of individual assistance and often overlooked or 
refused to support their mothering roles. After repeated requests, only one 
of two mothers with very young children was provided with temporary out-
ing assistance and then for only 4 hours per week. Several mothers were 
unable to receive adequate assistance with those housekeeping activities typ-
ically associated with mothering such as the cleaning of children’s rooms, 
grocery shopping and laundry.45

As the US National Council on Disability (NCD) notes, personal care 
workers, who have been found to be a cost-effective solution to the needs 
of many disabled parents, would greatly enhance the ability of disabled 
parents to parent, improving the quality of life for these families. In the 
USA, some states that have offered support to keep the children of dis-
abled parents out of the foster care system have saved almost two dollars 
spent on institutional care for every dollar spent on the program.46 The 
NCD also found that funding adaptive equipment and simple home modi-
fications can also “prove cost-effective.”47

While the sum of all these findings about disabled parenting and the 
challenges disabled mothers in particular face is largely to draw attention 
to and chart out the precise barriers faced by disabled parents, what is 
missing from these studies is mapping out the ways in which disabled 
parents are welcomed and included as parents, and secondly, how these 
forms of inclusion and many of the “solutions” purported to aid disabled 
parents actually serve to reinforce neoliberal logics that individualize dis-
ability and care, capacitating some as the successful abled-disabled, while 
leaving others to wither.
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What KinD of Mother? Charting the neoliBeral 
affeCts of DisaBleD Parenting

Sarah Erdreich, in her 2015 Slate magazine article asks: “What kind of 
mother refuses to pick up her child?” At once both appealing to and resist-
ing normative Western maternal standards, she answers her own question 
bluntly: “A mother with chronic pain.”48

Born with damaged nerves that have led to a lifetime of muscle spasms, 
scar tissue, atrophied muscles, and days where “even blinking hurts,” 
Erdreich notes the ways in which following the birth of her daughter, her 
health further deteriorated. She writes: “The early months of changing 
diapers and clothes, nursing, and lifting her in and out of her crib caused 
irreparable damage to my wrist and shoulders.”49 As a result of the intense 
physical labor of taking care of a baby, Erdreich describes the ways in 
which she was left unable to push her daughter’s stroller “much farther 
than the three blocks between home and day care” and how she is unable 
to dress her daughter, tie her shoes, brush her hair, help her daughter 
write out the alphabet, or make the hand motions that accompany the 
children’s song “Itsy Bitsy Spider.”50 With this laundry list of limitations, 
she marks herself off as a failed mother when she admits that because she 
cannot do these things she does not feel that she is capable of properly 
caring for her daughter by herself for more than an hour. And because 
“raising another child would take a much greater toll on my health than I 
am willing to accept,” Erdreich feels that she is further failing her daughter 
because she is unwilling to provide her with a sibling and, thus, prevent-
ing her daughter from having the experience Erdreich and her husband 
enjoyed of growing up in a larger family.51

Erdreich goes back and forth describing her disability in relational and 
individualistic terms. On the one hand, Erdreich notes that by the time 
her daughter was two she had taught her “how to scoot down stairs, climb 
onto the couch, and get into her stroller.”52 In this telling, Erdreich’s 
relationship with her daughter was developed through her disability and 
her disability re-experienced through these lessons. On the other hand, 
Erdreich continues to fall back into individualistic and blaming accounts 
of how her chronic pain stops her from being the ideal parent she desires 
to be. She comments that she knows her daughter will soon be more inde-
pendent and that it will become easier to take her to the “the playground 
or library or a restaurant without needing another adult present.”53 But 
Erdreich feels so strongly that her condition makes her a failed parent that 
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she has a hard time believing that the future might be easier. Ultimately, 
as opposed to taking a relational approach that emphasizes how disability 
is produced between her and her daughter—let alone within the wider 
sociopolitical context and environment—Erdreich instead stresses her 
own failure as a mother. And for Erdreich, failure at being a good mother 
stems from her individualized disabled body.

In another account of disabled mothering published in The Atlantic, 
Rachel Rabkin Peachman writes of feeling like “her back would break” if 
she cradled her sick daughter’s “squirming 25-pound body any longer.”54 
Leaving her toddler crying in her crib, Peachman notes that she was caus-
ing her daughter “additional suffering” as a result of her individual back 
pain, commenting that “[b]efore having children, I didn’t consider how 
my pain might affect my parenting.”55 But as she goes on to describe, 
“Within two years of hoisting my precious cargo into her stroller and high 
chair, and yes, standing and rocking her to sleep—my body buckled under 
the strain. Back spasms made it impossible for me to stand or walk for 
long stretches and sometimes put me out of commission all together.”56 
Despite Peachman’s increasing pain and debilitation, she states: “[W]hen-
ever my daughter reached for me, I was there with open arms” because 
“How does a mother suppress her instinct to hold her child when those 
little arms reach out?”57 Of course, by severely limiting when she can act 
on this maternal instinct, Peachman sees her disability as an individual 
condition that prevents her from being a good mother.

Interestingly, both Peachman and Erdreich express how their disabilities 
have negatively affected their family life on the whole. Referring to studies 
on the adverse effects on a child’s emotional and behavioral development, 
Peachman states that when a parent has chronic pain, the “whole family 
suffers.”58 Erdreich comments that her condition affects her husband “in 
profound ways” as his life has become completely inflexible after the birth 
of their daughter, noting that “he is the only reliable and consistent par-
ent our daughter has,” leading her to describe her marriage as frustrating 
and unbalanced.59 Erdreich comments: “If I had known how tough this 
would be before getting pregnant, would I have made the same choice? I 
want to say yes without hesitation or qualification, but that’s not the hon-
est answer. The honest answer is, I don’t know. I love my daughter. That 
has never been in doubt. But I hate what a toxic combination motherhood 
and chronic pain are for me.”60

Erdreich’s and Peachman’s sense of failure is consistent with the litera-
ture on parenting with chronic pain on the whole. A number of studies 
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note the ways in which parents express a sense of missing out on social 
events and leisure time with their children as a result of their chronic pain, 
often labeling themselves as “burdens.”61 Evans and de Souza found that 
“[m]ost mothers felt that dealing with pain and bringing up children was 
difficult. Either children suffered and had to brave their mother’s unavail-
ability and distress, or mothers taxed themselves by performing parenting 
duties even when their pain made functioning difficult.”62

While I do not experience chronic pain, I, like many disabled parents, 
can identify with the frustration and pain both Peachman and Erdreich 
express in caring for their children. I also appreciate how both Peachman’s 
and Erdreich’s accounts of being disabled parents with chronic pain are 
important for disability studies because of the way in which chronic pain 
is often a kind of disability that many do not take seriously, or consider 
to be “real.”63 It is often an impairment that people need to prove over 
and over again because those with chronic pain do not always “look dis-
abled.” As Maeve O’Donovan comments, when disabilities are not visible, 
or not always visible, disabled parents “may find themselves excluded from 
the community and support provided to those with [visible] physical dis-
abilities.”64 Disabled parenting is governed by a normative understanding 
of disability that is dominated by visible forms of impairment and adap-
tive devices like that of the wheelchair.65 In this way, both Peachman and 
Erdreich provide a compelling account of some of the barriers to mother-
ing when one does not “look disabled” and as such, are expected to be 
fulfilling their normative roles of intensive mothering.

However, while their narratives begin to contest normative notions 
of disability, both narratives deeply entrench disability as an individual 
experience, with the authors blaming only themselves for not living up 
to ideal mothering norms. Failing to examine the barriers they face as 
social barriers, the individualizing narrative also reiterates a neoliberal 
logic that “individuals are primarily responsible for their own fates” and 
that “families and voluntary agencies, rather than local states, should 
bear the onus of responsibility for assisting persons in need.”66 Having 
privatized formerly public services and resources, the primary role of the 
neoliberal state is to discipline those who fail to maintain economic inde-
pendence and to reinforce divides between those who are deserving of 
social welfare programs and benefits and those who are not. Increasingly 
informing common sense understandings of disability as an individual 
condition or form of impairment while also underwriting policies and 
practices concerned with disabled people and modes of access, disabled 
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persons are hailed to become independent entrepreneurs who manage 
their own needs.

Michelle Murphy’s work on the economization of life argues that as 
neoliberalism developed throughout the mid-to-late twentieth century, 
it became increasingly common to render and govern lives in purely eco-
nomic terms (e.g., as more or less valuable) rather than through biological 
terms.67 As disabled life has become economized, the biological difference 
of impairment has come to matter less in some cases than the potential 
of making disabled bodies productive through therapies, drug regimes, 
and assistive devices and, thus, profitable for private companies develop-
ing drugs and producing body-modifying equipment. As opposed to see-
ing disability exclusively as the basis for exclusion and disabled bodies as 
objects to be normalized, Jasbir Puar has come to question how econo-
mies of disability that capacitate some disabled bodies while leaving other 
unproductive disabled lives to wither produce differential forms of disabil-
ity in neoliberal economies.68

While the objective of capacitation is not necessarily to transform dis-
abled bodies in the image of able bodies but, instead, to create newly 
enhanced and productive bodies that often have the potential to exceed 
the capacities of able bodies, ableism has not, of course, disappeared. That 
some disabled bodies are capacitated and included in their difference does 
not mean that ableist norms no longer define disabled people as lacking. 
Instead, within neoliberal economies disability emerges in the ambivalent 
position between being capacitated or left to wither and normalizing stan-
dards. With particular forms of disabled lives capacitated and marked as 
worthy for valorization, while other disabled lives are denigrated and left 
to wither, disability as difference works alongside ableist norms.

In the mothering literature, this ambivalence between being capaci-
tated or left to wither and normalizing standards is best expressed in the 
tension between the logic of intensive mothering in which being a mother 
is its own reward and the neoliberal logic that requires parents to take on 
the full cost of parenting. For disabled parents, more often than not, this 
effectively results in the neoliberal state disciplining those who are unable 
to afford this task through measures such as removing children from their 
care.

The ambivalent economies in which disability is both valued and capac-
itated, and policed and debilitated, inform nondisabled persons’ under-
standing of disability and feelings toward disabled people as well as disabled 
persons’ desires. For example, the woman who took such  pleasure in me 
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being both disabled and being a mother as I carried my infant daughter on 
my scooter expressed this ambivalence as she both celebrated my capaci-
tation as mother—my scooter, my ergonomic sling—and the image of 
being a competent, independent mother like other mothers this form of 
capacitation produces. I can only wonder what she would have said if my 
daughter were fussing or appeared to be in danger of falling off my lap? I 
can only imagine what type of mother I would have been if my child were 
older and struggling with the bags of groceries I could not carry myself, 
or if I, or my child, did not appear white?

Erdreich and Peachman desire to be good mothers by both overcom-
ing their disabilities that prevent them from always being good mothers 
and embracing the moments in which they can be good disabled mothers 
through participating in affective neoliberal economies.

As their individualized disabilities continue to sit more or less nicely 
within affective neoliberal economies of disability, it is perhaps no sur-
prise that the pain and joy Erdreich and Peachman feel in being mothers 
continues to circulate within neoliberal relations. Presumably not wanting 
to end on a sour note or to be a killjoy, but instead to leave their readers 
hopeful, both Erdreich and Peachman end their articles by expressing their 
determination to be good mothers despite their individual challenges. For 
Peachman, this is expressed in two key statements. In the first, she states: 
“I’m still the one my girls reach for—and I refuse to let the pain take that 
away from me. Motherhood may have weakened by body but my love 
for my daughters has strengthened my spirit.”69 And in the second, she 
notes: “I know there are days when I’m sidelined and short-tempered. But 
I’m determined to raise children who feel supported, secure, and loved. 
I don’t know what my future holds—surgery, therapies, or a lifetime of 
pain. But I have to believe that despite a deteriorating body, it’s possible 
to be a successful mother.”70 For her part, Erdreich makes the best of her 
limited situation by commenting:

And even though there is so much that I can’t do with my daughter, and 
more that I might not ever be able to do, there is still this: She can sit on 
my lap and listen to me read Harold and the Purple Crayon and Hop on Pop 
over and over. I can lie on the floor of her room and make her giggle just 
by letting her cover me with stuffed animals and toy ducks. And when we 
get home from day care and stand at the bottom of the porch steps and she 
lifts her arms to be carried, I can sit down on the lowest step and put my 
arm around her as she leans against me, and we can watch the evening settle 
around us until we’re both ready to walk into our house.71
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Pervasive cultural discourses such as those expressed by Peachman and 
Erdreich re-inscribe the good feelings of disability as an individual who 
will persevere and overcome their challenges. In doing so, the grounds 
upon which the individual grins and bears their situation are not contested 
but rather re-enforced. Similarly, Erdreich and Peachman both place hope 
for a better future in what they can do as individual mothers. That is, for 
Erdreich and Peachman, hope is found in their individual capacities to 
still provide the selfless care—although somewhat adapted to suit their 
disabled bodies—that good, able-bodied mothers provide.

While normative and ideal motherhood is “both unachievable and 
blaming for all women,” it also creates additional barriers for nonnorma-
tive family formations, including, but not limited to, families with one or 
more disabled parent.72 In contrast to Erdreich and Peachman’s individu-
alizing narratives that isolate them as lone outcasts, their experiences as 
disabled parents are not unique. And yet, their accounts are compelling 
precisely because of the ways in which they participate in ambivalent neo-
liberal relations.

In Hilde Zitzelsberger’s 2005 study of how 14 disabled women 
accounted for their embodiment, one participant who was visibly disabled 
when using her mobility scooter commented:

When people see me or even get to know me and they know that I’m mar-
ried and have a family… they’re really surprised and they’ll say… “That’s 
great.” Well, you wouldn’t go up to somebody and say, “That’s great, you 
have children.”73

Many contemporary accounts of disabled parenting describe similar 
encounters as the one I described at the beginning of this chapter in 
which nondisabled persons tell disabled people how great it is that they 
have kids. In the disabled parenting literature, this celebration of disabled 
mothers gets expressed in comments like: “[D]isabled women choosing 
to have children are resisting preconceptions of what social roles they may 
fulfill,”74 or “To imagine one’s self as a mother, making the decision to 
become a mother, and acting on this choice is an act of bravery for dis-
abled women.”75 Even as these positive remarks stand in stark contrast to 
past eugenic-like projects of sterilizing disabled people, these good feel-
ings and celebratory remarks are nonetheless problematic because they 
tend to make the inclusion of disabled women as mothers the desired end 
of having kids. As a result, becoming a good disabled mother does not 
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necessarily challenge the normative production of ideal intensive mother-
ing, or the way in which some disabled people are capacitated within neo-
liberal economies at the expense of others who are left to “slow death.”76 
In short, extoling the virtues of disabled parents does not necessarily chal-
lenge or change the inequitable neoliberal social relations in which inten-
sive mothering is normalized and in which disabled parents parent.

Disability studies scholars O’Toole and Doe, disabled parents who 
adopted disabled children, confirm these neoliberal discourses. They note 
that they did not receive any kind of state support to enable them to parent 
but rather created mutual support themselves, remarking: “We are, sur-
prisingly, everywhere. Though not exceptionally visible, we are very good 
at mutual support.”77 Such mutual support is evident in Kent’s account of 
being a blind mother. She searched out and met other blind mothers, who 
shared adaptive tips with her such as using a baby carrier so that her hands 
would be free for a cane or a guide-dog harness, and attaching bells to 
the clothes of crawling infants or walking toddlers so as to be able to keep 
track of their whereabouts.78 Of this experience, she comments: “For the 
first time in my life I was hearing a new and welcome message… I would 
need to be well-organized, to plan carefully, and to build a strong support 
network. But… blindness was not an obstacle to motherhood.”79 Further 
as one participant wryly comments in Ora Prilleltensky’s 2003 study on 
becoming a parent: “If I can’t go in the front door I go in the side door. 
Or the back door. Or I create a door.”80

Stories of mutual support, resistance to ableism, and finding solu-
tions to create “ramps to mothering” are important, marking the creative 
means disabled people utilize in order to live their lives.81 However, these 
stories do not fall outside of neoliberal logics and we must continue to 
attend to the ways by which disabled people are included/excluded within 
such troubling logics. In contrast to these discourses, in the next section 
I show how disability emerges within and between bodies so as to mark 
the  barriers some disabled parents face as not individual problems to be 
solved, but rather as social relations in which we are all implicated.

toWarD a relational eMergenCe  
of DisaBleD Parenting

Heather Kuttai, in Maternity Rolls: Pregnancy, Childbirth and Disability, 
recounts a story of going swimming with her two-year-old daughter, who 
asks to be taken down the waterslide at the pool. Kuttai, a paraplegic, 
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tells her daughter that she is unable to take her up the stairs, to which her 
daughter says, “I need a walking person.”82 In this moment, Kuttai feels 
like she is letting her daughter down. She comments: “I feel compelled 
to say, ‘I’m sorry’ a lot—to my husband, for costing us more money, to 
my children, when I cannot go to the places other moms go, to the earth, 
for making more pollution.”83 Kuttai not only intensely feels the ways 
in which her limitations affect her family, but also is aware of the impact 
her mobility and adaptive equipment have on the environment. And yet, 
these feelings and expressions of sorrow, which are familiar to so many 
disabled people, are very much wrapped up within an individualistic logic 
of disability that is continually reaffirmed and reproduced within neolib-
eral relations. Later in the text, Kuttai notes the sociality of her disability, 
stating: “I need a park in our neighbourhood without gravel or sand so I 
can push Chelsea on the swings and catch her when she comes down the 
slide. I need curb cuts.”84 And yet, Kuttai’s needs remain couched in an 
individual accounting: “I need…”

Such individualistic accountings of disability lead disabled parents to 
feel out of place in an ableist society. McKeever et al. note: “The experi-
ences that mothers reported were fundamentally embodied. As women 
moved through physical and social spaces primarily designed for adults 
who can walk, they were often made to feel ‘out-of-place’ as mothers.”85 
Indeed, McKeever et al. further found:

One mother commented that while parenting is an equally difficult task 
for all, parenting from a mobility device is “more of a production”, given 
the significant complexity of co-ordination required to maneuver the bod-
ies of herself and her child, a wheelchair, and a stroller during the conduct 
of mothering and homemaking activities. This production of motherhood 
is embedded within the demands and structures of a socio-spatial context 
of social exclusion and discrimination, inadequate home care services and 
awkward or inaccessible built environments. Hence, recognition and ame-
lioration of the challenges to successful mothering with a disability requires 
an understanding of its embodied and emplaced nature, and the recursive 
relations of people and places.86

The embodied and emplaced nature of disability is not simply to invoke 
the social model by which external barriers disable an individually impaired 
body. Rather, taking disability as a relational emergence contests the affec-
tive neoliberal forms of good feelings that re-enforce individualizing 
understandings of disabled parenting.87 To further elaborate on this point, 
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I briefly turn to the oft-cited solution of nurturing assistance, or having 
direct funding for attendant care apply to disabled parenting so as to over-
come its structural barriers.

Elsewhere, I (and others) have marked the ways in which attendant 
care provides an opening to consider the problematic foundation of inde-
pendent living models that assert a normative encounter between auton-
omous and sovereign selves.88 In complicating the usual ways in which 
the attendant is considered an employee and as such is expected to be a 
“detached tool,” performing a series of mechanical tasks in facilitating the 
needs and desires of the disabled person, I argued for the importance of 
approaching the interaction between a disabled person and an attendant 
as a relation that extends both bodies into one another, displacing the 
limits of their assumedly contained individual selves.89 In relation, both 
the disabled person and the attendant experience a leaking of their identi-
ties, a mingling of their sexualities, and multiple intimate slippages of their 
bodies as the attendant participates in the daily work of feeding, bathing, 
shopping, facilitating sex, and numerous other activities.

It is important to take a relational approach when considering atten-
dant care because of the way in which the independent living model 
of direct funding figures disabled employers and personal attendants 
within neoliberal agendas that commodify care.90 It is of no coincidence 
that the disability movement’s stress on independent living has emerged 
alongside the neoliberal privatization of many health services, for “neo-
liberalism does not only ‘happen to’ social movements in a top-down 
fashion, but also in and through their actions.”91 While independent 
living programs may provide many advantages for disabled people, they 
must be contextualized as part of a larger trend to privatize social ser-
vices and download responsibilities onto individuals. Hughes et al. argue 
that the disability rights movement has placed too much emphasis on 
gaining equal access to the marketplace and on fighting for the right to 
be “wage slaves.”92 Being employed and a productive member of soci-
ety is seen as a form of empowerment, capacitating the disabled as the 
abled-disabled, rather than fighting to dismantle the oppressive system 
of capital all together, which systematically produces disability and aban-
dons some disabled bodies to wither. In calling into question the modes 
by which disabled people seek better lives, we discover that the struggle 
of disabled people is also the struggle of those people who have been 
racialized or gendered, those who are queer, those who have tenuous 
immigration status, and so on, as they also experience disproportionate 
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assault by the state and capitalism. All too often the struggles of disabled 
people are individualized and seen as a problem to be solved within the 
realm of social services, or understood as a medical problem that resides 
outside of the collective social body.

What I wish to add to these previous conclusions, in the context of bar-
riers to parenting, is to mark nurturing assistance as a site of the relational 
emergence of disability that can contest the neoliberal individualizing of 
disability. This is to say that a relational approach to disability highlights 
the ways in which disability does not reside in an individual body that 
requires help to parent, but rather marks the ways in which disability is 
always within our social relations. Thus, to return to Minaki (2014), who 
is critical of the taboo of hiring a nanny to help care for a child she wishes 
to adopt: what should be taboo is not the desire for a nanny, but rather 
acquiring a nanny in order to achieve intensive mothering, or as a way 
to overcome her individual problem. Displacing disability away from the 
individual body of the failed mother and emphasizing instead the macro 
and micro ways in which disability emerges within relations that have 
social, political, economic, and cultural consequences opens up room for 
reflection and concerted political action.

I do not want to be a good disabled mother if it means re-inscrib-
ing the ableism of intensive mothering and supporting the neoliberal 
economies of capacitation that promise to enhance my individual differ-
ence so as to be a good mother without being the same as able-bodied 
mothers. I want to be able to take advantage of assistance and attendant 
care but I do not want to participate in neoliberal economies of provid-
ing care. The point is not to ignore inequitable social relations but to 
highlight how we are always already producing disability and how we 
can hold the state, our communities, and each other accountable for the 
kinds of production that rest on and reproduce inequitable social rela-
tions. This is to place the emphasis, then, not on what an employee can 
do for me as a disabled parent but rather what we can create together 
that does not re-inscribe individual accounts of overcoming disability, 
nor simply evoke creative individual solutions in the face of austerity. 
The goal is not for the re- emergence of the welfare state, but rather 
to mark and mobilize the relational emergences of disability as a way 
to hold ourselves accountable and work collectively to overcome the 
ways by which neoliberalism individualizes disability and leaves parents 
to rely on market-based solutions to achieve and celebrate intensive 
mothering.
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In her 1996 novel Cereus Blooms at Night, Indo-Caribbean-Canadian 
writer Shani Mootoo examines the interconnected nature of colonial 
violence, queer expressions of gender and sexuality, and disability in the 
form of madness and trauma. Set on the fictional Caribbean island of 
Lantanacamara (a thinly veiled version of Trinidad), the novel relays the 
story of Mala Ramchandin, a sexually traumatized and “insane” woman, 
through the perspective of her caregiver, Tyler, a queer (in terms of both 
gender and sexual identity) nurse. Through Mala’s story, Mootoo illus-
trates how the trauma of colonialism, in the context of South Asian migra-
tion and immigrant labor in the Caribbean, both effaces and disables 
queer subjects, for as she observes, such persons “either end up running 
away from everything [they] know and love, or staying and simply going 
mad.”1 In this context, the term “queer” can be applied to characters 
who defy not only normative boundaries of gender and sexuality, but any 



social conventions established through colonial violence and domination, 
including physical and or/mental “otherness.”

Colonialism within the novel produces a set of normative social con-
ventions whereby queer subjects are expelled from the social order or are 
rendered “mad” as a method of coping with an environment hostile to 
their very existence. In particular, Mootoo suggests that this “othering” 
of queer subjects occurs through the maintenance of hetero-patriarchal 
domestic spaces inhospitable to those considered sexually and/or men-
tally inferior. The novel demonstrates that queerness (madness, gender 
nonconformity, sexual stigma, ethno-racial “otherness”) is not the result 
of individual or familial pathology, but is produced by the oppressive dis-
courses that form practices of colonialism in both national and domestic 
spaces. The domestic, then, represents a space where multiple vectors of 
oppression coalesce. In response to these oppressions, the novel reimag-
ines domestic reality so as to reimagine the lives of marginalized subjects 
in both private and public. To this end, I argue that the novel illustrates 
a critical link between the violence of colonialism as enacted upon famil-
ial and domestic spaces and both the production and erasure of queer 
and disabled mind/bodies. Mootoo’s reconfiguration of these domestic 
spaces through the creation of alternate, non-hetero-patriarchal kinship 
structures therefore functions as a practice of resistance against colonial 
violence engaged in by the novel’s racialized, queer, and/or disabled 
characters. Queerness essentially “saves” the novel’s nonnormative and 
traumatized characters from what would otherwise be unspeakable pain 
borne through colonialism. Through establishing new ways to understand 
colonial trauma’s impact on queer and disabled mind/bodies, the novel 
provides a space through which alternative visions of identity, family, and 
community can emerge.

While several scholars have specifically explored the interconnections 
of colonial violence and queerness in Cereus, representations of disability 
within the novel have remained largely unacknowledged. Furthermore, 
while the topic of trauma has been a central focus of this criticism, these 
discussions have not been placed in conversation with the field of disabil-
ity studies. If one of the central projects of disability studies is to examine 
disability as not merely a biomedical identity, but also a sociocultural one, 
then such a framework offers important insights for a text that, as I argue, 
represents queerness and disability as both produced and erased by  colonial 
ideology and practice. In other words, Mootoo represents physical, men-
tal, and sexual deviance not as the product of individual pathology, but as 
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constructed within specific historical and cultural contexts—in this case, 
colonialism in Trinidad from approximately the mid-nineteenth to the 
early twentieth century. Mootoo’s examination of disability in the context 
of colonialism echoes disability scholar Rosemarie Garland-Thomson’s 
assertion that disability is not a biologically evident category, but an iden-
tity that is produced as the result of social norms that rank bodies on the 
basis of ability (among other attributes). In her landmark work of disabil-
ity criticism, Extraordinary Bodies, she argues, “disability is a reading of 
bodily particularities in the context of social power relations… Disability, 
then, is the attribution of corporeal deviance—not so much a property of 
bodies as a product of cultural rules about what bodies should be or do.”2 
As Cereus further illustrates, colonial ideology—including normative ideas 
about gender, sexuality, and ability—is often disseminated and produced 
within domestic and familial spaces that function as microcosms of larger 
colonial societies. Colonial norms function to engender trauma not only 
within the nation as a whole, but also within the space of the home.

Trauma has long been a concern of literary theorists, as well as medical 
professionals. The notion of trauma itself has genealogy, a history, espe-
cially in modern westernized and global North contexts. Literary theorist 
Cathy Caruth defines trauma as “the response to an unexpected or over-
whelming violent event or events that are not fully grasped as they occur, 
but return later in repeated flashbacks, nightmares, and other repetitive 
phenomena.”3 For Caruth, trauma is the narrative of a belated experience 
that we become aware of, or whose presence is made known through an 
act of repetition. Trauma scholars Shoshana Felman and Dori Laub further 
suggest that in some parts of the world and in some cultures, traumatic 
experience is defined by a profound need to give testimony, to construct a 
narrative of a traumatic event. Like Caruth, Felman and Laub emphasize 
the fact that a traumatic experience is one that is not fully grasped in the 
moment, but that often acquires significance through the belated creation 
of a testimonial narrative. In other words, a testimony does not represent 
the truth of a traumatic experience, but rather a means of accessing that is 
revealed through the narrative structure of the testimony itself.4

From her introduction in the novel, Mala is represented as a victim of 
colonial and sexual trauma, which has resulted in her alleged insanity and 
positioned her as queer within Lantanacamaran society. When she arrives 
at the Paradise Alms House into nurse Tyler’s care she is weak, emaciated, 
unresponsive to human contact, and unable to speak. Due to his training 
as a nurse in the Shivering Northern Wetlands (a fictionalized version of 
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the United Kingdom), Tyler is quick to construct Mala as a trauma sur-
vivor, telling his superior: “I was in Miss Ramchandin’s room, Sister. She 
woke up and I detected what I think are symptoms of trauma so I did 
not want to leave her alone.”5 Mala’s inability to speak through the use 
of conventional language due to the trauma she has experienced results 
in Tyler relaying Mala’s story through both his expertise in trauma and 
their shared queer identity. Whereas Tyler is positioned as queer within 
Lantanacamaran society due to his expressions of gender and sexuality, 
Mala is regarded as queer due to the stigma of incest, the sexual abuse 
inflicted upon her by her father, Chandin, and her “madness” that is the 
result of these traumatizing experiences.

Experienced relationally, often through the body/mind, ideas about 
madness change over time and from one location to another. Sociologist 
Andrew Scull offers one way of thinking about madness. He characterizes 
it as “massive and lasting disturbances of behavior, emotion, and intel-
lect.”6 These disturbances affect not only individuals labeled as “mad,” 
but madness as a state of being also “threatens the social order, both sym-
bolically and practically; creates almost unbearable disruptions in the tex-
ture of everyday living; and turns our experience and our expectations 
upside down.”7 This definition of madness has significant implications for 
thinking through the ways in which disability is produced and defined by 
domestic spaces, as well as the extent to which domestic spaces can func-
tion as sites of disability resistance (and sites of resistance against related 
systems of domination as well). In this way of understanding, madness 
represents not necessarily a medical category or diagnosis, but a social 
designation used to identify persons who are mentally “other.” This assig-
nation of mental “otherness” then allows for the potential restoration of 
the social order disrupted by the mad person or persons through actions 
such as medical treatment or institutionalization, as in the case of Mala 
Ramchandin. Significantly, it is when her existence in the Ramchandin 
family home becomes overly disruptive to the fabric of everyday life in 
Paradise that a judge confines Mala to the Alms House. We learn that 
Mala’s incarceration followed the discovery of her father Chandin’s dead 
body in the basement of the family home by Otoh—a gender-variant man 
who is the son of Mala’s former love Ambrose. Upon discovering the 
body, Otoh burns the house to the ground to destroy this “evidence” and 
protect Mala, which in turn results in her being sent to Alms House.

While Mootoo does not use specific dates within the novel, one can 
infer from the colonial history she fictionalizes that the narrative takes 
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place roughly between the mid-nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. 
The Paradise Alms House, a home for the island’s elderly or insane resi-
dents, is concurrent with other historical institutions during this time-
frame that sought to manage and disappear not only the mad person, but 
the social disruptions caused by madness as well. In nineteenth-century 
Western societies (here we can assume that Paradise, as a colony of the 
Shivering Northern Wetlands, a fictionalized Britain, has been influenced 
by Western medical ideologies) regarded madness as a medical condition 
rooted primarily in the body.8 In other words, madness resulted from devi-
ance or disease located within the body of an individual and therefore 
could be heritable. As such, medical professionals sought in part to expand 
institutional infrastructures, such as state-run asylums, for the manage-
ment of madness.

Late-nineteenth-century medical professionals (as well as others) also 
sought to establish a link between madness as biological pathology and 
multiple types of degenerate and immoral behavior, such as alcoholism, 
criminality, and sexual impropriety.9 The notion of moral failings as both 
cause and symptom or indicator of madness drew important connections 
between madness, mental disability, and queer expressions of gender and 
sexuality—often regarded as both a moral failing and a mental “illness” 
itself. Mootoo, however, dismisses notions of madness as the product of 
heredity and embodied deviance, though she gestures toward them by 
critiquing the common belief that Mala’s “deviance” is a direct exten-
sion of her parents, Chandin and Sarah. This popular (mis)conception is 
evidenced by the opinion that Mala is “a woman whose father had obvi-
ously mistaken her for his wife, and whose mother had obviously mistaken 
another woman for her husband.”10 The residents of Paradise are aware 
of Chandin’s sexual abuse and incestuous behavior, though as opposed to 
regarding Mala as a victim, they instead transfer her father’s deviant behav-
ior onto her via the interconnected stigmas of incest, sexual abuse, and the 
trauma and mental disability they produce. Likewise, Sarah’s queerness, 
represented by her romantic and sexual relationship with a woman, causes 
Mala to be regarded as queer as well. As opposed to these dominant nar-
ratives of “otherness,” Mootoo allows for an understanding of madness 
as having both social and embodied dimensions. Through Tyler’s astute 
ability to discern Mala as a person who has been multiply traumatized, 
madness is presented as a state of being that is embodied, but intimately 
connected to a larger social and cultural context of colonialism that polices 
the boundaries of gender, sexual, mental, and ethno-racial normativity.
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While Mala is unable directly to narrate the story of her trauma, it 
is nonetheless exposed through her bodily performances, echoing 
Caruth’s notion that traumatic experience can never be fully grasped in 
the moment, but can be deciphered and understood through the repeti-
tive behaviors that trauma incites. Mala is, in part, positioned as a victim 
of trauma through her repetitive behaviors of building furniture walls to 
isolate herself from experiences she perceives as threatening, her inges-
tion of hot peppers to deaden her senses, her retreat into the wildness 
of her garden, her collecting of snail shells as symbols of protection, her 
mimicry of insect and bird languages, and her imagining of her childhood 
self, Pohpoh, as a separate person for whom she must care and whom she 
protect. Perhaps most significantly, Mala keeps her father’s body chained 
to a bed in the basement of the Ramchandin house long after his physical 
death. Due to his medical training, his close physical contact with Mala’s 
body, and the information told to him by Otoh, Tyler is able to construct 
and narrate Mala’s past by reading her bodily performances, which con-
tinue to reenact the traumatic history not only of Mala Ramchandin, but 
also of colonial Lantanacamara as a whole. Mala thus functions within the 
novel as the vehicle through which a cultural history of trauma is carried, 
transmitted, and understood.

Tyler is also able to read Mala’s traumatic history because of the pair’s 
shared queer and outsider status within Lantanacamaran society. As cul-
tural scholar Gayatri Gopinath, whose work examines the intersection of 
queer sexualities and South Asian diasporas, argues, “Queerness in Cereus 
… extends to all those bodies disavowed by colonial and national construc-
tions of home: bodies marked by rape and incest; biologically male bodies 
that are improperly feminine … and biologically ‘female’ bodies that are 
improperly masculine.”11 Though Gopinath does not explicitly mention 
disability in her definition of queerness, it can be argued that characters 
positioned as mad, mentally ill, or traumatized fall within the types of 
queerness explored within the novel. Likewise, bodies whose expressions 
of gender defy social norms in that they are improperly masculine or femi-
nine, or who move away from the gender identities they were assigned at 
birth, can also be read as disabled to the extent that they are pathologized 
for their defiance of gendered cultural expectations.

Mala and Tyler’s shared queerness is emphasized during a scene in 
which Tyler performs for Mala dressed in a female nurse’s uniform that 
she has stolen expressly for him. Tyler describes this experience as follows: 
“I stared speechlessly at the calf-length dress and the stockings… I felt 
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she had been watching me and seeing the same things everyone else saw. 
But she had stolen a dress for me. No one had ever done anything like 
that before. She knows what I am, was all I could think. She knows my 
nature.”12 During Tyler’s performance of femininity, Mala reacts indiffer-
ently, exhibiting neither joy nor displeasure. Tyler reads Mala’s unusual 
response in the following manner: “The reason Miss Ramchandin paid me 
no attention was that, to her mind, the outfit was not something either to 
congratulate or scorn—it simply was. She was not one to manacle nature, 
and I sensed that she was permitting mine its freedom.”13 Mala’s under-
stated response can be read as recognition of a commonality, a shared 
identity, between herself and Tyler as queer survivors of trauma. It is also 
during this scene in which Mala first builds one of her furniture walls at 
the Paradise Alms House. Just as Tyler has exposed his queerness through 
performing femininity, Mala similarly exposes herself through her own 
performance of building the wall, a clue that will give Tyler a point of 
access into the narrative of her traumatic history and Mala’s resulting dis-
abilities. Tyler thus becomes established as a capable witness for Mala’s 
traumatic testimony and disabled subjectivity.

Tyler and Mala’s shared status is also made apparent in Tyler’s direct 
discussion of the difficulties involved in witnessing or relaying her testi-
mony. Although Tyler notes that his intentions are to tell Mala’s story as 
accurately as possible without overtly including his own traumatic history, 
he also notes that to do so is impossible, as his experience is intricately 
bound not only to Mala’s, but to the larger history of Lantanacamara 
itself, an association which echoes cultural scholar and affect theorist Ann 
Cvetkovich’s notion of a “culture of trauma” as opposed to an experience 
of trauma isolated to the lives of particular individuals.14 Such an under-
standing of a larger history of colonial trauma that impacts Lantanacamaran 
society as a whole allows for a reading of Mala, in particular, not as patho-
logical or mentally ill, but as a subject enmeshed within a collective narra-
tive of trauma that both produces and negates queer and disabled subjects. 
Tyler opens the novel by stating: “Might I add that my own intention, as 
the relater of this story, is not to bring notice to myself or my own plight. 
However, I cannot escape myself, and being a narrator who also existed 
on the periphery of the events, I am bound to be present. I have my 
own laments and much to tell about myself.”15 While Tyler is writing to 
a general audience, more specifically, his narrative seeks to address Mala’s 
lost sister Asha, who fled from Lantanacamara many years ago: “It is my 
ardent hope that Asha Ramchandin, at one time a resident in the town of 
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Paradise, Lantanacamara, will chance upon this book, wherever she may 
be today, and recognize herself and her family.”16

In creating a textual account of Mala’s trauma, Tyler draws attention 
to how the performance of reading and interpreting a text continues the 
transmission of traumatic memory. While Tyler functions as a witness to 
Mala’s testimony, his specific address to Asha exposes his desire for her to 
function as a witness not only to Mala, but to his own testimony of trauma 
as well. The recirculation of a trauma is not restricted to a singular per-
formance of a testimony, but rather, traumatic knowledge is transmitted 
through multiple interconnected acts of testifying and witnessing. That 
Tyler’s address is both general and specific also seeks to implicate not just 
Asha, but every potential reader within the traumatic history represented 
by his written account. Here, Mootoo posits that writing, or the creation 
of narrative, functions as a means of understanding trauma, allowing 
subjects to reflect and remember so that they can eventually move on. 
Despite Tyler’s attempts to downplay the trauma he has experienced due 
to his gender and sexuality, he ultimately realizes that his own trauma is 
merely an extension of Mala’s, of Lantanacamara’s, and of a greater colo-
nial history.

Like Tyler, the character Otoh Mohanty is also positioned within the 
novel as a sensitive and insightful reader of Mala due to a shared queer 
status and history of traumatic experience. Otoh’s initial interest in Mala’s 
story stems from an earlier site of trauma between his father Ambrose, 
Mala’s former love, and Mala. When Chandin discovers the relationship 
between Ambrose and his daughter, he flies into a rage, brutally raping 
Mala while Ambrose helplessly looks on, unable to intervene. Although 
Ambrose later goes on to marry Elsie and father Otoh, he too, is scarred 
by his witnessing of this traumatic experience as his past ties with Mala 
haunt him, remaining ever-present. Like Mala, Ambrose’s experience is 
also marked by a series of repetitive behaviors that label him a trauma sur-
vivor. Most obviously, he spends much of his life asleep, awakening only 
long enough to replenish Mala’s house with supplies. Sleep, for Ambrose, 
acts in ways similar to Mala’s ingestion of hot peppers, which she uses 
to block the pain of the past. Although Otoh is initially unaware of his 
father’s history with Mala, he is indirectly affected by the lingering effects 
of their collective traumatic history. Otoh, who is assigned a female iden-
tity at birth but later identifies as masculine, can be read as assuming this 
role within the Mohanty familial structure, in part, as a means of taking 
the place of an absent father who is perpetually asleep.
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As with Tyler, Mootoo again positions gender creativity and sexual 
diversity not wholly as sites of liberation from the confines of gender bina-
ries, but as identities that profoundly intersect with histories of violence 
and trauma. Cvetkovich notes that “Mootoo constructs Lantanacamara 
… as a scene of both traumatized and queer sexualities … she refuses 
to present a simple picture of homosexuality, [transgender] identity, or 
other queer sexualities, which are also neither romanticized nor patholo-
gized.”17 Otoh’s desire to gain access to Mala’s story is also a desire to 
understand the traumatic events and secrets that mark his own family his-
tory, and he soon establishes a tenuous trust with Mala, who mistakes 
him for Ambrose, returned from his self-imposed isolation. Of his strong 
compulsion to learn more about Mala, Otoh tells Tyler:

I felt as though she and I had things in common. She had secrets and I had 
secrets. Somehow I wanted to go there and take all my clothes off and say, 
“Look! See? See all this? I am different! You can trust me, and I am showing 
you that you are the one person I will trust. And I am one person, for sure, 
for sure, that you can trust. I will be your friend.”18

Otoh feels that Mala is the one person whom he can trust with his own 
secret, his own traumatic history, because he knows she is similarly marked. 
In removing his clothing, he desires to illustrate for Mala their shared 
queerness, made apparent through the physical text of Otoh’s body (what 
in Lantanacamara would be regarded as “female” anatomy) that is incon-
gruous with his masculine gender expression.

Together, the pair reenacts the unfinished scene of trauma between 
Mala and Ambrose, as Mala reveals to Otoh-Ambrose the secret contained 
in the basement of the Ramchandin house: Chandin’s dead body, tied to 
a bed and covered in moths. Chandin’s restrained body exposes the fact 
that, for Mala, the trauma of her father’s sexual abuse is not over, or past, 
but remains continually present and threatening. When Otoh runs in fear 
from the sight of Chandin’s body, fainting in the middle of the road and 
drawing the attention of the citizens of Paradise, Mala’s secrets become 
exposed to the town and the narrative of the novel comes full circle, as 
Mala is subsequently sent to the Paradise Alms House and into Tyler’s 
care. The structure of the novel mirrors the structure of a traumatic tes-
timony itself, as it evolves circularly and draws attention to the fallible 
nature of memory and witnessing. As Tyler observes: “Forgive the lapses, 
for there are some, and read them with the understanding that to have 
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erased them would have been to do the same to myself.”19 At a different 
point, Tyler also notes that the telling of Mala’s story is an attempt at 
“fashioning a single garment out of myriad parts.”20

Through an exploration of a collective, as opposed to an individual, 
history of trauma, Mootoo avoids placing blame for Mala’s abuse on 
characters such as Chandin, Sarah, and Lavinia, instead positioning their 
actions within a larger framework that seeks to understand their motiva-
tions through a shared history of traumatic experience. Whereas it would 
be easy to read Mala’s trauma solely within a narrative of sexual abuse, her 
connection to Chandin’s traumatic history places both characters firmly 
within a larger narrative of colonial violence and exploitation that has been 
enacted on the lives of South Asian immigrants to the Caribbean and their 
descendants.21

Chandin left his village of birth to live as an indentured field laborer 
in Lantanacamara and receive a Christian education from Reverend 
Thoroughly and his family. Chandin is barred from marrying the 
Thoroughlys’ daughter, Lavinia, due to his inferior ethno-racial status. He 
instead marries Lavinia’s closest friend, Sarah, a fellow Indian immigrant. 
Chandin is later enraged to learn that Lavinia is slated to marry a man who 
is her cousin, and questions why this “unusual” union is to be permitted 
while the possibility of his own marriage to Lavinia has been foreclosed. 
When Chandin learns of the relationship between Lavinia and his wife, he 
is again enraged by the impossibility of a relationship with her. When both 
women flee the island, Chandin’s rage is redirected at his daughters, who 
become the focus of his anger at a system of colonialism that has erased 
not only his desire, but the whole of his identity.

Chandin’s hatred of colonial authority is also represented by the image 
of the gramophone that Ambrose brings from the Shivering Northern 
Wetlands as a present for Mala. When Chandin unexpectedly returns home 
from work, catching Mala and Ambrose dancing in the kitchen to the gram-
ophone’s music, he flies into his last abusive rage, a rage that motivates Mala 
to fatally injure her father, chain him to the bed in the basement, and build 
a wall of furniture to isolate her from the basement door. While on the 
surface, Chandin’s anger appears to be directed at the relationship between 
Mala and Ambrose, it is also at the larger  implications of what such a rela-
tionship represents. For Chandin, Ambrose and his gramophone represent 
a system of colonial power and authority that he cannot control or master:

Chandin grabbed the edges of her [Mala’s] bed and flipped it over. He saw 
the new box. Opening it and seeing the gramophone, he put his face in both 
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hands and cried. For several minutes he contemplated the gramophone and 
what it seemed to signify. He lifted the needle arm and pulled it backwards. 
It snapped as easily as a crab’s leg.22

Chandin’s abuse of Mala is not a redirected sexual desire because of the 
loss of his wife and the object of his affection (Lavinia), but an attempt to 
gain agency through the possession and control of his daughter. Chandin 
cannot exert power over the discourses of colonialism that have dispos-
sessed him, but he can exert power over Mala, just as he can seemingly 
overpower the gramophone and all it represents through the snapping of 
its arm. In creating such a narrative of (fictional) Trinidad’s colonial his-
tory, Mootoo resists representing Chandin as the sole cause of Mala’s dis-
abilities, instead seeking to understand and reveal the motivations behind 
his actions through positioning him, as well as the novel’s other charac-
ters, within a larger framework of colonial disempowerment. Cvetkovich 
observes that Mootoo “embeds sexual violence squarely within the 
context of migration, depicting South Asian diaspora as a crucial back-
ground for Chandin’s history with Mala, and Sarah and Lavinia’s flight 
from Lantanacamara central to the Ramchandin family trauma.”23 The 
erasure of Chandin’s desire and the devastating effects of colonial power 
on the Ramchandin family are also linked to Mala’s disabled/queer status 
and the near impossibility of the inclusion of Tyler and Otoh’s identities 
within Lantanacamaran culture. Just as colonial violence has essentially 
queered the Ramchandins through a breakdown of the traditional hetero- 
patriarchal family, Mala, Tyler, and Otoh have similarly been positioned as 
queer through the public disavowal of their identities.

When Mala, Tyler, Otoh, and Ambrose unite at the Paradise Alms 
House, they construct a productive, affirming, and queer-disabled site of 
kinship in a location that is ironically a “home” designed for society’s least 
valued members (the elderly and insane). Together, the group forms a 
new familial structure based not on biological ties, but on the shared expe-
riences of trauma and queerness disability. As Gopinath observes, “The 
novel suggests that queer bodies and queer desires become the means 
by which to escape the totalizing logic of the colonial order.”24 This new 
structure forms just as the cereus flower, transplanted from Mala’s garden 
to the Paradise Alms House, is preparing to blossom. The presence of the 
cereus draws an important connection between the newly created family 
and Mala’s own resistance to colonial and patriarchal authority as repre-
sented by her unusual “care” of the Ramchandin family home, or what 
Gopinath terms as her alternative practices of “housework.”25
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Mala’s intentional “neglect” of the house and the garden is not a 
product of mental instability, but rather, her wild cultivating of native 
Lantanacamaran plants and insects are acts of resistance not only against 
the abuses of her father, but against the destructive history of colonial 
domination. In allowing her father’s dead body be taken over by the natu-
ral forces of the island, a similar act of resistance is achieved, implicating 
not only Chandin in the novel’s representations of sexual abuse, but posi-
tioning him within a larger history of colonial exploitation.

Together, Mala and Ambrose resist colonialism through their shared 
interest in native species of insects. Whereas Ambrose trains to become 
an entomologist in the Shivering Northern Wetlands, returning to 
Lantanacamara with his newly gained knowledge in hopes of helping his 
people to repair the devastating effects of colonialism, Mala’s use of insect 
and bird languages accomplishes a similar defiance of patriarchal colonial 
authority: “[Her] companions were the garden’s birds, insects, snails and 
reptiles. She and they and the abundant foliage gossiped among them-
selves. She listened intently… Flora and fauna left her to her own devices 
and in return she left them to theirs.”26 Here, Mala attempts to under-
stand and live with difference as opposed to eradicating it, a stance that 
positions her in profound contrast to colonial discourse.

The cultivation of plants and insects as a response to colonialism is made 
explicit during a scene in which a young Mala and Ambrose watch a group 
of boys torture and burn a praying mantis in the schoolyard. Ambrose 
realizes the boys are experimenting based on a lesson their teacher has 
taught them. He tells Mala, “You see, the other day we learned about the 
reflexes of plants. Teacher said plants respond to gentleness. He told us 
too that plants could show signs of trauma. Watch this. I bet they’re going 
to experiment based on that idea.”27 Just as the characters within the novel 
exhibit signs of trauma, the physical landscape they inhabit does as well. 
After witnessing the torture of the praying mantis, Mala and Ambrose 
decide to rescue a family of periwinkle snails from the boys’ violence by 
transporting them to safety. In allowing the snails to flourish, Mala and 
Ambrose directly resist a patriarchal colonial authority that seeks to control 
and tame both the physical and the psychic landscapes of Lantanacamara.

Mootoo’s descriptions of the Ramchandin home and the landscape 
of Lantanacamara draw upon and revise tropes from nineteenth-century 
Gothic fiction, namely that of the atmospheric Gothic mansion, to fur-
ther explore the impact of colonialism upon queer and disabled subjects. 
Cereus can be read, in part, as a Caribbean revision of a nineteenth- century 
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Gothic novel, namely, Charlotte Brontë’s Jane Eyre. As literary critic 
Lizabeth Paravisini-Gebert notes, the Gothic was “from its earliest history 
in England and Europe, fundamentally linked to colonial settings, char-
acters, and realities as frequent embodiments of the forbidding and the 
frightening,” where the circulation of the Gothic form to the Caribbean 
can be read as a function of colonialism itself.28 Jane Eyre was also one of 
the first novels to utilize representations of madness or mental disability 
as a central driving force of the narrative.29 Therefore, it is not difficult to 
see why Mootoo appropriates the Gothic as a particularly effective form 
through which to examine and critique the intersections of colonialism 
and madness. Paravisini-Gebert further argues that “the Gothic, especially 
in the Caribbean, has become a part of the language of the colonized” 
themselves.30 As Trinidad was a former British colony, it is plausible that 
Mootoo encountered Jane Eyre as part of her education, and utilized this 
text as a model for her own explorations of gender and madness, trans-
posed to a colonial context.

Mootoo’s use of a Caribbean landscape, in which the native plants and 
insects literally take on a life of their own and overrun the Ramchandin 
home, functions within the novel to evoke the terror of colonialism 
and gendered violence. The Ramchandin house can literally be read as 
the transposition of a Gothic mansion, such as Rochester’s Thornfield 
Hall, into a distinctly Caribbean setting. As Cvetkovich observes, the 
Ramchandin house becomes “a Gothic house run wild with the tropical 
growth of a colonized island.”31

In their landmark work of feminist literary criticism, The Madwoman 
in the Attic, Sandra M. Gilbert and Susan Gubar argue that Thornfield 
Hall “is more metaphorically radiant than most Gothic mansions: it is 
the house of Jane’s life, its floors and walls the architecture of her expe-
rience.”32 Following this reading of Thornfield as not merely an atmo-
spheric Gothic trapping that ornaments Brontë’s novel, but as laden with 
metaphorical significance, the Gothic house in Jane Eyre can be read as a 
mirror representation of the human body in which the attic, where the 
“mad” Bertha Mason is confined, represents the masculine and patriarchal 
space of the rational mind or intellect. Bertha’s confinement thus symboli-
cally represents both the patriarchal forces that caused her madness and 
her continued imprisonment by male-dominated English society. Brontë’s 
use of the Gothic-house-as-body illustrates the extent to which normative 
expectations of race, gender, sexuality, and ability are conveyed through 
both the physical and ideological structure of domestic spaces.
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Through her alleged insanity and irrationality, Mala draws obvious 
comparison to Bertha Mason, Rochester’s first wife. While Bertha is 
imprisoned by Rochester in the attic of Thornfield Hall, Mootoo enacts 
a reversal of Brontë’s plot in which the so-called mad woman is left to 
her own devices within the space of the Gothic home, and the patriarch 
is imprisoned not in the lofty space of the attic, but in the dark, moist, 
feminine depths of the basement. As opposed to confining the madwoman 
and thus representing her mental differences as other, Mootoo instead 
condemns the sexual violence that often results in madness and trauma by 
confining the abusive patriarch in a feminized and anti-patriarchal domes-
tic space. In Mootoo’s revision of Brontë, the mad woman, as opposed to 
being imprisoned, is able to exact her revenge upon the abusive patriarch 
to the extent that her madness results not in her demise, but functions as 
a condition that allows her to cope with her experiences of trauma and 
thus ensures her survival. Following Chandin’s confinement in the base-
ment, Mala no longer enters the family house and instead seeks refuge 
in the freedom of her garden. Whereas the domestic space of the house 
represents the convergence of colonial and patriarchal oppression, Mala’s 
reconfiguration of the garden-as-home positions counter-domestic spaces 
as important sites of resistance for colonized queer and disabled subjects.

Mala’s use of the garden as a site of resistance echoes Mootoo’s own 
experiences of sexual abuse during her childhood in Trinidad. Responding 
to the garden themes that appear frequently in both her literary and visual 
work, she states:

I lost myself in the garden. The garden was the safest place, the best place 
for me. So, you will see a lot of garden stuff in my pictures and so on. It was 
much safer than inside the house, because there were repercussions from me 
being abused in the house, but my parents did not know that that’s what it 
was. I don’t know if they knew or not, but that’s what part of the problem 
was. Anyway, my escape was the garden.33

Like Mala, because Mootoo’s childhood home was not a space of safety, 
but rather one of abuse, her family’s garden became, for her, a counter- 
domestic site of resistance, both physically and also ideologically through 
the use of botanical themes and metaphors in her work. In positioning the 
garden as home, Mootoo effectively queers/disables the notion of domes-
tic spaces as representative of safety and refuge and nondomestic spaces as 
representative of risk, harm, and disorder.
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Just as Mala queers/disables the Ramchandin house, Tyler and Otoh 
also create alternate forms of kinship throughout the novel. Otoh cre-
ates an alternate version of the home by assuming a masculine role while 
Ambrose is perpetually asleep and absent. Because Otoh was identified as 
female at birth, his assuming of a masculine posture challenges patriarchal 
masculinity, and by extension, the structures of kinship associated with it. 
While Otoh reimagines the masculine role of the father, Tyler reimagines 
the role of the mother through his assuming a feminine gender expression 
and the position of caregiver and nurse to Mala. Tyler effectively becomes 
Mala’s mother, replacing Sarah, the mother who fled. Due to Tyler’s care, 
Mala no longer has to live as a split self, being both the child Pohpoh and 
the adult Mala who must care for and mother her. Just as Mala takes plea-
sure in her queering of the Ramchandin home, she takes similar pleasure 
in Tyler’s queer expressions of gender, again positioning queerness, mul-
tiply defined, as a strategy for resisting and reimagining colonial trauma.

In creating an understanding of colonial violence, madness, queer 
expressions of gender and sexuality, and the domestic as interconnected, 
Cereus Blooms at Night provides new understandings of the impact of trau-
matic experience on colonized subjects. Mootoo seeks to de-pathologize 
queer and disabled subjects by locating trauma not within the individual, 
but within a collective history of colonialism that impacts both nation and 
home. The novel further illustrates how trauma can function as a point 
of departure from which to construct alternate visions of community and 
identity, as the traumas of the past need not repeat themselves unaltered, 
but can be positively shaped toward the goals of empathy and healing. 
Such an understanding of trauma is productive, not destructive, trans-
formative, not debilitating. Through claiming “otherness” in the forms 
of queerness and disability, Mootoo’s traumatized characters gain access 
to a language that critiques, concurrently, violence within the nation and 
violence within the home.

The novel’s queer, disabled, and traumatized characters transform 
domestic spaces, namely, the Ramchandin family home and the Paradise 
Alms House, which traditionally function as sites for the management 
and containment of difference, into spaces where difference is valued and 
can thus flower and grow. Within these counter-domestic spaces, “other-
ness” is embraced as a positive and socially transformative attribute out of 
a desire to create nurturing and supportive kinship structures otherwise 
denied due to the violence of colonialism in the Caribbean and its impact 
upon South Asian immigrant families and their descendants. Like the 
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 mysterious and short-lived night-blooming cereus itself, whose strange 
beauty and intoxicating scent mitigates the trauma represented within 
the novel, Mootoo’s characters, through the revaluation of traditionally 
oppressive domestic spaces, construct pockets of resistance where “other-
ness” can, if only for a limited amount of time, bloom.
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CHAPTER 12

Gatekeepers of Normalcy: The Disablement 
of Families in the Master Narratives 

of Psychology

Priya Lalvani

The relationship between disability studies and psychology is problem-
atic at best. Mainstream psychology, with its dichotomous formulations 
of normal and abnormal behavior, conceptualizes disability as pathology 
and locates it within individual minds or bodies; “problems” for people 
with disabilities are understood as originating solely from their impair-
ments, rather than from sociopolitical environments in which they are 
often denied access or devalued.1 Indeed, the central tenets of mainstream 
psychology, including its emphasis on empiricism and rejection of posi-
tionality, may be at odds with the constructivist perspectives in disabil-
ity studies which, rather than focusing on individuals’ impairments, call 
attention to the oppression and discrimination experienced by disabled 
people.2 At its core, psychology is conceptually concerned with an under-
standing of the individual, and as Dan Goodley points out, perhaps it 
is this fundamental focus on individualization that lends sanction to dis-
ablement; in training its practitioners to intervene at the individual level, 
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mainstream  psychology leaves societal practices largely unchallenged and, 
consequently, the environment largely unchanged.3

In this essay, I unpack master narratives on families of children with 
disabilities and trace them to the theoretical frameworks in which they are 
based. To make my arguments, I use examples from research literature 
as well as preservice literature aimed at preparing mental health, social 
work, counseling, or rehabilitation professionals to work with this group 
of families. I discuss two categories of narrative themes with regard to 
these families which are pervasively present in this body of literature: (1) 
those which cast children with disabilities as representing burden, “trag-
edy,” and profound loss for families and (2) those which position parents 
as pathological, dysfunctional, irrational, or in “denial.” In the following 
sections, I problematize these institutionalized narratives, rooted in able-
ist ideologies, which lend support to perceived notions of the otherness 
of some families.

The PaThologizing of families in early 
PsychoanalyTic Theories

The casting of parents of children with disabilities as part of the “prob-
lem” (of disability) is situated in a long history of ascribing blame to this 
group of parents, dating back to early Western civilizations, when the 
birth of children with visible malformations or disabilities was understood 
as indication that their parents had offended the gods.4 Much later, the 
practice of institutionalizing children with disabilities was, at least in part, 
driven by beliefs about the inability of some people to be effective par-
ents. Although the theme of “parent as problem” is a historically recur-
rent one, perhaps nowhere do we find it more emphatically pronounced 
than in early psychoanalytical theories. Freud explicitly located the blame 
for children’s problems in parents; his original views were that neurosis in 
children was caused by actual sexual abuse in childhood, and it was only 
after these theories became rejected that his theories evolved to focus on 
children’s fantasies of seduction.5

In the mid-twentieth century, troubling behavior among children was 
explained as being caused by “psychogenic mothers” whose personality, 
sexuality, or emotionality made for dysfunctional parenting.6 Rooted in 
Freudian theories which held parents responsible for children’s conditions, 
psychoanalysis cautioned against engaging with parents of troubled chil-
dren in any way; according to Freud, any attempts to educate parents about 
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their children’s condition would make them interfere in their treatment, 
and similarly Anna Freud posited that parents’ excessive demands caused 
children to retreat and become neurotic.7 In psychoanalytic discourses, the 
notion of the “schizophrenogenic mother” took hold, supporting the idea 
that professionals were the experts on the care of children with disabilities—
thus implicitly and explicitly sanctioning the institutionalization of disabled 
children and contributing to the disempowerment of families.8

During the mid-twentieth century, Kanner theorized about a connec-
tion between autism and a lack of maternal warmth. Theoretically based 
in a post-Freudian psychoanalytic framework, and championed by psy-
choanalyst Bruno Bettelheim, the notion of the “refrigerator mother”—a 
cold, rejecting mother who was unable to establish a secure bond with her 
child—took hold as the causal factor in autism.9 Theories about refrigera-
tor mothers were rooted in assumptions about dysfunctional and ineffec-
tual parents (in this case, specifically mothers); parents who resisted these 
notions were dismissed as denying reality by refusing to accept the expert 
opinions of professionals.10 It is worth noting that the interpretive lens 
of “bad mother,” which explicitly offered an explanation of autism, also 
served implicitly to maintain racial, social class, and gender hierarchies. As 
Jordynn Jack explains, not only was the characterization of the refrigerator 
mother highly gendered (autism was not thought to be caused by cold, 
rejecting fathers), it was also racialized and restricted by social class; a 
diagnosis of autism was generally not ascribed to black children (who were 
more likely to receive a label of intellectual disability), and as such, refrig-
erator mothers were understood to be women who were white, middle to 
upper-middle class, and well educated.11

Families of children with disabilities, like all families, exist within sociopo-
litical environments and institutional structures. In the following sections, I 
discuss master narratives about parents who resist institutional discourses or 
question the opinions of professionals. Therefore, my framing of the oppres-
sion of families of children with disabilities as background for this chapter 
is intentional; I aim to situate my arguments which follow in the context 
of historical events in which there were profoundly negative outcomes for 
those who did not resist institutional pressures, those who did not question 
professionals’ opinions. Indeed, in light of the damage wrought to families 
in the past as a result of unquestioned compliance with professionals’ rec-
ommendations, it is remarkable that even today in cultural and institutional 
narratives, children with disabilities continue to be positioned as tragedy, 
and parents who question experts’ knowledge—as the problem.
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Burden, grief, and Profound loss: child 
as ProBlem

Mental health professionals have long scrutinized families of children with 
disabilities using a medical model of disability that focuses on impairments 
and frames disability as a universally negative experience.12 Master nar-
ratives on the birth of a child with a disability, rooted in the theories of 
mainstream psychology, center on themes of grief, loss, burden, and “trag-
edy.” In early psychoanalytic literature, there were many references to par-
ents’ predominantly negative adjustment in response to their children’s 
disability diagnoses.13 Later, others like Charles Huber adapted Elizabeth 
Kubler-Ross’ stage theory of grieving, in which she identified progressive 
stages of adjustment to death and dying, in their efforts to understand the 
ways in which parents adjusted to their disabled child.14

Early research on this group of families, informed by the medical model 
paradigm, supported the notion that the birth of a child with a disabil-
ity was a traumatic event and that parents of disabled children were in 
a persistent state of grief.15 In due course, the framing of the birth of a 
child with a disability as profound loss became a mainstay in professional 
discourse and practice; indeed, future professionals in the field of counsel-
ing, nursing, or social work have been explicitly indoctrinated to expect a 
period of mourning among parents of children with disabilities.16

Today, there is no dearth of research that explores the “grieving” pro-
cesses of families of children with disabilities and asserts that this group of 
parents experience high levels of stress or negative emotions.17 However 
in a body of literature that focuses on stressors for families of children with 
disabilities, the source of the “problem” is located solely in the children—
more specifically, in the children’s impairments. For instance, decades ago, 
Florence Kaslow and Bernard Cooper stated:

Almost from the very beginning … the learning disabled (LD) child pres-
ents a problem to his parents. They are confused by their youngster’s 
“differentness” prior to the diagnosis and often feel frustrated in their inter-
actions with their child and annoyed at the lack of “normal” responses and 
behavior.18

This narrative has remained relatively unchanged. More recently, Gilbert 
Foley similarly asserted that the birth of a child with a disability “signals 
a potential threat to the spirit as well as to the daily and future life of 
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the parents.”19 Here, “threat” is located in the impairment; threat is not 
understood as existing within the context of sociocultural attitudes that 
stigmatize or devalue children with disabilities, nor in the difficulties fami-
lies may experience in accessing services or supports. Sara Green points 
out that “the majority of research on caring for children with disabilities 
has emphasized the emotional distress of having a child with a disability 
and de-emphasized both the benefits of caring and the negative conse-
quences of stigma and socio-structural constraints.”20

Parents who do not fit professionals’ expectations in terms of their 
responses to their children’s diagnoses are described as either “denying” 
their grief or as unable to “accept” the reality of caring for a child with 
disability.21 Generally in medical model research on this group of fami-
lies, parents’ adjustment to their children’s differences is decontextual-
ized from discursive practices in society. It is also important to note that 
in traditional research, based on professionals’ work with predominantly 
white, middle-class families residing in the USA, there is little room for 
subjectivity in interpretations of disability; alternative pathways in familial 
adjustment to a child with a disability are not considered and there is little 
acknowledgement that perceptions of a disability diagnosis are embed-
ded in the context of sociocultural attitudes toward disability.22 In pre-
suming to locate the source of these parents’ stress and “grief” in their 
children’s impairments, these master narratives rely on medical discourses 
that pathologize disability and cast it as “tragedy,” thus leaving the envi-
ronment largely unquestioned.23

“in denial”: ParenT as ProBlem

It is fair to say that the contexts within which families raise children with 
disabilities have changed drastically in recent decades. Parents are no lon-
ger routinely advised to institutionalize their children. The early psycho-
analytic theories, with their focus on dysfunctional parenting, are not in 
favor, and the notion of “refrigerator mothers” has long been discredited. 
In contrast, there is growing understanding of the need for professionals 
to engage with families of children with disabilities. Current educational 
laws position parents as equal partners in educational decision making, 
and in many professional contexts, there is greater understanding of the 
need for professional–family collaboration and the importance of under-
standing parents’ perspectives.24
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Despite these changes, however, the early psychoanalytic theories which 
linked children’s emotional difficulties to malignant or ineffectual parent-
ing have left a lasting legacy, influencing the ways in which professionals 
understand families and shaping cultural narratives on parenthood. This 
is evident in good mother–bad mother binaries in most Western cultures, 
and among those most affected are parents of children with disabilities 
who have been either idealized or villianized in professional discourses—
either valorized for their courage or dismissed as being “in denial” of their 
children’s limitations.25

The body of literature on parents of children with disabilities in the 
1960s and 1970s was situated in assumptions about negative outcomes 
or pathological functioning among this group.26 For instance, Kaslow and 
Cooper implicated parents as contributing to the problems for children 
with disabilities, as a result of their “overly punitive or overly indulgent 
behavior,” their feelings of ambivalence, rage or depression, and their 
overinvestment in their children.27 In this regard, it seems that not much 
has changed over the past few decades; dysfunctionality continues to be 
the lens through which we view families of children with disabilities. The 
notion that parents’ decisions are often compromised by their feelings of 
grief, guilt, shame, or by their “denial” of their children’s disabilities is 
a pervasive theme in cultural and institutional narratives on these fami-
lies.28 In professional discourses, parents—especially those from cultur-
ally diverse or lower socioeconomic backgrounds—are often positioned 
as needing to be “fixed,” and mothers in particular, become constructed 
by professionals as being too subjective and therefore needing guidance 
by experts.29

Among the most pervasive themes in master narratives on families of 
children with disabilities pertains to the notion that these parents may, 
either temporarily or for an extended period of time, be “in denial” (i.e., 
unable or unwilling to “accept” their children’s disabilities). Indeed, in 
preservice literature aimed at preparing counselors, social workers, or reha-
bilitation professionals to work with this group of parents, we are often 
explicitly instructed to expect among them an initial period of “denial” of 
their children’s disabilities.30 Decades ago, Kaslow and Cooper, in discuss-
ing parents’ reactions to a child’s diagnosis of disability, stated, “First there 
is denial of the problem.”31 This narrative has remained largely unchanged 
over time; discussions about parental denial are frequently found even 
in more current literature that is genuinely aimed at helping profession-
als work more collaboratively with families. For instance, Chrissie Rogers 
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informs us that “denial and shock in reaction to a diagnosis and the poten-
tial loss of the ‘normal’ are common when faced with a diagnosis at birth, 
but are not exclusive to early years diagnosis,” and Milton Seligman and 
Roslyn Darling assert that, due to parents’ feelings of extreme anxiety, 
they may “deny the reality of their child’s disability.”32

The use of the term “denial” in the context of psychological function-
ing is rooted in Freudian psychodynamic theory, where it is understood as 
a self-protecting, unconscious defense mechanism “used to resolve emo-
tional conflict and allay anxiety by disavowing thoughts, feelings, wishes, 
needs, or external reality factors that are consciously intolerable.”33 In 
post-Freudian psychology, the deployment of the concept of denial in 
mental health practice has been informed by the Kubler-Ross’ stage theory 
on the ways in which individuals come to terms with death and dying.34 
Kubler-Ross explained denial as a temporary defense against an uncom-
fortable and painful situation, which is soon replaced by at least a partial 
acceptance of the reality of the situation; she posited that all patients con-
fronted with the news of their terminal illness exhibited denial.

Although Kubler-Ross’ stage theory focused specifically on the psycho-
logical processing of death and dying, mental health professionals have 
used her framework to explain individuals’ reactions to other forms of 
loss, which is to say, situations that are socioculturally understood as loss. 
As such, this model has been unquestioningly adapted to fit profession-
als’ interpretations of the ways in which parents respond to a diagnosis of 
childhood disability.35 For example, according to Barnett et al., grieving 
is typical among parents of children with disabilities and denial is a factor 
that hinders their acceptance of a disability diagnosis.36

It is important to acknowledge that the work of various scholars that I 
reference in this chapter is, I believe, genuinely focused on gaining a bet-
ter understanding of parents’ varied experiences of raising children with 
disabilities.37 Their perspectives are grounded in beliefs about the value 
of professional–family collaborations and the imperative need for mutual 
trust and respect between parents and professionals; as such, they make 
valuable contributions to preservice literature. My intention therefore is 
not to discredit or undermine their work. However, I aim to draw critical 
attention to the ways in which scholarship aimed at strengthening pro-
fessional–family relationships may be influenced by the legacies of early 
psychoanalytic theories, with their implicit assumptions about dysfunc-
tionality among families and the objectivity of the clinician. These dis-
courses reify beliefs that parents’ emotional states may sometimes stand 
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in the way of their children’s best interests, and therefore they should 
be further unpacked. In attempting to understand claims about parental 
denial, perhaps it is necessary to take a closer look at the particular actions 
or reactions reported by parents, which are interpreted by mental health 
researchers or practitioners as indications of their being in denial.

In studies that explore parents’ reaction after hearing a disability diag-
nosis, it is documented that many parents report initial feelings of shock, 
disbelief, or overwhelming sadness.38 It is likely that their reported disbe-
lief may be interpreted as indication of denial. More commonly however, 
parents who elect to seek a second (or third) opinion about their chil-
dren’s diagnoses, those who reject particular diagnostic labels, or those 
who “shop” for a different diagnosis are categorized as being in denial.39 
With regard to this, Kaslow and Cooper state,

The routine of ‘doctor shopping’ will probably occur as the parents try 
to find someone who can allay their fears, but this is not possible… Then 
comes the moment of truth—the need to deal with the child’s limitations.40

It is worth noting that in narratives on parental denial, positivist language 
which alludes to a universal nature of disability is ubiquitous; diagnoses 
are understood as “truth” and parents’ alternative interpretations of their 
children’s difficulties are positioned as a refusal to accept the objective 
opinion of professionals or a universal “reality.” For example, Drotar et al. 
state, “Denial is the stage in which parents try to escape from the reality 
by disbelieving the diagnosis.”41 Similarly, Cook, Klein, and Tessier assert 
that “it is a professional’s responsibility to help families cope with the 
demands of their reality.”42 In these discourses there is little acknowledge-
ment that the phenomenon of disability is itself a sociopolitical construct; 
in language which positions the disability diagnosis as reality or truth, 
critical questions about what counts as a disability and more importantly, 
who gets to decide, become obscured.43 For example, Seligman states that 
the parental defense mechanism (of denial) interferes with an “objective 
appraisal of a situation or an event.”44 Here, the “objective appraisal” is 
understood to be that of the professional; parents become positioned as 
irrational, subjective, and counterproductive, and disability labels are rei-
fied as universal.

Narratives on parental denial seem to suggest that parents should 
unquestioningly accept professionals’ opinions; as such they validate the 
notion that “experts know best.” Disguised in the language of “accepting 
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a child’s disability,” the real expectation seems to be that parents should 
acquiesce to the worldviews of professionals.45 By privileging the perspec-
tives of those in positions of power and control, these dominant narra-
tives fail to acknowledge the subjective meanings that parents bring to 
their experiences; minimize their insights and concerns, and construct 
restrictive meanings of normality. Ironically, since defense mechanisms are 
defined as operating at an unconscious level, parents’ objections to being 
positioned as being in denial can conveniently be dismissed as their lack 
of conscious awareness of their own feelings, creating a powerful double- 
blind for parents.46 For example, Seligman and Darling inform the prac-
titioner that denial of the reality (emphasis added) of a child’s disability 
is a defense mechanism that operates on an unconscious level; parents 
“fight unconsciously to keep their pain hidden from their own aware-
ness.”47 Ironically then, any attribution of denial is a self-serving one, since 
by definition, it automatically privileges the opinions of those making the 
attribution—in this case, those in positions of power and control. Any 
attribution of denial works powerfully to negate and delegitimize parents’ 
own feelings and their objections to being labeled by professionals.

In an earlier work, I highlighted that parents’ resistance to particular 
diagnostic labels for their children or to the classification of their chil-
dren for the purpose of receiving special education services in schools 
is sometimes interpreted as indication of their denial of their children’s 
disabilities.48 In unpacking this particular parental reaction to a poten-
tial disability label, it is helpful to distinguish between parents’ refusal 
to acknowledge their children’s differences versus their resistance to the 
labeling of their children as disabled. Beth Harry explains that when 
parents are in conflict with educational professionals over diagnostic or 
classification issues, usually they are not in disagreement about their chil-
dren’s difficulties in learning or developmental differences—rather, the 
dispute is over the naming of the problem.49 Her study with low-income 
Puerto Rican mothers reveals that among this group, understandings 
about the parameters of normalcy were broader than would be expected 
in a Western psychological context; hence, while the mothers in this study 
acknowledged their children’s learning challenges, they were opposed to 
the labeling of their children as having “mental retardation” (the term 
formerly used to refer to intellectual disabilities). Similarly, other stud-
ies indicate that although some parents may accept that their child has 
learning difficulties, they may reject the notion that their child is learning 
disabled.50
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As noted above, the majority of the existing literature on families of chil-
dren with disabilities is based on white (mostly Euro-American), middle- 
class families residing in North America, and uses a Western, Eurocentric 
psychological framework in interpreting individuals’ responses to having 
a child with a disability. However, parents’ responses to their children’s 
differences do not exist in a sociopolitical vacuum; rather they are situated 
in the context of individual or collective understanding of the meaning 
of disability. Some researchers who have sought to explore the perspec-
tives of parents from ethnic minority or low socioeconomic backgrounds 
have found that many parents’ interpretations of their children’s disability 
were embedded in their understanding of family identity—that is, labels 
of disability or mental illness took on greater significance for these parents 
because they were understood as reflecting a judgment on their entire 
family. For example, Steven Taylor, in his (2000) ethnographic account of 
the Duke family—a low-income family in which each member had a dis-
ability label—discusses the ways in which members of this family resisted 
collective stigma by rejecting labels of disability, and instead reframed 
them as mundane actions or poor choices made by individuals. Family 
members were described as “acting young for his age,” “being a pest,” or 
“drinks too much,” instead of “mentally retarded” or “mentally ill.” By 
dissociating individual members from the labels they had been ascribed, 
and by rejecting dominant parameters of normalcy, this family was able to 
maintain a positive social identity.51

The examples above speak less about denial of disability and more 
about families’ understanding of the impact of labeling a child as disabled. 
Elsewhere, I have highlighted parents’ concerns over the marginalization 
of their labeled children in schools and discussed the ways in which par-
ents endeavor to avoid stigma by contesting particular disability labels and 
seeking alternative ones which they may perceive to be less stigmatizing.52 
In contrast, dominant narratives fail to contextualize parents’ reactions 
to a disability diagnosis. For instance, Seligman and Darling state that 
“denial can be caused by the threat the disability presents to the fam-
ily.”53 Here (similar to my earlier discussion on researchers’ location of 
threat), the “threat” is located in the impairment rather than in socio-
political  environments in which children with disabilities are stigmatized, 
devalued, or marginalized.

The stigmatizing of individuals is a powerful phenomenon linked to 
the value placed on certain identities; it involves the social construction of 
difference and the consequent rejection or marginalizing of individuals or 
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groups.54 Erving Goffman explicates the concept of stigma as a social or 
psychological marking of individuals (originally it referred to the practice 
of physically branding or marking individuals), which serves to establish 
the stigmatized as fundamentally different.55 Disability is a stigmatized 
identity, with some disabilities—the “discredited” ones—being more stig-
matized than others.56 Not only are disabled individuals stigmatized, their 
families may also experience a level of stigma and isolation; this is resonant 
with Goffman’s notion of courtesy stigma—or the concern about becom-
ing stigmatized because of ones association with stigmatized individuals.57 
As noted before, parents’ resistance to certain disability labels and their 
seeking alternative ones may sometimes be driven by their desire to avoid 
stigma for their children or for the family as a whole. Historically, this was 
seen in the movement for the creation of a new disability category—learn-
ing disability. Christine Sleeter elucidated that, after the term “learning 
disability” (LD) was first coined by Samuel Kirk in 1963, parents who 
considered it to be a more desirable label for their children experiencing 
difficulties learning in schools lobbied for its adoption as a special educa-
tion classification in ways that distinguished it from the label of mental 
retardation (currently termed “intellectual disability”). Sleeter drew criti-
cal attention to the racial and socioeconomic underpinnings of disability 
categories, as well as the social distribution of stigma; the parents who 
advocated for the creation of the LD category and for ascribing this label 
to their own children were overwhelmingly white and middle class and 
motivated by a need to dissociate with the stigma associated with the lan-
guage of mental retardation when accessing services for their children in 
schools. The creation of an LD category therefore served to maintain race 
and class stratification; diagnoses of LD separated white, middle-class chil-
dren who were struggling in school from minority children, and allowed 
for an explanation of why these children were struggling academically, 
in ways which did not threaten the social order.58 In my own work with 
families, I explained the extent to which parents of privilege drew upon 
their cultural and economic capital to access certain diagnostic labels or 
educational classification for their children, and to avoid those which 
they believed would lead to low expectations from teachers and social 
rejection of their children.59 Collectively, this body of literature disrupts 
dominant assumptions about parents who resist disability labels as passive 
or counterproductive, positioning them instead as agentic and strategic. 
Additionally, it explicates the ways in which parents’ experience of having 
a child with a disability is not universally defined, but rather, is shaped by, 
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and consequently shapes, the sociopolitical landscape with regard to the 
meaning of disability itself.

References to parents who have “unrealistic expectations” of their chil-
dren with disabilities are also found in the literature. For example, “Some 
parents are able to provide for and love their child while holding on to 
the unrealistic hope that the child will make dramatic improvements… 
For most parents the reality of [a] child’s situation becomes clearer over 
time.”60 Here, there is an implicit assumption that parents are initially 
unable to accept their children’s conditions. It is also not uncommon for 
parents to be positioned as being in denial when they advocate for literacy 
education or advanced placement courses, or inclusive education for their 
children with disabilities.61 Many studies document parents’ “struggles” 
with regard to obtaining services or their “fight” to access inclusive learn-
ing environments for their children; these studies reveal the level of stress 
and frustration experienced by parents who engage in advocacy.62 Parents 
who seek inclusive education for their children with “severe” disabilities, 
intellectual disabilities, or autism are sometimes dismissed as having unre-
alistic expectations and, by extension, being “in denial.”63 Thus, rather 
than problematizing traditional special education discourses and practices 
deeply entrenched in deficit models, parents who demand access to their 
children’s educational rights or who have the audacity to presume com-
petence among their children with developmental disabilities are often 
positioned as the problem.

In particular, parents from lower socioeconomic or ethnic minority 
backgrounds tend to experience many obstacles when navigating school 
bureaucracies and contending with school professionals. The work of 
Rayna Rapp and Faye Ginsberg underscores the immense amount of labor 
and the constant vigilance (usually on the part of mothers) required when 
advocating for educational services to which a child with a disability is 
entitled—advocacy without which services usually do not materialize.64 In 
an earlier work, my colleague Chris Hale and I problematized the uneven 
access to inclusive learning environments for children with disabilities and 
the vastly different experiences of parents who sought these, based on their 
socioeconomic status. We argued that, within an institutional system which 
works against them, privileged parents of children with disabilities utilize 
the cultural and economic capital available to them to access the services, 
accommodations, and inclusive environments that they understand to be 
the fundamental rights of their children, while low-income parents with 
fewer resources, are generally less equipped to successfully advocate for 
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their children’s needs or to resist institutional pressures. Additionally, par-
ents from cultural and linguistic minority groups often encounter biases 
and deficit-based judgments of their parenting from professionals (or are 
excluded from the special education process because professionals fail to 
address procedural or language related barriers).65 As such, it needs to be 
acknowledged, the familial experience of having a member with disability 
is inextricably linked with dominant assumptions about different groups as 
well as the holding of privilege.

My commentary in this chapter is not intended to imply that parents do 
not react to their children’s disability diagnoses in the ways documented in 
research, and neither do I mean to suggest that parents never experience 
shock or sadness, resist certain disability labels, or “shop for” particular 
diagnoses. All of these may very well be among the range of responses 
that parents have; indeed, they are well documented in research literature, 
including my own work with families.66 I do not challenge the existence 
of these parental reactions—rather, I aim to question the labeling of these 
reactions as denial, the casting of professionals’ judgment as objective 
truth, and the positioning of disability diagnoses as reality. Consistent with 
the work of many scholars who caution that the labeling of parents’ reac-
tions as denial reifies stereotypes and presents barriers to professional–fam-
ily communication.67 I problematize the common failure to recognize that 
there are a wide range of reactions among parents to their children’s dif-
ferences, and that these reactions are situated in the sociopolitical contexts 
within which families exist. I argue that the casting of parents’ subjective 
meaning-making of their children’s differences as pathological responses, 
and of children with disabilities as representing profound loss, become 
tools for the marginalization of some families; these institutionalized dis-
courses privilege the perspectives of those in positions of power and con-
trol, discredit agency among families, and construct restrictive meanings 
of normative family life.

fuTure direcTions: criTical Psychology 
and families of children wiTh disaBiliTies

How then might researchers engage in understanding the lived expe-
riences of families of children with disabilities? How might practitio-
ners work collaboratively with these parents? Ferguson et  al. caution 
us against making assumptions about families of children with disabili-
ties, drawing attention to the wide range of outcomes and responses 
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that exist among them.68 Others have stressed the importance of criti-
cal research and practice with this group of families.69 From a disability 
studies perspective, disability is understood as a social construct; within 
this framework it is imperative to include the perspectives of family 
members in any efforts to examine the familial experiences of having a 
child with a disability.70 Rapp and Ginsberg argue that although there is 
much variation among families of children with disabilities, there is also 
a recognition of shared experiences or “a sense of existential kinship” 
among this group of parents across race and class; these parents are 
aware that they must grapple not only with the issue of accessing services 
for their children, but also with broader issues of nurturing the person-
hood of their children, and with the task of reimagining the meanings 
of family and humanity.71

In research and practice framed in the constructivist frameworks of 
disability studies, parents’ reactions to their children’s disabilities are 
understood as linked with the social meanings ascribed to the construct 
of normalcy,72 and situated in cultural interpretations of disability labels.73 
Grounded in a social model of disability, disability studies scholarship 
compels us to retract our collective gaze from the impact of children’s 
impairments on families and to focus instead on the socioculturally con-
structed notions of the “otherness” of children with disabilities and the 
marginalization of their families.74 Elsewhere I have made a case for nar-
rative inquiry as a critical research methodology; narrative research sheds 
light on subjective interpretations of disability, contributing to new under-
standings of the ways in which the meaning of having a child with a dis-
ability is mutually negotiated by individuals and society through discursive 
practices.75

Olkin and Pledger ask whether disability studies and psychology could 
possibly join hands; they point out that despite psychology’s interest in 
diversity, people with disabilities are relegated to the periphery in psy-
chology, and usually only studied in the field of rehabilitation psychology 
with its focus on individual adjustment.76 They emphasize the urgent 
need for psychology to take heed of “new paradigms” in conceptual-
izing disability when engaging in disability-related research. Similarly, 
Prillitensky and Nelson remind us of the need to resist the pressure to 
pathologize individual families if we are to begin to seek collective solu-
tions to problems.77

Perhaps in considering Olkin and Pledger’s question about whether 
there can be a collaboration between disability studies and  psychology, 
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we might turn to the perspectives offered in critical psychology.78 In 
contrast with mainstream psychology, critical psychology has little to do 
with the diagnoses and treatment of individual people—rather it focuses 
on cultural forms of alienation and it endeavors to form communi-
ties committed to social change.79 Critical psychologists are invested 
in questioning mainstream psychology’s role in the systematic oppres-
sion of individuals and groups.80 Ultimately, critical psychologists aim 
to develop concepts and approaches that provide a means for analyzing 
power relationships, in order to contribute to the creation of knowledge 
and meaning in the search for social justice.81 As such, the ground-
ing premises of critical psychology are consistent with the perspectives 
offered in disability studies, and therefore, as Goodley asserts, perhaps 
there is potentially fertile ground for the emergence of a new psychol-
ogy of disability.82 Taking this a step further, one might envision a new 
psychology—one in which disability and normalcy are not dichoto-
mized—thus rendering the need for a “psychology of disability” unnec-
essary.83 In the quest to understand the familial experience of disability, 
mental health and rehabilitation professionals can be informed by criti-
cal psychology and disability studies; both are grounded in critical, 
constructivist frameworks and committed to the dismantling of power 
differentials in society.

Goodley asserts that questions need to be raised not about the dis-
abled psyche, but the nondisabled psyche—that is, moving away from 
theorizing about the impact of impairment on individuals and toward 
examining the problematic ways in which nondisabled people view dis-
ability.84 Extending Goodley’s idea to a progressive understanding of 
families of children labeled with disabilities, I argue that rather than 
pathologizing parents’ reactions to their children’s disabilities, we need 
to challenge the oppressive narratives that marginalize some families. 
Rather than problematizing parents’ resistance to “expert” knowledge, 
perhaps the institutionalized discourses and practices, rooted in ableist 
ideologies and cloaked in the myth of the neutrality of scientific knowl-
edge, should to be problematized. When the objectives for research on 
families of children with disabilities are framed as such, then disabil-
ity studies and critical psychology can indeed join hands. Collaborating 
with families in understanding the nature of their lived experiences, we 
might find the constructed parameters of normalcy challenged and in 
doing so, uncover new meanings of the normative family and, indeed, 
of the desired child.
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    CHAPTER 13   

 Postfeminist Motherhood?: Reading 
a Differential Deployment of Identity 
in American Women’s HIV Narratives                     

     Allyson     Day    

      Motherhood is central to conceptualizing domesticity. The deployment 
of motherhood as a centralizing identity is evident in the narratives of 
women living with HIV: a deployment that I argue creates a new affec-
tive landscape within which HIV can be understood. In contemporary 
HIV memoirs written by women, motherhood is a differentially deployed 
identity; as such, motherhood must be read with an attention to inter-
sectional (racist, classist, sexist, heterosexist, and ableist) oppressions. 
In this chapter, I look at two memoirs that rewrite the affective land-
scape of HIV—Catherine Wyatt-Morley’s  AIDS Memoir: Journal of an 
HIV+ Mother  (Kumarian Press, 1997) and Paula Peterson’s  Penitent with 
Roses: An HIV+ Mother Refl ects  (Middlebury Press, 2001)—to argue that 
motherhood can be deployed as a white supremacist claim to  citizenship 
(Peterson) or as a social justice tactic for eliciting affective belonging 
(Wyatt-Morley). 

        A.   Day    ( ) 
  Department of Women’s and Gender Studies and Disability Studies Program , 
 College of Arts and Letters, University of Toledo ,   Toledo ,  OH ,  USA    



 I contextualize two HIV memoirs written by women within HIV litera-
ture and affect theory, highlighting how motherhood upsets the current 
theorization of HIV literature. In order to understand the meaning of 
HIV, we have to contextualize the virus within what I am calling its affec-
tive landscape. Expanding Sara Ahmed’s theories, I argue that an affective 
landscape is a constellation of ideas and values connected in and through 
multiple objects, in this case, images and representations of stigmatized 
citizens.  1   HIV is very much an affective story, intimately connected to 
images of gay men as promiscuous, black women as welfare queens, and 
drug users as warlords. Heterosexual monogamous mothers enter this 
landscape and upset this constellation, causing ruptures between ideas and 
values that constitute HIV care and prevention. Through these ruptures, 
Wyatt-Morley and Peterson construct a new affective landscape to justify 
political intervention. Prior to these monographs written by women in 
long-term heterosexual relationships, the affective landscape of HIV nar-
rative was one oriented toward decline and ultimate death; motherhood 
upsets this orientation because it looks to the future in more normatively 
productive ways through procreation and childrearing, and elicits political 
action that bolsters the heterosexual family unit.  2   

 Between 1997 and 2009, when African American women were the fast-
est growing HIV population in the United States, four memoirs were 
written by women in the United States living with HIV; two authors were 
white, two authors were African American.  3   Two of the four memoirs 
were written by women who discovered their HIV status while in het-
erosexual marriages and after the birth of their children. In this chapter, I 
look at these two memoirs, both of which co-construct a HIV experience 
alongside their experience of motherhood. In both memoirs, motherhood 
becomes the entry point through which a female-embodied HIV experi-
ence can become recognized as part of the HIV story, inciting political 
action. 

 By theorizing labor and motherhood as co-constitutive of an HIV 
experience, these memoirs move beyond current understandings of wom-
en’s experiences with illness. In her discussion of women’s health activ-
ism and advocacy, Tasha Dubriwny claims that the social justice goals of 
the women’s health movement that took place roughly from the mid- 
1960s through the mid-1980s have been abandoned in favor of neolib-
eral and postfeminist agendas.  4   Dubriwny argues that this utilization of 
motherhood for the purpose of women’s health advocacy is not only a 
simplifi cation of the complex experience of illness, but a reifi cation of 
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 traditional gender norms.  5   Unlike Dubriwny, I argue that the deployment 
of motherhood by women living with HIV is actually not a simplifi ca-
tion of women’s experience with illness, particularly if they are read for 
the differential deployment of identity, paying particular attention to how 
identity is mobilized in relation to racist, classist, sexist, heterosexist, and 
ableist oppression. Further, interrogating the differentiality of the moth-
erhood identity unveils how identity can be deployed affectively, resisting 
essentializing gender roles and insisting on a politicized understanding of 
motherhood, domesticity, and disability. HIV motherhood, it turns out, is 
neither simple nor “postfeminist.” 

 In what follows, I contextualize two HIV memoirs written by women 
within HIV literature and affect theory, highlighting how motherhood 
upsets the current theorization of HIV literature. I then analyze the role 
of motherhood and reproductive labor in these memoirs, noting the ways 
in which each narrative rewrites the affective landscape of HIV. Finally, 
I look to the material labor in and of these memoirs, questioning how 
motherhood is deployed differentially, at times reinforcing and at times 
writing against white supremacist calls for citizenship. 

   GENDERED HIV NARRATIVES 
 Jacquelyn Foertsch argues that many of the fi rst HIV memoirs, written by 
gay men, can be understood through constructions of enemy, boundaries, 
and an ongoing apocalypse.  6   As Foertsch writes, “the conditions prevail-
ing during the Cold War have come to characterize the AIDS era as well, 
so that the body remains precariously placed and susceptible as ever to 
immonology’s depiction of it as on the defensive yet badly defended.”  7   
Similarly, as Priscilla Wald writes most recently of HIV in relation to 
other outbreak narratives, “Patient 0”—the archetypal HIV patient—was 
understood as “alien” from the beginning.  8  

  Patient 0’ led to a diagram of and eventually to a narrative about forty osten-
sibly linked cases of AIDS […] But if, as they suggest, an infectious agent 
causes AIDS and the disorder has a long incubation period, then everyone 
who gets AIDS has presumably been an asymptomatic character and then 
becomes an ailing transmitter. So what distinguishes ‘Patient 0’?  9   

 In Wald’s analysis, “Patient 0” is distinguished through an absence 
of geography, thus always alien.  10   Wald argues that “Patient 0” was a 
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 necessary narrative construction for North Americans, particularly those 
in the larger population who were not approaching HIV through direct 
biomedical fi elds, in order to write HIV as an outbreak narrative, situat-
ing HIV within a North American tradition of understanding contagious 
illness (a tradition that she traces back to Typhoid Mary). Signifi cant for 
both Foertsch and Wald is an understanding of a barrier between “me” 
and “not me,” the healthy from the contagious. Both theorists emphasize 
that this narrative is one based solely on masculine sexuality. So what hap-
pens to understandings of contagion, enemies, and disease when female 
bodies are understood as HIV-positive? 

 We can understand the affective landscape of HIV, using Massumi’s 
concept of affective threat, when we look at the fi rst writings that emerged 
featuring women living with HIV.  11   These narratives actually resist under-
standings of external threat/threat event by focusing on motherhood as 
the site of illness. Through gestational motherhood, the threat of conta-
gion is both of the mother and distinct from the mother; contagion does 
not come from an external threat in the way the fl u is contagious but 
instead comes from the gestational parent’s own body, which is protecting 
and nourishing the fetus it grows while at the same time exposing it to 
HIV. HIV medicine has developed so that in 2015, in utero infection is 
preventable but at the time Peterson and Wyatt-Morley were writing, this 
was not the case. So while Peterson’s and Wyatt-Morley’s memoirs are ori-
ented toward a fear of death and contaminating others (children, primar-
ily), their attention to their own reproductive labor creates a new affective 
landscape for HIV outside of contamination. With attention to reproduc-
tive labor, the barrier between “me” and “not me” becomes blurred.  

   UNDERSTANDING HIV/AIDS ORIGIN 
THROUGH MOTHERHOOD 

 Catherine Wyatt-Morley and Paula Peterson both write from their perspec-
tive as heterosexual mothers, situating their experience with HIV within 
their experience as parents, which is often inseparable from their over-
all experience of parenthood. Additionally, both women discovered their 
HIV status in the context of gynecological events: Wyatt-Morley post- 
hysterectomy and Paula Peterson post-caesarean. As such, both women 
discovered their HIV as a female-bodied event co-constituted through 
motherhood, a strikingly different narrative than those written by (men 
who have sex with) men. 
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 Catherine Wyatt-Morley wrote the fi rst book-length memoir by a 
woman living with HIV, publishing with a small African-centered press in 
1997.  12   Importantly, she titles her memoir, written as a collection of jour-
nal entries from her initial diagnosis in 1994 through her press contract 
(she refl ects on this process in her latest entries),  AIDS Memoir: Journal of 
an HIV-Positive Mother . The focus on motherhood remains central to the 
text, as does marriage (and her eventual divorce), with a formal portrait of 
her with her kids appearing on the front cover. 

 Wyatt-Morley begins her memoir with a bodily geography of reproduc-
tion. She received a diagnosis of HIV after an infection from her hysterec-
tomy, which failed to heal as expected.  13   The reasons for the hysterectomy 
go unexplained (Wyatt-Morley is an African American mother of three, 
only 35 years old). Her motherhood remains central as she is given her 
diagnosis:

  But doctor, there have been no signs, no symptoms, no warning. I’m mar-
ried and have been faithful to Tim,” I said, as I looked at my husband whose 
beautiful brown eyes were fi lling with tears. “I have not shot any drugs. I 
don’t understand. I don’t know anything about HIV.” My thoughts began 
to turn to my children. Suddenly, I was afraid for my babies. Oh my god, I 
am dying.  14   

 The stigmatizing factors associated with those living with HIV are negated 
in Wyatt-Morley’s telling of her encounter with HIV.  Assembled as a 
series of journal entries, the memoir tells us that Wyatt-Morley’s husband 
has been unfaithful due to a past period of alcoholism (a period and affair 
that were previously disclosed to Wyatt-Morley) and is HIV-positive as 
well.  15   This makes room for an affective resistance to identifying Wyatt- 
Morley with other HIV-positive people (homosexual men, drug users) 
who are stigmatized; by highlighting her heterosexuality and her monog-
amy, Wyatt-Morley gives her readers a chance to identify her as unfairly 
victimized at a time when other adults living with HIV were understood 
as responsible for their own illness. The memoir becomes one about dis-
closing to family the effects of HIV on children. While Wyatt-Morley 
chooses not to disclose to her daughter (her youngest child), she and 
her husband do talk with her two sons. “My sons have no idea what the 
 discrimination and rejection associated with HIV/AIDS could do to their 
accepting hearts. They are so young and impressionable; this is happening 
to my beautiful children, too.”  16   Directly following some of her journal 
entries, Wyatt-Morley, in a reminder of her motherhood to the reader, 
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writes  letters to her children, with advice about relationships, work, and 
God, as well as interspersing photographs of her children.  17   All of this 
works to reinforce the affective landscape of motherhood and HIV. 

 At the same time Wyatt-Morley is learning how to parent with HIV, 
she is also learning to parent as a single mother. She is divorced from her 
husband, who has taken up drinking, contracted several severe opportu-
nistic infections, and refused marital counseling. Wyatt-Morley’s support 
comes increasingly from the peer support group, WORTH (Women on 
Reasons to Heal), which she founded for women in Tennessee living with 
HIV.  18   In June 1996, without commenting on her husband’s disintegrat-
ing health, she writes:

  Today my marriage of ten years came to an end. I feel like hell. Now I have 
to face life as an HIV-positive mother alone with three children. Divorce 
hearings were over in less time than it took to get there—ten years over in 
less than ten minutes. Tim was a no-show, as expected, and a hearing date 
for property settlement was scheduled.  19   

 By cataloguing the process of divorce, and writing herself as proactive 
while her husband becomes simultaneously increasingly sick and increas-
ingly distant from his family through alcoholism, the reader is affectively 
removed from Wyatt-Morley’s stigmatized husband and attached to 
Wyatt-Morley through her motherhood. As she writes: “Though I have 
educated myself well and associated with many organizations, commit-
tees, universities, and hospitals, have access to protocols, and am on what 
seems like thousands of mailing lists, none of this changes the fact that 
I am HIV-positive and progressing, much too rapidly, toward AIDS.”  20   
This being one of her fi nal journal entries in the book, Wyatt-Morley suc-
cessfully frames herself as a responsible citizen alongside her HIV-positive 
status; doing so, she also emphasizes how she “represents the fastest grow-
ing group of HIV infection in the United States.”  21   

 By mobilizing this affective landscape and establishing cultural trust, 
Wyatt-Morley is able to use her journal entries as educational essays for 
readers who may know very little about HIV, explaining T-cells, AZT, 
viral loads, protease inhibitors, and the failures of sex education.  22   She is 
also able to hold her community leaders accountable for neglect. “Our 
minority families extend little support, our minority religious leaders 
honor silence, and our black brothers and sisters die alone. No honor 
is found in abandonment.”  23   Even more directly, she writes, “Ministers 
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have the power over the accepting, captive congregations that listen to 
‘the holy word.’ When the ‘holy word’ is given by a minister with his or 
her own hidden agenda, the ‘holy word’ becomes something other than 
‘The Holy Word.’”  24   By beginning her journal entries fi rst with lessons on 
the technical details of HIV, she slowly builds trust with her reader as de- 
stigmatized and wise. By the time she begins to look at cultural factors for 
HIV infection rates and turns the lens on her own community, particularly 
the black church, she has built an affective landscape around motherhood 
which changes stigmatized understandings of infection. By connecting her 
HIV to her motherhood, HIV becomes a disease of all people, not just 
drug users or gay men. 

 Paula Peterson published her book-length memoir,  Penitent with Roses: 
An HIV-Positive Mother Refl ects , in 2001, through a small literary press 
at Middlebury College. In it she echoes Wyatt-Morley’s affective land-
scape of motherhood, but without Morley’s pointed political interven-
tions. Emphasizing the centrality of biological motherhood in her HIV 
origin story, Peterson begins her fi rst chapter, “Caesarean,” with the literal 
birthing of her son. “The ‘pains’, as they are so quaintly called, begin in 
earnest at midnight on November 14, 1995, which happens to be my 
exact due date.”  25   As Peterson recounts the dinner party where her con-
tractions began, she emphasizes motherhood as a kind of identity border- 
crossing, writing, “These are the last few hours that my life will really 
belong to me.”  26   By centering literal labor, Peterson contributes to the 
new affective landscape of HIV. She centers her motherhood while also 
drawing attention to her privilege. As a white, Jewish middle-class woman, 
Peterson writes, she “was 35 years old, and up to that point, had led a 
sheltered life. Most of my suffering had been existential, which meant I 
had to invent reasons to torture myself. Things generally came easily to 
me, just in the way conception had. I awoke each morning thinking of the 
inviolability of my identity, and of my rights.”  27   Peterson does not reveal 
her HIV-positive status in this fi rst chapter, since she herself is unaware of 
her infection. She is given a caesarean because of an inability of her labor 
to “progress,” not because anyone is aware of her HIV status.  28   Because 
of her caesarean, she feels distant from her son, ending her fi rst chapter, 
“It will be months before I feel anything when I pick up my son. […] I am 
being forged anew. Little by little, I reinvent myself.”  29   While beginning 
her memoir with this scene of birth, Peterson resists idealized notions of 
motherhood, conceptualizing motherhood and the emotions attached to 
it, as work, not instinct. 
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 Peterson waits until the second chapter to give readers her diagnosis. In 
“Prognosis Guarded,” the reader follows Peterson’s own discovery of her 
illness. She discloses to the reader by again emphasizing her privilege. “I 
was thirty-six years old, had been married nearly four years and had a baby 
nearly eleven months old when, out of the wild blue sky, I was diagnosed 
with full-blown AIDS.”  30   The disclosure of a full-blown AIDS diagnosis, 
as opposed to asymptomatic HIV, without any prior recognition of the 
virus, is jarring. Peterson recounts for the reader the symptoms that led to 
the diagnosis (extreme exhaustion, headaches, unaccountable weight loss) 
alongside the waiting period for the test results for her husband and baby. 
Again, she centers a refl ection on her labor, writing:

  It turned out that the Caesarean delivery, which I had always been ashamed 
of, feeling that I had merely had a baby pulled out of me instead of giving 
birth to one, had actually been a safeguard for my child. The virus nestled 
in the walls of the birth canal and a fetus who did not make the treacherous 
passage stood a much better chance.  31   

 In her retelling, the virus is “nestled” inside her, much like her baby, giving 
an image of the virus not as ravaging or menacing, but as infantile. At the 
same time, in refl ecting on 11 months of breastfeeding, Peterson writes, 
“And now I was jolted to the realization that what I fondly imagine had 
been nurturing my son for many months had, in fact, been endangering 
his life.”  32   Like the image of the virus during birth, the virus at this stage is 
not understood as an enemy. Instead, it is her own breast milk, the carrier 
of the virus—this traditional symbol of motherhood—that is understood 
as dangerous. Despite Peterson’s apparently ambiguous relationship to 
the virus, she writes that it, much like motherhood, was “savagely mauling 
her identity.”  33   

 In the end, Peterson embraces her identity as a mother, further com-
plicating the affective landscape within which her narrative unfolds and 
simultaneously drawing in the empathetic reader. When she fi nds that 
doctors suspect she has had the virus for at least ten years, Peterson begins 
the process of fi nding old lovers, leaving messages, recounting short con-
versations where her exes are sympathetic and HIV-negative.  34   Peterson 
never discovers exactly how she contracted the virus, admitting that she 
was promiscuous in her 20s, when HIV was still thought only to affect gay 
men; the reader is left with an ambiguous HIV origin story that Peterson 
re-routes back to motherhood, by the end of her second chapter. “One 
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thing I did gain, which I could point to,” Peterson writes, “I had no more 
ambivalent feelings about motherhood. There was nothing common or 
animal-like about it. Giving birth had not been a sacrifi ce of my higher 
nature, as I had once half-believed, but a redemption of that higher nature 
and an enhancement of it.”  35   By the end of “Prognosis Guarded,” she 
fi nds out that both her husband and son are HIV-negative. 

 The centrality of childbearing remains throughout Peterson’s narra-
tive; when she begins her chapter on attending a conference for women 
living with life-threatening diseases, many of whom are living with HIV, 
she writes:

  But when you take into account the heaviest population of infected women 
falls between the ages of 25–39—prime childbearing years—the statistics 
begin to look more frightening. The more women who are infected, the 
more likely they are to pass HIV along to their children, either while in 
uterus or through breastfeeding.  36   

 For Peterson, what is notable about the growing rate of HIV among 
women is the threat of its effect on reproductive labor. Peterson, in attend-
ing a support group specifi cally for mothers while at the conference, strug-
gles with intentional motherhood in the face of HIV (her own pregnancy 
occurred while she was ignorant of her status) and yet feels a connection 
with the women because of her status as a mother, the fi rst time she feels 
a connection in the conference itself.  37   Her identity as a mother leads her 
to activism, when she works on behalf of the Mother’s Caucus for the 
National Association for People with AIDS:  38  

  And suddenly, I remember why I am here: I’m white, I’m middle-class, I’m 
well-educated, and I look like Senator So-and-So’s niece or daughter or 
sister-in-law. I’ve been chosen for my shock value. Our biggest enemy, what 
we came to fi ght, is the attitude that AIDS is happening to  other  people.  39   

 Here is a clear example of Peterson’s emphasis on her motherhood work-
ing in connection with her class and racial privilege. She feels at once 
connected with other women living with HIV and alienated from them. 

 Peterson writes of how this sense of simultaneously belonging and not 
belonging manifests in the context of policy speech-making, which she 
argues is largely performative, for the extension of the Ryan White CARE 
Act.  40   “As I speak, I begin to feel curiously divided from myself—my story 
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is a genuinely sad one, and I can tell from the expressions on the faces 
of my listeners that I have delivered it convincingly, and yet after many 
tellings, I no longer feel an emotional connection to it.”  41   Peterson is 
intentionally mobilizing this new affective landscape for the purpose of 
political advocacy. The connection with motherhood situates her within 
the context of other women living with HIV. Yet it is a connection that 
transcends the barriers of HIV and has the potential to appeal to a broader 
public. Motherhood elicits political action. 

 Peterson fi nishes her memoir with a lengthy letter to her son, told in 
segments refl ecting on her own childhood, from a relationship with her 
babysitter/cleaning lady to her fi rst after-school detention, leading the 
reader to the end of the memoir before we fi nd out much of Peterson’s 
early life.  42   She often speaks directly to her son in these passages, explain-
ing mundane, perhaps nostalgic details, such as the desk arrangement in 
her totalitarian third-grade classroom.  43   In her conclusion, she writes, 
both to her son and to her broader audience,

  I stated, in the beginning of this letter, that I wanted to present myself 
to you because I wanted you to know something about my history. But 
it is possible that I have turned myself into more of an enigma than I had 
intended […] Yet, on closer inspection, I see that something has emerged 
from these vignettes after all. The whole is possibly the tale of the birth of a 
writer […] and the responsibility of bearing witness.”  44   

 With the intentional use of the word “birth,” Peterson has turned her 
reproductive labor in on itself, emphasizing that what is produced is not 
more laborers, but writing and the creation of an affective landscape 
within which to situate HIV narratives such as her own. In her fi nal mes-
sage to her son, Peterson recounts a children’s story,  Are You My Mother , 
about a young bird’s search for his mother, who has left the nest tempo-
rarily to fi nd breakfast. She writes, “It is my hope after reading this you 
will be able to recognize […] your mother for what she is. And you will 
be able to claim me immediately.”  45   Peterson’s use of this children’s story 
performs a few different functions for her memoir’s end: fi rst, it reinforces 
the child–mother relationship upon which the memoir opens; second, it 
closes on the idea of a search, one she begins in her second chapter in the 
hope of fi nding her HIV origin (which partner infected her?) and the one 
the reader, in part, expects to fi nd with the “Patient 0” precedent con-
structed in the decades before she contracted the virus. Instead, the end 
of Peterson’s search is motherhood itself.  
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   WRITING AGAINST THE POLITICS OF DISGUST: CATHERINE 
WYATT-MORLEY’S AIDS MEMOIR 

 In Wyatt-Morley’s memoir, paid labor plays a central role in how 
she conveys the daily experience of living with HIV in the mid-1990s 
(1994–1996). This centrality, in conjunction with her consistent empha-
sis on her motherhood, writes against a “welfare queen” representation, 
which took on heightened signifi cance at the time of Wyatt-Morley’s writ-
ing due to the Clinton administration’s 1996 Welfare Reform Act.  46   The 
welfare queen representation, which is organized around hyper-fertility 
and laziness, leads to what Hancock terms “the politics of disgust.”  47   As 
Hancock explains, in welfare politics, democratic attention is perverted 
into “ideological justifi cation for a specifi c policy,” which separates welfare 
recipients from other “worthy” Americans. This perversion of democratic 
attention is a key component of the politics of disgust.  48   The elite manipu-
late public discourse in an effort to create and enact certain policies. In the 
contentious decades of the 1980s and 1990s, the public identity of wel-
fare recipients (constructed as African American single mothers—“welfare 
queens”) interacted with a politics of disgust to produce undemocratic 
outcomes.  49   This is key for thinking about who gets empathetic attention 
in terms of HIV. Wyatt-Morley effectively writes against the welfare queen 
stereotype, subverting this politics of disgust and asserting herself in a 
democratic space, by focusing on her negotiations of labor in the context 
of HIV stigma and HIV-related illness. 

 Wyatt-Morley, writing in journal format, fi rst discusses her negotiations 
of labor and illness when, after being on a three-month sick leave following 
surgery and subsequent HIV diagnosis, she returns to work. While Wyatt-
Morley is not specifi c about the precise kind of work she does, we know she 
works at a plant and is possibly unionized.  50   In mid-July 1994, she writes, 
“I’m back at work but I’m really not feeling well enough to be back. Bev 
wanted me to stay out longer, but I had to come back because my pay has 
been at 60 percent since June. The company has not changed since March; 
neither have its people. I was not put on a job, so I sat in the cafeteria wait-
ing for a supervisor to fi nd a job within my restrictions.”  51   Here, we see 
Wyatt-Morley negotiating disability accommodations within her physically 
demanding factory job as well as the need to work to support her family 
(her husband is having much more diffi culty than she and is often unable 
to maintain hours). Her emphasis on working while not feeling well, and 
the lack of paid work available to her based on physical restrictions, counter 
stereotypes of laziness. She also emphasizes her responsibility to her family. 
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 While Wyatt-Morley is focused on working to support her family, a 
few journal entries later she discusses how she begins a support group for 
women with HIV, WORTH.  52   WORTH develops from a support group 
to an advocacy organization, centering “the needs of working mothers 
who are sick, women as heads of households, dental care, gynecologi-
cal issues, and the aloneness we all share.”  53   Notably, material, economic 
concerns are listed before medical and emotional needs. Wyatt-Morley 
emphasizes her volunteer work and her ability to participate in less physi-
cally demanding paid labor while her factory employer searches for appro-
priate accommodations—it took two months for her supervisor to fi nd 
her a “temporary placement.”  54   This juxtaposition of factory work and 
accommodations, and her HIV coordinating and volunteer work, remains 
a consistent narrative technique throughout the memoir. Wyatt-Morley 
often discusses both in the same journal entries. The importance of mate-
rial labor is highlighted throughout the memoir. As part of her class-based 
politics, Wyatt-Morley also consistently lets her readers know how she is 
making ends meet fi nancially, letting them know when she is getting paid 
and when she is not. Wyatt-Morley consistently centers class in her experi-
ence of HIV, recognizing how material privilege and nonphysical labor 
could benefi t her wellness now that her immune system is compromised. 

 In the midst of continuing troubles at work, including sexual harass-
ment from her supervisor, Wyatt-Morley begins to attend national HIV 
conferences with her group.  55   “I’d like to work in the fi ght against HIV 
and AIDS,” Wyatt-Morley writes in November 1994. “I want God’s 
words to come from my mouth as I speak against the lack of education 
that has occurred among our youth or for universal healthcare for every 
American. We need to be educated.”  56   By connecting her activism to edu-
cating youth in particular, Wyatt-Morley indirectly connects her labor 
with motherhood. She is also consistently demonstrating her increased 
professionalization in the emerging fi eld of HIV care and advocacy:

  January 12, 1995. Went to an HIV/ADS conference in Fort Campbell, 
Kentucky, with my good friend, Diedre from WORTH, and a guy named 
Joe to hear speakers and get updated information. It was very informative. I 
watched and listened to medical personnel speak about patients’ treatments, 
clinical trials and new medication.  57   

 In this entry, and throughout the book, Wyatt-Morley details the information 
she learns at these conferences, demonstrating her knowledge and educating 
her readers.  58   The book itself becomes part of her educational advocacy. 
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 As Wyatt-Morley’s HIV-related conditions cause more physical prob-
lems, such as carpal tunnel and peripheral neuropathy, she begins a women 
and HIV media project, walking the readers through the process of learn-
ing to write grants, fi nding producers, conducting interviews, and promot-
ing the project.  59   “HIV is the driving force behind me doing this video. I 
would be working at the plant and going on with my life if Tim and I were 
not infected with this virus.”  60   Development of the video project weaves 
itself through the book, often directly preceding her medical updates.

   March 28 1995 . Things with the video are moving slowly. There’s so much 
to learn. I told Tim that I spend more than ten hours a day doing or think-
ing of things to incorporate into it. 

 Went to the doctor today. Bev said I was doing great. I told her that I feel 
good, other than my hands.  61   

 Here, not only does Wyatt-Morley juxtapose her video project with her 
physical disability that causes her problems with working at the plant, she 
also counts her hours working for wage labor, writing against any stereo-
types of laziness. 

 Wyatt-Morley eventually sees the need to merge her volunteer advo-
cacy with paid work. “Well, I have given it great thought and I think it is 
time for my work life and private mission to become one. I can no longer 
live in ‘if.’ It’s time ‘if ’ got a life. My work with the video has taken me 
many places.”  62   Wyatt-Morley eventually comes out as HIV-positive at 
work, takes her video to fi lm festivals, tells her own story in media outlets, 
and procures a book contract.  63   As Wyatt-Morley becomes increasingly 
disabled in the context of her paid work, she becomes a powerful HIV 
advocate, experiencing a change in her own understandings of power. She 
provides readers access to this ideological shift through a new affective 
landscape for HIV that emphasizes her own motherhood and details the 
complex material negotiations that write against the politics of disgust.  

   REINFORCING THE POLITICS OF DISGUST: WHITE 
MOTHERHOOD AND PAULA PETERSON’S NEGOTIATIONS 

OF LABOR 
 While Wyatt-Morley writes against the politics of disgust by centering her 
negotiations of paid labor and HIV, Paula Peterson, a white, married Jewish 
mother, actually reinforces the worthy/unworthy citizenship divide. Not 
only is there a notable absence of economic and labor negotiations in 
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her memoir, but the ways in which Peterson continually emphasizes her 
white, married, heterosexual subjectivity, in contrast with women of color 
and poor women who she meets in her search for community after her 
HIV diagnosis, perpetuates the ideological divide between those deemed 
worthy and unworthy of inclusion and access to the rights of citizenship. 
Peterson’s memoir itself is a material marker of the divisions that exist 
among HIV-positive people in the contemporary United States. Unlike 
Wyatt-Morley’s book,  Penitent with Roses  is marketed as a literary text 
and is published in conjunction with the Breadloaf Writer’s Conference/
University of New England Press. It is also the winner of a nonfi ction cre-
ative writing prize. With her constant references to graduate school, and 
writing as “art” (not work), and her own writerly identity, Peterson dis-
tances herself from self-conscious activist texts like those of Wyatt-Morley, 
whose publisher, Kumarian Press, is marketed toward African Americans 
and centered on social justice work. While Wyatt-Morley writes about 
procuring her book contract, and the economic opportunity that con-
tract opens for herself and her family, Peterson never mentions the mate-
rial negotiations of writing a book or even pursuing an MFA in Creative 
Writing. In short, Peterson’s memoir is one of “art”—not labor or advo-
cacy—in which her experience with HIV is removed from other social 
justice concerns. 

 In the opening chapter of her memoir, when Peterson recounts her 
caesarean, she positions herself against any stereotype of hyper-fertility:

  In my twenties, I harbored a romantic notion that I was “barren.” This 
may have been reinforced by the fact that, as a young girl, too thin and 
too athletic, I often went six months or more without having a period; 
I had also been on the Pill for many years and had been told by a doc-
tor that the hormonal interference might make conception a lengthier 
process. And as a writer, I nursed a conviction, quite legitimate, that any 
fertility that I possessed would be manifested through my art, not my 
body.  64   

 While Peterson does not deny sexual activity, with reference to taking 
birth control, she does write herself as “responsible,” concerned with hav-
ing children before monogamy, while also potentially so disciplined (ath-
letic, thin) that she is actually the opposite of lazy and hyper-fertile. While 
simultaneously establishing herself as disciplined and responsible, she also 
establishes herself as an artist, writing not to make ends meet but because 
of some inner drive, some innate sense of self. 
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 As Peterson recounts the process of her diagnosis following the birth of 
her son, she again resists the notion that there might be stigma attached 
to her condition; that she is in some way not deviant; that her civil rights 
are indisputable. “I told myself I had the advantage of having contracted 
a very public and political disease that instantly conferred martyrdom on 
its sufferers […] You could not have a more fashionable disease. In San 
Francisco, at least, the stigma was not as pronounced. Your civil rights 
were indisputable.”  65   While Peterson is not as explicit as Wyatt-Morley 
in the period of her diagnosis, we can understand, based on the time-
line Peterson provides (referencing she probably contracted the disease in 
1985 and had it for ten years when she was diagnosed), that she is expe-
riencing her diagnosis at the same historical moment as Wyatt-Morley. 
Being white and middle-class herself, and living on the West Coast, expe-
riencing HIV in proximity to white, upper-class activism left Peterson with 
a less-stigmatized association with her diagnosis. At the same time that she 
understands her HIV in proximity to whiteness, she also does not feel a 
part of the HIV community. “It was not ‘my’ disease. […] I did not know 
anybody else like myself—white, Jewish, middle-class, college-educated, 
and HIV-positive. I tried turning it all upside down and thinking about 
it in a different way. This was a more successful tactic. It was funny but I 
turned out to be exotic after all.”  66   Here, Peterson, in one of many itera-
tions, emphasizes her whiteness and class privilege, as well as her educa-
tion and religious/ethnic heritage. In a paradox, she does not feel the 
stark stigma related to HIV because of the 15 years of de-stigmatization 
work of white male activists in San Francisco. In yet another seemingly 
paradoxical moment, she comes to understand her HIV racially. It makes 
her “exotic,” an Other, and in the midst of mid-1990s multiculturalism, 
this to her seems desirable. She establishes herself as an anomaly to the 
HIV community (and by extension, not deserving of HIV). 

 In a Chapter “Who We Are,” where Peterson rehearses statistics related 
to women with HIV, she again emphasizes her own whiteness. “Being a 
white woman with HIV in the United States, a white Jewish woman at 
that, puts me in a unique position. It’s a lonely place to be. I discovered 
after my diagnosis that I had very little community, especially if I wanted 
to scrape together a community out of women who fi t my demographic 
specifi cations. I soon abandoned that idea and began looking for women, 
any women.”  67   Although Peterson acknowledges that her position is a 
“lonely place to be” and that she has “very little community,” she seems 
to view her status as nothing more than “demographic specifi cations.” 
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Unlike Wyatt-Morley, who becomes more politicized after contracting 
HIV, Peterson does not equate her experience with larger struggles for 
social justice. In the same chapter, Peterson goes on to describe a retreat 
of women living with HIV almost as if she were an anthropologist, observ-
ing and recounting participants’ life stories while also giving an hour by 
hour description of the retreat’s activities.  68   Peterson describes the fi rst 
two women with a sense of detached observation, as she does throughout 
the chapter:

  Two women in wheelchairs introduce themselves: Joanne, square, chinless, 
with tiny eyes and a fl at forehead. A thug’s face. She had long sparse reddish 
hair that an attendant, standing behind her, is combing and re-braiding. 
The other, Martina, is younger, smaller, and softer, with brown moist eyes 
that seem fi lmed over. Next to her chair, the paraphernalia of the oxygen 
deprived—tank, tubing, carrying case. Both are chain smokers, dropping 
their ashes on the sidewalk, directing their unfl inching gaze into the middle- 
distance. Joanne converses with me but Martina is not as accessible.  69   

 Here, Peterson describes physical details of appearance and states that 
Joanne converses with her, but we never get a sense of who these women 
are, where they come from, or their relationship to their disease. For 
Peterson, important markers of identity are displayed on the body but not 
through the person. In her observations, Peterson negatively judges these 
participants, describing one as having a “thug’s face” and both as chain 
smokers, despite their reliance on oxygen. These women, in Peterson’s 
short racially tinged refl ection, are irresponsible, unhealthy, and depen-
dent on others for care. At their meal later in the day, Peterson  attributes 
an animal-like paranoia to Joanne and Martina, “they eat solemnly, glanc-
ing from side to side, as if they fear someone is going to cheat them of their 
portion.”  70   Peterson also describes the food, “black-eyed peas, cornbread, 
meatloaf. Several of the Black women whoop with joy.”  71   By describing 
the food and describing other participants with child-like or animal-like 
qualities, Peterson sets herself apart from the participants at the retreat 
and from the larger community of HIV survivors. 

 In contrast with the participants, Peterson describes their workshop 
leader, Eve, who is living with HIV, with positive judgment. “Hazel eyes 
and seamless ivory skin. A voice that is always in excellent tune. Hers is 
an authentic beauty: she draws from a deep well of grace within her.”  72   
While again Peterson focuses on the physical details of Eve, she attributes 
a personality trait while her physical descriptions also focus on racialized 
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notions of whiteness. Eve’s “seamless ivory skin,” her voice that is “always 
in excellent tune,” and her “authentic beauty,” stand in stark contrast to 
Joanne who is described as, “square, chinless, with tiny eyes and a fl at fore-
head.” Eve’s “deep well of grace” carries with it signifi cantly different con-
notations than the direct and “unfl inching gaze into the middle- distance” 
of Joanne and Martina. It is Eve with whom Peterson fi nds community, 
not the other women in her group. Peterson’s affi nity with Eve is con-
fi rmed, when she writes, “But I notice the shadows in her cheeks. The 
slight sunkenness. The oversized sweater probably hides the thickened 
waist. These are the signs by which we know one another.”  73   Although 
Peterson seems almost to function as a detached reporter or anthropolo-
gist, her physical descriptions are coded with racial and class judgment. 
She understands herself as a member of the HIV community only in rela-
tionship to white workshop organizers. This juxtaposition between herself 
and the retreat participants reinforces a deserving/undeserving binary of 
HIV subjectivity. 

 In her chapter “Working the Line,” Peterson makes an analogy com-
paring volunteering at a San Francisco HIV hotline with factory work. 
Yet for Peterson, the workplace has a sense of relaxation and comfort, not 
the bustling pace of an assembly line. She begins her chapter, “I settle 
myself into my booth with a cup of coffee, after schmoozing with my 
neighbor.”  74   She conveys stories of hotline callers, presenting herself as 
knowledgeable, expert. “I force myself to ask, my heart beating rapidly, 
whether she has nursed her children. ‘Of course, miss,’ she says proudly. 
‘Every single one for a year.’ She does not seem to understand that the 
virus can be transmitted from mother to child through breast milk.” In 
the process of  presenting to the reader her own knowledge and train-
ing as a hotline volunteer, she conveys her caller as ignorant, a “young 
African-American woman” with a “pleasant sing-song accent.”  75   Here, 
Peterson’s descriptive prose becomes tainted with racialized understand-
ings of African Americans as uneducated performers, while she herself is 
the white educated savior. 

 The power hierarchies, which remain unacknowledged in Peterson’s 
volunteer work, seem to exist outside of her consciousness. She ends her 
chapter with one of her few insights into her work life. Yet even this is 
self-focused: “Fondly, I imagine that thousands of men are now using 
condoms correctly because of my advice (‘Never use an oil-based lubri-
cant. Roll out the air bubbles. And for God’s sake, check the expiration 
date.’) That thousands of women will now buy condoms themselves and 
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insist their partners wear them […] These airy fantasies sustain me for the 
week between my shifts.”  76   Here, Peterson reinforces her own hotline 
expertise by also emphasizing that she is volunteering, one four-hour shift 
a week. The focus remains, as always on her own achievements and expe-
riences. While she is equipped to offer advice about condoms, she does 
not provide the reader with a deeper analysis of health inequalities and 
economic negotiations for people living with HIV. Peterson’s “working 
the line” stands in sharp contrast to Wyatt-Morley’s work at the factory. 
It also stands in sharp contrast with Wyatt-Morley’s own volunteer work; 
fi rst with founding WORTH, an organization meant for peer support and 
community-building (Peterson is not interested in community-building 
through her hotline work); and second, Wyatt-Morley’s insistence on 
allowing others the opportunity to tell their stories through her fi lm proj-
ect, a sharp contrast from Peterson’s appropriation of others’ stories for 
her own narrative. 

 In Peterson’s fi nal chapter, before she begins her closing letter to her 
son, she writes about her work on Capital Hill, reinforcing her ambiva-
lence around social justice and enforcing her understanding of HIV in 
isolation from other inequalities:

  At the age of thirty-nine, on the brink of middle-age, I set out to save the 
world. I am an activist. Tentatively, I mouth these words, and by the third 
or fourth time I have spoken this sentence, it begins to seem credible. […] 
I have good reason to doubt myself because for most of my life, I have been 
indifferent to world affairs. It is only for the last few years I have developed 
a political conscience. Once, in graduate school, I got dragged into a march 
against apartheid, but it was only because I was on my way to the library and 
the marchers happened to cross my path and one of them was my advisor, 
who pulled me in, and I felt for the sake of my academic career, I couldn’t 
refuse.  77   

 For Peterson, genocide is simply one of many “world affairs” that does 
not enter her “political conscience,” placing apartheid in the same cat-
egory as only voting rarely in local elections. And when she is “dragged” 
into activism, it is only for her own narcissistic reasons. While it could be 
argued that HIV awakened Peterson’s political consciousness, she has not 
demonstrated an investment in social justice work at any other place in the 
text. As she discusses her work in HIV advocacy on Capital Hill, she again 
emphasizes herself and her own whiteness. To return to a passage from 
earlier in the essay:
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  And suddenly I remember why I am here: I’m white, I’m middle-class, I’m 
college-educated, and I look like Senator So-and-So’s niece or daughter or 
sister-in-law. I’ve been chosen for my shock value. Our biggest enemy, what 
we have really come to fi ght, is this attitude that AIDS is a disease that hap-
pens to  other  people. Our second biggest enemy is the mistaken belief that 
the disease no longer poses a signifi cant threat: that it’s a sort of low-simmer 
illness, something you can safely leave on the backburner while you attend 
to other things.  78   

 In this passage, Peterson reinforces this deserving/undeserving divide by 
emphasizing her own (privileged) position (white, middle-class, college- 
educated, the daughter or niece or sister-in-law of Senator So-and-So) in 
order to gain political attention for HIV. Because she is not an “Other,” 
HIV warrants legislative attention. Her work on Capitol Hill is a micro-
cosm for the book’s project itself. In fact, she writes of her legislative 
speech as a “performance”—“a story about my story”—again framing 
writing as art, as opposed to an economic negotiation that addresses 
power inequalities.  79   She does not go into details about how “AIDS” is 
not a low-simmer disease, about how resource inequalities, the prison 
industrial complex, sexism and intimate partner violence all exacerbate 
the prevalence of HIV infection and one’s ability to access and main-
tain a pharmaceutical regimen. While Wyatt-Morley does not emphasize 
all of these systemic contributions to HIV prevalence, her own story is 
one of politicization. Her memoir ends with her as the Executive Director 
of WOMEN (Women on Maintaining Education and Nutrition), a com-
prehensive organization that serves women and families “affected and 
infected” by/with HIV.  80   By keeping the mission and clientele (those 
affected by HIV) broad, Wyatt- Morley stands at the helm of an orga-
nization that can address myriad systemic issues that contribute to the 
HIV/AIDS epidemic. 

 Peterson, in contrast, reinforces this deserving/undeserving divide 
again when she discusses the fi nancial negotiations of her group, the only 
time Peterson ever mentions fi nances in relation to HIV:

  All of us have been allotted a small sum of money for this trip and most 
of us feel the amount has been generous. Several of the women, however, 
have spent all of their money and have nothing left to get them from the 
airport to their homes. One woman has been begging money from a few 
other women in the group, myself included. We suspect she may be an 
alcoholic.  81   
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 In a narrative where economic negotiations are notably absent (How does 
Peterson make a living? How does she access/pay for her medications?), 
her attention to the fi nancial details of this trip seems superfl uous. In fact, 
she appears to highlight the economics of this trip as a means of displaying 
her own condescension and moralizing judgment, while again distanc-
ing herself from other women living with HIV. Her use of this fi nancial 
detail does nothing to illuminate why women on the trip would need an 
allowance in the fi rst place (Why are many women with HIV living in low 
socioeconomic conditions? Do their medication’s side effects cause them 
to lose hourly wages, as in Wyatt-Morley’s case?) Instead, the reader gets 
Peterson’s explanation of alcoholism (irresponsibility) in contrast with 
Peterson’s own sense of gratitude—the allowance, for Peterson, is “gener-
ous.” Peterson is unable to address the social inequalities between herself 
and the other women in her “activist” group. Her advocacy, what she calls 
her activism, stops at her own whiteness and class privilege. Her story 
about HIV is a story that reinforces white privilege and undermines HIV 
social justice work.  

   BEYOND A POSTFEMINIST MOTHERHOOD 
 In this reading of these two memoirs, I have demonstrated the way in 
which HIV is co-constituted with motherhood; as such, women writing 
about HIV have created a new affective landscape oriented toward a life 
that disrupts earlier conceptualizations of HIV as enemy invader. At the 
same time that both memoirists understand their HIV as inseparable 
from their motherhood, their negotiations of material labor—paid labor, 
volunteer labor, writing labor—create strikingly different affects for each 
memoir. Wyatt-Morley, an African American working-class woman, con-
tinually recounts to readers how her HIV disrupts her fi nancial security, 
at the same time she works as a volunteer to build community among 
other HIV survivors and works to provide a platform (through video 
documentation) for HIV survivors to tell their own stories; Peterson, in 
contrast, distances herself from other HIV survivors, calling consistent 
attention to her whiteness and class privilege, judging other survivors 
for their material negotiations as she continues to be a stay-at-home 
mother. Some scholars have argued that connecting illness to mother-
hood is a simplifi cation of illness experience and a postfeminist politi-
cal tactic; in the context of HIV, motherhood is differentially deployed 
to elicit affective responses from readers. The two memoirs highlighted 
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here reveal two different ways in which motherhood can be deployed. 
Unrecognized white privilege and class status lead one memoirist to 
counter the progress made toward eliminating HIV stigma, reinforcing 
a white supremacist call for citizenship. The other memoirist situates her 
experience with HIV within a broader understanding of racism, classism, 
sexism, and heterosexism, compelling readers and scholars to resist a 
simplistic understanding of motherhood as postfeminist. Motherhood, 
it seems, can still be affectively radical.  

                                                                                    NOTES 
     1.    Sara Ahmed writes that affect is what preserves the connection 
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CHAPTER 14

Melting Down the Family Unit: 
A Neuroqueer Critique of Table-Readiness

Zachary A. Richter
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On a section of Autism Speaks’ website titled “Autism & Your Family,” 
two headings in bold greet the reader, the first reading “How will I deal 
with this diagnosis,” the second saying “Stages associated with grieving.” 
The author of the piece then lists and blurbs a series of emotions, includ-
ing “Shock,” “Sadness,” “Anger,” “Denial,” and finally “Loneliness.” 
This narration as well as Autism Speaks media emphasizing loss of eye 
contact proliferate the notion that Autism is a crisis in the American fam-
ily. The isolation hyped by Autism Speaks and others is put forth as a crisis 
for the workforce and for social relationships. So, the message repeats, 
“Autism is a crisis.” In turn, therapeutic batteries, miracle cures, specialty 
schools, government programs all manifest as responses to that crisis. The 
disabled child in the family haunts the image of a happy middle-class peace-
ful family. Large nonprofits as well as care providers have used the image 
of “the autistic child” to portray despair, the loss of domestic joy, and the 
 destruction of the American family. Inscribed within this image of disabled 
child as crisis, a series of normalizing discourses offer early intervention as 
an option that can help to manage autism and avoid domestic collapse. In 
such a portrayal, autism and autistic symptoms become separated from the 



persons who are identified with them and come to imply a rising epidemic 
tide of interpersonal disorder.

In an attempt to challenge the erasure of more positive autistic experi-
ences, this chapter argues that the crisis, so harped upon by charity work-
ers, behavioral psychologists, and educational personnel, is in actuality a 
scene of conflict between the repressive ideology of the normal family and 
the resistant practices of autistic subjectivity. The codification of expecta-
tions of attentiveness, eye contact, and conversational reciprocity as gate-
ways to normative functioning within curative, medical, and psychological 
epistemologies obscures the contestation of neurotypical and able-bodied 
social norms and conventions by autistic and other neurodivergent peo-
ple.1 As autistic people who would otherwise be institutionalized have 
grown up in the family home, those families that have raised them have 
not always been able to fully prevent a set of changes consistent with their 
presence. As one might also say, certain nondisabled families can explain 
away the changes brought by their autistic members, but they cannot 
always understand those members advocacy of a new type of social rela-
tions for the family unit.

To argue that the site of the family is a scene of conflict between autistic 
subjectivity and familial heteropatriarchal normativity is not to imply that 
the forces on each side of such a conflict are equal. Instead, the forces 
of familial normativity are backed by a mass of institutional power and 
funding, and those that support autistic and neurodivergent changes 
to the family unit are relatively small (but growing) and minimally sup-
ported, financially or otherwise. Bernard Rimland formed one of the first 
autism- focused nonprofits in the United States, the Autism Society of 
America, in 1965 to combat autistic behavioral interruptions to his own 
family life.2 Autism Speaks, founded in February 2005 by Suzanne and 
Bob Wright, self-stated grandparents of autistic children, is now one of 
the biggest and most well-funded nonprofit organizations in the United 
States. Like Rimland, the Wrights founded the organization to amend, 
and upend, autistic disruptions into family life.3 Organizations such as 
those founded by the Wrights and Rimland work to find a cure for autism, 
a project that cannot avoid its interior meaning of normalizing the life of 
the disabled child and in turn renormalizing familial life. The embrace of 
 heteronormative values regarding how autistic children should be included 
within families by major publically and privately owned organizations has 
given rise to a countermovement among disability studies scholars who 
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consider themselves “crip/queer theorists” to investigate the site of the 
family as a site of normalizing intervention.4

Crip/queer theory, as it has been articulated in the works of Robert 
McRuer, Allison Kafer, and others, will be enlisted in this chapter’s reread-
ing of two major clinical and curative ideas about how autistic people 
relate to families. First, the blaming of autistic children or adolescents’ 
atypical behavior for the divorce of their parents as propagated in some 
psychology, social work, and other medical research.5 Second, the repre-
sentation and ideology of table-readiness or regulated communicative and 
bodily presence, as maintained and reproduced by psychological, occu-
pational therapist, physical therapist, speech therapist, and other medi-
cal or pseudo-medical personnel. In addressing the above problematic 
conceptualizations, neurodivergent analyses and counternarratives will 
be offered. In response to the claim of autistic behavior as destructive, 
the failed project of cure will be indicted. To critique the ideology of 
table-readiness, an alternative neurodivergent model of sociality and famil-
ial relations centered upon fixations and sensitivities will be offered. The 
contrast between normative ideals and structures for familial interaction 
and autistic experiences and structures will be emphasized in a crip/queer 
criticism of the unassumed neurological and familial norm. But before the 
broader implications of this chapter’s argument unfold, we will need to 
consider how the singling out of autistic children as disruptive and as can-
didates for alteration begins with a focus on and idealization of the image 
of the child symbolically.

Queer theory proposes that legal, political, and moral images of child-
hood are a primary area of reproduction for a normative heterosexual 
cultural grammar or what is described as heteronormativity.6 Within a 
heteronormative matrix of intelligibility, the image of the child comes 
into being as an embodied justification and confirmation of the rightness 
and productivity of heterosexual reproduction. The couple form, or the 
pairing of male/female, is then concretized and reified as a primary pair-
ing and an exemplary structure for a broader set of social relations, the 
most obvious one being the family unit, in which gendered reciprocity is 
a thematic and performative requirement. Scholars in the area of Family 
Studies have also remarked on the couple-form structure, but through 
reference to the nuclear family.7 As will be illustrated, the nuclear family 
may be understood as the superstructural outgrowth that emanates from 
the epistemic core of the heteronormative couple.
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What is usually called “Family Studies” comes together as a mix of 
sociological, anthropological, psychological, and therapeutic conceptu-
alizations of the organization of family structure and how family mem-
bers relate to one another. Family studies scholars argue that sociological 
and anthropological analyses have helped to codify and institutionalize 
the concept of a nuclear family as an ideal type.8 This idea is confirmed 
by family therapists, who regard anthropological claims about the dyadic 
family unit as a basis for how a family with stable boundaries is organized 
and place interparental relations as formative of how relations with chil-
dren and broader intergenerational kinship relations are carried out.9 A 
goal in this chapter will be to reconceptualize the ideal type of nuclear 
family through the use of the table metaphor read through a crip/queer 
lens, as well as the communicative resistance of neurodivergent activists 
and scholars.

In queer theorist Sara Ahmed’s Queer Phenomenology (2006), the 
nuclear family is understood as a spatial and social collective object, mani-
fested through the device of the dining table, that orients how bodies 
“inhabit space … [and] how we apprehend this world of shared inhab-
itance, as well as “who” or “what” we direct our energy and attention 
toward.”10 As will be explained in the following paragraph, table interac-
tions manifest the repressive demand to conform to the closed-off dyadic 
form of the nuclear family structure and in turn condition the limits and 
paths of intimacy within that closed scheme. The phenomenological pre-
sumptions inherent in Ahmed’s work make attention to a founding con-
cept for conceiving how the table enacts socially the rules and mandates of 
the nuclear family unit. Attention to phenomenon is limited and produced 
by acts of relegation to the background. To perceive a thing demands that 
other things not be perceived. In turn, orienting devices limit attention. 
In the work of Maurice Merleau-Ponty, attention and attentiveness are 
the principal resources for understanding the world and are limited by the 
temporariness of consciousness as well as the limited range of the human 
senses.11 Based on such theories, the phenomenological form of the family 
unit in terms of attentiveness and the contextualization of family in terms 
of its form are parsed as a crucial background for considerations of how 
disability might disturb and rewire familial relations.

Within Ahmed’s thought on the dining table as an orienting device, 
vertical lines show the blood ties and horizontal lines represent the 
 epistemic pairing of the sexes; these lines of intimacy provide a basis for 
the compulsive normative realignment of deviant embodiments and ways 
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of being.12 If we envision the “traditional” nuclear family seated around 
their dining table, we see the father at the head of the table, the mother at 
the opposite end of the table, and the brother and sister seated on either 
side of the table. Buttressing the extension of the vertical line of blood ties 
into history and in anticipation of a normatively reproduced patriarchal 
future, the necessary logic of the nuclear family can be understood as a 
power scheme of distribution by proximity to masculinity. This ideological 
reverence and identification in the name of the father provides a guide to 
the extension or intrusion of the table into deviant or estranged subjects 
of it.13 Membership within the defining confines of the heteronormative 
table is then patriarchally granted; for there to be a place at the table, one 
must look up to the father at the head of the table. The crisis in the family 
unit occurs when the chain of signifiers becomes untied or in the event of 
uneven attention across such horizontal and vertical axes. As argued by 
family therapists Falicov and Brudner-White, “triangular shapings” of the 
nuclear family are inherently unstable because of the uneven distribution 
of attention—speaking not only to disability, but also to the patriarchal 
desire to have more than one child, ideally representing each sex.14

Balance is a key word, not only in terms of physics and geometry, but 
also family, the good life, and health. For a table to rest firmly on the 
ground, the legs must be balanced. Similarly, professionals put forth the 
word balance to explain how parents should simultaneously make efforts 
to normalize their children and to participate in familial intimacies. A series 
of studies that have come out since the advent of deinstitutionalization in 
areas like Pediatric Nursing put forth the idea that parents must find a 
balance between the role of being a teacher to their child and the role 
of supplying spousal intimacy.15 In this figuration of the family, repeated 
by those in the health professions and modeled, according to Sociologist 
Gil Eyal at Columbia, on the efforts of autism parent-researcher-advocate 
celebrities such as Bernard Rimland and Lorna Wing, the energies of famil-
ial effort must be redirected from its former role of offering supportive 
sociality to a role of clinical social and bodily rehabilitation and normaliza-
tion or educational and medical preparation for an ableist world.16 Such 
doctrines of “balance” presuppose and assume the necessity of parental 
participation in almost ritualistic scientifically unsound therapeutic efforts 
to reward “normal” behavior and punish autistic symptoms.17 The talk 
of balance additionally anticipates the question of events that cause loss 
of balance and the symmetry demanded in attention required by thera-
peutic discourses of “table-readiness.” But before the heteronormative 
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 expression of “table- readiness” will face critique, we must investigate the 
inflammatory claim of autistic people causing the disillusion of families 
and the divorces of their parents through disability studies scholar Alison 
Kafer’s conceptualization of curative time.18

Hartley et al.’s (2010) study entitled “The Relative Risk and Timing 
of Divorce in Families of Children with Autism” cloaks its dangerous 
hypothesis blaming familial collapse on burdensome autistic behavior 
through psychology-based discourses that claim as a veritable fact that 
autistic embodiment is always disruptive.19 Underlying these claims that 
situate autistic symptoms as most difficult to live with in the period just 
before adolescence is a timeline imposed upon Autistic bodies by medi-
cal and other professionals that locates the last chance to “save” autistic 
people from the dangers of permanent symptoms at that same period. 
The justification for the intensive behavioral programs in Lovaas-inspired 
behavior modifications, such as Applied Behavioral Analysis (ABA), can 
be said to assume a shrinking window; that is, if behavioral programs are 
initiated at an early age, “improvement” is expected by ages 7–9, the exact 
moment, preadolescence, in which families are expected to be most vul-
nerable to collapse.20 What appears here is an argument that the demise 
of the family unit is ushered in, not by an unruly autistic child, but by 
the imposition of hyper-normalizing temporal criteria onto that autistic 
embodiment from within the family unit. Kafer’s concept of curative time 
helps to explain how the production of a curative futurity for the autistic 
subject is what loosens social relations; in expecting an impossible future, 
the present of the family is shattered.21

The curative calendar for autistic children, first introduced by Ole Ivaar 
Lovaas and advanced by the works of Seltzer and others, suggests that 
with appropriate commitment early on in the life of the child, improve-
ments will occur prior to adolescence. Kafer writes of curative time as 
“future…framed in curative terms” and as a temporal trajectory that ren-
ders disabled embodiment a tolerable obstacle only so far as it is on the 
way to elimination, integration, and ultimately normativity.22 We may con-
sider how the translation of diagnostic authority from clinicians to parents 
also implies a transmission of curative responsibility. Parents are stretched 
by compulsory able-bodiedness, a system that disability studies scholar 
Robert McRuer argues, “assumes in advance that we all agree: able-bod-
ied identities, able-bodied perspectives are preferable,” into  positions of 
affection and normalizing responsibility by the expectation that they pro-
vide extra training to their children.23 Parent bodies are taught and led 
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to expect an end to such a stretch in the finalizing moment of the cure. 
When the curative estimate is impossible, when its manifestation turns 
out to be a false prophecy, the delay system snaps and the normatively 
mandated gaps in affection become realized as the new reality. It is this 
simultaneous failure of affection and failure of curative time that may be 
the trigger identified in Hartley et al.24 Instead of preadolescent behavior 
being a hump that parents have to be able to put up with (or get over), it 
is the inevitability and acceptance of autistic difference that is the true—
and according to some researchers insurmountable—hump. While in early 
childhood, curative futurisms leave a normal adulthood in place. In pre-
adolescence, the chronic nature of “the condition” becomes fully clear; 
the curative clock stops and the pressure built up by the anticipation of a 
future free of autism leads to a familial meltdown.

The purpose thus far has been to illustrate how claims about the col-
lapse of families with autistic children may be reread in light of disability 
studies theories and through the transfer of jurisdiction over autistic chil-
dren from institutions to a network of unassuming therapists, educators, 
and clinicians, as well as parents. In choosing to regard the therapeutic dic-
tate of balance as a factor that causes the stretching of parental efforts so 
far across normalizing and affectionate roles, the intention is to illustrate 
how it is the requirement of habilitation by parents that has ruptured the 
family unit, not the autistic child. But habilitation cannot rupture the fam-
ily unless it is in competition with affection as a key resource in interper-
sonal and perceptive engagement. This may be why the phenomenological 
building block of attention is so important in this chapter. To conceive of 
the limits of the dining table as an orienting device, we must recognize 
that the table places members of the familial complex on differing sides 
and we must be able to imagine an impossibility of awareness of all sides 
at once. The shape of the dining table directs attention to the sides shared 
by the beholder. When this order is disrupted, as it is by the presence of 
disabled embodiments, the old ways of discipline (that punish speaking 
out of turn) are brought back, often through ideologically violent means.

In the clinical developmental disability literature, aimed primarily at 
parents and practitioners, “table-readiness” is codified as a condition 
of socio-spatial normative docility in communication and the receipt of 
familial roles.25 The “table ready” disabled child must comply with familial 
instructions while making eye contact, keeping their hands and body quiet 
(not rocking their body or flapping their hands, doing what practitioners 
call self-stimulatory behavior) and self-regulating their emotional response 
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to the situation (not tantrumming). Expanding on Ahmed and Carsten’s 
work on the table as an object of kinship used to organize and stabilize 
the family structure, it may be useful to consider how the attachments 
that are constitutive of table-readiness aim to transform the overexpressive 
and overemotional, self-stimulatory, autistic subject into a reflection of the 
reciprocity and geometric boundedness of the couple form.

One of the earliest usages of the concept of “table-readiness” (that this 
researcher could find) comes from Koegel et al.’s (1988) self-help- oriented 
article “How to teach pivotal behaviors to children with autism.”26 In 
Koegel’s manual, a successful message is sent between mother and child 
only when the two of their bodies face each other and the mother can 
request, using touch and eye contact, that the child put forks on the table 
in their proper places. Koegel distinguishes this form of communication 
from the situation in which the mother calls from the kitchen into the 
dining room to ask the child if the table is ready. While Koegel’s manual 
highlights the instance of calling across several rooms as being problematic 
mainly because the instructions are unclear for the disabled child, his para-
graph on why calling across the room is a bad choice begins with noting 
that the mother is not sure that her child is paying attention. In Koegel’s 
formulation of clarity and attention as an ideal, attention is only achieved 
in a bodily parallelism akin to that of the table—returning the gaze and 
keeping the body facing another body are prioritized.

Using Foucault and disability studies theorists, we can analyze how 
the mechanistic dictates for the body, as well as the molding of self- 
consciousness about the shame of impaired embodiment operate concur-
rently. It will not be difficult to find a parallelism in this narrow concept 
of attention to Foucault’s notion of docility. Foucault (1977) writes of 
docility in Discipline and Punish:

…it was a question not of treating the body, en-masse…but of working it 
retail…of obtaining hold upon it at the level of the mechanism itself—move-
ments, gestures, attitudes, rapidity: an infinitesimal power over the active 
body. Then there was the object of the control: it was…the economy, the 
efficiency of movements, their internal organization; constraint bears upon 
the forces rather than upon the signs… it implies an uninterrupted, constant 
coercion, supervising the processes of the activity…27

Foucault’s theorization on the strategy of docility’s work upon the body 
may easily be made more concrete with theorist of ableism, Fiona Kumari 
Campbell’s (2009) retheorization of disability oppression as beliefs and 
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practices that generate and assume a specific sense of body and self that is 
projected upon the entirety of the community as a standard for human-
ness.28 One can then think about the attention aspect of table- readiness as 
a set of mechanistic adjustments to autistic bodies intended to recertify the 
presumption of ableness in the family unit itself.

In that the discipline of table-readiness transforms the flesh, it replaces 
the expressions that were previously native to it with an austerity of expres-
siveness. What makes autistic bodies in their undeveloped form so much a 
threat to ableness is their overexpression. In a blog titled “Quiet Hands,” 
Julia Bascom writes, “When I was a little girl, they held my hands down 
in tacky glue.” Her title “Quiet Hands” is repeated throughout the piece. 
“Quiet Hands!” they insist over and over.29 In the physical gripping of 
flapping or stimming hands, in the mantra-like repetition of the instruc-
tion to quiet one’s hands, there is an intention of pruning to maintain the 
geometric stability of the social whole.

The table, we might remember has an origin and end. It places on 
the exterior of its social zone, the people who must labor to create it. 
Emotions, nonnormative expressions, excitements, obsessions, bodies are 
left out. The sides of the table, created as reactions reflect each other 
and meet in an objective parallelism that becomes destabilized and teeters 
when its legs or sides have extraneous material (in the form of disability) 
added to them. Autistics and their allies know the flapping of hands and 
other nonverbal tics may not speak to the rigid confines of the table, but 
they detail otherwise hidden traumas and excitements. Great importance 
is placed upon the attentiveness of the table-ready autistic subject, but this 
is not attentiveness to emotional and sensory information. It is attentive-
ness to the ongoing expectation and presentation of social neutrality and 
openness to specific types of human-created communication.

The restrictions of attentiveness require a body that is acting only 
in response to social directives and does not respond to inner or outer, 
environmental stimuli. One may understand these restrictions as strate-
gies through which the emotionality of the intervened upon subject—the 
autistic child—is fixed in subjection and mimicry of social norms. In the 
clinical literature, a meltdown is a tantrum, a loss of control over emotions. 
Sometimes meltdowns are understood as resulting from sensory or social 
phenomenon. Table-readiness ascribes a social performance that excludes 
inner and environmental stimuli, except in cases in which the environmen-
tal disruption is something viewed as problematic to neurotypical partici-
pants. Attention is placed on the authorities within the family structure 
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and on the social designation of the setting. In that the therapeutic goal 
of attention implies only interpersonal attention, it becomes an austerity 
of embodiment, canceling out all ways of interacting or being with the 
exception of narrow notions of interpersonal familialism.

“Table-readiness,” the performative mask of bodily docility, of subjec-
tion to or perhaps oneness with the set of practices that normatively con-
struct the family is as much a fantasy as the table itself. These are illusions 
that bodies ache to construct. The autistic must deaden their senses. The 
parent must become a tool of schooling, not an ally of a child’s own way in 
the world. In the deployment of words like balance, professionals recom-
pose and condition parental intimacies to curve around instrumentalist 
goals for body performativity. The discipline of the domestic is carried 
out through discourses of the autism epidemic, focusing on the autistic 
child. The types of discipline and order instilled in these practices are fan-
tastic because they purport to arrange matter and family life according to 
strict rules. The inconvenience of the day-to-day cannot be made orderly. 
No matter how carefully familial existence is regulated, there will always 
be sources of leakage. Order is an illusion brought about through daily 
micro-violences. The wider affects of table-readiness on autistic adults are 
dangerous but unspoken.

The implicit devaluation of autistic ways of being occurs in the mecha-
nistic shaping of action and self-conception that takes place as a child. 
Campbell (2009) discusses internalized ableism as a concept of selfhood 
that is permanently dissociated from impairment (or what the social model 
of disability called the material or medical aspect of disability) and the 
body.30 In that regimes of table-readiness suppress disabled ways of being 
and only grant value to abled sociality, they train adult autistics to readily 
accept their lack of ownership over their bodies and to be repelled by their 
senses and needs for expression. This is an internalized structure for self-
hatred, wherein the body itself is set against the demands by society for a 
self that is not disabled in its self-description. As long as the self of the dis-
abled person is placed as separate from the characteristics of impairment, 
the disabled self will be fractured. As I anticipated earlier in this chapter, 
the owning of the self and the creation of neurodivergent forms of soci-
ality within and outside the family structure will be crucial to disabling 
domesticity by altering this legacy of devaluation.

Jim Sinclair’s (2010) article “Being Autistic Together” offers some 
bases for an alternative type of social and familial relations, starting with 
attentiveness that is not oriented toward a couple-form relation, but 
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whose intimacy is a function of inner and outer sensory and emotive envi-
ronments. Like the early childhood classroom activity of Show and Tell, 
Sinclair’s model of sociality around fixation provides a mode for sociality 
based not around parallel reciprocity between self and other, but channels 
communication around an intermediary, existing in content and form that 
redirects social relations.31 This may be why it is useful to consider this 
a neurodivergent sociality, even if Sinclair himself claims it as an autistic 
social element. The word “neurodivergent” has been coined to describe 
alternative neurology, usually implying either diagnosed or undiagnosed 
developmental disability or mental illness.32 But if we enter neurodiver-
gence into a phenomenological concept of sociality, it takes on a spatial 
meaning, indicating how socializing with an unusual neurology often 
requires taking diverging or deviant routes to community. Socializing 
around an object of sensory excitement is a major path of neurodiver-
gent sociality. In the autism world, examples of this include props that 
are brought by individuals or special interests that divert attention from 
the regulation of social hierarchies. Such as in the children’s activity of 
Show and Tell, a third or fourth object to interact around offers a desta-
bilization of the perceptive hierarchies present in top-down patriarchal 
relations. Objects of sensory excitement function as alternative orienting 
devices to the structures of family and capital machinery. Sinclair’s dis-
cussion of socializing revolves around the triggering of excitements, such 
as fixations on certain colors.33 While a neuronormative ableist model of 
socializing would condemn flapping hands at the sight of specific colors, 
a social style built around attention to an intermediary object allows for 
those overexpressions and extra-perceptivities to be an active part of the 
social familial process.

We can thus imagine the possibility of the reformulation of the social 
space of the table, in the hope that collective social spaces can diverge from 
the need merely to reflect and to refract as in the couple form and instead 
coalesce around an alternative and more inclusive basis for social group-
ing. As noted above, the organizational styles pioneered by Jim Sinclair in 
their writing point to a way for alternative social forms to develop. The use 
of social technologies that help to divert attention according to user needs 
help in this endeavor. Furthermore, the pioneering of cultures not reliant 
on a set of normative greeting rituals but more willing to accept rants as 
social orienting devices does offer promises for what can be adopted by 
the mainstream culture. However, it would be no easy task to alter how 
the heteronormative ableist majority converses. Perhaps the most that 
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Sinclair’s suggestions could aspire to is a series of guidelines for social 
groups whose aim is to be inclusive. This may mean a recognition of the 
obsession or the special interest as a way of deflecting social pressures; it 
may also imply the use of some of the social devices mentioned by Sinclair 
among populations not privy to the precision of “being autistic together.” 
Then, the reformulation of social grouping offered by Sinclair can only 
aspire to adding a new suggestion to the mercurial hybrid world where so 
many contradictory forms of social life present themselves.
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